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The latest techniques for designing state-of-the-art power supplies, including resonant (LLC)
convertersExtensively revised throughout, Switching Power Supply Design & Optimization,
Second Edition, explains how to design reliable, high-performance switching power supplies for
today's cutting-edge electronics. The book covers modern topologies and converters and
features new information on designing or selecting bandgap references, transformer design
using detailed new design charts for proximity effects, Buck efficiency loss teardown diagrams,
active reset techniques, topology morphology, and a meticulous AC-DC front-end design
procedure.This updated resource contains design charts and numerical examples for
comprehensive feedback loop design, including TL431, plus the world’s first top-down simplified
design methodology for wide-input resonant (LLC) converters. A step-by-step comparative
design procedure for Forward and Flyback converters is also included in this practical guide.The
new edition covers:Voltage referencesDC-DC converters: topologies to
configurationsContemporary converters, composites, and related techniquesDiscontinuous
conduction modeComprehensive front-end design in AC-DC power conversionTopologies for
AC-DC applicationsTapped-inductor (autotransformer-based) convertersSelecting inductors for
DC-DC convertersFlyback and Forward converter transformer designForward and Flyback
converters: step-by-step design and comparisonPCBs and thermal managementClosing the
loop: feedback and stability, including TL431Practical EMI filter designReset techniques in
Flyback and Forward convertersReliability, testing, and safety issuesUnraveling and optimizing
Buck converter efficiencyIntroduction to soft-switching and detailed LLC converter design
methodology with PSpice simulationsPractical circuits, design ideas, and component FAQs

"It has elements of all four, but its real value is in the amalgamation of these divergent elements
into a meaningful whole." (Quest: The History of Spaceflight, 1 March 2013)ReviewSolid-state
electronics enabled the amazing transformation of life on Earth in countless ways during the
second half of the twentieth century. This technology has become so ubiquitous that people
worldwide take it for granted and, more often than not, never contemplate what the world would
be like without it. In Implosion, historian Parker Temple captures in remarkable detail the
evolutionary complexity of one aspect of that technological transformation―the requirement for
and the acquisition of highly reliable solid-state electronics for mission assurance in U.S.
national security and national defense space programs. From the incorporation of strict military
specifications and standards for proliferating solid-state devices during the 1950-1960s to the
inability of those specifications and standards to keep pace with the evolution of electronics in
the 1980s―1990s, Dr. Temple weaves an elaborate narrative. He explains how military
standards advanced the quality of solid-state electronic devices generally, even as demands for



more capabilities engendered greater complexity, until concern about rising costs in the waning
years of the twentieth century politicized change and resulted in the entropic unraveling of an
optimized production system.Engineering instructors, students, industrial leaders, government
procurement officers, administrative policy makers, and legislators all might benefit from
contemplating Dr. Temple's critical analysis of how the optimized production system for highly
reliable electronics came about, what sustained it over time, why it fell apart, and whether a
satisfactory replacement might again ensure delivery of highly reliable electronic devices.
History holds many lessons for those who are willing to pay attention, and Implosion reminds the
attentive few that technological complexity can harbor the seeds of its own collapse. As Dr.
Temple correctly acknowledges, it took decades to evolve an optimized production system that
once ensured highly reliable solid-state electronic devices for U.S. rocket and space programs; it
likely will take decades before a fully acceptable replacement system emerges. Well informed,
historically astute participants, playing many different roles, can help 'stay the course' that leads
to that new production system.―Rick W. Sturdevant, Ph.D., Deputy Director of History, HQ Air
Force Space CommandFrom the Inside FlapImplosion is a focused study of the history and uses
of high-reliability, solid-state electronics, military standards, and space systems that support our
national security and defense. This book is unique in combining the interdependent evolution of
and interrelationships among military standards, solid-state electronics, and very high-reliability
space systems.Starting with a brief description of the physics that enabled the development of
the first transistor, Implosion covers the need for standardizing military electronics, which began
during World War II and continues today. The book shows how these twin topics affected, and
largely enabled, the highest reliability and most technologically capable robotic systems ever
conceived.This riveting history helps readers:Realize the complex interdependence of solid-
state electronics and practical implementations in the national security and defense space
programsUnderstand the evolution of military standards for piece parts, quality, and reliability as
they affected these programsGain insight into the attempted reforms of federal systems
acquisition of security- and defense-related space systems in the latter half of the twentieth
centuryAppreciate the complexity of science and technology public policy decisions in the
context of political, organizational, and economic realitiesWritten in clear, jargon-free language,
but with plenty of technical detail, Implosion is a must-read for aerospace and aviation
engineers, manufacturers, and enthusiasts; technology students and historians; and anyone
interested in the history of technology, military technology, and the space program.From the
Back CoverImplosion is a focused study of the history and uses of high-reliability, solid-state
electronics, military standards, and space systems that support our national security and
defense. This book is unique in combining the interdependent evolution of and interrelationships
among military standards, solid-state electronics, and very high-reliability space
systems.Starting with a brief description of the physics that enabled the development of the first
transistor, Implosion covers the need for standardizing military electronics, which began during
World War II and continues today. The book shows how these twin topics affected, and largely



enabled, the highest reliability and most technologically capable robotic systems ever
conceived.This riveting history helps readers:Realize the complex interdependence of solid-
state electronics and practical implementations in the national security and defense space
programsUnderstand the evolution of military standards for piece parts, quality, and reliability as
they affected these programsGain insight into the attempted reforms of federal systems
acquisition of security- and defense-related space systems in the latter half of the twentieth
centuryAppreciate the complexity of science and technology public policy decisions in the
context of political, organizational, and economic realitiesWritten in clear, jargon-free language,
but with plenty of technical detail, Implosion is a must-read for aerospace and aviation
engineers, manufacturers, and enthusiasts; technology students and historians; and anyone
interested in the history of technology, military technology, and the space program.About the
AuthorL. PARKER TEMPLE III, PhD, is a Senior Policy Analyst with more than forty years'
experience in program management and execution, software and systems engineering, policy
and systems analysis in national defense, and national security air and space programs. The
recipient of numerous awards, Dr. Temple has worked with the National Reconnaissance Office;
NASA; the Intelligence Community; the Departments of Transportation, State, and Commerce;
the Office of the Secretary of Defense; and the armed services.Read more
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Auxiliary OutputA Design Tables and Aids, and Component FAQs IndexPrefaceIt’s been
almost a decade since I held the previous edition of this book ever so lovingly in my hands. It
was my very first time. How can I ever forget that moment? The thrill lingers on, probably
destined to last a lifetime. But, like all special moments and relationships in our lives, it needed
nurturing. So, though it seems a trifle late in coming, here it finally is—the second edition of my
very first book. To me personally, the book still remains what it was on that thrilling day in 2004: a
labor of love. That’s one aspect which hasn’t changed one bit over the years. Because I wouldn’t
even have embarked on the difficult journey of writing this lengthy book, if I hadn’t felt I was
going to enjoy the process one hundred percent. And I did. So, now I truly hope you will love it
equally. Because in the final reckoning, that is what makes it worth all the effort. Nothing else
matters.You will notice that there is something which has definitely evolved, if not changed over
the years—my writing style. You can perhaps already tell this isn’t going to be your typical run-of-
the-mill, dry, technical book. Sorry, I agree I get a bit wordy at times. But I just couldn’t bring
myself to write “normally” anymore. Perhaps I enjoy power electronics so much that it has finally
started to show—almost uncontrollably by now.Looking back over the years, our times have
changed incredibly since the previous edition. Technology has made huge strides. Barely a few
years ago, this book could have served as another dependable, UL-certified paperweight on
your maple desk—guaranteed to keep your bank or mortgage statements firmly pinned down,
even through recurrent storms. But today, it may just be a bunch of weightless pixels floating on
a slim e-reader or tablet clutched gingerly in your hand. Perhaps beamed down from a virtual
cloud somewhere up there. No rain though, yet! Yes, there is no escaping change anymore: we
need to embrace it faster than it tries to envelop us. And this book is certainly no exception to
that trend. You will realize it too has changed beyond imagination. Certainly no drought in these
parts, I assure you!While pitching the initial idea for this edition, I had insisted that I needed to do
complete justice to my first book ever. A lot of colleagues and their acquaintances had said to
me that of all my subsequent writing efforts, they had liked that particular work of mine the most.
Providing me with no-holds-barred feedback, they had indicated that it was a “straight-to-the-
point, no beating around the bush, professionals’ handbook” (I have edited out the part invoking
remnants of a rampaging male herbivore). Well, I didn’t necessarily agree to all of that, but I was
definite that I wouldn’t be happy just adding a chapter or two, inserting footnotes here and there
to “bring it up-to-date,” and pretending the second edition was somehow “new.” That’s not my



style. Check out the latest incarnation of my A-Z book too, to realize that I truly treat any second
edition as a new book entirely, not just a second chance, for pinning the tail on a donkey, or a
game of throwing darts, hoping one sticks. Nor do I subscribe to any preset dogma that only if
you belabor yourself with a certain approach, say simulations and small-signal models, will you
ever understand power and build successful power supplies. Quite the contrary, actually. It can
be great fun too. I wanted to emphasize that and convey it somehow. That’s always been my
approach. My first book reflected that belief as much as this one does today. I guess that’s what
makes it “practical” to some of my readers. I just cut to the chase, respecting their valuable time. I
realize you too perhaps want tangible results very quickly, not just reams of yellowing paper
withering on your shelves.Most people are not aware that in late 2004, I had been the one first
offered to take the late Mr. Abraham Pressman’s book to its third edition. Of course I had felt
honored, but I had also felt strongly that “mix and match” wouldn’t work too well, in my case in
particular, because my writing style was already so different. I had therefore regretfully declined.
But that’s also why, when I say that this new book is “new,” it really is. For one, it has been almost
completely rewritten. I might even go as far as to claim that any residual resemblance to any
previous edition, dead or alive, is purely coincidental!There is another thing I had promised
myself at the initial proposal stage: that this book will complement my other books, not replace
them, or compete with them. You will discover there is a large amount of new material in my A-Z
book, which is frankly not included here. Coupled inductors, for example. Buy that book if that is
what you are looking to develop, not this one. Yet there is a lot this new book has to offer which
you will likely find neither in A-Z nor in any other book out there. Such as: the world’s first
simplified LLC design methodology (Chap. 19), active reset techniques with design equations
and charts (Chap. 17), tapped inductors with design charts (Chap. 8), unraveling Buck efficiency
layer by layer to maximize DC-DC converter performance in battery-powered equipment (Chap.
18), simplified yet thorough discontinuous conduction mode analysis (Chap. 4), the most
thorough front-end design procedure ever available for AC-DC converters with and without
power factor correction (Chap. 5), a complete side-by-side worked example of both Forward and
Flyback converters for a sample telecom application using exhaustive proximity analysis charts
and comprehensive E-core selection tables (Chap. 12), detailed worked examples and wall-
charts for loop compensation, including a no-sweat TL431-opto-based feedback design
procedure (Chap. 14). Even bandgap references (Chap. 1) and the Sepic-Cuk-Zeta composite-
topology triad (Chap. 3). Not to forget an overdose of z-factor simplified magnetics in Chap. 7.
Plus an updated component FAQ in the Appendix, with all design equations compiled in one
easy look-up place, and also a medley of neat circuits to try out (Chap. 20). It’s mostly all original
material. However, if you are still looking for derivations, you may also need to refer to my new A-
Z book. Almost all the derivations you can hope for are probably there! Incidentally, you may
have noticed, the equations are not “coming out of thin air”. But this particular Design and
Optimization book is, as before, still meant more to be an on-the-go professional’s quick
reference, not an academician’s classroom support tool, and probably not a good entry-level



book. It’s certainly not intended for your typical, high-tech senior VP, or a chemistry student
trying to build a science project or flirting with a career change.From time to time, you may
discover buried layers of complexity in this book, which you hardly expected, or noticed at first
sight. For example, in Chap. 12 you will see the simple procedure on how to parallel ceramic and
aluminum electrolytic capacitors. In Chap. 18, you will find a unique technique which I had
introduced years ago in my troubleshooting book actually: How to extract a lot of hidden device
information from published efficiency curves, and also how you can take just three points to
predict the efficiency at almost any other input-output condition. Is it an example of the well-
known Fermi problem perhaps? Maybe not.1 You will realize it’s amazing what all we can do
through astute deductions, as opposed to a brute-force armada of equations (yes, the square
root of -1 is often misused for providing an imaginary sense of comfort). I had originally
proposed my predictive procedure only for switchers with a BJT and catch diode. But this time, it
is far more detailed, encompassing even synchronous Buck switcher ICs. You will definitely not
find it in any other publication out there. I feel it can be very useful in unearthing what a
competitor may be doing—whether he or she is “fudging” or “massaging” the curves, for
example. I remember in one analysis, a very respectable and big vendor’s switcher IC’s
datasheet efficiency curves revealed to me that the vendor had apparently, for the purpose of
generating the curves in the lab, deliberately selected a part whose internal FETs were way
better than the typical values declared in the part’s datasheet. Because, even if I put crossover
losses to zero, DC resistance losses and controller section losses to zero, and so on, I still
couldn’t get to their published efficiency numbers—unless I really “improved” the drain-to-source
resistances (even assuming 25°C die temperature). No mistake in my calculations, I triple-
verified on other parts too, even from the same vendor. As a result, chances were very high that
no one who ever used that part would get the datasheet results in any real application scenario.
Not even close. But for you, as a possible competitor to that vendor, it may already be too late:
you may have just lost the bid. Whoever said honesty is the best policy? However, times may be
starting to change now. Because, armed with the simple equations of Chap. 18, not a mere
bunch of inscrutable simulations to impress a fellow paper tiger with, you have the means not
only of getting your efficiency curves to (honestly) rise past the magic threshold of 90 percent, if
at all possible, but also a way of catching others’ lies (if any), well in time. It goes to show that
commercial power conversion is really about insight, first and foremost. It’s about thinking power.
And that, incidentally, is the title of one of the chapters in my so-called blue book.You will
discover that each book of mine is unique and relatively complete in itself, despite differing
scope and coverage. For example, when you finally start building your power supply, and run into
seemingly intractable practical problems, or mysteriously blown-up transistors, which no
oxymoron headlined as practical simulations appears to even warn you about, leave aside shed
light on, there is my troubleshooting book to lean on. Recently, an “Ebook Libraryverified
purchase” reviewer hailed it as a “life-saver,” and a “gritty, down-in-the-trenches battle manual for
winning the struggle against a misbehaving design.” I felt vindicated. The book was useful after



all! The effort had been worth it. I already knew the book was extremely popular in China (its
Chinese translation), but this was heartening to hear nevertheless.At this point, I have to pause—
to sincerely thank unknown reviewers like the above gentleman. They are the real reason why
most technical writers can summon up the grit to return with another huge body of work. And
that ultimately helps the larger design community. The system seems to work—what goes
around, comes around. We all benefit. But that does not happen always! It is imperative that
authors and readers alike learn to recognize and perhaps ignore carpet bombers, as described
by Forbes.2 I’ve had to mentally bypass a few of these myself in the past. I knew they were fake,
and the rest weren’t, yet I had to make peace in my heart like a true Gandhian. Certainly, if I had
taken these to heart, I would have stopped writing. And this book would not have been in your
hands today. So, people with an axe to grind actually do no service to the larger design
community. They are self-serving. You just don’t know their hidden agendas. They give
themselves away though, by (a) trying so hard to tell you that all the other reviews are fake, just
not theirs, whereas the reverse is actually true. In my case they start off by complaining that the
book is misleadingly called “A to Z” but does not include everything under the sun. I wondered: Is
that really how you purchase things? So, can I now sell you the Secrets of the Universe too? Or
perhaps the World’s Most Comfortable Pillow? Or the Most Exotic Vacation Ever Created? Hey,
those are but titles, and anyone designing power supplies should be smart enough to figure out
that undercompensated authors do not control the marketing departments of major publishers.
Finally, (b) these carpet bombers give themselves away, when right after sowing doubts about
the other genuine reviews, they direct people to a competing product. Why on earth would they
do that? Oh, for the wider good of the population? Well, in that case, how come they took the
trouble of only posting one review in 5 years?And now over to the flip side of the same coin:
Asking friends to post positive fake reviews to help you out (perhaps on the basis of some
hidden quid pro quo), or posting fake negative reviews against perceived rivals, are one and the
same thing. It takes the very same bent of mind in my opinion: essentially unethical and
dishonest. Certainly not a (good) engineer’s mind. It makes me think: If I can’t trust an engineer,
what is his data worth? In fact Wikipedia goes as far as to say that “shills” break the law. See .
But the more practical question facing us is: How can we spot fake positive or fake negative
reviews?3 For me personally, only the genuine reviews (positive, or constructively negative)
matter, and they are the ones that make my day. I still remember the lessons of Lance Armstrong
and Milli Vanilli.I have endless patience to wait for genuine reviews to come along. But I also
recently realized that not everyone sees it my way. Some are in a tearing hurry to achieve
“success” and glory at all costs in our modern times. So, a few months ago, I queried a certain
writer who had gotten about a dozen reviews in one year alone—six times the industry average
for good technical books. I had wondered how that was possible. Maybe he was really that good.
In fact, I’d figured if that was the case, I would happily become his biggest fan. Because that’s
how I learned power electronics in the first place—not in any classroom, but in the lab and by
paying humble obeisance to Gurus. But I had also seen some puzzling, or simply curious, signs,



such as reviewers stating in rather suspiciously flowery language that the said author had for
example: “… worked very hard giving years of his life to produce the best Switch-Mode Power
Supply book available, by far… working so hard and smart to produce the best Switch-Mode
Power Supply book ever written.” And so on. Lots of curious repetitions too. Why? That seemed
odd to me. I even wanted to say: Hey! Only I write that way! Seriously, however, very few people
still refer to these devices as Switch-Mode Power Supplies. Because, the word Switchmode was
historically a registered trademark of Motorola (now On-Semi). See . In most companies I have
been to, and I have been all over the world, it’s a term in increasing disuse, if not completely
extinct by now. But I also wondered about the following: If I was just a reader or an unknown
reviewer, how would I ever know (or care) whether a certain author had spent years of his life, or
months, hours, or even nanoseconds in his book-writing process? In my case, even my wife
doesn’t know that for sure, certainly not to be able to state it as a fact on Ebook Library of all the
places.Besides, all that would matter to me as a buyer/reviewer would be: What the book
ultimately did for me for all the money I spent. It’s business after all. It is also not logical for
anyone to make any assumptions, because not all authors spend years writing each book. I
happen to know that very well by personal experience. Typically, I only spend a few (extremely
intense) months writing any of my books. The one in your hands took about 6 months. Its first
edition had actually taken less than 3. Yes months, not years! The reason is, most of us always
have a body of work ongoing in our respective workplaces, and we are constantly trying out
something or the other at any given moment, so we never really start from scratch. That’s the
truth. But granted, some authors do take years perhaps. But how would you or any unknown
reviewer know about that? And mostly, that is probably because of language issues, not
technical constraints. So finally, I was curious enough to query the author directly, not wanting to
believe all these tell-tale signs. That would be a blow to me too. But on April 21, 2013, he
admitted as much by Email (the italics are mine): “To fuel the reviews on Ebook Library, I’ve
asked a few of them to let others know what they thought of the book. I did not drive anything…
Regarding the last book, I did not ask specifically my friends to post reviews. One of them was in
the review team. He disclosed that upfront and his review was technically sound. For the rest, I
can’t be blamed for having friends or people that I know writing comments on my work?” This is
quoted verbatim. But I could still see, the author was not being fully truthful, because not one of
his Ebook Library reviewers had disclosed any ties to the author upfront as he claimed. I
checked. By definition, they were “shills.” And worse, by then, I knew there were at least ten
planted shills on that page. It’s a small world after all. I also found it a bit amusing, if not alarming,
that a certain 5-star review was being declared “technically sound” (and therefore well-deserved)
by the recipient of the review himself. And that too, coming from someone in his own review
team! That was to me, a biased review of a biased review, of a biased reviewer! Oh good for him
I thought, and just moved on. It’s our modern world. Times have obviously changed. I have been
left a little behind, I guess.So, let’s return to the relatively primitive, but safe, 2003 for a brief
moment. I remember I had nervously approached the well-known acquisitions editor of McGraw-



Hill at the time, Steve Chapman, with my first writing proposal. By the way, he is also the one
who got this new edition going. But way back in 2003, I only had to my credit a couple of App
Notes at National Semiconductor (now Texas Instruments). No, no, in 2001 I had also published
my very first article—in Electronic Engineering, a UK magazine long since defunct (for no
obvious fault of mine). Soon there was a well-known cover story in 2002 too, in Power
Electronics (formerly PCIM) magazine, titled “Reducing Converter Stresses.” The previous year,
PCIM had kindly submitted a slightly altered version of my UK article under the title “Current
Ripple Ratio Simplifies Selection of Off-the-Shelf Inductors for Buck Converters”. Also, one
article on thermal management shortly thereafter.4 Oh, in 2003, I also had a string of popular
articles on EMI, on Planet Analog (EE Times). And yet another on slave converters in EDN print
magazine. Perhaps a few more too, I really forget. I am pointing all this out only because I want to
clarify where the now well-known term current ripple ratio came from. To be very precise, it was
first mentioned in the application note AN-1197 at National Semiconductor.5 I remember I had
thought for days, not only what to call it, but what symbol I should assign to it. I had settled on the
simplicity of r (for ripple). I had initially targeted the concept only for a Buck, but soon extended it
to all topologies—in application note AN-1246.6 Yes, I notice some companies still strip out all
authors’ names, denying them any credit. It is company property they insist. And of course it is.
But the rules don’t seem to apply evenly to some of their own. Sometimes all they often end up
saying is that only their “visionary” CEO’s name and face should appear everywhere. It is being
implied that the rest are all minions, mere extensions of his great mind. And in doing so, they
also make it clear they really don’t care that they are removing any incentive for future authors to
do any more than their minimum 9 to 5 jobs. Eventually, only the design community suffers.
National Semiconductor was thankfully very different (when it was still around). I do owe them a
lot in retrospect. I shudder to think what would have happened had I stayed on at some egoistic,
three-terminal integrated offline switcher IC maker. Where would I be today? Completely
unknown! A shadow of their CEO. I would certainly never have introduced r, or even the LLC
topology to the world.By introducing this unique parameter, r, I believe in one fell sweep I
managed to bring all switching power converters under one roof, irrespective of their frequency,
output voltage, load, input voltage, and even their topology. I gave all of them a common design
entry point: Just set r = 0.4. Always! Can anyone ever make it simpler than that? Yet, not
everyone got the point initially. One mildly disappointed Ebook Library reviewer even had this to
say about my A to Z book (its first edition): “Unfortunately I also felt the author talked too much
about ripple etc. and made some of the simpler concepts more arcane (for example the
introductory chapters on inductors and capacitors and energy sloshing back and forth).” At this
point my sense of conviction stepped in. This was certainly not a carpet-bomber, or a shill. It was
definitely constructive, thank you. It made me think. But soon I became clear about one thing:
that I had to do what I was convinced was in the best interests of my readers, even though they
may not realize it fully as of that moment. I recognized these were all (honest) fellow practitioners
—pushing the very same art that I love so deeply. In return, I had to do what I was convinced



would likely most benefit them ultimately. So I stuck to the concept. And today, it is increasingly
taught in schools everywhere.7 Consultants are using it too (with my symbol r).8 Even rival chip
vendors refer to my very first app note.9 Magnetics vendor, Wurth Elektronik lifted all the design
tables I had initially presented in AN-1246, based on current ripple ratio (without
acknowledgment, but they have promised to fix it in the next edition), in their handbook Trilogy of
Magnetics.10Recently, in a well-known IEEE article,11 the authors write:The general way to
design the output inductor is taking the critical discontinue current as the basis, then selecting
the inductor current ripple according to the experimental equations to calculate the inductor
value. This method neglects the effects of the inductor current ripple on the overall stresses of
the converter, and can’t provide ideal output inductor values, so it will affect the actual
performance of the converter. In order to solve the shortcoming, the theoretical basis for
selecting the current ripple ratio of Buck converter is analyzed deeply and an optimal design
method of the output inductor is proposed in this paper. The overall stresses of the converter, the
size of the filter inductor, and dynamic performance of the converter are all considered in the
proposed method. The optimum value of current ripple ratio is set at about 0.4 finally. The filter
inductor value, which is calculated in terms of the determined current ripple ratio, would not
affect the dynamic performance of the converter, and the design of the converter is optimized.
The correctness of theoretical analysis and the feasibility of the proposed method are verified by
the simulation and experimental results.In other words, even for a Buck, my design suggestion
based on current ripple ratio, was proven by this research team to be correct by both simulations
and experiments. We should try it on the other topologies too.Nowadays, there is a certain
expert amongst us, deservedly well-known for unraveling the intricacies of current-mode control.
I am going to respectfully simply call him “Doctor” from this point on. He is also the person
behind an Excel-based software design tool which I believe he gives out at the end of his very
expensive 4- or 5- or 6-day seminar sessions (hence its name I guess!). I didn’t think it stood for
$4000 or $5000 or $6000! Early in 2013, he sent me a complimentary license for this software,
asking if in return, I could evaluate the user interface, and so on. I am sure he was not expecting
me to find errors, and that too in his loop compensation equations. Very simply put, he was
trying to use me, and I knew from others he likes to do that. When you ask for return help, he is
known to invariably proffer a quote or bill instead. No problem! I too had thought I would just use
his tool to selfishly confirm the equations in my book. But finally, after some surprising twists, on
Feb 2, he replied: “…25 years and no one ever noticed this. I think I just lost my weekend! Do
you have your schematics for a type II calculation as well?” Thereafter, I had to send him the
entire loop compensation design procedure from my books (free of charge), while also
consoling him that to err is human. He had realized my equations had been right all along, and
so finally, a renowned expert on loop compensation had to sheepishly release a corrected
version of his design tool shortly thereafter. And it’s that exact loop design procedure, the one
that helped Doctor clean up his design tool after 25 years, which is presented in Chap. 14 of this
book, now in an even more easy-lookup form, with lots of new design charts. It is much more



comprehensive than my other (red) book incidentally. In this chapter, I have also provided an
effective, but concise procedure to deal with the TL431-optocoupler combination in isolated
(e.g., AC-DC) converters, along with simple, numerical design examples to have you on your
way, instead of asking you to meander through endless pages of simulations, models, and
abstractions in the s-plane. To add to that, in Chap. 14, I have also given a lot of information on
hysteretic control, something that is silently appearing all around us in a big way nowadays. It is
likely to be a major thrust area in the years ahead. Look out for it. Oh, by the way, by then I had
respectfully dropped the fleeting idea of asking Doctor to pen this preface for me.The most
striking part of this new book is probably the long chapter on resonant converters, chiefly the
LLC topology. In my last company, my rather foresighted boss (a true diamond in a coal mine)
had been urging me to try and shed light on this new, upcoming topology for several seemingly
logical reasons: (a) It offers very high efficiency, so it seems perfect for our green-planet thrust
(b) It offers very low EMI, which makes it an ideal candidate for helping ensure signal integrity—
especially in applications where data and power sections fall adjacent to each other (which is
almost everywhere without exception nowadays). So, how could we afford to ignore the LLC
topology any longer? Good point! However, my mind was trained over decades to think only in
terms of conventional, square/trapezoidal power conversion. That was as “modern” at it gets,
wasn’t it? Not really. I suddenly remembered in my previous job at a networking company, we
had always run into seemingly insurmountable issues trying to get to higher data rates, with or
without PoE (Power over Ethernet), simply because the on-board Buck converters were throwing
out so much noise all across the board. Bit error rates would shoot up and we were stuck trying
to get the data to move any faster. The LLC topology would likely make things much easier,
since it dealt with sine waves, not square waves with their usual complement of tons of
harmonics riding on them. Yes, that was probably the reason why so many companies seem to
have started making LLC controller chips. But I noticed, all of them either hesitate to give a
simple design procedure, or provide a procedure for a very limited input range. On blogs around
me, a common opinion seemed to be that the “key drawback of the LLC topology is its limited
input range.” That is why it seems to have found a niche market in the form of LED backlighting
circuitry in flat-panel LCD televisions, positioned after the front-end power factor correction
stage, where a relatively steady 400 Vdc exists as the input of the LLC stage. In fact, another
learned Doctor actually announced to a fellow-blogger: “Fantastic! You answered all the
questions on this group in one posting! First—no LLC needed, the phase shifted bridge wins.”
Not so fast Doctor—I’d warned (wait for this Optimization book). Maybe he should have stuck to
loop compensation. Oh, maybe not that either!12That was the background, when in December
2012, my family left for a trip to India, leaving me alone. Having lots of time (and two constantly
licking dogs) on my hands, I challenged myself. I told myself: with my two (hitherto useless)
master’s degrees in physics, if I can’t understand resonances, who can? Thus literally shaming
myself mentally, I set to work painfully on the LLC, armed with Mathcad and Simplis (PSpice). In
twenty days I had got to the heart of the topology. It was truly breathtaking, I admit. I felt I had



landed on the moon. But I’d also managed to come up with a startlingly simple design
procedure, by applying power and frequency scaling principles used in conventional power
conversion to resonant power conversion. Very simply put, I start with a low-frequency LLC
seed, study it thoroughly, decide its best operating region, then scale it to any desired frequency
and power, by scaling techniques that people always seem to know instinctively in conventional
power conversion, but never seem to fully comprehend or use effectively! Applied to the LLC
topology, scaling makes the latter devastatingly simple. And it’s that technique which I am
publishing here for the very first time. Note that in this chapter, I didn’t just throw resonant power
conversion in your face. Once again, I have started with perhaps unnecessarily “arcane” stuff like
energy sloshing back and forth between inductors and capacitors, because I felt there is no way
you will make the transition from conventional power conversion to resonant power conversion,
without understanding that. I have carefully constructed a “bridge” into an alternate world of
power conversion, using several successive simulations of increasing complexity. I presumed
you wouldn’t be happy if I just threw myriad equations at you, with some muscle-flexing and
bravado—all gift-wrapped in feel-good statements like: “I single-handedly derived all of these
equations from scratch working every single night for 3 years,” or “look Ma, no hands,” and blah-
blah-blah… leaving you to your own devices, steeped in admiration for me! I didn’t think you
deserve that. And nor did the field we dedicate ourselves to every day. As I said, it should never
be about the author, it’s about you, the reader.The LLC topology is likely to become mainstream,
provided we understand it and use it well. Chap. 19 does give you that power I feel. And it is tried
and tested too, by now. Over the past year, I have used the same (hitherto secret) procedure to
build several low- and high-voltage converters. These have included what I believe is the world’s
first 25-W PD (powered device) working from 32 to 57 Vdc input with an output of 12 V. I have
also built a 25-W universal-input AC-DC LLC-based power supply working from 100 Vac to 270
Vac with efficiency almost flat at 90 percent over the entire input range. I have also built a 25-W
wireless mat charger in my spare time, and so on. It’s been practically tested, many times over. I
can now handle a 100 to 400 percent input range variation, as compared to the usually accepted
100 to 114 percent. Maybe now I will get some fresh carpet bombers.Finally, I must point out that
I sincerely believe that despite all the changes around us, certain things should never change.
Which takes me back to the basic question: Why do we, as authors, even do it? Being technical
writers, there are no big bucks at stake for us in this. Nor do we expect a hefty ego boost (usually
at least, I can’t speak for others). After a decade, I still shudder at the mere thought of being
counted among those with self-esteem apparently ten times the size of their entire body of
knowledge. As usual, I still maintain we have to be humbler than the totality of our art. We need
to be in the position of a supplicant, to learn anything at all. We need to absorb, well before we
dare to preach. No, no, we should never preach, instead, we must teach. That is the true
meaning of the word Guru. Unfortunately, I still see a lot of self-styled Gurus around me today. To
them I will point to Wikipedia, and hope they understand the origin of the word Guru13:Guru: As
a noun, the word means the imparter of knowledge (jñãna; also Pali: ñãna) …. The word has its



roots in the Sanskrit gri (to invoke, or to praise), and may have a connection to the word gur,
meaning “to raise, lift up, or to make an effort”. The importance of finding a guru who can impart
transcendental knowledge (vidyã) is emphasised in Hinduism. … One of the main Hindu texts,
the Bhagavad Gita is a dialogue between God in the form of Krishna and his friend Arjuna …
“Acquire the transcendental knowledge from a self-realized master by humble reverence, by
sincere inquiry, and by service. The wise ones who have realized the truth will impart the
knowledge to you”.In other words, the word Guru is not just a heady label to stick onto your
LinkedIn profile. We must first learn very patiently from nature. Thereafter, any acquired
knowledge needs to be passed on. Because knowledge alone is eternal, none of us are. To
repeat a famous quote by Isaac Newton, one which I had mentioned in my first edition too, and
one which I still try to abide by today:I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself
I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the sea-shore, and diverting myself in now and
then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay
all undiscovered before me.In effect, we are all obviously far smaller than what we are trying so
hard to decipher. But on the other hand, we can consciously choose to take brash Susan
Powter’s approach instead (at our own risk). Ms. Powter happens to be a fairly well-known
Australian-born motivational speaker who apparently has this to say: “I know the guru route, I
know you go sit on a mountain. But screw India. I ain’t going there.”14 I would encourage her in
that case to just “Go for it!”With those final thoughts, I will leave you to explore the book, and
discover it for what it really is. Our work should always speak louder than anything we can say on
its behalf. So, I sincerely hope you will like it once again! May it help you break new ground, in
your personal life, and also in technology. Let’s keep the passion alive.Sanjaya Maniktala1 See
and several other websites dedicated to the Fermi problem.2 .3 Try this link if interested: . And
this: .4 See all the PCIM articles at .5 See its modified version at and its original Chinese version
at .6 See its modified version at , and its original at .7 See .8 See .9 See .10 See .11 See .12
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to Regulators PART 1 OVERVIEWWalking a Design TightropeThe underlying
expectation of any voltage regulator—switching or nonswitching, inductor- or capacitor-based,
mundane or exotic—is that it produces an output voltage rail that is accurate, referring to its
nominal (set) value, and well regulated, referring to its spread around that value, over what can
be widely varying input (line) voltage and load conditions.Several questions arise out of this
seemingly simple requirement. For example, what do we consider accurate? What is well
regulated? Unfortunately, there are no boilerplate answers for any of that here—both the center
(nominal) value of the set output voltage and its allowable spread depend on the application at
hand.The output rail of the regulator forms the input rail of a certain target device or circuit (its
load). The basic requirement is that the latter’s performance and reliability remain virtually
unaffected under the stated or allowed variation. For example, our mobile phone doesn’t show
increasing difficulty connecting to the cellular network over the course of a day as its battery
gradually depletes. Its performance remains virtually unaffected right until the moment the
battery actually runs out. We owe that little feat, something we usually take for granted, to a
bunch of tiny regulators ticking away inside it.In many modern-day applications, mainly because
of the shrinking process geometries involved in chip fabrication, the requirements imposed on a
regulator’s output level have started to resemble a design tightrope of sorts, with many, near-
conflicting, concerns and compulsions. A clear elucidation of this is contained in a white paper
titled “Power Delivery for Platforms with Embedded Intel® Atom™ Processor,” supporting the
Intel mobile voltage positioning (IMVP) specification, as applied to voltage regulator modules
(VRMs). These are DC-DC converters placed right next to a modern central processing unit
(CPU). The paper explains the very tight situation they are in, in more ways than one, as
follows:Generally, higher core voltages (CPU core or graphics core) enable higher performance
and faster logic circuits, but if the voltage is too high it may damage or degrade the silicon and
limit the lifespan of the CPU. Generally, lower core voltages reduce the energy requirements,
and reduce the power that must be dissipated as heat, but if the voltage is too low, you run the
risk of causing a logic failure that may cause the system to hang, reboot or blue screen. If the



core voltage is fixed it must be fixed at a voltage level high enough to enable the required
performance, yet low enough that the part is not damaged, and low enough that the CPU
maximum operating temperature is not exceeded.We begin to realize it is entirely possible that
while we were griping about our computer’s recurring “blue screen of death,” attributing it to a
“buggy” operating system or sinister malware, the culprit was actually some tiny, errant voltage
regulator hidden deep inside our notebook, immune to scrutiny and thus considered innocent
(yes, because we couldn’t prove it guilty!). This highlights the importance of trying to understand
the intricacies of the underestimated voltage regulator in our electronic world of today. It’s not
just about endless streams of data going back and forth.NOTE The late Bob Widlar (1937–
1991), one of the foremost analog designers of our time, some of whose breathtaking
achievements are covered later in this chapter, had apparently opined that “every idiot can count
to 1.” See . That “tradition” was maintained steadfastly by his former colleague, the late analog
guru, Bob Pease (1940–2011), who became rather well known for ceremonially throwing
computers off the roof of Building C at the Santa Clara headquarters of National Semiconductor
(now Texas Instruments). The latter Bob had this to say about the former Bob: “Obviously, there
will never be another engineer like Widlar. He led the linear IC industry in many amazing new
directions.” Incidentally, both these hall-of-famers eschewed, if not despised, simulation, for
reasons that we will start to recognize as we get deeper into this chapter.A Creative
ExperienceVoltage regulators based on switching power conversion principles are referred to in
many ways: switch-mode power supplies (SMPS), switching power supplies, power supply units
(PSUs), switchers, converters, and so on. These terms are somewhat loosely defined and
applied, depending on the application. However, there also seems to be some sort of unifying
attempt at progress in the form of an emerging standard called the IPC-9592 (available from ),
which refers to them as PCDs (power conversion devices). Now all we have to do is to
remember that!Despite the impressive plethora of names, and an equally “impressive” history in
the form of veritable waves of unexpected field returns—early aluminum electrolytic capacitors,
followed by the crumbling of powdered iron cores (reported at Artesyn Technologies, now
Emerson Electric), followed by strange shorts due to tin whisker growth (reported at Power
Integrations), and so on—switchers are still sometimes taken for granted, especially by those
who instinctively tend to equate design complexity to the size of the printed circuit board, or the
solution cost, or the number of components. In reality, the design tightrope extends deep into
almost every aspect of a switching regulator’s design. For example, in a Boost converter (in
which the output exceeds the input), we quickly discover we can speed up the switch (usually a
FET) to decrease its transition (switching) losses, but end up with worse overall efficiency
because of shoot-through (cross-conduction) through the catch (freewheeling) diode. Or we can
increase the voltage ratings of the FET and the catch diode in switching regulators in an effort to
enhance field reliability, and end up with higher, not lower, field failures—a direct outcome of the
significantly higher temperatures arising from the higher forward (conduction) losses of the
newly selected FET and diode. We thus realize that switching power supplies are nothing if not



the art of careful design compromises and tradeoffs or, in short, optimization. And lest we forget;
ultimately, cost is the key factor against which we must eventually learn to weigh all our design
choices and decisions. The ultimate thrill is to eke out maximum reliability and performance at
minimum cost. That is the ballgame that makes switchers so challenging, yet also so satisfying
in the long term.In the short term, many engineers feel somewhat overwhelmed at the demands
being constantly placed on their shoulders. Their expertise needs to eventually encompass
several almost distinct areas—electrical, magnetics, electromagnetics, thermals, control-loop
theory, Fourier/Laplace transforms, and so on. Add to that simulation, and expertise in various
CAD tools such as Mathcad and MATLAB. Not to mention physics! Now, we may hate the very
sound of that, coming all the way at us from high school, but the truth is that physics is totally
vital to understanding the inductor, the key component behind modern switchers. If we don’t take
the trouble to develop a keen conceptual and intuitive understanding of inductors (with the help
of physics, naturally), pretty soon we will be the ones feeling saturated to the core. But if we do
use it and thereby develop a broader perspective, we will suddenly start noticing and
appreciating the exciting interplay of several varied engineering disciplines in the design of any
good commercial power supply.One thing we learn very quickly while working in the trenches is
we just can’t take anything for granted, certainly not in switching power conversion. Just when
we thought adding a few more turns to the transformer would increase its inductance and
thereby help “hold off” the high applied input voltage better, we find to our dismay that doing so
only causes all our remaining prototype boards to blow up in a steady stream, all because of
transformer saturation. Quite inevitably, in this new world of hard knocks (of the switching knocks
variety), we learn the following lesson very quickly: don’t assume anything, test it. For example,
perhaps we “thought” step A would lower the temperature of the FET. But did it really? Let’s
check. And no simulations please, let’s get real—real, as in “on the bench real”! That may be the
only way we will discover that there is really almost nothing we can do at a given point in a
switching converter that will fail to affect something else, somewhere else, usually to our eternal
dismay. So, maybe the FET really is really running cooler now. But what about the catch diode?
Do we now need step B to get its temperature down now? And how is the zener clamp of the
Flyback holding up (literally)? Do we need step C to steady that before its solder melts? And so
on.In brief, we can rarely consider any switcher problem solved unless we are completely sure
(by bench-testing of course, not from an ivory tower staring at a Simplis model) that we haven’t
just transferred the problem elsewhere or, worse, created several new problems (some almost
astutely hidden under our noses right until the moment we ship boards off to the customer!). We
must learn to avoid going to a series of unforeseen “containment steps” (Band-Aids galore), in
an almost endless spiral of futility. That’s really not good engineering. Knowing or anticipating
where else the impact of a contemplated change is likely to be felt, looking for it proactively, then
minimizing or limiting it before it catches us—all that is what distinguishes an experienced
designer from a rookie.But sometimes we will also need to accept, or shrug off, what is best
described as the “fear of the unknown,” that we may find residing somewhere within the wide



arena of modern switching power supply development. It seems that historically the all-
pervading sense of false comfort about switchers, bordering on near-cockiness initially, has
finally given way to something akin to nervous overreaction in certain quarters. The author
remembers one of his experienced colleagues being instructed by his manager, as he handed
him a power supply that a customer was having problems with, saying, “Fix it, but don’t change
anything.” The concerned engineer was thereafter seen walking around for days shaking his
head in disbelief, wondering how he could abide by that mandate. Would he get fired if he did or
if he didn’t? And incidentally, did what? Or didn’t do what? Bystanders like us had surmised that
perhaps the manager was having a recurring nightmare: featuring an overly creative engineer,
creating a web of changes, getting everyone from design to production hopelessly entangled,
and the spider (the customer in this case) finally swooping down with exemplary timing.
However, insecurities aside, creativity is absolutely necessary and (should be) welcomed with
open arms in power conversion. We just don’t throw the baby out with the bathwater. But it
should all be buttressed and/or tempered by experience.Static and Dynamic RegulationWith
that brief introduction, we return to the basic aim of all regulators—regulation. For many broad
market applications, a typical regulator’s datasheet may describe it as being accurate to within
±2 percent, or simply 2 percent (which is actually a spread of 4 percent). That means that if the
output of the regulator is set to 3.3 V, we are expecting, or allowing, the output to vary between
the values [1 – (2/100)] × 3.3 = 0.98 × 3.3 = 3.234 V and [1 + (2/100)] = 1.02 × 3.3 = 3.366
V.Note that the defined ±mV or ±% output variation is in effect an onion. As we peel, we will
unearth several layers that have gone into creating it. The first obvious contribution is the initial-
accuracy term. In other words, we may think we have set the output precisely to 3.3 V, but
because of component tolerances and so on, we will have a certain output error right off the bat
—usually specified with zero load, at nominal input and at room temperature. It is important to
know what this initial accuracy is, and we will discuss some of the factors affecting it very shortly
(as well as some ways to deal with it if necessary).On top of that, there is a certain drift with
temperature. This is the temperature coefficient, or “tempco” (sometimes just called TC). The
output will change as the unit heats up or cools down, and we still need to stay within a certain
acceptable window. We therefore need to know the tempco of the regulator.The other, most
obvious (but not necessarily largest) contribution comes from the (static) line and load regulation
characteristics of the regulator. This expresses the change in the output of the regulator in
response to slow changes in its input voltage (line) and load. For example, we can gradually
reduce the load from maximum to zero (or to a specified minimum) and record the initial and
final steady output readings. That will indicate to us the static regulation capability of the
regulator (measured over the specified min-max load variation).In other words, besides an initial-
accuracy term, there are several other contributions to the final total observed output accuracy,
measured over the full range of the application. This includes line and load regulation.Line
regulation quantifies the error in the output resulting from a (slow) change in the input voltage. It
is considered a DC (steady) specification and does not include the effects of any input ripple



voltage e.g., or a sudden input (line) transient.Load regulation quantifies the error in the output
produced by a (slow) change in load current. It is also usually considered a DC (steady)
specification and does not include the effects of any (sudden) load transients.We could also
subject the regulator to sudden or dynamic changes in line and load. These sudden transients
can cause a rapid but usually momentary change in the output rail, and the resultant behavior
can be quantified under the category of dynamic line and load regulation of the regulator. This
can become the most significant, or dominant, layer of our proverbial “regulation onion.” And for
that reason, a typical power supply product specification (or regulator chip datasheet) may
specifically allow for a wider dynamic variation window, say ±5 percent, as compared to the
declared static regulation window (including initial accuracy and temperature drift) of, say, ±2
percent. There may also be a specified maximum settling time for such dynamic excursions.
That numbers can typically be 1 to 2 μs for converters intended for microprocessor applications
(VRMs), 100 to 200 μs for typical off-the-shelf DC-DC converters, and typically 1 to 2 ms for
general-purpose AC-DC power supplies.NOTE The load transient requirement of a modern
microprocessor chip can be in the hundreds of amperes per microsecond. However, the
regulator itself may not “see,” or need to support, such a high dI/dt, because a good part of that
transient requirement is typically met by a bunch of paralleled high-frequency decoupling
capacitors (often called decaps), sitting very close to the microprocessor chip. But that also
raises the philosophical question: do we consider this bank of decaps as part of the total output
capacitance of the regulator or part of the input capacitance of its load? Alternatively, where
does the regulator end and the load start? It can get really hard to tell in VRM or point-of-load
(POL) converter applications. But nowadays, the view is increasingly “chip-centric.” That means
that we look outward from the microprocessor (or other similar) chip, and everything outside
connecting to its supply pins, including the regulator, the bank of decoupling capacitors, and so
on, becomes the power delivery network (PDN) of the chip. It is the PDN that needs to provide
the dI/dt demanded by the chip. The chip doesn’t care what the constituents of the PDN want to
call themselves, or how they want to split up the task among themselves. Similarly, on our part,
we need to test it all out as a complete system, with the regulator only being part of that.The left
side of Fig. 1.1 represents a typical dynamic response “scope shot” (an oscilloscope screen
capture). Note that settling time is usually measured from the start of the disturbance to the
moment the output returns to within the static regulation window (also note that it steadies down
fully a short while later). Also the “settling voltage” (for want of a better name here) is
commensurate with the static regulation characteristics of the regulator. That means we will
reach exactly that level when we perform a slow (or quasi-static) load variation, as shown on the
right side of Fig. 1.1. We see that the only difference is that we no longer get the dynamic
excursion portion of the curve on the left. And that in effect distinguishes a slow perturbation
from a sudden one.FIGURE 1.1 Static and dynamic load response of a typical regulator.We
thus realize that the scope shot of dynamic response, as shown on the left side of Fig. 1.1, gives
us a lot of “buried” or hidden information about the functioning and basic design of a voltage



regulator, including its static regulation characteristics. In fact, it can go further and answer one
of the most fundamental questions that can be asked of any voltage regulator: is the regulator
feedback (output correction) loop stable? For example, if we see a lot of output ringing in the
scope shot, due to which the output never really seems to decisively return to a settling value
(within a reasonable time), then very likely we have an instability problem. Even if it does settle
down quickly enough, the amount of ringing before that (settling) happens, reveals a lot about
the phase margin of the feedback loop (in effect, the safety margin before the thresholds of full-
blown instability). We will discuss these aspects in greater detail later. Here we just note and
recognize that the left side of Fig. 1.1 is one of the most important bench measurements we can
perform on any voltage regulator, switching or otherwise, well before we get down to validating
its efficiency, thermal performance, electromagnetic interference (EMI), and so on. None of that
really matters if the output is hopelessly ringing. With an unstable output, there really is no
“regulator” to speak of (or test any further), is there? Yet we may find engineers doing exactly
that, though thankfully only in their early years on the job. PART 2 UNDERSTANDING
VOLTAGE REFERENCESVoltage References in GeneralIf we want to design a circuit that will
somehow automatically set the output rail to the required level, say, 5 V, we should ask: how will
our circuit ever “know” what is 5 V? Doesn’t it need something to compare the output against
(and correct accordingly)? In other words, we need a voltage reference. This vital component of
any power supply/regulator design is often taken for granted, but especially in critical
applications, such as the one mentioned in the preceding section “Walking the Design
Tightrope.” It becomes very important that we understand our voltage reference well. After all,
how can we hope to create a regulator with, say, ±1 percent output accuracy if the reference
voltage itself is only accurate to within ±2 percent? Note that just like the regulator, the reference
itself also has line and load regulation characteristics, initial accuracy, tempco, and so on. It is
the seed from which the full plant called the regulator grows. This is shown graphically as several
layers of a regulation onion in Fig. 1.2. This diagram applies to the regulator, but has key
components from the reference as indicated at the left.FIGURE 1.2 The regulation onion of a
typical regulator and some key contributory errors in its output.Discrete zener diodes have been
used as two-terminal voltage references for years. For example, a small zener diode can be
connected to the base terminal of a hefty bipolar junction transistor (BJT), or to the gate terminal
of a metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). This entire circuit becomes a
linear regulator (also called a series-pass regulator, or simply pass regulator or series regulator).
Under control of the zener diode, the transistor behaves as a variable resistor and adjusts its
resistance to block any “excess voltage” across itself. Series regulators are typically three-
terminal regulators, with an input, an output, and a shared ground. Incidentally, this behavior on
the part of the transistor is the reason why its name evolved historically as a combination of two
words “transfer resistor.” See Fig. 1.3 for an overview of regulators.FIGURE 1.3 The I-V curves
of a BJT and MOSFET compared, along with the Early effect.Sometimes, hefty zener diodes are
used as shunt regulators independently. They are then two-terminal regulators placed directly



across the load in a brute-force attempt to clamp the voltage appearing across the load (they do
need a limiting series resistor to control the current). Unfortunately, the common feature of all
regulators involving discrete zener diodes, series or shunt types, is that the output regulation is
usually rather poor (typically ±10 to 20 percent), and they can also display significant drift over
temperature, besides noise.There are steps we can take to improve matters somewhat. For
example, it is well known that low-voltage zener diodes have a negative temperature coefficient.
So, a 3.3-V zener will typically have a tempco of about –3.5 mV/°C. On the other hand, high-
voltage zeners have a positive tempco. A typical 15-V zener will exhibit around +10 mV/°C.
Somewhere in the middle, around 5.1 to 5.6 V, the tempco changes sign and passes through
zero. That is why it is often said that a 5.1- or 5.6-V discrete zener diode is a good choice for
zener-based regulators. But zeners can also be fabricated on chips, and for such cases, a 6.3-V
zener is considered the most stable value. Note that zeners can be fabricated on a chip in two
ways—on its surface (a cheaper process) or as buried (subsurface) zeners. At the surface of a
chip there are significantly more impurities, mechanical stresses, and defects (crystal-lattice
dislocations) than within the chip. All these contribute to noise and long-term instability. In
contrast, buried zener references are far more stable and accurate. Some of the most accurate
monolithic chip references around today are therefore based on buried zeners. An example is
the VRE3050A from Apex (Cirrus Logic). Its output (initial) accuracy is 5 V ± 0.5 mV (±0.01
percent) at 25°C. However, there is a potential showstopper here too: any monolithic chip
reference using a zener reference needs a minimum supply voltage of at least 7 V. How else can
you get a 6.3-V zener diode to exhibit zener breakdown? Also, usually the zener needs to itself
draw several hundred microamperes for optimum operation (to come up to the “knee” of its
current-voltage curve). Therefore, the VRE3050A uses a 6.3-V buried zener, but its minimum
operating voltage is 10 V. Clearly, with today’s shrinking supply voltages, such a high supply rail
may not be available; and further, such a high idle current consumption (“quiescent current”),
and resulting no-load dissipation is usually unacceptable, especially for battery-powered
(portable) devices. Therefore, the bandgap reference has become the reference of increasing
choice for most types of regulator applications today.The Bandgap ReferenceThe most common
bandgap reference value in use is “1.2 V.” (The actual value ranges somewhat around this, but
we will keep things simple for building up concepts.) From this basic reference value, by the use
of scaling resistors and other circuitry such as op-amps, other common “fixed” reference values
can also be generated. An example of a monolithic (standalone) bandgap reference is the
LT1790A from Linear Technology. It is based on a 1.25-V bandgap reference. Its output (initial)
accuracy is stated to be 5 V ± 2.5 mV (±0.05 percent) at 25°C. One of its key advantages is that
it needs a minimum supply rail of only 5.5 V compared to the 10 V required by the VRE3050A. Its
quiescent current is also just 35 μA compared to the 3.5 mA of the VRE3050A.Since the 1.2-V
bandgap reference is found in a majority of modern regulator ICs, we will focus on it in the next
few sections. We start by trying to understand the BJT better, since that is the basic building
block of bandgap references.Understanding the BJT Better (the PTAT and CTAT)The first silicon



BJT was made by Texas Instruments in 1954. Thereafter, some interesting properties of the
device were discovered, which eventually led to the bandgap reference. The first empirically
discovered, reasonably stable voltage reference originated in 1964 from David Hilbiber of
Fairchild. But its properties were not well understood until 6 years later when Bob Widlar (1937–
1991) came along. He converted one of his basic current sources to a stable bandgap reference
of nominal value 1.2 V, in what has been nicknamed “Widlar’s Leap.” This was released
commercially in 1971 as a two-terminal “reference diode” IC, the LM113 (obsoleted just
recently), from National Semiconductor (now Texas Instruments). Three years later Paul Brokaw
came up with his (adjustable) version of the bandgap reference, at Analog Devices. The Brokaw
cell was released in 1974 in an historic 2.5-V three-terminal (input, output, and ground)
reference called the AD580, which is still in production. It has an initial accuracy of ±0.4 percent.
All these events are not only part and parcel of but also the underlying reasons for the
momentous period of growth that we now consider to be the birth of Silicon Valley.Let’s start the
discussion with something everybody seems to intuitively understand: to get an NPN bipolar
junction transistor to conduct, the voltage drop between the base and emitter of a BJT needs to
be raised to around 0.6 V (at room temperature). So, basically we try to overcome this 0.6-V
offset (it appears as a diode drop to us) and thereby force a small current into the base. In doing
so, we observe a “lever effect” of sorts: the tiny base current opens the floodgates to a much
larger current flowing from collector to emitter. We learn that this collector current is proportional
to the base current, and the proportionality factor (= IC/IB) is called the β of the transistor (in a
slightly different context it is called hfe).The current-voltage (I-V) curves for the BJT are
presented in Fig. 1.3. Note that so far we are implicitly assuming temperature is constant. The
“ideal” (flat) curves assume that once the BJT is conducting, the collector current is fixed (and,
as indicated, is in effect a fixed ratio of the base current). In other words, we are assuming that
the collector current is independent of the collector-to-emitter voltage (it depends only on base
current). This is a reasonable assumption to make for most first-order calculations, as we too
have done in the ensuing discussions. But keep in mind that in reality, there is a slight
divergence of the curves from ideal, and if extrapolated backward, the curves seem to be
coming from a fixed voltage point –VA (typically around –75 to –100 V). This is called the Early
effect, after its discoverer James Early (1922–2004). In the same figure, we have presented the I-
V curves for the metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET). The curves are
indeed similar. But note that a prevalent source of confusion lies in the way the saturation region
of the BJT curves is called the triode or ohmic/resistive region in the MOSFET curves, whereas
the forward active or linear region of the BJT is called the saturation region in the MOSFET
curves. It is unfortunate terminology for sure.We have mentioned in the same figure that the
collector current varies exponentially as we increase the base-emitter voltage VBE. The same is
indicated at the top of Fig. 1.4, where we now also indicate that the collector current is β times
the base current. We also clarify that the BJT has four quadrants of operation. One is of virtually
no use (all its so-called diodes are reverse-biased). On the other hand, a switching regulator



(one that uses a BJT switch) operates constantly between saturation and cutoff regions (very
briefly passing through the active region as it changes state). However, current mirrors,
amplifiers, oscillators, and voltage references operate continuously in the forward active (also
called active or linear) region. Note that linear (series-pass) regulators also work in the linear
region (or ohmic/resistive region) when using a BJT (or MOSFET) as the pass element.FIGURE
1.4 The Ebers-Moll model of an NPN BJT and its regions of operation.We will focus on the
forward active region of the BJT now. The guiding equation in this region is the exponential
equationThis indicates that a small change in base-emitter voltage VBE produces an
exponential increase in collector current IC (constant temperature still being
assumed).NOTE Though it is commonly stated that the BJT is a current-controlled device
versus the MOSFET, which is a voltage-controlled device, the equations for a BJT indicate that it
too is best visualized as a voltage-controlled device, since we can see from the above equation
that a voltage (VBE) determines current (IC), quite similar to a MOSFET. No wonder their I-V
equations in Fig. 1.2 are also so alike. One major difference, however, is that VBE leads to a
small, but constant base current in the BJT, whereas in a MOSFET the gate current stops when
the voltage VGS (between gate and source) reaches a steady value. So, the input of a BJT
behaves as a diode, whereas the input of a MOSFET behaves as a small capacitor—but to pass
drain current, you must first overcome an offset called the threshold voltage (Vt in Fig. 1.3).We
can take the natural logarithm of both sides of the BJT equation to get the equation of a straight
lineWe can also take the more common logarithm (to base 10) of both sides to getwhich, as
expected, is also a straight line.NOTE The scales “ln” (i.e., natural log) and “log” (i.e., to base
10) are related by a simple factor, because log(e) = 0.434, ln(10) = 2.303, and log(e) × ln(10) =
1.Incidentally, the IC versus VBE exponential equation is very similar to the well-known
Shockley’s equation for a diode, and therefore it is no surprise that we discover the base-emitter
junction of a BJT is best modeled as a diode. However, the formal BJT model, one that covers all
its regions of operation, is the Ebers-Moll model, presented in simplified form within Fig. 1.4. But
there is no need to get into that level of detail however, if you are feeling overwhelmed. Consider
it as being there only for completeness sake.In looking at various online forums, it is obvious
there are several sources of deep confusion concerning the above IC versus VBE textbook
equation. Yes, it seems to be a simple, exponential equation, but one that needs to be seriously
clarified here. In the course of that endeavor, we will also develop the key ideas that go into
making a bandgap reference. 1. What is IS? This is often called the saturation current, a
phrase borrowed from the similar-looking diode equation (from Shockley). But for a transistor the
use of this phrase can get confusing. It has led some to erroneously think that IS is the collector
current in the saturation region of the BJT. Not so: it is a very small current of around 10–14
typically, so it can’t possibly be that. Therefore, some prefer to call IS the “reverse saturation
current” and thereby implicitly assume it is the reverse leakage current of the base-emitter diode
junction. And then, right after that, they usually compound their error by assuming that since IS is
the reverse current, it has no effect on the forward characteristics of the BJT. In fact none of



these statements is true. Under reverse bias, there is a parasitic leakage current term that can
dwarf IS. Therefore IS is best measured in the active region, not in the reverse region (same
recommendation as for a diode). So, let’s be clear on what IS is mathematically, for therein lies
our answer. Looking at the simplified Ebers-Moll equation above, we see that if VBE is set to
zero, we get IC = IS. So, that’s what it is. Graphically, if we increase the voltage at the base,
starting from zero (with respect to the emitter), and plot IC on a log scale versus VBE on a linear
scale, we get a straight line, which intersects the y axis at the exact value IS. It is therefore
perhaps better to call IS the scaling current to avoid confusion, because the entire IC versus
VBE curve scales proportionately to IS. Thus IS is simply the starting point of the entire forward-
biased IC versus VBE curve, and therefore it does have a profound influence on the entire curve.
For example, changing IS by a factor of 10, say, from 10–14 to 10–13, will cause all IC values (for
a given VBE) to increase by the exact same factor (10 in this case). So it is very important to
know what IS really is: don’t get fooled into thinking that since IS is a small number (typically
picoamperes), it is insignificant, or second-order. It is vital; hence the need to bring it up
here. In the SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) model of
the well-known discrete small-signal NPN transistor 2N2222 of a certain vendor, we come
across the following line: “IS = 14.340000E-15.” This means IS is 14.34 × 10–15 A. The SPICE
model of a well-known power transistor, 2N3055, from another vendor, states “IS=2.37426e-14,”
which means IS is 2.37426 × 10–14. And so on. However, this also points to a major limitation, if
not error, in the commonly used BJT SPICE models, as we will see shortly. 2. What is the
slope of log(IC) versus VBE? Engineers may have heard this particular slope being expressed
alternatively as 40 mV or 60 mV or 80 mV per decade of current. What exactly is it and why?
[Note that actually we are talking about the slope of VBE versus log (IC) here.] From the above
equations, the slope of ΔVBE versus Δ[log(IC)] is 2.303 kT/q, as also indicated in Fig. 1.5. So,
we see that the slope ΔVBE/Δ[log(IC)] is proportional to temperature. Or, equivalently, for a fixed
Δ[log(IC)], or equivalently a fixed ΔIC (i.e., a fixed change in current), ΔVBE (the corresponding
change in base-emitter voltage) is proportional to temperature. So, at 300 K (27°C), the slope of
ΔVBE versus log(IC) is 60 mV per decade of current. It becomes 80 mV per decade at 400 K
(127°C) and is 40 mV per decade at 200 K (–73°C). It goes from 40 to 80 mV/decade from 200
to 400 K. We can see the obvious proportionality with respect to T.FIGURE 1.5 Attempting to
plot IC versus VBE for different temperatures.NOTE One decade of current change (say, 0.1 to
1 A, or 1 to 10 A), corresponds to Δ[log(IC)] = 1.NOTE The Kelvin (absolute temperature) scale
is just the Celsius scale translated by 273°C. So, 0 degrees K (or equivalently 0 degrees
absolute temperature) equals –273°C. We are seeing a change of ΔVBE from 40 to
80 mV for a temperature change of 400 K – 200 K = 200°C. In other words, the tempco of ΔVBE
is 40 mV/200°C = 0.2 mV/°C (for a decade of current variation). This is referred to as a
proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT) voltage. We will shortly see that this very property
of ΔVBE, along with a complementary (inversely proportional) property of VBE, is what goes into
creating the well-known 1.2 V bandgap reference. 3. How does VBE vary with



temperature? This is the source of the biggest confusion. As mentioned, the base-emitter
voltage for forward conduction is 0.6 V at room temperature. We ask: what is it, e.g., at exactly –
273°C (0 K)? In fact, it is about 1.2 V for any collector current (though as an extrapolated value, it
is not real, since at absolute zero all atomic motion is at a standstill and there can be no
“current”). But is that what the exponential I-V equation predicts? In the I-V equation,
to keep IC fixed as we vary temperature, it seems we need to keep the following term fixed:
We can thus easily (but erroneously) conclude that if T (i.e., temperature, measured on the
Kelvin scale) increases (or decreases), then VBE must increase (or decrease). The tempco
seems to beNOTE kT/q is commonly called the thermal voltage as it has the units of voltage
and is also proportional to temperature. At 300 K (27°C) it has the well-known value 86.25 μV ×
300 = 26 mV. In other words, the above equation seems to say that VBE will increase
with temperature at the rate of 86.25 μV/°C. But that doesn’t sound right: most engineers have
heard (and rightly so) that VBE falls with increasing temperature—by about –2 mV/°C. Where is
the error coming from? The problem is what no one seems to clearly tell you: IS is
actually a very strong function of temperature. That fact is surprisingly overlooked by many
engineers, especially those who rely blindly on SPICE and its commonly available BJT/diode
models—in which IS is usually set to some fixed (default) value. In reality, IS roughly doubles for
every 5°C rise in temperature. And if that variation is factored into the I-V equation, then to keep
IC constant, VBE actually needs to decrease substantially with increasing temperature, not
increase. As indicated in Fig. 1.6, a fairly good empirical fit to data is obtained by
settingFIGURE 1.6 Correctly plotting IC versus VBE and understanding CTAT and PTAT
generation. where VT = kT/q, VG0 >> 1.2 V, and IS0 = constant. With this model for
IS(T), the correct curves are now plotted in Fig. 1.6. We finally see that because of the
dependency of IS on temperature, all the log(IC) versus VBE curves we talked about earlier (for
different temperatures), if extrapolated, point to the voltage of 1.2 V (same as VG0), though at
some very high, hypothetical (and yes, absurd) value of collector current. More importantly, we
see that as temperature increases, the curve shifts to the left, not to the right as wrongly
indicated by Fig. 1.5 (in which we had wrongly assumed that IS was a constant). So now to keep
IC constant as we vary temperature, we need to keep Let’s talk numbers here. For
example, at T = 300 K and at the offset value VBE = 0.6 V, the numerator of the above fraction is
–VG0 + VBE = –1.2 + 0.6 = –0.6. If the temperature decreases to 200 K, the numerator must
decrease by the same factor, i.e., to (2/3) × (–0.6) = –0.4. The only way that could happen is if
VBE became –0.4 + VG0 = –0.4 + 1.2 = 0.8 V. In other words, for a 100°C increase in
temperature (200 K to 300 K), VBE decreases from 0.8 V to 0.6 V, that is, by 0.2 V. The effective
tempco is –0.2 V/100°C = –2.0 mV/°C, which is the often-mentioned value in
literature. Now, if the base-emitter voltage is 0.6 V at 300 K and its tempco is –2 mV/
°C, we can imagine that at a theoretical temperature of 0 K (–273°C), the base-emitter voltage
will be 0.6 V + (300 K × 2 mV) = 1.2 V at 0 K (i.e., at absolute zero), which is VG0, the bandgap
voltage of 1.2 V (we won’t bring in atomic physics to explain the name bandgap here). But



clearly 1.2 V is the value we had set for VG0 while modeling IS. And that’s where it comes
from. We can plot several VBE variations with respect to T in Fig. 1.7, and we see that
all the VBE curves (for different currents and biasing) intersect at VBE = 1.2 V at absolute zero
(0 K). This type of curve is a very useful curve for analog IC designers. It also tells us that
contrary to popular myth, the tempco of VBE is –2 mV/°C, but only for the case of VBE = 0.6 V at
300 K. For example, if in Fig. 1.7 we look at the curve for 20 A, we see that it has a VBE of 0.8 V
at 300 K. That must have a different tempco, because we now know this curve too must
converge to 1.2 V at 0 K. So obviously its tempco must be (0.8 V – 1.2 V)/300 K = –1.43 mV/°C,
not –2 mV/°C.FIGURE 1.7 Plotting VBE versus T and understanding CTAT generation.
We can clearly observe an inverse proportionality relationship here (with respect to
temperature). We thus say that VBE is a CTAT voltage.NOTE Maybe, a more contemporary or
easier name would have been iPTAT (inversely proportional to absolute temperature).The
Principle behind the Bandgap ReferenceFor example, the difference in the base-emitter
voltages (ΔVBE) between two matched transistors, one running at current I and the other at 10 ×
I (one decade difference), is 60 mV at room temperature (300 K). Its tempco is +0.2 mV/°C. If we
amplify this PTAT difference voltage 10 times, we will get a voltage value of 0.6 V with a tempco
of +2 mV/°C. This is a PTAT voltage. On the other hand, the actual VBE (of either of the two
transistors above) is about 0.6 V at 300 K, with a tempco of –2 mV/°C. This is a CTAT voltage. If
we add this CTAT VBE voltage to the 10 times amplified ΔVBE PTAT voltage mentioned above,
we will get a net voltage of 0.6 + 0.6 = 1.2 V, with a net tempco of +2 mV/°C – 2 mV/°C = 0
(ideally). This is the well-known bandgap reference voltage. And that’s how we get the number
1.2 V here (0.6 V CTAT plus 0.6-V PTAT).To understand how it was actually implemented by
Widlar and Brokaw, we need to first understand the basic current mirror.The Basic BJT Current
Mirror and Widlar’s Bandgap Reference CellIn Fig. 1.8 we start by explaining the advantages of
the diode-connected BJT. This forms the first element of the basic two-transistor current mirror.
The input is considered to be the current passing through the collector of the first transistor, and
we get a corresponding output—the base-emitter voltage. If this base-emitter voltage is then
applied as an input to a second matched transistor, by virtue of the fact that both transistors
have the same I-V curves and have the same VBE values (externally forced) too, we necessarily
get the same IC (collector current) as an output from the second transistor. In other words, the
current in the first transistor has been buffered and “mirrored” (1 : 1) onto another transistor, just
by having them share their control voltages (base-emitter drops).FIGURE 1.8 Understanding
BJT current mirrors.What if the “second transistor” is actually a set of, say, four identical/
matched transistors in parallel? Now, since each constituent transistor of this set receives the
same applied base-emitter voltage, each one will produce a collector current equal to the
current through the first transistor. Therefore, all together, the four paralleled transistors produce
4IC. In effect we have created a 1 : 4 current mirror.It is actually not necessary to have four
separate base, collector, and emitters joined together. By using a second transistor with an
emitter area 4 times that of the first transistor, we can get the same 1 : 4 current mirror. And



similarly we can produce a 1 : 10 current mirror, as shown in the figure. Note that rather than
draw so many emitters to one BJT, we could simply write “10” or “10E” (sometimes also written
as “10A”) next to the second transistor to indicate that its emitter area is 10 times that of the first
transistor. The underlying assumption is these are matched transistors and therefore monolithic
(on the same integrated chip).Not shown in the figure is the fact that instead of a 1 : 10 mirror, we
could create a 10 : 1 current mirror by using a first transistor with an emitter area 10E compared
to the second transistor with an area 1E. Similarly we could produce a 3 : 2 current mirror, with
emitter areas 3E and 2E, respectively. And so on.Widlar gave an interesting twist to the current
mirror circuit and created the bandgap reference. We will explain it through Figs. 1.9 and 1.10. In
Fig. 1.9, we have something similar to a current mirror, but it really isn’t one anymore: because
we have a new resistor RDIFF in place, that alters the VBE values of the two transistors (or
rather lets them be different). Also, we are externally forcing equal currents into the two
transistors. However, as before, similar to the 1 : 10 current mirror case, the right-side transistor
has been chosen to have 10 times the emitter area compared to the left-side transistor. We can
mentally think of the larger emitter area as 10 paralleled transistors, each with a collector current
of one-tenth of the transistor on the left side. So the corresponding VBE is also less, per the
Ebers-Moll equation (applied to each paralleled transistor). In effect we have a certain VBE on
the left-side transistor that corresponds to a collector current IQ. We have a different (lesser)
VBE on the right side, corresponding to a lesser current of IQ/10. Note that this is a difference of
one decade of current, and so from Fig. 1.4, we realize the difference voltage ΔVBE (a PTAT
voltage) must be 60 mV at 300 K, with a tempco of 0.2 mV/°C.FIGURE 1.9 First step in
understanding the basic Widlar bandgap reference cell.FIGURE 1.10 The basic Widlar
bandgap reference cell.Next step: Since the voltage drop between the shared base connection
and the (common) ground must be the same whether we go down from the left transistor side or
the right transistor side, we realize the difference voltage ΔVBE must appear across RDIFF.
Further, if this is amplified 10 times and added to the –2 mV/°C CTAT voltage VBE, then, as
explained in Fig. 1.10, we get a 1.2 V reference as desired, and the net tempco is ideally
zero.Note that instead of forcing equal currents through unequal (1 : 10) transistors to create a
certain ΔVBE, we could equivalently force unequal currents (10 : 1 ratio) through identical
transistors, and we would get the same ΔVBE. Eventually, it is all about the emitter current
density.In Fig. 1.11 we show Brokaw’s version. In his own words, as quoted from his historic
1974 paper∗: “A new configuration for realization of a stabilized bandgap voltage is described.
The new two-transistor circuit uses collector current sensing to eliminate errors due to base
current. Because the stabilized voltage appears at a high impedance point, the application to
circuits with higher output voltage is simplified.” So, now we can use the 1.2-V bandgap
reference with scaling resistors, to easily derive reference voltages of say 3.3 V, 5 V, and so
on.FIGURE 1.11 The basic Brokaw bandgap reference cell.Theoretically, we could take a 1.2-V
bandgap reference and use an op-amp with gain less than 1 to generate stable references of
less than 1.2 V. That is not the problem. The problem is that any circuit that is based on a 1.2-V



reference would necessarily require a supply rail significantly higher than 1.2 V (at least 1.9 V to
2.3 V typically). That voltage could be applied through a separate pin in a three-terminal device,
or connected to a biasing resistor in a two-terminal (shunt) device (e.g., LT1389). In any case,
such a resulting voltage reference would, for that reason, never be suited for, say, a single 1.5-V
alkaline cell application, because an alkaline cell can go down to below 1 V before being
considered fully discharged. To combat that problem, a lot of effort is ongoing to produce “sub-
bandgap references” (less than 1.2 V) and/or “sub-volt bandgap references” (less than 1 V).But
Widlar was ahead of everyone even in that day. In 1978, the LM10 was introduced by National
Semiconductor, and it is still in production. It can work down to 1-V supply rail, and its reference
output can go as low as 200 mV—because it is based on a 200-mV sub-bandgap reference
from Widlar, one that remained unmatched by competitors for a decade after it was created.
Basically, by using BJT transistors with a 50 : 1 emitter area ratio, Widlar produced a PTAT of
100 mV. Then, rather than amplify this to get the tempco up to the CTAT level (with opposite
sign), he added to it a 100-mV CTAT derived by scaling down VBE. Adding the two, he got a
stable reference of 200 mV.A Modified Current Mirror and the CMOS Bandgap Reference CellIn
Fig. 1.12, we modify the basic Brokaw bandgap reference cell by introducing an op-amp and
moving the difference resistor (with the PTAT voltage) onto the collector side of the transistor, for
higher gain and better power supply (noise) rejection ratio (PSRR). We then transition to a
version using P-MOS transistors (the MOSFET equivalent of a PNP BJT) and low-side PNP
BJTs. Without going into the details of IC fabrication processes, it suffices to say that there are
parasitic bipolars available within a typical CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor)
fabrication process, and the most useful ones for the purpose are usually those that happen to
be PNP types with their collectors tied together to the substrate (ground). That is how we
generate the basic CMOS bandgap reference cell shown in Fig. 1.12. This at least illustrates the
principle commonly used for CMOS.FIGURE 1.12 Brokaw’s bandgap reference with an op-
amp, and the transition to its CMOS version.NOTE The Brokaw cell usually requires a start-up
circuit (not shown), because it can have two stable values for transistor currents: one that leads
to the bandgap voltage and one that corresponds to zero current and voltage. It can get stuck in
the latter without some “help.” Also, CMOS opamps have a larger offset and are therefore self-
starting only if the applied offset is right.Simulation or the Lab?In general, almost all bandgap
references are based on the same basic principle: a PTAT and a CTAT canceling tempcos
mutually to get a stable reference. But as we just found out, the only reason the bandgap
reference exists is because IS is a function of temperature. Now consider the fact that most
SPICE models set a default, fixed value for IS. And that leads us to some remarks about
simulation in general.Bob Pease (1940–2011) wrote: “… there are many ways to get false results
in SPICE and other simulation schemes. Most transistor models do not accurately model the
shape of the curve of VBE vs. temperature. It is sometimes possible to tweak the characteristics
of the model of a transistor until the tempco of the breadboard or analog model matches that of
the computer model. However, after you have done this, it is not safe to assume that reasonable



changes in the operating points will cause reasonable changes in the tempco. The actual
changes may be different from the computed changes, even for a minor tweak.”Intusoft, a well-
known vendor of a popular SPICE-type tool, warns: Designing circuits using computer
simulation requires that models accurately reflect device behavior within a specific circuit
context. Models with excessive detail will obscure the circuit designer’s insight and will quickly
reach both runtime and complexity limitations of the simulation program. Overly simple models
will fail to predict key circuit performance parameters and may lead to costly design mistakes.
Device modeling is one of the most difficult steps in the circuit simulation process. It requires not
only an understanding of the device’s physical and electrical properties, but also an intimate
knowledge of the particular circuit application.Therefore, we must ask: if the conventional device
models of simulation do not even predict a simple bandgap voltage reference, how trustworthy
do you expect them to be in replicating complete switching regulators (especially on paper)? We
also ask: did Widlar, Brokaw, or Pease ever base any of their legendary commercial op-amp or
voltage reference designs on a simulation package? We are quite sure they didn’t. They
collected data fast and furiously and first really understood what they were dealing with. For
example, Wikipedia reports that Widlar locked himself in at Fairchild for 170 hours of continuous
experiments (related to the BJT) and emerged with a certain robust design.NOTE It is
interesting that the Ebers-Moll model (also called the coupled diode model because of the EB
and EC diodes) was released in 1954, much earlier than Widlar’s insights. Clearly, the correct
variation of VBE with temperature could not have been present in the Ebers-Moll model. And
since traditional BJT SPICE models are largely based on the Ebers-Moll model, they too have
the same limitations as regards temperature.In November 2004, Paul Tuinenga responded to an
online article on the topic of SPICE: “Sanjaya … I have this recollection of a passage from an out
of print book (I think it was) ‘Paper Money’ by Adam Smith, in which the author tells of a
conversation with a Southern stock broker while accompanying the said broker on a morning
bird hunt with the broker’s dog. The topic is computers and their use in stock trading. The broker
counsels (something along the lines of): The computer is like a bird (hunting) dog. Very useful.
Wouldn’t think of hunting without one. They spot birds and retrieve. But you don’t give the gun to
the dog!” Incidentally, Tuinenga is the co-creator of PSPICE and the cofounder of MicroSim
Corp. (taken over by Orcad, followed by Cadence). He is also the author of the best-selling book
on SPICE.So perhaps we really shouldn’t make the mistake of using a tool to learn a subject—
that does sound a lot like giving the gun to the dog.With that, it is time to go back to looking at
voltage references as “black boxes” and understanding the specifications and performance of
voltage references in general as applied to regulators.Comparing Voltage ReferencesOne of the
most basic comparisons we can make is based on the initial accuracy term discussed
previously. The simplest way to express this is as a percentage of the nominal value (which is
usually specified at 25°C, with no load applied to the reference). For example, a 2.5-V reference
accurate to 0.5 percent initial accuracy has the following absolute voltage spread.In other words,
the maximum is 2.5 V + 12.5 mV = 2.513 V. The minimum is 2.487 V.Instead of percentage,



parts per million (ppm) is often used: 1 PPM is 10–6. The factor connecting ppm and percentage
is 104. So ppm is 104 times %. A 100 ppm initial accuracy is ±100 × 10–4% = ±10–2%, or 0.01
percent.NOTE For stating initial accuracy, the ± is often not written out explicitly, but is certainly
always implied (whether expressed as a percentage or in terms of ppm). So an initial accuracy of
100 ppm or 0.01 percent always implies ± 100 ppm and ± 0.01 percent respectively.NOTE If
the reference is stated to have a certain initial accuracy expressed in, say, X ppm or Y percent,
only when talking of initial accuracy does that mean ±X ppm or ±Y percent—because the
nominal value is always picked to be the center of the initial accuracy spread. This ± prefix does
not automatically apply to any other source of output error, such as that due to
temperature.Accuracy can also be specified in terms of bit accuracy. We may come across this
term in comparative analysis like the one below, and since this phrase is the source of some
confusion, it will be discussed shortly. Meanwhile, here is a boilerplate summary of the pros and
cons of the two main categories of monolithic voltage references.Bandgap references are
relatively inexpensive and typically used for data acquisition systems where 8- to 10-bit
accuracy is required. They have a typical initial error of ±0.2 to ±1 percent, a tempco of 20 to 40
ppm/°C. The output noise is typically 15 to 30 μV peak to peak (measured over 0.1 to 10 Hz),
and they have a long-term stability of 20 to 30 ppm/kilohour. The quiescent current is typically 40
to 200 μA. Supply voltages can be as low as 1 V, but typically are as low as 2.4 V.Buried-zener
references are relatively expensive and typically used for data acquisition systems where 12-bit
or higher accuracy is required. They have a typical initial error of ±0.04 to ±0.06 percent, a
tempco of 5 to 20 ppm/°C. The output noise is typically less than 10 μV peak to peak (measured
over 0.1 to 10 Hz), and they have a long-term stability of 10 to 15 ppm/kilohour. The quiescent
current can be typically around 2 to 3.5 mA. The supply voltage needs to be larger than about 8
to 10 V.NOTE For stating tempco, most references are characterized by the “box method” (see
further below). So the tempco in ppm/°C is the total ΔV (occurring over the specified
temperature range), divided by the voltage at 25°C (its nominal value), divided by the ΔT (the
specified temperature range of the reference), and finally multiplied by 106 (for ppm). Note that
for stating tempco, there is no implied ±, unlike for the initial-accuracy specification.NOTE Long-
term drift is usually expressed in ppm per kilohour. But this can be misleading. For example,
there is about 8760 hours in 1 yr. So some engineers pessimistically multiply the 1000-h
specification of the part by the factor 8760/1000 = 8.76 to find the annual drift. In doing so, they
are implicitly assuming linearity of drift with time whereas, in reality, drift decreases
logarithmically as time passes, because things tend to stabilize as the part ages. For a better
estimate we should take the square root of the elapsed time. That is why long-term drift is written
in some datasheets as instead of ppm/kilohour. For example, for the correct estimate of the
annual drift, we should multiply the specified drift per 1000 h, not by 8.76, but by . That is roughly
3 times better than the (wrong) pessimistic calculation.NOTE Voltage reference datasheets
typically specify both low- and high-frequency noise. The latter (broadband noise) is usually
specified as an RMS (root-mean-square) value in microvolts, over the range 10 Hz to 10 kHz.



The low-frequency noise component is usually expressed as a peak-to-peak value in microvolts
(or ppm), over the range 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. The broadband noise component can be more readily
filtered out, by better decoupling capacitors and so on. But the low-frequency component is
particularly troublesome since filtering below 10 Hz is impractical. Therefore, the low-frequency
noise specification is considered more critical and important, insofar as it contributes directly to
the total reference error.NOTE There are modern proprietary voltage reference technologies
offering significant improvements. We will not discuss them here, but the reader can investigate
further if desired. One is the XFET voltage reference from Analog Devices. Another is the FGA
technology from Xicor (now part of Intersil).Now, look at an interesting tabulated comparison in
Fig. 1.13. In particular, notice point D where a state-of-the-art bandgap is at par in terms of
accuracy and drift, with a buried zener device.FIGURE 1.13 Some well-known voltage
references compared.Specifying and Interpreting the Tempco of Voltage ReferencesWhat really
is tempco? We mentioned that a 15-V discrete zener for instance, will have a tempco of about
+10 mV/°C. So at 125°C (a Δ of 100°C above nominal), we expect the zener voltage to be 15 +
100 × (10 mV) = 16 V. That agrees with the typical zener data collected and shown in Fig. 1.14
(based on discrete diodes from Vishay). Expressed in terms of percentage, this gives us a
voltage shift (called temperature drift) of 1 V referenced to 15-V nominal, which is an error of
1/15 = 6.7 percent. In terms of ppm, that is 67,000 ppm (25 to 125°C). Indeed, that is very high,
but it is a discrete zener after all.Based on the above analysis, we see that the zener voltage shift
is proportional to the temperature (for discrete zeners). This comes about from the fact that the
tempco of a discrete zener is almost constant (see the straight solid lines in Fig. 1.14). And it is
because of that property alone that we expect the following statement to be true: at 75°C (a Δ of
only 50°C above nominal), the error will be roughly one-half—close to 15.5 V. And that is borne
out by the curves in Fig. 1.14. In other words, we get proportionally less error if the temperature
range is reduced, provided the voltage reference has a constant tempco.FIGURE
1.14 Brokaw’s bandgap reference with an op-amp, and the transition to a CMOS version.A
constant tempco is a greatly simplifying property that engineers inadvertently assume and apply
even when they shouldn’t! For example, from the point of view of overall system requirements,
suppose there is a defined maximum acceptable error (expressed in ppm, or %, or LSB, as
explained later). Then if we halve the operating temperature range, we may relax (double) the
required tempco of the reference—but only provided the voltage reference we plan to use has
constant tempco characteristics. Not otherwise! If we do not heed this little fact, we can seriously
underestimate the required tempco (under reduced operating temperature ranges) and thus end
up with a system with greater than acceptable error.We said previously that in a bandgap
reference, the PTAT and CTAT terms cancel, leaving net zero tempco. But that is an ideal
assumption. In reality, because of several second-order effects and the behavior of associated
circuitry placed to correct that, all monolithic voltage references (both bandgap and buried-zener
types) have an output curve that is very rarely a straight line, and (with active curvature
correction circuitry), is actually typically close to the horizontal S-shaped curve in the lower half



of Fig. 1.14. That is obviously not a constant-tempco curve as in the upper half of the figure. And
so, irrespective of the method used for evaluating the tempco of the reference, we can no longer
just assume that reducing the operating temperature range will allow us to pick a worse voltage
reference (with higher ppm/°C). But surprisingly, that is a common error and assumption in some
related literature.What is the solution? We have to recognize that the tempco (usually expressed
in ppm/°C) for most monolithic references is some sort of averaged value over the full
temperature range, and it is actually of a rather complex shape. The old-world, traditional
approach is intuitively based on assuming constant tempco, perhaps because of the predictable
behavior of passive references such as discrete zeners in the past. Once we are clear about this
difference, we then realize that perhaps the best and safest option is to just stop talking in terms
of ppm/°C entirely, and stick to ppm—the total drift over the full specified temperature range of
the voltage reference (do not use the temperature range of the specific application, since this
can cause underestimation of tempco requirements as explained above). Note that ppm could
also be expressed as a percentage, or in terms of LSB, or in more absolute terms as millivolts or
microvolts, e.g.—just don’t use any ratios to temperature, because that implies a certain
constancy (linear drift), which is misleading.We finally understand the word tempco is a bit of a
misnomer when applied to monolithic references. In Fig. 1.14, we took the liberty of coining a
new term: point tempco. That sounds strange, but goes a long way in explaining and
understanding the above issues in selecting a monolithic reference.Finally note that the
temperature characteristics of voltage references may be expressed over the commercial
temperature range (0 to 70°C, but sometimes –10 to 70°C, or 0 to 85°C), or the industrial
temperature range (–40 to 85°C, but sometimes –25 to 85°C, or –40 to 100°C), or the extended
temperature range (–40 to 125°C, but sometimes –55 to 125°C, or even –55 to 150°C), or the
military temperature range (–55 to 125°C, but sometimes –65 to 175°C). Clearly people don’t
fully agrees on the descriptions of the temperature ranges!Understanding Bit AccuracyWith the
above explanation of tempco behind us, we are now in a better position to understand what was
really meant by bit accuracy previously. But note carefully that in the relevant sentence, the
phrase referred to the system accuracy and was not stated to be the accuracy of the voltage
reference itself. There are subtle differences in that as we will explain.First, the use of voltage
references is multifold. Examples follow. 1. In a data converter (e.g., data logger), a
reference is used for providing a voltage level to the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), to
compare the input voltage against so as to determine the proper digital code.2. In a voltage
regulator, the reference provides a voltage level against which the output is compared so as to
develop a feedback signal that eventually regulates (corrects) the output voltage.3. In a voltage
detector circuit, a relatively crude reference is used to set up some sort of internal threshold for
operation. For example, it can be used to set a safe start-up voltage level (undervoltage lockout,
also called UVLO), or to set some safety trip point (overvoltage protection, also called OVP). But
since we can usually accept much larger errors here, we will ignore this last item from now on.In
item 1, the term bit accuracy would usually refer to the entire system. In item 2, it would refer to



the reference as a stand-alone device. Note that modern monolithic precision references are
often set (trimmed) in production. Various means such as laser trimming and so on are used to
achieve a certain trim target. To do any of that, the reference voltage needs to be first read by a
digital test system. So system accuracy becomes an important aspect to understand even when
talking about references as stand-alone devices in voltage regulator applications.Let us start by
understanding, say, 3-bit accuracy first. For 3 bits, the digital (binary) numbers are 000, 001,
010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111. We see that we have 23 = 8 levels (increments) leading up to a
certain “full-scale” value. For n bits, we will have 2n levels. Each tiny step is called the least
significant bit (LSB), and it can be expressed either in terms of an absolute value (say, in
millivolts or microvolts), or as a fraction of the full-scale value, which is just the nominal reference
voltage in an ADC. Expressed as a basic fraction, the LSB is therefore 1/(2n). Since this number
is usually too small to write out as it is, it is more conveniently expressed in terms of ppm. This is
what we should remember:3-bit system:125,000 ppm/LSB8-bit system:3,906 ppm/LSB10-bit
system:977 ppm/LSB12-bit system:244 ppm/LSB16-bit system:15 ppm/LSBIn all cases, ½ LSB
is one-half the above-stated ppm. When we talk of voltage references as stand-alone devices, 1-
LSB accuracy is implied. For data loggers and ADC applications, however, since the drift can be
either plus or minus, to have no observable error on the (digital) output (attributable to the
tempco of the device), ½-LSB accuracy is required. But if not, the output error can be
calculated.For example, the VRE3050A in Fig. 1.13 has a 5-V output, with an initial accuracy of
0.01 percent (0.01 × 104 = 100 ppm) and a tempco of 0.06 ppm/°C over the commercial
temperature range of 0 to 70°C. So the temperature drift is 70 × 0.06 = 4.2 ppm. Assuming these
two are the dominant sources of error, the worst-case ppm is 100 + 4.2 = 104.2 ppm. Since a 12-
bit ADC with ½-LSB requirement can accept 244/2 = 122 ppm, the VRE3050A is suitable for 12-
bit systems. If the system can calibrate out the initial error, the net error (drift) is only 4.2 ppm,
which makes it suitable even for an ADC in a 16-bit system.NOTE Among the typical full-scale
(reference voltage) values specified for an ADC input, 2.048 and 4.096 V are most commonly
used because they provide an integral or half-integral number of millivolts for any bit value (they
are multiples of 2). For example, a 12-bit ADC with 4.096-V full-scale input (based on a 4.096-V
reference) gives 4.096/212 = 1 mV/LSB. In terms of ppm this is (1 mV/4.096 V) × 106 = 244 ppm/
LSB, which agrees with the values of the numbered items above. PART 3 DESIGNING
THE VOLTAGE DIVIDERSources of Output Error: Voltage Divider Input Bias CurrentIn the lower
half of Fig. 1.11, R3 and R4 constituted a resistive “voltage divider” (inside the monolithic voltage
reference). We can also have an external voltage divider to set the output of a complete
regulator: see Figs. 1.2 and 1.15.FIGURE 1.15 Basic voltage divider and some useful
equations.If the resistors of the voltage divider of a regulator are inside the chip, the systems
designer can ignore their exact contribution to the output error, because the regulator/controller
is a “black box” with a known total output tolerance. For example, there are monolithic (chip)
regulators available in fixed-output versions, such as Texas Instruments’ LM2676T-3.3 and
LM2676-5.0, which provide 3.3- and 5-V outputs, respectively. However, LM2676T-ADJ is one



where you need to add an external voltage divider. And with external dividers, we have to be
very careful, since they can contribute a thick new layer of error in the regulation onion of Fig. 1.2
(see the layer called voltage divider design).Going forward, we are adopting the convention that
the “lower resistor” of the divider is R1 and R2 is the “upper resistor.” See Fig. 1.15. First, we
ignore the small current flowing out of node A, called IIN. We then have a perfect voltage divider.
We can derive the relationship that essentially sets the ratio R2/R1 for a required output. Once
the ratio is known, the absolute values can be determined by first selecting either R1 or R2,
based on several other concerns that we will discuss shortly. For now, assume that we are
interested only in the divider ratio.Note that, by definition, a voltage divider is a voltage divider
only when absolutely zero current enters or leaves the shared node (between the two resistors,
called A in Fig. 1.15). Node A goes to the feedback pin of the controller, where it is compared
against the reference voltage VREF. Note that an op-amp (error amplifier) always swings its
output in such a way as to equalize the voltages at its two inputs. So, in steady state, we can
assume that the voltage at A (VA) is equal to VREF. Now let us account for the fact that the input
impedance of the feedback pin appears as some arbitrary RIN, which is not an infinite value,
and therefore pulls in a nonzero current IIN from node A. So, what is the effect of this current on
the output voltage? And how do we minimize its effect?If the feedback pin “steals” a tiny current
IIN away from the divider, usually referred to as the input bias current of the feedback pin, we are
left with I1 = I2 – IIN flowing through R1. This causes a shift in the output to a new value, which
we call here. We getComparing it with the “perfect divider” equation in Fig. 1.15, and solving for
the error ΔV, we get alternative forms for computing ΔV (also stated in the figure):where I is the
current flowing through the divider (≈ I1 ≈ I2), and IIN is the current into the feedback pin. Note
that if this current flows not into but out of the feedback pin (i.e., into node A), the sign of ΔV will
become negative, indicating that the output decreases as a result, instead of increasing.For a
given output and feedback voltage, the way to minimize any error due to the current in/out of the
feedback pin is to increase I, the current in the divider (compared to the current IIN). So small
values for R2 (and therefore R1) are preferred for this particular reason (though that might not be
always practical, for reasons mainly related to the feedback loop, as explained shortly).Some
quick-lookup charts are available in Fig. 1.16, for the most common cases of VREF = 2.5 V (as is
the case when we use the LM431 or TL431 voltage reference) and VREF = 1.23 V (a typical
bandgap reference). Observe that for the same bias current–divider current ratio, we get higher
output errors for high output voltages (expressed as a percentage, or otherwise). The small
feedback pin bias current clearly has a crowbar/lever effect on the output voltage accuracy. What
is important is that it is the ratio of this bias current to the main divider current, that determines
the percentage output error. So we can try to either decrease the bias current or increase the
divider current (by lowering R1 and R2).FIGURE 1.16 Minimizing the output error due to the
feedback pin bias current.NOTE If IIN were fixed, we could compensate for it by suitably
tweaking the resistors of the divider. The reason that we can’t use this approach in production
has to do with the variability of this input bias current. It can vary anywhere between the MIN and



MAX limits in a typical regulator datasheet. To know the worst-case error, we must take the
maximum value of the input bias current spread, not its typical value.Example 1.1 We have a
2.5-V reference, and the lower resistor of the divider (R1) is set to 62.5 kΩ. We set up a divider
with the ideal divider equation to get 12 V on the output. What is the upper resistor value? What
is the output voltage we will see if the pin flowing into the feedback pin is 2 μA?With 62.5 kΩ at
the lower position, the divider current isSo the ratio of the bias current to the divider current
isThis is a current ratio of 5 percent. The corresponding output error isWe can find the upper
resistance too.Based on R2, we have an alternative calculation for error (Fig. 1.15): IIN × R2 = 2
μA × 237.5 kΩ = 0.475 V which agrees with the previous method of calculation.We have
confirmed that the output voltage will be 12.475 V, which is an error of +0.475/12 = +4 percent.
This is a ppm of 40,000. It is way too high. We really need to reduce the input bias current IIN
(chip design goal), and/or we need to significantly increase the current in the voltage divider
(which will certainly add to the dissipation, and that can become significant in battery-powered
applications).Graphically, we could have seen this directly from Fig. 1.16. Note also that under
the same conditions (same lower resistor and reference), for a 3.3-V output, we would have
gotten only about +1.2 percent error for a 2.5-V reference. So lower outputs are less affected by
input bias currents.Therefore for setting high output voltages, we must pass more current in the
divider (decrease R1 and R2). This unfortunately works against minimizing the power dissipated
in the divider, when we need it most. In particular the dissipation in the upper resistor R2 will
increase significantly.Sources of Output Error: Voltage Divider Resistor ToleranceIf we want an
accurate output, it is obvious that we need resistors of tight tolerance. What is not so obvious is
how tight the tolerance of each resistor needs to be and whether the error contribution from the
tolerance of R1 is the same as that from R2, or different, and why.We start from the equationIf
R1 increases, VO will fall. If R2 increases, VO will rise.Let us look at Example 1.1 to understand
what happens.Example 1.2 We have a 2.5-V reference. The lower resistor of the divider (R1) is
set to 62.5 kΩ and the upper resistor R2 is 237.5 kΩ, for a nominal output of 12 V. Ignore the
feedback pin bias current here. What is the highest voltage due to resistor tolerances? Assume
the tolerance of the resistors is ±5 percent.To achieve the highest output, we need to use the
lowest value of R1 and the highest value of R2. We therefore getThe error is therefore 1 V/12 V =
8.3 percent. Note that it is not the sum of the tolerances of two resistors. So, what is the closed-
form equation? We perform a sensitivity analysis in Fig. 1.17, where the formula is provided and
also plotted out for easy graphical reference. The formula is based on the assumption of small
increments (partial differentiation), so it gives slightly different results, but well within the
ballpark. For example, for the above example we get (assuming a reference tolerance of
zero)FIGURE 1.17 Effect of resistor tolerance on output error (sensitivity analysis).Note the
following statements applicable to a voltage divider: 1. Two resistors, each of x percent
tolerance, do not produce an error of ±2x percent as some believe.2. The upper resistor’s
tolerance is as important as the tolerance of the lower resistor (some believe the upper resistor
can have worse tolerance because it usually has the larger resistance of the two). The sum of



the tolerances of the resistors is what matters. 3. If the reference has ± x percent accuracy,
it will produce ± x percent (additional) output error. 4. The chances of getting two resistors,
one with exactly +x percent error and the other with exactly –x percent, so as to produce the
worst-case output error computed above, are very slim. Monte Carlo analysis is often carried out
to get a more realistic (rather than worst-case) estimate of the output error.Sources of Output
Error: Commercial Resistor ValuesIn the past, circuit designers were able to precisely specify
the value of resistor required at a particular location based on calculations. But this created
difficulties for the resistor manufacturers as there was little or no standardization, and hence all
resistors were custom-made. Even today, in the author’s experience, it is bewildering to find that
even some very large manufacturers routinely ask for whatever value they calculate—and
usually get it. Perhaps resistor manufacturers don’t think it prudent to risk losing such a big
account by “educating” the customer about preferred values. But most engineers around the
world are not so lucky. Especially in Europe, the E series” is fully known and widely used. The
chosen resistor values of the divider need to conform to this standard set of values, and therein
arises another major contributor to the output error of a regulator.Note that overall costs can go
up for several reasons, e.g., if we use custom parts or nonpreferred values and if we have a large
number of possibly unnecessary part values. For example, if we look carefully at some power
supply circuits, we may find a 10-kΩ resistor at some point, and for some odd reason (probably
associated with blindly cutting and pasting a “nice” circuit block from a previous product), we find
10.5 kΩ at another point. On closer analysis we will often see no reason why the 10.5 kΩ could
not have been made into a 10 kΩ. So we forget that we want to reduce not only the number of
parts in our power supply, but also the number of types of different parts. This would serve us
logistically, especially because each new part’s type and reel need to be separately loaded onto
a pick-and-place machine.One of our design goals is not to cater to a circuit’s sensitivity to
tolerances, but to diminish that sensitivity. With some thought we can usually make our circuit
robust enough to accept a wider range of values, thus also increasing manufacturing yield.
Sometimes we may be willing to compromise the component count to keep the number of
different types of components down. So, to get 10.5 kΩ, we could consider using 10 kΩ in series
with a 470-Ω resistor, if these two values in any case were being used elsewhere in the circuit. In
doing so, not only do we reduce ordering costs, but also we may get parts cheaper because we
are using larger quantities of each. In the worst-case scenario we may end up adding a couple of
cents to our Bill of Materials (BOM), but it could save a lot of other related costs and headaches
in the long run. As component manufacturer Vishay advises, “use of standard values is
encouraged, because stocking programs (of vendors) are designed around them.”But what are
preferred (standard) values? We all remember using values such as 220, 470, and so on in the
past. Today those familiar numbers are being replaced by 221, 464, and so on. There are
reasons for this. First look at Fig. 1.18, which gives the tolerances of the standard E series
(based on IEC 60063). The values we were used to are the 5 percent tolerance values, or the
E24 series. Its values are all listed in Fig. 1.19.FIGURE 1.18 Standard resistor ranges (E series)



and comparison of resistor technologies.FIGURE 1.19 Standard (preferred) resistor values.In
general, preferred (standard) values (E series) are a modern system for selecting nominal values
within a given decade of resistance, based on the accuracy with which they are able to be
manufactured. For example, if we had the capability to produce only 10 percent tolerance
resistors, and we arbitrarily picked the first preferred value to be 100 Ω, then it would make little
sense to produce a 105-Ω resistor since that value falls well within the 10 percent tolerance
range of the 100-Ω resistor (90 to 110 ohms). The next reasonable value is 120 Ω (about 20
percent higher), because its lower (–10 percent tolerance) value is 120 × 0.9 = 108 (only a slight
overlap with the previous value’s upper spread). We thus get the well-known E12 series in Fig.
1.19. As manufacturing capability improved, it made sense to introduce more values. Now we
have progressed up to 0.1 percent tolerances, and several new series have been added. All the
preferred series start with the letter E followed by a number denoting how many nominal values
there are within a decade of resistors. A decade is 10 to 100 Ω, or 100 Ω to 1 kΩ, and so on. So
between 100 Ω and 1 kΩ, we will have 48 resistor values in the E48 (2 percent tolerance) series.
It is obvious that all resistor values of a given E series in a given decade can be generated by
multiplying the values of the previous decade by 10.NOTE Per common practice, when we talk
about 1 percent resistors, what we really mean is ± 1 percent resistors. We omit the signs, but
they are understood, since the nominal value is always the center of the spread.Can we
describe a closed-form equation for the resistor values in any E series? The resistors must be
selected in a geometric progression, since by doing so we keep the same ratio from one value to
the next—just as the tolerance behaves. So, if we divide a decade (factor of 10) by 96 values, to
generate the E96 series, the ratio of the geometric progression must beThis means that the next
value is 2.4 percent away. Clearly, based on our previous analysis of 10 percent tolerance, the
E96 series is appropriate for 1 percent tolerance. Similarly, E192 is most appropriate for 0.5
percent tolerance. However, nothing stops vendors from, say, producing E192 resistors in 0.1
percent, or 1 percent or even 5 percent, if they can sell them! And we may even find them if we
look around. But they are not preferred.Returning to the E96 series, suppose the first value R1 is
100 Ω; then the next value R2 must be 100 × 1.024 = 102.4 Ω. The next value R3 would be
102.4 × 1.024 = 104.86 Ω. In general, the mth resistor value in an “Ex” series would beFor
example, the fifth value after 100 Ω in the E48 series would beIn all cases, the values are
actually rounded up to the nearest integer. So 121.15 Ω becomes 121 Ω. We can confirm this
value from Fig. 1.19. Similarly, for E96 series we get the following rounded values: 100, 102, 105,
107, 110, and so on. We can confirm these values from Fig. 1.19 too.Since every calculated
value of resistor is not available, we will end up using something “close.” So what is the error
produced on the initial accuracy of the output? And what “golden” combination of, say, standard
1 percent (E96) resistors will produce the lowest possible output error? We are assuming we
have full flexibility in choosing the upper and lower resistors, and we are also ignoring all the
other sources of output error, such as input bias current. In addition, we want to avoid parallel or
series combinations of resistors for achieving the required accuracy.We will need to do a lot of



number crunching, using a Mathcad file if possible, to answer the above questions. In Fig. 1.20
we have presented some useful results based on such an exercise. Note that the recommended
resistor solutions provided here can be multiplied by 10 or 100, and so on, to go to the next
decade of values, if we want. The error reported in this figure has nothing to do with the
tolerance of the resistors used; it is just based on nominal values, and it represents the error
solely due to the use of discrete (preferred) values. In the lower part of the figure we have
allowed a combination of E96 and E24 values, because we recognize that E24 series is also
available nowadays in tolerances similar to E96 series (1 percent or better).FIGURE 1.20 Best
combinations of E96, and E96 + E24, resistors for lowest errors.NOTE Chip designers struggle
hard to produce the right S-shaped curve corresponding to the lowest tempco in monolithic
references. Depending on their semiconductor process and so on, they end up with values
typically ranging anywhere from 1.2 to 1.25 V. We have therefore used a center value of 1.23 V in
our Mathcad-based number-crunching exercise, where we tried to find the lowest error that the
use of preferred resistor values has on the initial accuracy. That is clearly a systems designer’s
exercise. In fact, the best results will arise if we combine the endeavors of the two types of
designers, chip and systems, and calculate what exact value of the bandgap reference produces
the lowest possible output error, in terms of initial accuracy combined with temperature
effects.NOTE Can we always use two resistors per divider? A commercial AC-DC power supply
systems designer may need to think twice before using any single resistor larger than about 0.5
MΩ. Some extremely quality-conscious power supply companies have internal rules prohibiting
any value greater than 100 kΩ. Contamination on the PCB, or moisture and humidity, can cause
a large change in the resistance. So they ask their engineers to put several 100-kΩ resistors in
series rather than use a single resistor.Voltage Divider: Constraints Imposed by Type of Error
AmplifierFrom Fig. 1.20 we see that for an output of 3.3 V with 1.23-V reference, using only E96
values, we get 1.07 kΩ and 634 Ω for minimum error (using only two resistors in the divider). The
question is: Can we use, say, 10.7 and 6.34 kΩ instead? Yes, certainly it will reduce dissipation
in the divider by a factor of 10, but it will also increase the error due to any feedback pin bias
current. But are there any other restrictions? Not if we are using a transconductance type of error
(operational) amplifier. As we will see in the Chap. 14 on loop stability, only the ratio of the
resistors of the divider enters the feedback loop equations. So if we keep the ratio unchanged,
the loop is unchanged. However, if we use a regular, voltage-based operational amplifier, only
the upper resistor enters the feedback loop equations. The lower resistor is just a DC-biasing
resistor, and it disappears from the AC loop response. So, if we change the upper resistor, such
as when we change the ratio, we can significantly alter the loop response. So we have to pick
the right decade at least, provided we can keep to the ratios given in Fig. 1.20.HINT For a
regular voltage-based op-amp, if we have a converter with satisfactory loop response, we should
try to keep the upper resistor (and all other compensation components) unchanged, as we
tweak the output for a somewhat different output voltage, say, from 3.3 to 5 V. In other words, we
should always change the lower resistor, not the upper one, despite the error that may create in



the initial accuracy by the use of preferred values.Voltage Divider: Correct PCB PlacementIn the
regulation onion of Fig. 1.2, we drew a layer called PCB design. What does that mean? In Fig.
1.21, we show a typical regulator (could be series-pass or switching). We exaggerate the PCB
trace resistances to make a point about the correct location of the resistors of the divider. We
see that the lower ends of the resistor must connect as close to the IC ground as possible,
whereas the upper end of the upper resistor must connect as close to the load as possible. This
helps improve static load regulation. Note that some inexperienced engineers think that both
resistors must connect as close to the load as possible. They imagine some sort of “kelvin
sensing” but forget to do the math as shown. In Fig. 1.22 we apply the same principle to a
monolithic regulator with an internal divider.FIGURE 1.21 How to correctly position the voltage
divider to minimize impact of PCB traces and output leads on load regulation.FIGURE
1.22 How to correctly position the IC ground of a monolithic regulator (with internal divider) to
minimize the impact of PCB traces on load regulation.However, there is something called droop
positioning, in which resistances toward the load that clearly degrade static regulation can help
significantly to improve the dynamic regulation. In fact, the total load regulation window (static +
dynamic) may actually improve by droop positioning. See Chap. 9 of this author’s Switching
Power Supplies A–Z, Second Edition, for further details on this aspect.∗.CHAPTER 2DC-DC
Converters: Topologies to Configurations PART 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE
PRINCIPLES OF SWITCHING POWER CONVERTERSWatch Out for the Not So ObviousAs we
enter the area of switching power conversion, we must always expect the unexpected. We need
to keep the focus, at least initially until we garner experience, on what was not so obvious to us.
We should in fact proactively look out for it, almost welcome it, because that is what helps us
learn faster. The biggest “gotcha” in switching power conversion is the switching aspect of it! But
there are many more pitfalls, not related to switching, that no amount of computer bravado will
prepare us for. A well-known pioneer behind current mode control wrote this to the author in a
personal e-mail exchange in January 2013: “I see so many engineers spending months on
simulation and Mathcad, not realizing the real world will find totally different modes of failure
than they will ever find with a computer.”For example, having studied voltage dividers in
seemingly excruciating detail in Chap. 1, we think we know it all by now. But do we really? Before
we delve into power conversion in greater detail in this chapter, we point out something
seemingly innocuous: The feedback pin of any regulator, like all pins, has absolute maximum
voltage ratings that should not be exceeded. On the low side of the allowed range in particular,
we learn that most controller ICs’ datasheets state that the feedback pin is not allowed to go
lower than about 0.3 to 0.4 V below the IC ground (as for most other pins too). The feedback pin
also seems reassuringly self-stabilizing, and it settles down in steady state to the internal
reference level. But we need to watch out for what stresses it sees during transients, such as
during a hard start-up or shutdown. This is of greater concern when the IC is used
“unconventionally,” that is, in a configuration other than its basic intended application (e.g., a
Buck IC being used as a Buck-boost, as we will discuss later in this chapter). But what we hardly



expected is that even simply shorting the output of the converter in normal operation, in a simple
Buck with a feed-forward capacitor present, can also lead to exceeding the published absolute
maximum rating of the feedback pin significantly! See Fig. 2.1. This effect usually does not
cause instantaneous or direct damage, but does induce “substrate currents”—currents in the
reverse direction through the die. These currents have been known to cause unpredictable
behavior of the controller IC (or switcher). In one case, that even included the obviously
temporary, but complete disappearance of the usual current limit—and that led to the
destruction of the FET/switcher IC eventually. The author actually captured this entire sequence
of events right up to the subsequent destruction, on two oscilloscopes with deliberately different
time scales (one zoom in, the other zoom out). A warning was therefore proactively added by
this author, in several datasheets of the same family, e.g., in the LM2593HV datasheet at . See
under Pin Functions (Pin 6). That’s one gotcha that no book of power supply simulation will
probably ever put you on guard against, to emphasize the point a bit.FIGURE 2.1 How we may
be able to destroy a switcher IC by simply shorting its output.What Is Ground?We need to start
with some basics. In a regulator, there are two input rails (connected to the DC source) and two
output rails (connected to the load). That is actually two voltage rails, input and output, and their
respective returns. Of these, only those cases in which one rail is shared between the input and
the output are considered practical in system designs. By convention, this common rail is
designated the (system) ground. See Fig. 2.2. Historically, this was often the upper rail, but
nowadays we always work with lower (negative) rail grounds. The former is akin to a clothesline,
the latter is a city skyline, rising from the ground up.FIGURE 2.2 Why are there three basic
topologies?This shared ground, passing across the PCB, is in effect the ground for the entire
power stage. Of course there is another ground too: the IC/controller ground. This may or may
not always be connected to the system ground, especially if the IC is being used in a manner
other than its primary intended application. We will come to those permutations later, but it is
enough to point out here that if we do connect the system and IC grounds differently, there could
be problems. For example, it may not be possible to have a simple direct connection between
the voltage divider and the feedback pin. The divider node voltage may need to be translated, or
level-shifted, because, feedback voltage almost always needs to be referenced to the IC ground,
unless the IC itself has a differential voltage amplifier just before the feedback block to do
exactly that.The Three Basic Switching TopologiesWhy are there three basic topologies only?
The underlying reason is that they all use only one inductor. Topologies with more than one
inductor are best considered to be composite, not basic or fundamental, topologies. In a basic
topology, the single inductor carries out the basic energy storage and transfer function. One end
of it is held fixed always; the other end is switched alternately between two paths, one in which
energy is drawn from the input and the other in which energy is delivered to the output. If there
are only three rails, as explained above, there can be only three topologies, based on which rail
the fixed-voltage end of the inductor rests on, while it is alternately switched between the other
two rails. Hence there are three of them only: three basic topologies corresponding to the three



available power rails.To complete the connection to the rail which causes energy to flow into the
system from the input DC source requires one switch—the control switch, or control FET. The
other switch connects it to the remaining rail which causes energy to flow into the output. That is
often a diode (a Schottky most often), but nowadays in synchronous topologies this may be
another FET too.We see all this in Fig. 2.2. The node that is being switched constantly between
the two remaining rails is called the switching node, or swinging node, often designated SW; but
we should be clear that VSW is sometimes used for the forward voltage drop across the switch
(i.e., when it is fully conducting). We should watch out for this possible source of confusion in
this book and in related literature, but with a little thought it is always obvious what is
intended.Why Step-Up/Down?Let’s introduce the most basic idea in switching power
conversion.In normal “square-wave” (nonresonant) power conversion we always apply a certain
constant voltage (denoted here by VON) during the switch ON-time (TON) and then a constant
voltage (of opposite sign, whose magnitude is denoted here as VOFF) during the OFF-time
(TOFF). This leads to piece wise linear current segments. So we can write (in terms of
magnitudes)A steady state in power conversion can be defined as(again in terms of
magnitudes). This equality in effect implies that the current at the end of a given switching cycle
returns to the exact instantaneous value it had at the start of the same cycle, every cycle. Thus
the entire current (and voltage) pattern becomes repetitive, and the operation is in that sense
steady. If it were not, energy and current would keep “staircasing.” Sooner or later, if the ΔI’s did
not equalize (with opposite signs), this would no longer be considered a viable topology. A
topology must be able to self-stabilize, from a power-flow viewpoint, even with no control loop
present. A control loop only ensures regulation to a desired set point under line and load
variations, provided a set point exists—it cannot ensure there is a possible set point, because it
cannot coax physics. Physics is what determines power and energy flow and balance conditions
—we cannot hope to tame that with any clever algorithm driving tiny op-amps.This basically
means that in steady stateThe product of the applied voltage and the duration for which it is
applied is called volt-seconds. The above equation therefore forms the volt-seconds law.The
OFF-time, called TOFF above, is not necessarily equal to the entire available OFF-time, which is
T – TON [i.e., (1 – D)/f], where T = 1/f is the time period of the switching cycle. In discontinuous
conduction mode (DCM), e.g., the voltage reversal across the inductor lasts for a duration less
than T – TON. During the remaining part of the cycle, the voltage across it remains zero, and so
do the current and its slope with respect to time.NOTE It is easy to understand and confirm this
volt-seconds law for an inductor, but what about a multiwinding magnetic element such as a
transformer or coupled inductor? In fact, this law applies to any chosen winding on a magnetic
structure. We can check it out, but in doing so, each winding should be considered individually,
without regard to any other winding that may or may not be present, or passing current, or not.
We cannot, e.g., use the voltage applied during the ON-time across one winding and draw a
simple and direct volt-seconds relationship with the voltage present across another winding
during the OFF-time. Yes, if we converted to volts per turn, we could do it! That would be a volt-



seconds per turn rule, and that would be valid. In general, two parameters are key to a
transformer (or multiwinding structure): (1) the volts divided by the turns of any winding and (2)
the current multiplied by the number of turns of any winding. So we focus on volts per turn or/and
ampere-turns.Returning to the basic volt-seconds law for converters, any topology that exists
(discovered or to be) tends to automatically move toward a steady state, in which during every
cycle, the net volt-seconds across the inductor is zero. Because volt-seconds is energy, and we
must end each cycle with no increase or decrease in that quantity, to ensure continuous
repetition. The volt-seconds law, being directly related to energy flow, is therefore fundamental.
Despite its seeming simplicity, it is the basic tool for confirming the viability or existence of any
topology.The input-to-output transfer function VO/VIN for any topology thus follows simply from
the volt-seconds law. Alternatively, we can express the duty cycle tON/T (where T = 1/f) in terms
of the input and output voltages (their magnitudes). See Table 2.1 for derivations for a Buck, a
Boost, and a Buck-boost [all assumed to be in continuous conduction mode (CCM) and ignoring
parasitic voltage drops].TABLE 2.1 Derivations of Input-Output Transfer Functions from Volt-
Seconds LawHaving understood this, we realize that to achieve steady state, since the current
ramps up during the ON-time, and we want to ensure that it ramps down during the OFF-time
(by the same amount), the voltage must change sign. It is similar to the gas pedal being pressed
during the ON-time and the brake pedal pressed during the OFF-time. The car still moves
forward, on average, as we alternate between the two pedals. In a real converter, this “lurching”
is smoothed by the output capacitor of course, so a steady DC current flows into the output.Now
we combine this with the fact that the inductor is constantly “swiveling” around one fixed rail. We
can see that, e.g., in the case of the inductor swiveling around the output rail, the only way to
ensure the occurrence of voltage reversal (in sign) is for the output (fixed) rail to be between the
other two (alternating) rails, in this case between the input rail and ground (in terms of potential,
or voltage). This is illustrated both in a circuit and in a rather intuitive (gravitational analogy) way,
in Fig. 2.3. That is for a Buck. It is followed by Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 for the Boost and Buck-boost,
respectively. In the last case we see that the output changes sign itself, and so its magnitude
becomes irrelevant: that can be greater or less than the incoming rail and still produce voltage
reversal purely based on the flipped sign of the output itself. So this is a Buck-boost (an inverting
topology).FIGURE 2.3 Analogy and explanation of why this is a step-down topology.FIGURE
2.4 Analogy and explanation of why this is a step-up topology.FIGURE 2.5 Analogy and
explanation of why this is a step-up/step-down topology.Current Ripple RatioIn 2001, the author
introduced what he declared was the most simplifying, yet fundamental, concept in designing
switching power converters: the current ripple ratio, which after much thought, he christened r, to
indicate its inherent simplicity.This concept was first published as the author’s Application Note
AN-1197 at National Semiconductor, now Texas Instruments (see ), and shortly thereafter by
Editor Sam Davis in Power Electronics magazine (see ). Since then, this concept has become
very widely accepted, even by well-known persons such as Dr. Ray Ridley (see ), Dennis Feucht
(see ), and various professors writing in IEEE publications and teaching crucial courses (see



and ). Even the entire design table based on r, created by this author originally for AN-1197, was
recently lifted (without acknowledgment) by notable magnetic vendors such as Wurth
Electronics (see ). The concept has by now vindicated itself, since imitation (and even piracy) is
the best form of flattery.The key advantage is that r provides a clean design entry point into the
heart of any switching power converter (any topology, any power level, any frequency), by
specifying an optimum of sorts: set r = 0.4 at maximum load (at maximum line for a Buck, and at
minimum line for Boost and Buck-boost). This value provides the best compromise between
stresses in the converter and the size of magnetic and associated power components (consult
AN-1197). But it also enables power scaling. It does that by breaking up most design equations
into one part that connects only to the average power flowing through the converter (based on
the center-of-ramp, or COR, value, which does not change if we change the inductance or
frequency) and another part that corresponds to only to the geometric shape factor related to
the delta of the waveform (the up and down current ramp, which does not change if we change
the load current, but is frequency-dependent). We thus enable the concept of power scaling
easily. Note that the concept of power scaling has in turn been recently applied by the author
with great success to resonant LLC power conversion too, as discussed in Chap. 19 of this
book.For example, per the design tables in the Appendix of this book, all based on r, we have
the following equation for L for a Boost converter:where IO is the maximum load current.
Compare this with the usual equations in literature, as in .This looks simple enough, except that
it doesn’t highlight the simple scaling law of inductance, which we almost intuitively use every
day and have learned to recognize: if we double the load current in a fixed (say, 5- to 3.3-V)
application, we simply need to halve the inductance!After that, the above reference almost
arbitrarily states that we need to setWhy is this an optimum? Does the optimum ΔIL really
depend on the input and output voltage ratio? And why so? It is all nonintuitive. Now, if we plug
this ΔIL into the preceding equation, we get something close to our equationIt turns out that the
equation in the Appendix of this book, and the derived equation based on the above-referenced
application note, both give the same ballpark value for L, as they should, but are cast very
differently.In Fig. 2.6 we show more clearly how we define r, and we also provide a numerical
example. The important point to note is that in a Buck, the COR value is equal to the load
current. In a Boost and Buck-boost, since energy flows into the output only during the OFF-time
[i.e., in TOFF = (1 – D)/f], and since the average diode current is ICOR × (1 – D), and must equal
the desired load current IO, we getFIGURE 2.6 Current ripple ratio and basic terms used in this
book.In Fig. 2.7, we compare with other similar geometric factors, akin to r, seen in literature
sometimes, in particular what we call ralt and KRP (the latter introduced and widely used by
Power Integrations as an for example). We also provide their conversions. Note that all the
equations using r appear much more elegant, more intuitive, and simpler than all the other ways
to express the same, such as the equations from power integrations (which use KRP). For
example, as in the Appendix, for a Buck-boost we ask forFIGURE 2.7 Current ripple ratio and
basic terms used in this book, compared with industry.Compare this with the Power Integrations



equation in AN-17 (see ):We have simplified the above equation for the ideal case of 100
percent efficiency. But this is still very nonintuitive, because it seems to imply at first sight that if
we double power, we need to double the inductance. In reality, for a given input-output voltage, if
we double power, we halve the inductance always. In this equation actually dominates from the
denominator, but it is not so obvious at first sight.Also, all the RMS equations using KRP are
generally complicated and nonintuitive. For example, the equation for RMS current in the
primary winding of a Flyback is, per the Power Integrations equations,In the Appendix, we
provide this:The difference is, by using r, we can clearly separate the RMS into three distinct
parts (and dependencies), using n for the turns ratioIn contrast, there is no such way to examine
the equations using KRP. Which is why almost all the Power Integrations equations on Flyback
design are numerically accurate perhaps, but intuitively misleading. The author therefore does
not recommend them for that reason alone.Average Input and Output CurrentsIn Figs. 2.8, 2.9,
and 2.10, we have presented the basic relations for a Buck, Boost, and Buck-boost, respectively.
Note the embedded statements on duty cycle, DC transfer function (VO/VIN), and the average
input/output currents. These figures can be used as a quick reference for picking the ratings of
the power components (first pass or barely acceptable limiting values).FIGURE 2.8 Waveforms,
ratings, and basic relations in a Buck.FIGURE 2.9 Waveforms, ratings, and basic relations in a
Boost.FIGURE 2.10 Waveforms, ratings, and basic relations in a Buck-boost.Energy
Relationships of the Three TopologiesWhat is the energy per cycle out of any converter?
Assuming 100 percent efficiency, it is ε = PIN/f = PO/f. What is the energy stored in the inductor
every cycle (corresponding to the current ramp up of ΔI) and released to the output? If we call
that quantity Δε, it must be equal to the work done V × I to drive the (average) current ICOR
through the inductor.Buck (Assuming 100 Percent Efficiency)We get, using the OFF-time (Vsec
is the volt-seconds)Usingwe getIn other words, not all the energy that makes it to the output gets
stored in the inductor, only 1 – D times the total energy. This is made clear graphically, in the
table embedded on the right side of Fig. 2.11.FIGURE 2.11 Current flow and energy transfer
timings.Note that above we have used the fact that the average switch current is equal to the DC
(input current). The switch current is a pedestal (ignoring the ramp portion) of height IO, with
duty cycle D. So the average switch current, that is, the input current, is equal to IO × D. See Fig.
2.8.For other topologies, we now proceed similarly.Boost (Assuming 100 Percent
Efficiency)Using volt-seconds during the ON-time givesUsinggivesIn other words, not all the
energy making it to the output gets stored in the inductor, only D times the total energy. This is
made clear graphically in the table embedded on the right side of Fig. 2.11.Note that above we
have used the fact that the average inductor current is equal to the DC (input current). The
inductor current is a constant (ignoring the ramp portion) current of height IO/(1 – D), which is
the ICOR value indicated in Fig. 2.25. So the input current is equal to IO/(1 – D). See Fig.
2.9.Buck-boost (Assuming 100 Percent Efficiency)Using volt-seconds during the ON-time
givesUsinggivesIn other words, all the energy making it to the output does get stored in the
inductor. This is made clear graphically, in the table embedded on the right side of Fig. 2.11.Note



that above we have used the fact that the average switch current is equal to the DC (input
current). The switch current is a pedestal of (ignoring the ramp portion) current of height IO/(1 –
D), with duty cycle D. So the input current is equal to D × IO/(1 – D). See Fig. 2.10.These
relationships tell us three things in particular about the Buck-boost (and its transformer-based
version, the Flyback): 1. Since all the output power must cycle through the inductor, its size
tends to be bigger than the inductors of the remaining two topologies, for the same power
throughput. 2. It really doesn’t matter what the input or output voltages are: The size of the
Buck-boost inductor (or Flyback transformer) need not vary according to the voltages at all, just
according to the power. For example, a properly designed transformer for a universal input
Flyback is not any larger than one just designed for European voltages! We will present some
examples for this in Chap. 7.3. This does say that if we double the output power, we have to
store twice the energy, so the core size will double too (even though, as we learned, its
inductance must halve).Loss Relationships in ConvertersIn Fig. 2.12 we summarize the
relationships in nonideal converters, that is, for efficiency (η) not equal to 1. We can calculate the
loss from efficiency and vice versa in many different ways, depending on what we know. Some
numerical examples will make that clearer. Refer to the equations in the Appendix.FIGURE 2.12
Loss and efficiency relationships.Example 2.1 We have a nonsynchronous Buck converter
operating in continuous conduction mode (CCM). Its input is 12 V and its output is 5 V. It uses a
BJT (bipolar junction transistor) switch with a forward drop VCE(sat) ≡ VSW = 0.2 V. The catch
diode is a Schottky device with forward drop VD = 0.4 V. The load current is 1.5 A. What is the
duty cycle? What is the dissipation in the BJT and in the diode? What is the estimated
efficiency?We set VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0.4 V, VSW = 0.2 V, and IO = 1.5 A. Using the full
equation for D, we findDissipation in both the BJT and diode and the total loss areNote that we
averaged the switch dissipation over a complete cycle by multiplying it by D similarly, we
averaged the diode dissipation by multiplying it by 1 – D.The output power, input power, and
efficiency areExample 2.2 We have a nonsynchronous Buck converter operating in continuous
conduction mode. Its input is 12 V and its output is 5 V. It uses a FET switch with RDS = 0.1 Ω.
The catch diode is a Schottky device with forward drop VD = 0.4 V. The load current is 1.5 A.
What is the duty cycle?We set VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0.4 V, IO = 1.5 A, and RDS = 0.1
Ω.For a BJT, to a first approximation, we usually assume that its forward voltage drop is almost
constant with respect to the current through it, which is the main reason why the BJT (along with
its FET-driven cousin, the IGBT) is still often used in high-power applications. For a FET, the
forward drop varies significantly, being considered virtually proportional to the current through it.
In the simple duty cycle equation, however, we need to plug in a certain fixed number VSW. So
for a FET, we need to average the forward switch drop over the ON-time (note: here we do not
average over the entire switching cycle). This is equivalent to taking the voltage drop associated
with the average current through the switch during the ON-time, which is simply the center of
ramp (of the inductor current). Further, in a Buck topology, the center of ramp is equal to the load
current IO. Hence, denoting ISW as the average current in the switch during the ON-time



(corresponding to the average drop VSW), we getExample 2.3 What is the efficiency of the
Buck converter in Example 2.2 if we disregard both the switch and diode drops?Now we set VO
= 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0 V, VSW = 0 V, and IO = 1.5 A. This leads to the “ideal” duty cycle
equation for a Buck. We will also confirm that, in effect, it assumes 100 percent efficiency.The
input current of a buck is the switch current averaged over the entire ON-time. So the input
current corresponding to this duty cycle isThe corresponding input power is thusThe output
power isTherefore, the efficiency is 7.5 W/7.5 W = 1 (or 100 percent) as expected, validating our
statement that if the switch and diode drops are set to zero, we get an “ideal” situation, with no
losses.NOTE Of course, the only losses that were allowed in the first place, by the duty cycle
equation currently in use in previous examples, are those losses related to the forward drops in
the switch and diode, that is, the conduction losses in the semiconductors, no more. This
indicates that since quite obviously not all switcher losses have been accounted for, the duty
cycle equation in use so far is itself limited and is clearly just an approximation.Example
2.4 What is the efficiency of the Buck converter in Example 2.2 if we disregard (only) the switch
drop (i.e., we assume only a diode drop is present)? Also what is the loss in this diode?We set
VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0.4 V, VSW = 0 V, and IO = 1.5 A.The input current of a Buck is the
switch current averaged over the entire ON-time. So the input current corresponding to this duty
cycle isThe corresponding input power is thusThe output power is clearlyTherefore, the
efficiency is 7.5 W/7.8387 W = 0.9568.Now, the average diode current in a Buck is IO × (1 – D).
So we get ID_AVG = 1.5 × (1 – 0.4355) = 0.8468 A. The loss in the diode is thereforeWe can see
that this is exactly equal to the difference between the input power and output power: PIN – PO =
7.8387 – 7.5 = 0.3387 W, as expected. So the balance sheet of losses is complete and
accurate.Example 2.5 In a Buck converter we assume, as above, that the switch is “ideal” (very
low RDS), and the catch diode has a voltage drop of 0.4 V. If the efficiency of the converter is
95.679 percent and the diode loss is 0.3387 W, what is the input power? What is the output
power?Here we are just working backward. Further, we are not assuming any specific input and
output voltages, or even a certain load current. We are just talking in terms of power. Looking at
Fig. 2.12, we see all the possible relationships between input and output power versus loss and
efficiency. Keep in mind these are valid equations for any power converter in general, not
necessarily just switchers. We focus our attention on the lowermost diagram in the figure (under
“In terms of loss”). To use the relationship here, we need to know the loss, which in this example
is the loss in the diode.We set PLOSS = 0.3387 W and η = 0.95679.SoThis agrees with
Example 2.4. We have thus validated the relevant equations in Fig. 2.12 and also our previous
calculations.Example 2.6 In Example 2.4, correlate the diode dissipation to the additional
energy drawn from the input and the increase in input current, as compared to the ideal
case.The diode loss was PD = 0.3387 W. This must correspond to the additional energy per unit
time drawn from the input. We recall from Example 2.3, that the ideal duty cycle was DIDEAL =
0.4167. Now, with diode loss included, the duty cycle is D = 0.4355. The general equation for the
(average) input current of a Buck is IO × D. Note that in a Buck, the input current is the switch



current first averaged over the ON-time, that is, ISW ≡ IO and then further averaged over the
entire cycle (by multiplying it by D). So for the ideal case, we getwhereas for the nonideal case
(using the value of D calculated in Example 2.4)The additional energy per unit time inputted
when the duty cycle stretches out from its ideal value (in turn leading to the observed increase in
input current) isThis is equal to the diode loss in Example 2.4. It thus validates the following
general statement: IIN_IDEAL is the baseline current level for a given PO and input/output,
corresponding to all the incoming energy being fully converted to useful energy (i.e., no losses).
Any increase above and beyond this baseline level coincides exactly with the losses in the
converter.Example 2.7 Suppose we have a 12- to 5-V synchronous buck, using a control FET
with RDS of 1 Ω, and a synchronous FET with RDS of 0.8 Ω. The output current is 1.5 A. The
inductor has a DC resistance (DCR) of 0.1 Ω. What are the duty cycle, the breakup of the losses,
and the efficiency? Continue to ignore switching losses, as we have been doing so far.We set
VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, RDS_1 = 1 Ω, RDS_2 = 0.8 Ω, and DCR = 0.1 Ω.Let us call the average
current in the two FETs during the ON-time (not averaged over the whole cycle) as ISW_1 and
ISW_2. So, since in a Buck that is equal to the center-of-ramp IO, we getThe corresponding
switch drops (i.e., their average over the ON-time) areSo, from the general duty cycle equation,
with VD = VSW_2,The remaining calculations areThe computed efficiency is therefore η = PO/
PIN = 7.5/9.7692 = 0.7677 (or 76.8 percent)The losses are PIN – PO = 2.2692 W. Let us confirm
where they went.We get the FET and inductor losses asSumming up all loss terms gives PLOSS
= 1.2212 + 0.8231 + 0.225 = 2.2692 W. This agrees with the difference between the input and
output power PIN – PO, thus validating our equations above.Nonideal Duty Cycle EquationsThe
ideal equations for duty cycle, provided in Figs. 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10, are the most inaccurate and
lead to the smallest duty cycle possible for a given input/output condition. Real-world equations,
which we will discuss here, are the most accurate and lead to the highest duty cycle (lowest-
efficiency estimate). Between these two sets of equations lie many other forms of duty cycle
equations found in literature, all with varying degrees of accuracy. For example, by using the
fundamental principle of volt-seconds balance in steady state, but not ignoring switch and diode
drops, we can derive the following duty cycle equations:We realize that though these equations
explicitly include the drop across the diode and switch, and therefore factor in the conduction
losses inside those two components, they continue to ignore several other smaller loss terms,
such as the I2R conduction loss in the DC resistance (DCR) of the inductor, or the various
switching losses, or the AC resistance losses in the inductor, or the capacitor ESR losses, and
so on—all of which, if factored in somehow, will cause the duty cycle to increase further.How do
we derive accurate equations? Suppose we pick the Buck-boost. We haveOn the input
side,Equating givesBut we also know that efficiency is, by definition,SoEquating the above two
equations for IO/IIN, we getwhich simplifies toIf η is the actual (measured) efficiency this is the
most accurate equation to use for predicting duty cycle as it is not constrained by only RDS
conduction losses. The general efficiency number η, in effect, allows us to include all
losses.Note that mathematically we can think of this as having increased the input from VIN to η



× VIN. So if we start with our “ideal” (most inaccurate) duty cycle equations and carry out the
substitution VIN → ηVIN, we will arrive at the most accurate duty cycle equation for all topologies.
We getIn Fig. 2.13, however, we reveal that mathematically, for a Buck as shown, we can start off
applying the volt-seconds law to a decreased input of η × VIN or to an increased output of VO/η
and still end up with the same duty cycle. For all other topologies, we can equivalently
writeFIGURE 2.13 Same duty cycle, different inductor size requirements.Despite leading to the
same duty cycles, the two possibilities (decreased input versus increased output) lead to
different ON-time/OFF-time volt-seconds and therefore to magnetic components of different
sizes. The former interpretation (i.e., an effective decrease in VIN) leads to an optimistic (and
possibly undersized) core, whereas the latter (an effective increase in VO) leads to a relatively
larger core. In general, the latter model is a safer bet in design, especially if we don’t know where
exactly the losses corresponding to the less-than-unity estimated/measured efficiency are
occurring inside the converter. What really happens in a practical converter lies somewhere in
between the two real-world models of Fig. 2.13.NOTE The Power Integrations method of
transformer design gets closest to recognizing and modeling this subtlety by creating an
allocation factor, which they refer to as Z: the ratio of secondary-side losses (presumably in the
diodes and output capacitors) to the total losses, such as those including losses of the “primary
side” (the switch, input capacitors, EMI filter). However, they typically (arbitrarily) recommend
you set Z to around 50 percent. This implies something exactly between the two real-world
models mentioned above. But that ratio is not necessarily true—it is more like a fudge factor. The
best way from an engineering viewpoint is to assume worst-case transformer sizing, based on
an imagined “increased output” of VO/η.Power Scaling Guidelines in Power
ConvertersPreviously we talked about how defining r helps to achieve an easy intuitive
understanding of power scaling. Let us understand this more clearly and how power supplies
“scale” with load. Let us take one of the equations from the Appendix to illustrate something
quite interesting and useful here. Let us take the RMS of the Buck converter switch current for an
example. It isWe do remember that, by definition, r = ΔI/ICOR. In the case of a buck, ICOR = IO.
So we can also write the above equations asThe latter equation is seen more commonly in
literature. Notice that it looks “messier” than our simpler-looking equations expressed in terms of
r. But cosmetics aside, the usual way of writing out the RMS currents also misses out on a
potentially huge simplification. In contrast, using r, we express the switch RMS current in a more
intuitive manner—as a product of three relatively orthogonal terms: an AC term, that is, a term
involving only r; multiplied by a DC term, that is, involving only load current IO, and a term related
to duty cycle D (input/output voltages) as expected. We can thus separate the terms and reveal
the underlying concept of power scaling in DC-DC converters, something which is very hard to
see from the usual way of writing out the RMS equations, as indicated above.Using our unique
method of writing out the RMS current stress equations, we now recognize the fact that current
stresses (AVG and RMS) are all proportional to load current (for a given r and fixed D). We thus
start to realize what scaling implies. For example, this can mean several things: 1. In terms



of ability to handle stresses, a 100-W power supply will require an output capacitor roughly twice
the value, in terms of capacitance and size, of a 50-W power supply (for the same input and
output voltages). Here we assume that if we are using only one output capacitor, its ripple (RMS)
current rating is almost proportional to its capacitance. That is not strictly true, however. More
correctly, we can say that if a 50-W power supply has a single output capacitor of value C with a
certain ripple rating IRIPP, then a 100-W power supply will require two such identical capacitors
—each of value C and ripple rating IRIPP—paralleled together. That doubles the capacitance
and the ripple rating (ensuring the PCB layout is conducive to good sharing too). We could then
justifiably assert that output capacitance (and its size) is roughly proportional to IO. Note that we
are implicitly assuming the switching frequency is the same for the 50-W and 100-W converters.
Changing the frequency can impact capacitor selection too. 2. Similarly, rather generally
speaking, a 100-W power supply will require an input capacitor twice that of a 50-W power
supply. So input capacitance (and its size) will also be roughly proportional to IO. 3. Since
heating in a FET is IRMS2 × RDS, and IRMS is proportional to IO, then for the same dissipation,
we might initially think we would want a 100-W power supply to use a FET with one-fourth of the
RDS of a 50-W supply. However, we are actually not interested in the absolute dissipation
(unless thermally limited), only its percentage. In other words, if we double the output wattage of
a converter, say, from 50 to 100 W, we typically expect/allow twice the dissipation too (i.e., the
same efficiency). Therefore, it is good enough if the RDS of the FET of the 100-W power supply
is only one-half (not one-quarter) of the RDS of the FET used in the 50-W power supply. So in
effect, the FET RDS is inversely proportional to IO. 4. We also know that for any power
supply, we usually always like to set r ≈ 0.4 for any output power. So from the equations for L, we
see that for a given r, L is inversely proportional to IO. This means the inductance of a 100-W
power supply choke will be one-half that of a 50-W power supply choke. Therefore L is inversely
proportional to IO. Note that we are implicitly assuming the switching frequency is
unchanged. 5. Energy of an inductor is ½ × L × I2. If L halves (for twice the wattage) and I
doubles, then the required energy-handling capability of a 100-W choke must be twice that of a
50-W choke. In effect, the size of an inductor is proportional to IO. Note that since L is dependent
on frequency, we are again implicitly assuming that the switching frequency is unchanged
here.These scaling relationships can help us easily generate a BOM of the components for a
200-W supply, if we just know, e.g., all the correct components for a 50-W supply. Using r was
the key to building up this powerful intuitive method of visualizing converters. PART 2
BASIC WAVEFORM ANALYSIS AND STRESS COMPUTATIONSIn this part we gain mastery
over how to calculate the RMS and average of DC-DC converter waveforms (can be current and/
or voltage, but is usually intended for calculating current stresses).General Method for
Piecewise Linear WaveformsIn Fig. 2.14 we present a shortcut method as an alternative to
memorizing or integrating. We can arrive at the average and the RMS squared of any applicable
waveform. What we basically do here is the following:FIGURE 2.14 Way to calculate the RMS
and average of most DC-DC converter waveforms.• We pick any part of the waveform that is



repetitive. It does not matter whether we start at the moment the switch turns ON or some other
point, provided that at the end of the cycle we return to exactly the same point. • We break
the cycle into segments of constant slope. So the ends of a segment are usually break points of
slope, though it is more important to ensure that no designated segment encloses a break
point.• We calculate the average value of each segment (considered independently), and then
we sum over all segments to get the average for the entire waveform. Thus where IAVG of
each segment is • Similarly we calculate the RMS values of each segment and then sum
the squares of the RMS of each segment to get the square of the RMS for the entire waveform.
So, where IRMS of each segment can be found from Here δ is the geometric duty
cycle of that segment, that is, the ratio of its duration to the time period of the entire
waveform. • The RMS of a waveform does not care if the waveform goes below zero
(ground). We could therefore take the entire part of the waveform that is below ground and “fold”
it to be above ground. This is equivalent to rectifying it. See Fig. 1.3 for a worked example. The
average value, however, does change in the process. • Though it may seem obvious, we
should note that reflecting a waveform horizontally does not change its RMS or average. So a
switch waveform can change its familiar shape and become a diode waveform, and the same
equations for RMS and average would still apply. However, the duty cycle δ of each segment in
the equations above is D for the switch, but is 1 – D for the diode (converter operated in CCM).
We can do the same for, say, a transformer isolated Flyback, but we will need to first “reflect” the
currents to the same side of the transformer for a comparison.In Fig. 2.15 we present examples,
using this formula. These reveal a few interesting facts.FIGURE 2.15 Exercises on using the
piecewise linear method for RMS and average. 1. Curve 1: This uses the formula in Fig.
2.14 with a slight difference: the zero crossing point is also used to divide up segments. That is
the way the formula is presented in E.J. Bloom’s course. However, provided there is no change
of slope at the zero crossing point, we need not segment the waveform at that point, as is
evident from the next curve. 2. Curve 2: This strictly follows the formula in Fig. 2.14 and
gives the same results as the method used above. This is obviously less work, and so this is
preferred.3. Curve 3: Here we “rectify” the waveform. Since RMS depends on the square of the
waveform, indeed it is not affected. But the average is, as expected.4. Curve 4: Here we
translate the entire waveform vertically. Yes, both the RMS and average values are affected, but
the surprise is that there is a quantity called AC RMS that remains invariant in all cases (except
for the rectified waveform case, of course, since that changes the basic shape). AC RMS is pure
RMS, without any DC; that is, it is defined asIn switching power conversion, in steady state, just
as the inductor voltage has equal and opposite volt-seconds (area under curve segments, see
Fig. 2.15), similarly, the capacitor current has equal and opposite ampere-seconds. See Fig.
2.16. As explained, this prevents current (and magnetic energy) runaway in inductors and
voltage (and electric energy) runaway in capacitors. Both situations are analogous.FIGURE
2.16 Volt-seconds law for inductors is analogous to ampere-seconds law for capacitors.Keep in
mind that current is equal to charge per unit time, so ampere-seconds is charge, and we know



that no capacitor can accumulate charge in steady state.In effect this means that the average
current through a capacitor in steady state is zero. So the computed RMS of the current
waveform in the input/output capacitors of any converter in steady state must be the AC RMS in
effect. Therefore, we can start with the (parent) waveform from which the capacitor waveform is
derived and “reset” that waveform to have a zero average value, in effect calculating the AC RMS
of the associated parent waveform. That process is shown in Fig. 2.17. We thus arrive at the
RMS capacitor currents, and for convenience, we have also tabulated the current stresses for
the other components (derived from the formula in Fig. 2.14).FIGURE 2.17 Calculating
capacitor RMS currents (and other current stresses tabulated).Other RMS and Average
ValuesWe may encounter other types of waveforms in power conversion. For convenience we
have listed them in Fig. 2.18. These are the most common.FIGURE 2.18 RMS and average of
some commonly encountered waveforms.NOTE Note that some of the equations provided for
arbitrary waveforms involve δ, which refers to the duty cycle of the particular segment of the
waveform. This duty cycle is only in a geometric sense, and it is not necessarily the duty cycle as
we know it in a converter. Therefore, we when apply the equations to the switch and diode
waveforms, e.g., δ is the same as D when it comes to the switch, but is 1 – D for the diode. This
is an easy way to second-guess diode RMS equations from switch RMS equations. We can also
estimate capacitor stresses. Keep in mind that horizontally reflecting a waveform (or translating it
horizontally) has no effect on its RMS or average. Translating it vertically has no effect on its AC
RMS.In Fig. 2.19 we have provided a more detailed lookup table for sine wave–related
waveforms. These are useful to know when you are dealing with power factor correction
applications or resonant topologies. Note the difference between the average value, mean value,
and median value. We also show how to quickly convert between them (for the last two full-cycle
cases).FIGURE 2.19 RMS, average, mean, and median of some commonly encountered sine
wave–related waveforms.In Figs. 2.20 and 2.21 we provide a detailed lookup table to help us
evaluate stresses for square and triangular-shaped waveforms, and in Fig. 2.21 we provide
where we will encounter this waveform.FIGURE 2.20 Part 1 of RMS, average, mean, and
median of some commonly encountered square wave–related waveforms.FIGURE 2.21 Part 2
of RMS, average, mean, and median of some commonly encountered square wave–related
waveforms.Finally, in Fig. 2.22, we go through the RMS calculations of a switch, and we show
how other, more complicated forms appear in literature, but give the same results. Compare
these to our simple equations found in the Appendix, based on r.FIGURE 2.22 Switch RMS
equations and calculations in literature, compared.Shape of Capacitor CurrentsA fundamental
difference between the topologies concerns the basic shape of the input and output waveforms.
For a Buck (or Forward) converter, e.g., the output current into the capacitor is relatively smooth
as it comes through an inductor. However, the input current is “chopped” (pulsating). For a Boost
the situation reverses, and it is the output current that is pulsating. For a Buck-boost or a
Flyback, both the input and output currents are pulsating. This contributes to the inability of the
Flyback to handle larger power (another factor is leakage inductance). For the Cuk converter,



discussed in Chap. 3, which is essentially a composite of a Boost stage input and a Buck stage
output, we get the best of two worlds. So both the input and output currents are smooth, and this
topology is therefore sometimes called an ideal DC-DC converter.Wide Input Voltage and the
Design Entry PointWhen we introduced r, we did not point out what happens when we have a
wide input range. Do we set r to the suggested 0.4 at VINMIN or at VINMAX? For that we have to
understand what constitutes worst case in a general sense for the entire power supply,
especially for the inductor design. A key to converter design is ensuring that the magnetic
components do not saturate. So the worst case is the point where we should “ensure” our
magnetic design. This forms our design entry point. And it is topology-dependent, as we learn.In
general, the ramp portion of the inductor waveform will add 20 percent to the COR (center of
ramp) value, when we set r to 0.4. So the primary criterion for knowing what is the worst-case
(design entry) point for a given topology is knowing at what input voltage ICOR (the average
inductor current) is the highest.We know from Fig. 2.6 that the COR has the following value for
the Boost and the Buck-boost (also Flyback):For a BuckSince, for all topologies, a high D
corresponds to a low VIN, for the Boost and the Buck-boost, the worst case corresponds to high
D, that is, low input. For the Buck, the average inductor current is always equal to the load
current IO, so its worst case cannot be determined by the average inductor current alone. We
turn to its peak value, and we see that it has a maximum at high input voltage. So for a Buck (and
for the Forward converter choke), the design must start at high line. For a Boost and Buck-boost
(and for a Flyback transformer), the design must start at low line. Note also that since duty cycle
increases as input falls, and because a single-ended Forward converter has a duty cycle
maximum of 50 percent, just to ensure we do not hit the maximum duty cycle “brick wall” and
can continue to deliver full power, the transformer of a Forward converter must also be designed
at lowest input voltage, that is, this time for an entirely different reason than peak current and
energy storage capability.How r Varies with Changes in Line and LoadWe first note that for all
topologies, a low D implies a high VIN and a high D implies a low VIN. We are of course only
referring to the magnitudes of the voltages involved.In Table 2.1 we provided the equations for r.
We thus know how it will vary from any selected set point. We have also included the capacitor
RMS equations from Fig. 2.17, for convenience and for subsequent discussion.Assume we have
set r to a value rSET (typically 0.4) at the designated design entry point. Now as we change the
voltage, the actual current ripple ratio r will change. The way it varies is determined by the
equations in Table 2.2. In words:TABLE 2.2 RMS Capacitor Currents for the Three Main
Topologies • For a Buck, having set r = 0.4 at DMIN, as we increase D, the current ripple
ratio will decrease because it has the form 1 – D. • For the Buck-boost, having set r = 0.4 at
DMAX, as we decrease D, the current ripple ratio will increase, as it has the form (1 – D)2. This is
attributable to the fact that r = ΔI/ICOR, and ICOR starts falling. • For the Boost, having set r
= 0.4 at DMAX, as we decrease D, the current ripple ratio will increase at first; but as D becomes
even smaller, it will eventually decrease. This is so because it has the form D (1 – D)2, and this
function has a maximum at D = 0.33.The input voltage at which D = 0.5 is generically designated



as VIN_D = 0.5 in Table 2.2. For the Boost, this corresponds to an input voltage equal to one-half
the set output.NOTE For completeness we have included the forward drops across the switch
and diode, VSW and VD respectively, in the table. But we can ignore them for now.How
Capacitor RMS Varies with Changes in Line and LoadFrom Table 2.2, we see that the equations
for capacitor RMS include both r and D. And both these do change if we vary the line (input
voltage) because r is also a function of D. So, in general, the actual (net) variation of the
capacitor RMS with changes in input voltage will need to include the variations of both terms, as
indicated in the following example.Relating the variation of r to the input capacitor current of a
Boost (see Table 2.2), we see thatBut we already know that the function D(1 – D) has a
maximum at D = 0.5. So we conclude that for a Boost we must design and test the input
capacitor at D = 0.5 (or the closest point to it in the valid input range).This was actually almost
the only exception, because in this particular case r happened to be a (prominent) multiplicative
factor in the capacitor RMS equation. Only one more such case exists: the output capacitor
RMS of a Buck, as we can see from Table 2.2. For all other cases, the term in r is just a small
adder (r2/12 is typically 0.42/12 = 0.013). It can therefore be neglected for the purpose of this
discussion. We can simplify our equations to decipher the dependency with respect to D. We
therefore say that for small r, the input capacitor of a Buck has the following dependency on
D:Since D = 1 – D at D = 0.5, the worst case input capacitor current occurs at D = 0.5 for a Buck.
We have to be mindful of this when we design and test the capacitor. If we do not have D = 0.5
within the input range of our application, we have to pick the closest input voltage to this
point.Example 2.8 A Buck with a 12-V output has an input of 15 to 20 V. What input voltage
represents the worst case for the input capacitor current?At D = 0.5 we require an input of 24 V
for a 12-V output since D = VO/VIN. The point closest to 24 V in our input range is VINMAX, that
is, 20 V, and we must design and test the input capacitor at this voltage.Example 2.9 A Buck
with a 12-V output has an input of 28 to 50 V. What input voltage represents the worst case for
the input capacitor current?At D = 0.5 we require an input of 24 V for a 12-V output since D = VO/
VIN. The point closest to 24 V in our input range is VINMIN, that is, 28 V, and we must design
and test the input capacitor at this voltage.Stress SpidersBased on the type of analysis of
dependencies, as carried out for the RMS of a Boost input capacitor above, we can, in general,
generate what we call a stress spider. We have presented three such spiders, in Figs. 2.23, 2.24,
and 2.25, for the Buck, Boost, and Buck-boost, respectively. Keep in mind that for all topologies,
a low D implies a high VIN and a high D implies a low VIN.FIGURE 2.23 Buck stress
spider.FIGURE 2.24 Boost stress spider.FIGURE 2.25 Buck-boost stress spider.So after
having set the inductance and size of magnetic components at the designated worst-case
design entry point, we can step back and figure out from these stress spiders which is the worst-
case input voltage at which other stresses maximize. This is essential for proper commercial
design and test methodologies. And in most cases, it is hardly obvious! Yet, if we do not have
this information upfront while selecting components, we will end up with either an overdesigned
or an underdesigned converter. The stress spiders enable reliable wide-input designs. There is



no alternative approach in literature. And even this necessity has not been recognized in related
literature. It was first published by this author in 2002, as Application Note AN-1246 at National
Semiconductor (now Texas Instruments, see ), and later as a cover story in Power Electronics
magazine titled “Reducing Converter Stresses” (see ).Boundary (Critical) ConductionIt can be
shown that any converter reaches critical (boundary) conduction mode (current just returning to
zero) as we reduce the load. This happens at a load current equal to rSET/2 × maximum load.
See Fig. 2.26 for an explanation.FIGURE 2.26 Relationship of load current to set r, at which
BCM is reached.Example 2.10 A Buck converter is designed for rSET equal to 0.4 at maximum
load of 5 A. If we keep the input and output voltages unchanged, as we reduce load, at what
load will the converter try to enter DCM (discontinuous conduction mode)?This happens at
(rSET/2) × IO_MAX = (0.4/2) × 5 = 1 A.In words, a converter enters DCM at (rSET/2 × 100)
percent of maximum load (keeping the same input-output voltages as used for the design entry
point rSET).So a converter with rSET of 0.4 will try to enter DCM at exactly 20 percent of
maximum load.As we reduce the load past BCM, what really happens depends on whether we
are operating synchronously (forced CCM) or in DCM. This is the subject of Chaps. 3 and
4.Keep in mind that it was always intuitively felt that in DCM the efficiency gets worse. So every
attempt was made to stay in CCM (continuous conduction mode) down to very light loads.
Historically, it was often suggested, in effect, to set r to 0.1 (despite the fact that the vital role of r
in the entire converter design was never clearly noticed or pointed out). But if we do that, yes
indeed, we will enter DCM at 5 percent of maximum load. However that leads to oversized
magnetic components. In additions, the lessons of efficiency, as unraveled in Chap. 18, confirm
that it is not so easy to intuitively conclude that DCM is really the worst option! In fact if we
continue in forced CCM (as we often do in synchronous topologies), the efficiency falls off faster
than if we had stuck with DCM. All that is described in Chap. 18.Dr. Ray Ridley did an
industrywide analysis in 2009 of the recommended current shape factors, and he concluded that
this author’s recommendation in particular of rSET = 0.4 is indeed the best entry point into the
design of a converter. See and . The same was also validated in this IEEE reference: . In
addition, Dennis Feucht, noted analog author, also agreed with the author’s shape factor (he
called it the form factor) at this link: .Using Too High an Inductance (Small r)We learn that in an
effort to reduce the transition to DCM to very light loads, engineers sometimes overdesign their
magnetics. We know now that that a very large inductor (small r) is not a cost-effective or the
optimum choice. But what are some other issues associated with it?One major concern is the
leading-edge spike as shown in Fig. 2.27. This can cause jitter and, in severe cases, a
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Aids, and Component FAQs IndexPrefaceIt’s been almost a decade since I held the previous
edition of this book ever so lovingly in my hands. It was my very first time. How can I ever forget
that moment? The thrill lingers on, probably destined to last a lifetime. But, like all special
moments and relationships in our lives, it needed nurturing. So, though it seems a trifle late in
coming, here it finally is—the second edition of my very first book. To me personally, the book
still remains what it was on that thrilling day in 2004: a labor of love. That’s one aspect which
hasn’t changed one bit over the years. Because I wouldn’t even have embarked on the difficult
journey of writing this lengthy book, if I hadn’t felt I was going to enjoy the process one hundred
percent. And I did. So, now I truly hope you will love it equally. Because in the final reckoning,
that is what makes it worth all the effort. Nothing else matters.You will notice that there is
something which has definitely evolved, if not changed over the years—my writing style. You can
perhaps already tell this isn’t going to be your typical run-of-the-mill, dry, technical book. Sorry, I
agree I get a bit wordy at times. But I just couldn’t bring myself to write “normally” anymore.
Perhaps I enjoy power electronics so much that it has finally started to show—almost
uncontrollably by now.Looking back over the years, our times have changed incredibly since the
previous edition. Technology has made huge strides. Barely a few years ago, this book could
have served as another dependable, UL-certified paperweight on your maple desk—guaranteed
to keep your bank or mortgage statements firmly pinned down, even through recurrent storms.
But today, it may just be a bunch of weightless pixels floating on a slim e-reader or tablet
clutched gingerly in your hand. Perhaps beamed down from a virtual cloud somewhere up there.
No rain though, yet! Yes, there is no escaping change anymore: we need to embrace it faster
than it tries to envelop us. And this book is certainly no exception to that trend. You will realize it
too has changed beyond imagination. Certainly no drought in these parts, I assure you!While
pitching the initial idea for this edition, I had insisted that I needed to do complete justice to my
first book ever. A lot of colleagues and their acquaintances had said to me that of all my
subsequent writing efforts, they had liked that particular work of mine the most. Providing me
with no-holds-barred feedback, they had indicated that it was a “straight-to-the-point, no beating



around the bush, professionals’ handbook” (I have edited out the part invoking remnants of a
rampaging male herbivore). Well, I didn’t necessarily agree to all of that, but I was definite that I
wouldn’t be happy just adding a chapter or two, inserting footnotes here and there to “bring it up-
to-date,” and pretending the second edition was somehow “new.” That’s not my style. Check out
the latest incarnation of my A-Z book too, to realize that I truly treat any second edition as a new
book entirely, not just a second chance, for pinning the tail on a donkey, or a game of throwing
darts, hoping one sticks. Nor do I subscribe to any preset dogma that only if you belabor yourself
with a certain approach, say simulations and small-signal models, will you ever understand
power and build successful power supplies. Quite the contrary, actually. It can be great fun too. I
wanted to emphasize that and convey it somehow. That’s always been my approach. My first
book reflected that belief as much as this one does today. I guess that’s what makes it “practical”
to some of my readers. I just cut to the chase, respecting their valuable time. I realize you too
perhaps want tangible results very quickly, not just reams of yellowing paper withering on your
shelves.Most people are not aware that in late 2004, I had been the one first offered to take the
late Mr. Abraham Pressman’s book to its third edition. Of course I had felt honored, but I had also
felt strongly that “mix and match” wouldn’t work too well, in my case in particular, because my
writing style was already so different. I had therefore regretfully declined. But that’s also why,
when I say that this new book is “new,” it really is. For one, it has been almost completely
rewritten. I might even go as far as to claim that any residual resemblance to any previous
edition, dead or alive, is purely coincidental!There is another thing I had promised myself at the
initial proposal stage: that this book will complement my other books, not replace them, or
compete with them. You will discover there is a large amount of new material in my A-Z book,
which is frankly not included here. Coupled inductors, for example. Buy that book if that is what
you are looking to develop, not this one. Yet there is a lot this new book has to offer which you
will likely find neither in A-Z nor in any other book out there. Such as: the world’s first simplified
LLC design methodology (Chap. 19), active reset techniques with design equations and charts
(Chap. 17), tapped inductors with design charts (Chap. 8), unraveling Buck efficiency layer by
layer to maximize DC-DC converter performance in battery-powered equipment (Chap. 18),
simplified yet thorough discontinuous conduction mode analysis (Chap. 4), the most thorough
front-end design procedure ever available for AC-DC converters with and without power factor
correction (Chap. 5), a complete side-by-side worked example of both Forward and Flyback
converters for a sample telecom application using exhaustive proximity analysis charts and
comprehensive E-core selection tables (Chap. 12), detailed worked examples and wall-charts
for loop compensation, including a no-sweat TL431-opto-based feedback design procedure
(Chap. 14). Even bandgap references (Chap. 1) and the Sepic-Cuk-Zeta composite-topology
triad (Chap. 3). Not to forget an overdose of z-factor simplified magnetics in Chap. 7. Plus an
updated component FAQ in the Appendix, with all design equations compiled in one easy look-
up place, and also a medley of neat circuits to try out (Chap. 20). It’s mostly all original material.
However, if you are still looking for derivations, you may also need to refer to my new A-Z book.



Almost all the derivations you can hope for are probably there! Incidentally, you may have
noticed, the equations are not “coming out of thin air”. But this particular Design and
Optimization book is, as before, still meant more to be an on-the-go professional’s quick
reference, not an academician’s classroom support tool, and probably not a good entry-level
book. It’s certainly not intended for your typical, high-tech senior VP, or a chemistry student
trying to build a science project or flirting with a career change.From time to time, you may
discover buried layers of complexity in this book, which you hardly expected, or noticed at first
sight. For example, in Chap. 12 you will see the simple procedure on how to parallel ceramic and
aluminum electrolytic capacitors. In Chap. 18, you will find a unique technique which I had
introduced years ago in my troubleshooting book actually: How to extract a lot of hidden device
information from published efficiency curves, and also how you can take just three points to
predict the efficiency at almost any other input-output condition. Is it an example of the well-
known Fermi problem perhaps? Maybe not.1 You will realize it’s amazing what all we can do
through astute deductions, as opposed to a brute-force armada of equations (yes, the square
root of -1 is often misused for providing an imaginary sense of comfort). I had originally
proposed my predictive procedure only for switchers with a BJT and catch diode. But this time, it
is far more detailed, encompassing even synchronous Buck switcher ICs. You will definitely not
find it in any other publication out there. I feel it can be very useful in unearthing what a
competitor may be doing—whether he or she is “fudging” or “massaging” the curves, for
example. I remember in one analysis, a very respectable and big vendor’s switcher IC’s
datasheet efficiency curves revealed to me that the vendor had apparently, for the purpose of
generating the curves in the lab, deliberately selected a part whose internal FETs were way
better than the typical values declared in the part’s datasheet. Because, even if I put crossover
losses to zero, DC resistance losses and controller section losses to zero, and so on, I still
couldn’t get to their published efficiency numbers—unless I really “improved” the drain-to-source
resistances (even assuming 25°C die temperature). No mistake in my calculations, I triple-
verified on other parts too, even from the same vendor. As a result, chances were very high that
no one who ever used that part would get the datasheet results in any real application scenario.
Not even close. But for you, as a possible competitor to that vendor, it may already be too late:
you may have just lost the bid. Whoever said honesty is the best policy? However, times may be
starting to change now. Because, armed with the simple equations of Chap. 18, not a mere
bunch of inscrutable simulations to impress a fellow paper tiger with, you have the means not
only of getting your efficiency curves to (honestly) rise past the magic threshold of 90 percent, if
at all possible, but also a way of catching others’ lies (if any), well in time. It goes to show that
commercial power conversion is really about insight, first and foremost. It’s about thinking power.
And that, incidentally, is the title of one of the chapters in my so-called blue book.You will
discover that each book of mine is unique and relatively complete in itself, despite differing
scope and coverage. For example, when you finally start building your power supply, and run into
seemingly intractable practical problems, or mysteriously blown-up transistors, which no



oxymoron headlined as practical simulations appears to even warn you about, leave aside shed
light on, there is my troubleshooting book to lean on. Recently, an “Ebook Libraryverified
purchase” reviewer hailed it as a “life-saver,” and a “gritty, down-in-the-trenches battle manual for
winning the struggle against a misbehaving design.” I felt vindicated. The book was useful after
all! The effort had been worth it. I already knew the book was extremely popular in China (its
Chinese translation), but this was heartening to hear nevertheless.At this point, I have to pause—
to sincerely thank unknown reviewers like the above gentleman. They are the real reason why
most technical writers can summon up the grit to return with another huge body of work. And
that ultimately helps the larger design community. The system seems to work—what goes
around, comes around. We all benefit. But that does not happen always! It is imperative that
authors and readers alike learn to recognize and perhaps ignore carpet bombers, as described
by Forbes.2 I’ve had to mentally bypass a few of these myself in the past. I knew they were fake,
and the rest weren’t, yet I had to make peace in my heart like a true Gandhian. Certainly, if I had
taken these to heart, I would have stopped writing. And this book would not have been in your
hands today. So, people with an axe to grind actually do no service to the larger design
community. They are self-serving. You just don’t know their hidden agendas. They give
themselves away though, by (a) trying so hard to tell you that all the other reviews are fake, just
not theirs, whereas the reverse is actually true. In my case they start off by complaining that the
book is misleadingly called “A to Z” but does not include everything under the sun. I wondered: Is
that really how you purchase things? So, can I now sell you the Secrets of the Universe too? Or
perhaps the World’s Most Comfortable Pillow? Or the Most Exotic Vacation Ever Created? Hey,
those are but titles, and anyone designing power supplies should be smart enough to figure out
that undercompensated authors do not control the marketing departments of major publishers.
Finally, (b) these carpet bombers give themselves away, when right after sowing doubts about
the other genuine reviews, they direct people to a competing product. Why on earth would they
do that? Oh, for the wider good of the population? Well, in that case, how come they took the
trouble of only posting one review in 5 years?And now over to the flip side of the same coin:
Asking friends to post positive fake reviews to help you out (perhaps on the basis of some
hidden quid pro quo), or posting fake negative reviews against perceived rivals, are one and the
same thing. It takes the very same bent of mind in my opinion: essentially unethical and
dishonest. Certainly not a (good) engineer’s mind. It makes me think: If I can’t trust an engineer,
what is his data worth? In fact Wikipedia goes as far as to say that “shills” break the law. See .
But the more practical question facing us is: How can we spot fake positive or fake negative
reviews?3 For me personally, only the genuine reviews (positive, or constructively negative)
matter, and they are the ones that make my day. I still remember the lessons of Lance Armstrong
and Milli Vanilli.I have endless patience to wait for genuine reviews to come along. But I also
recently realized that not everyone sees it my way. Some are in a tearing hurry to achieve
“success” and glory at all costs in our modern times. So, a few months ago, I queried a certain
writer who had gotten about a dozen reviews in one year alone—six times the industry average



for good technical books. I had wondered how that was possible. Maybe he was really that good.
In fact, I’d figured if that was the case, I would happily become his biggest fan. Because that’s
how I learned power electronics in the first place—not in any classroom, but in the lab and by
paying humble obeisance to Gurus. But I had also seen some puzzling, or simply curious, signs,
such as reviewers stating in rather suspiciously flowery language that the said author had for
example: “… worked very hard giving years of his life to produce the best Switch-Mode Power
Supply book available, by far… working so hard and smart to produce the best Switch-Mode
Power Supply book ever written.” And so on. Lots of curious repetitions too. Why? That seemed
odd to me. I even wanted to say: Hey! Only I write that way! Seriously, however, very few people
still refer to these devices as Switch-Mode Power Supplies. Because, the word Switchmode was
historically a registered trademark of Motorola (now On-Semi). See . In most companies I have
been to, and I have been all over the world, it’s a term in increasing disuse, if not completely
extinct by now. But I also wondered about the following: If I was just a reader or an unknown
reviewer, how would I ever know (or care) whether a certain author had spent years of his life, or
months, hours, or even nanoseconds in his book-writing process? In my case, even my wife
doesn’t know that for sure, certainly not to be able to state it as a fact on Ebook Library of all the
places.Besides, all that would matter to me as a buyer/reviewer would be: What the book
ultimately did for me for all the money I spent. It’s business after all. It is also not logical for
anyone to make any assumptions, because not all authors spend years writing each book. I
happen to know that very well by personal experience. Typically, I only spend a few (extremely
intense) months writing any of my books. The one in your hands took about 6 months. Its first
edition had actually taken less than 3. Yes months, not years! The reason is, most of us always
have a body of work ongoing in our respective workplaces, and we are constantly trying out
something or the other at any given moment, so we never really start from scratch. That’s the
truth. But granted, some authors do take years perhaps. But how would you or any unknown
reviewer know about that? And mostly, that is probably because of language issues, not
technical constraints. So finally, I was curious enough to query the author directly, not wanting to
believe all these tell-tale signs. That would be a blow to me too. But on April 21, 2013, he
admitted as much by Email (the italics are mine): “To fuel the reviews on Ebook Library, I’ve
asked a few of them to let others know what they thought of the book. I did not drive anything…
Regarding the last book, I did not ask specifically my friends to post reviews. One of them was in
the review team. He disclosed that upfront and his review was technically sound. For the rest, I
can’t be blamed for having friends or people that I know writing comments on my work?” This is
quoted verbatim. But I could still see, the author was not being fully truthful, because not one of
his Ebook Library reviewers had disclosed any ties to the author upfront as he claimed. I
checked. By definition, they were “shills.” And worse, by then, I knew there were at least ten
planted shills on that page. It’s a small world after all. I also found it a bit amusing, if not alarming,
that a certain 5-star review was being declared “technically sound” (and therefore well-deserved)
by the recipient of the review himself. And that too, coming from someone in his own review



team! That was to me, a biased review of a biased review, of a biased reviewer! Oh good for him
I thought, and just moved on. It’s our modern world. Times have obviously changed. I have been
left a little behind, I guess.So, let’s return to the relatively primitive, but safe, 2003 for a brief
moment. I remember I had nervously approached the well-known acquisitions editor of McGraw-
Hill at the time, Steve Chapman, with my first writing proposal. By the way, he is also the one
who got this new edition going. But way back in 2003, I only had to my credit a couple of App
Notes at National Semiconductor (now Texas Instruments). No, no, in 2001 I had also published
my very first article—in Electronic Engineering, a UK magazine long since defunct (for no
obvious fault of mine). Soon there was a well-known cover story in 2002 too, in Power
Electronics (formerly PCIM) magazine, titled “Reducing Converter Stresses.” The previous year,
PCIM had kindly submitted a slightly altered version of my UK article under the title “Current
Ripple Ratio Simplifies Selection of Off-the-Shelf Inductors for Buck Converters”. Also, one
article on thermal management shortly thereafter.4 Oh, in 2003, I also had a string of popular
articles on EMI, on Planet Analog (EE Times). And yet another on slave converters in EDN print
magazine. Perhaps a few more too, I really forget. I am pointing all this out only because I want to
clarify where the now well-known term current ripple ratio came from. To be very precise, it was
first mentioned in the application note AN-1197 at National Semiconductor.5 I remember I had
thought for days, not only what to call it, but what symbol I should assign to it. I had settled on the
simplicity of r (for ripple). I had initially targeted the concept only for a Buck, but soon extended it
to all topologies—in application note AN-1246.6 Yes, I notice some companies still strip out all
authors’ names, denying them any credit. It is company property they insist. And of course it is.
But the rules don’t seem to apply evenly to some of their own. Sometimes all they often end up
saying is that only their “visionary” CEO’s name and face should appear everywhere. It is being
implied that the rest are all minions, mere extensions of his great mind. And in doing so, they
also make it clear they really don’t care that they are removing any incentive for future authors to
do any more than their minimum 9 to 5 jobs. Eventually, only the design community suffers.
National Semiconductor was thankfully very different (when it was still around). I do owe them a
lot in retrospect. I shudder to think what would have happened had I stayed on at some egoistic,
three-terminal integrated offline switcher IC maker. Where would I be today? Completely
unknown! A shadow of their CEO. I would certainly never have introduced r, or even the LLC
topology to the world.By introducing this unique parameter, r, I believe in one fell sweep I
managed to bring all switching power converters under one roof, irrespective of their frequency,
output voltage, load, input voltage, and even their topology. I gave all of them a common design
entry point: Just set r = 0.4. Always! Can anyone ever make it simpler than that? Yet, not
everyone got the point initially. One mildly disappointed Ebook Library reviewer even had this to
say about my A to Z book (its first edition): “Unfortunately I also felt the author talked too much
about ripple etc. and made some of the simpler concepts more arcane (for example the
introductory chapters on inductors and capacitors and energy sloshing back and forth).” At this
point my sense of conviction stepped in. This was certainly not a carpet-bomber, or a shill. It was



definitely constructive, thank you. It made me think. But soon I became clear about one thing:
that I had to do what I was convinced was in the best interests of my readers, even though they
may not realize it fully as of that moment. I recognized these were all (honest) fellow practitioners
—pushing the very same art that I love so deeply. In return, I had to do what I was convinced
would likely most benefit them ultimately. So I stuck to the concept. And today, it is increasingly
taught in schools everywhere.7 Consultants are using it too (with my symbol r).8 Even rival chip
vendors refer to my very first app note.9 Magnetics vendor, Wurth Elektronik lifted all the design
tables I had initially presented in AN-1246, based on current ripple ratio (without
acknowledgment, but they have promised to fix it in the next edition), in their handbook Trilogy of
Magnetics.10Recently, in a well-known IEEE article,11 the authors write:The general way to
design the output inductor is taking the critical discontinue current as the basis, then selecting
the inductor current ripple according to the experimental equations to calculate the inductor
value. This method neglects the effects of the inductor current ripple on the overall stresses of
the converter, and can’t provide ideal output inductor values, so it will affect the actual
performance of the converter. In order to solve the shortcoming, the theoretical basis for
selecting the current ripple ratio of Buck converter is analyzed deeply and an optimal design
method of the output inductor is proposed in this paper. The overall stresses of the converter, the
size of the filter inductor, and dynamic performance of the converter are all considered in the
proposed method. The optimum value of current ripple ratio is set at about 0.4 finally. The filter
inductor value, which is calculated in terms of the determined current ripple ratio, would not
affect the dynamic performance of the converter, and the design of the converter is optimized.
The correctness of theoretical analysis and the feasibility of the proposed method are verified by
the simulation and experimental results.In other words, even for a Buck, my design suggestion
based on current ripple ratio, was proven by this research team to be correct by both simulations
and experiments. We should try it on the other topologies too.Nowadays, there is a certain
expert amongst us, deservedly well-known for unraveling the intricacies of current-mode control.
I am going to respectfully simply call him “Doctor” from this point on. He is also the person
behind an Excel-based software design tool which I believe he gives out at the end of his very
expensive 4- or 5- or 6-day seminar sessions (hence its name I guess!). I didn’t think it stood for
$4000 or $5000 or $6000! Early in 2013, he sent me a complimentary license for this software,
asking if in return, I could evaluate the user interface, and so on. I am sure he was not expecting
me to find errors, and that too in his loop compensation equations. Very simply put, he was
trying to use me, and I knew from others he likes to do that. When you ask for return help, he is
known to invariably proffer a quote or bill instead. No problem! I too had thought I would just use
his tool to selfishly confirm the equations in my book. But finally, after some surprising twists, on
Feb 2, he replied: “…25 years and no one ever noticed this. I think I just lost my weekend! Do
you have your schematics for a type II calculation as well?” Thereafter, I had to send him the
entire loop compensation design procedure from my books (free of charge), while also
consoling him that to err is human. He had realized my equations had been right all along, and



so finally, a renowned expert on loop compensation had to sheepishly release a corrected
version of his design tool shortly thereafter. And it’s that exact loop design procedure, the one
that helped Doctor clean up his design tool after 25 years, which is presented in Chap. 14 of this
book, now in an even more easy-lookup form, with lots of new design charts. It is much more
comprehensive than my other (red) book incidentally. In this chapter, I have also provided an
effective, but concise procedure to deal with the TL431-optocoupler combination in isolated
(e.g., AC-DC) converters, along with simple, numerical design examples to have you on your
way, instead of asking you to meander through endless pages of simulations, models, and
abstractions in the s-plane. To add to that, in Chap. 14, I have also given a lot of information on
hysteretic control, something that is silently appearing all around us in a big way nowadays. It is
likely to be a major thrust area in the years ahead. Look out for it. Oh, by the way, by then I had
respectfully dropped the fleeting idea of asking Doctor to pen this preface for me.The most
striking part of this new book is probably the long chapter on resonant converters, chiefly the
LLC topology. In my last company, my rather foresighted boss (a true diamond in a coal mine)
had been urging me to try and shed light on this new, upcoming topology for several seemingly
logical reasons: (a) It offers very high efficiency, so it seems perfect for our green-planet thrust
(b) It offers very low EMI, which makes it an ideal candidate for helping ensure signal integrity—
especially in applications where data and power sections fall adjacent to each other (which is
almost everywhere without exception nowadays). So, how could we afford to ignore the LLC
topology any longer? Good point! However, my mind was trained over decades to think only in
terms of conventional, square/trapezoidal power conversion. That was as “modern” at it gets,
wasn’t it? Not really. I suddenly remembered in my previous job at a networking company, we
had always run into seemingly insurmountable issues trying to get to higher data rates, with or
without PoE (Power over Ethernet), simply because the on-board Buck converters were throwing
out so much noise all across the board. Bit error rates would shoot up and we were stuck trying
to get the data to move any faster. The LLC topology would likely make things much easier,
since it dealt with sine waves, not square waves with their usual complement of tons of
harmonics riding on them. Yes, that was probably the reason why so many companies seem to
have started making LLC controller chips. But I noticed, all of them either hesitate to give a
simple design procedure, or provide a procedure for a very limited input range. On blogs around
me, a common opinion seemed to be that the “key drawback of the LLC topology is its limited
input range.” That is why it seems to have found a niche market in the form of LED backlighting
circuitry in flat-panel LCD televisions, positioned after the front-end power factor correction
stage, where a relatively steady 400 Vdc exists as the input of the LLC stage. In fact, another
learned Doctor actually announced to a fellow-blogger: “Fantastic! You answered all the
questions on this group in one posting! First—no LLC needed, the phase shifted bridge wins.”
Not so fast Doctor—I’d warned (wait for this Optimization book). Maybe he should have stuck to
loop compensation. Oh, maybe not that either!12That was the background, when in December
2012, my family left for a trip to India, leaving me alone. Having lots of time (and two constantly



licking dogs) on my hands, I challenged myself. I told myself: with my two (hitherto useless)
master’s degrees in physics, if I can’t understand resonances, who can? Thus literally shaming
myself mentally, I set to work painfully on the LLC, armed with Mathcad and Simplis (PSpice). In
twenty days I had got to the heart of the topology. It was truly breathtaking, I admit. I felt I had
landed on the moon. But I’d also managed to come up with a startlingly simple design
procedure, by applying power and frequency scaling principles used in conventional power
conversion to resonant power conversion. Very simply put, I start with a low-frequency LLC
seed, study it thoroughly, decide its best operating region, then scale it to any desired frequency
and power, by scaling techniques that people always seem to know instinctively in conventional
power conversion, but never seem to fully comprehend or use effectively! Applied to the LLC
topology, scaling makes the latter devastatingly simple. And it’s that technique which I am
publishing here for the very first time. Note that in this chapter, I didn’t just throw resonant power
conversion in your face. Once again, I have started with perhaps unnecessarily “arcane” stuff like
energy sloshing back and forth between inductors and capacitors, because I felt there is no way
you will make the transition from conventional power conversion to resonant power conversion,
without understanding that. I have carefully constructed a “bridge” into an alternate world of
power conversion, using several successive simulations of increasing complexity. I presumed
you wouldn’t be happy if I just threw myriad equations at you, with some muscle-flexing and
bravado—all gift-wrapped in feel-good statements like: “I single-handedly derived all of these
equations from scratch working every single night for 3 years,” or “look Ma, no hands,” and blah-
blah-blah… leaving you to your own devices, steeped in admiration for me! I didn’t think you
deserve that. And nor did the field we dedicate ourselves to every day. As I said, it should never
be about the author, it’s about you, the reader.The LLC topology is likely to become mainstream,
provided we understand it and use it well. Chap. 19 does give you that power I feel. And it is tried
and tested too, by now. Over the past year, I have used the same (hitherto secret) procedure to
build several low- and high-voltage converters. These have included what I believe is the world’s
first 25-W PD (powered device) working from 32 to 57 Vdc input with an output of 12 V. I have
also built a 25-W universal-input AC-DC LLC-based power supply working from 100 Vac to 270
Vac with efficiency almost flat at 90 percent over the entire input range. I have also built a 25-W
wireless mat charger in my spare time, and so on. It’s been practically tested, many times over. I
can now handle a 100 to 400 percent input range variation, as compared to the usually accepted
100 to 114 percent. Maybe now I will get some fresh carpet bombers.Finally, I must point out that
I sincerely believe that despite all the changes around us, certain things should never change.
Which takes me back to the basic question: Why do we, as authors, even do it? Being technical
writers, there are no big bucks at stake for us in this. Nor do we expect a hefty ego boost (usually
at least, I can’t speak for others). After a decade, I still shudder at the mere thought of being
counted among those with self-esteem apparently ten times the size of their entire body of
knowledge. As usual, I still maintain we have to be humbler than the totality of our art. We need
to be in the position of a supplicant, to learn anything at all. We need to absorb, well before we



dare to preach. No, no, we should never preach, instead, we must teach. That is the true
meaning of the word Guru. Unfortunately, I still see a lot of self-styled Gurus around me today. To
them I will point to Wikipedia, and hope they understand the origin of the word Guru13:Guru: As
a noun, the word means the imparter of knowledge (jñãna; also Pali: ñãna) …. The word has its
roots in the Sanskrit gri (to invoke, or to praise), and may have a connection to the word gur,
meaning “to raise, lift up, or to make an effort”. The importance of finding a guru who can impart
transcendental knowledge (vidyã) is emphasised in Hinduism. … One of the main Hindu texts,
the Bhagavad Gita is a dialogue between God in the form of Krishna and his friend Arjuna …
“Acquire the transcendental knowledge from a self-realized master by humble reverence, by
sincere inquiry, and by service. The wise ones who have realized the truth will impart the
knowledge to you”.In other words, the word Guru is not just a heady label to stick onto your
LinkedIn profile. We must first learn very patiently from nature. Thereafter, any acquired
knowledge needs to be passed on. Because knowledge alone is eternal, none of us are. To
repeat a famous quote by Isaac Newton, one which I had mentioned in my first edition too, and
one which I still try to abide by today:I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself
I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the sea-shore, and diverting myself in now and
then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay
all undiscovered before me.In effect, we are all obviously far smaller than what we are trying so
hard to decipher. But on the other hand, we can consciously choose to take brash Susan
Powter’s approach instead (at our own risk). Ms. Powter happens to be a fairly well-known
Australian-born motivational speaker who apparently has this to say: “I know the guru route, I
know you go sit on a mountain. But screw India. I ain’t going there.”14 I would encourage her in
that case to just “Go for it!”With those final thoughts, I will leave you to explore the book, and
discover it for what it really is. Our work should always speak louder than anything we can say on
its behalf. So, I sincerely hope you will like it once again! May it help you break new ground, in
your personal life, and also in technology. Let’s keep the passion alive.Sanjaya Maniktala1 See
and several other websites dedicated to the Fermi problem.2 .3 Try this link if interested: . And
this: .4 See all the PCIM articles at .5 See its modified version at and its original Chinese version
at .6 See its modified version at , and its original at .7 See .8 See .9 See .10 See .11 See .12
See the exchange at .13 See .14 See .PrefaceIt’s been almost a decade since I held the
previous edition of this book ever so lovingly in my hands. It was my very first time. How can I
ever forget that moment? The thrill lingers on, probably destined to last a lifetime. But, like all
special moments and relationships in our lives, it needed nurturing. So, though it seems a trifle
late in coming, here it finally is—the second edition of my very first book. To me personally, the
book still remains what it was on that thrilling day in 2004: a labor of love. That’s one aspect
which hasn’t changed one bit over the years. Because I wouldn’t even have embarked on the
difficult journey of writing this lengthy book, if I hadn’t felt I was going to enjoy the process one
hundred percent. And I did. So, now I truly hope you will love it equally. Because in the final
reckoning, that is what makes it worth all the effort. Nothing else matters.You will notice that



there is something which has definitely evolved, if not changed over the years—my writing style.
You can perhaps already tell this isn’t going to be your typical run-of-the-mill, dry, technical book.
Sorry, I agree I get a bit wordy at times. But I just couldn’t bring myself to write “normally”
anymore. Perhaps I enjoy power electronics so much that it has finally started to show—almost
uncontrollably by now.Looking back over the years, our times have changed incredibly since the
previous edition. Technology has made huge strides. Barely a few years ago, this book could
have served as another dependable, UL-certified paperweight on your maple desk—guaranteed
to keep your bank or mortgage statements firmly pinned down, even through recurrent storms.
But today, it may just be a bunch of weightless pixels floating on a slim e-reader or tablet
clutched gingerly in your hand. Perhaps beamed down from a virtual cloud somewhere up there.
No rain though, yet! Yes, there is no escaping change anymore: we need to embrace it faster
than it tries to envelop us. And this book is certainly no exception to that trend. You will realize it
too has changed beyond imagination. Certainly no drought in these parts, I assure you!While
pitching the initial idea for this edition, I had insisted that I needed to do complete justice to my
first book ever. A lot of colleagues and their acquaintances had said to me that of all my
subsequent writing efforts, they had liked that particular work of mine the most. Providing me
with no-holds-barred feedback, they had indicated that it was a “straight-to-the-point, no beating
around the bush, professionals’ handbook” (I have edited out the part invoking remnants of a
rampaging male herbivore). Well, I didn’t necessarily agree to all of that, but I was definite that I
wouldn’t be happy just adding a chapter or two, inserting footnotes here and there to “bring it up-
to-date,” and pretending the second edition was somehow “new.” That’s not my style. Check out
the latest incarnation of my A-Z book too, to realize that I truly treat any second edition as a new
book entirely, not just a second chance, for pinning the tail on a donkey, or a game of throwing
darts, hoping one sticks. Nor do I subscribe to any preset dogma that only if you belabor yourself
with a certain approach, say simulations and small-signal models, will you ever understand
power and build successful power supplies. Quite the contrary, actually. It can be great fun too. I
wanted to emphasize that and convey it somehow. That’s always been my approach. My first
book reflected that belief as much as this one does today. I guess that’s what makes it “practical”
to some of my readers. I just cut to the chase, respecting their valuable time. I realize you too
perhaps want tangible results very quickly, not just reams of yellowing paper withering on your
shelves.Most people are not aware that in late 2004, I had been the one first offered to take the
late Mr. Abraham Pressman’s book to its third edition. Of course I had felt honored, but I had also
felt strongly that “mix and match” wouldn’t work too well, in my case in particular, because my
writing style was already so different. I had therefore regretfully declined. But that’s also why,
when I say that this new book is “new,” it really is. For one, it has been almost completely
rewritten. I might even go as far as to claim that any residual resemblance to any previous
edition, dead or alive, is purely coincidental!There is another thing I had promised myself at the
initial proposal stage: that this book will complement my other books, not replace them, or
compete with them. You will discover there is a large amount of new material in my A-Z book,



which is frankly not included here. Coupled inductors, for example. Buy that book if that is what
you are looking to develop, not this one. Yet there is a lot this new book has to offer which you
will likely find neither in A-Z nor in any other book out there. Such as: the world’s first simplified
LLC design methodology (Chap. 19), active reset techniques with design equations and charts
(Chap. 17), tapped inductors with design charts (Chap. 8), unraveling Buck efficiency layer by
layer to maximize DC-DC converter performance in battery-powered equipment (Chap. 18),
simplified yet thorough discontinuous conduction mode analysis (Chap. 4), the most thorough
front-end design procedure ever available for AC-DC converters with and without power factor
correction (Chap. 5), a complete side-by-side worked example of both Forward and Flyback
converters for a sample telecom application using exhaustive proximity analysis charts and
comprehensive E-core selection tables (Chap. 12), detailed worked examples and wall-charts
for loop compensation, including a no-sweat TL431-opto-based feedback design procedure
(Chap. 14). Even bandgap references (Chap. 1) and the Sepic-Cuk-Zeta composite-topology
triad (Chap. 3). Not to forget an overdose of z-factor simplified magnetics in Chap. 7. Plus an
updated component FAQ in the Appendix, with all design equations compiled in one easy look-
up place, and also a medley of neat circuits to try out (Chap. 20). It’s mostly all original material.
However, if you are still looking for derivations, you may also need to refer to my new A-Z book.
Almost all the derivations you can hope for are probably there! Incidentally, you may have
noticed, the equations are not “coming out of thin air”. But this particular Design and
Optimization book is, as before, still meant more to be an on-the-go professional’s quick
reference, not an academician’s classroom support tool, and probably not a good entry-level
book. It’s certainly not intended for your typical, high-tech senior VP, or a chemistry student
trying to build a science project or flirting with a career change.From time to time, you may
discover buried layers of complexity in this book, which you hardly expected, or noticed at first
sight. For example, in Chap. 12 you will see the simple procedure on how to parallel ceramic and
aluminum electrolytic capacitors. In Chap. 18, you will find a unique technique which I had
introduced years ago in my troubleshooting book actually: How to extract a lot of hidden device
information from published efficiency curves, and also how you can take just three points to
predict the efficiency at almost any other input-output condition. Is it an example of the well-
known Fermi problem perhaps? Maybe not.1 You will realize it’s amazing what all we can do
through astute deductions, as opposed to a brute-force armada of equations (yes, the square
root of -1 is often misused for providing an imaginary sense of comfort). I had originally
proposed my predictive procedure only for switchers with a BJT and catch diode. But this time, it
is far more detailed, encompassing even synchronous Buck switcher ICs. You will definitely not
find it in any other publication out there. I feel it can be very useful in unearthing what a
competitor may be doing—whether he or she is “fudging” or “massaging” the curves, for
example. I remember in one analysis, a very respectable and big vendor’s switcher IC’s
datasheet efficiency curves revealed to me that the vendor had apparently, for the purpose of
generating the curves in the lab, deliberately selected a part whose internal FETs were way



better than the typical values declared in the part’s datasheet. Because, even if I put crossover
losses to zero, DC resistance losses and controller section losses to zero, and so on, I still
couldn’t get to their published efficiency numbers—unless I really “improved” the drain-to-source
resistances (even assuming 25°C die temperature). No mistake in my calculations, I triple-
verified on other parts too, even from the same vendor. As a result, chances were very high that
no one who ever used that part would get the datasheet results in any real application scenario.
Not even close. But for you, as a possible competitor to that vendor, it may already be too late:
you may have just lost the bid. Whoever said honesty is the best policy? However, times may be
starting to change now. Because, armed with the simple equations of Chap. 18, not a mere
bunch of inscrutable simulations to impress a fellow paper tiger with, you have the means not
only of getting your efficiency curves to (honestly) rise past the magic threshold of 90 percent, if
at all possible, but also a way of catching others’ lies (if any), well in time. It goes to show that
commercial power conversion is really about insight, first and foremost. It’s about thinking power.
And that, incidentally, is the title of one of the chapters in my so-called blue book.You will
discover that each book of mine is unique and relatively complete in itself, despite differing
scope and coverage. For example, when you finally start building your power supply, and run into
seemingly intractable practical problems, or mysteriously blown-up transistors, which no
oxymoron headlined as practical simulations appears to even warn you about, leave aside shed
light on, there is my troubleshooting book to lean on. Recently, an “Ebook Libraryverified
purchase” reviewer hailed it as a “life-saver,” and a “gritty, down-in-the-trenches battle manual for
winning the struggle against a misbehaving design.” I felt vindicated. The book was useful after
all! The effort had been worth it. I already knew the book was extremely popular in China (its
Chinese translation), but this was heartening to hear nevertheless.At this point, I have to pause—
to sincerely thank unknown reviewers like the above gentleman. They are the real reason why
most technical writers can summon up the grit to return with another huge body of work. And
that ultimately helps the larger design community. The system seems to work—what goes
around, comes around. We all benefit. But that does not happen always! It is imperative that
authors and readers alike learn to recognize and perhaps ignore carpet bombers, as described
by Forbes.2 I’ve had to mentally bypass a few of these myself in the past. I knew they were fake,
and the rest weren’t, yet I had to make peace in my heart like a true Gandhian. Certainly, if I had
taken these to heart, I would have stopped writing. And this book would not have been in your
hands today. So, people with an axe to grind actually do no service to the larger design
community. They are self-serving. You just don’t know their hidden agendas. They give
themselves away though, by (a) trying so hard to tell you that all the other reviews are fake, just
not theirs, whereas the reverse is actually true. In my case they start off by complaining that the
book is misleadingly called “A to Z” but does not include everything under the sun. I wondered: Is
that really how you purchase things? So, can I now sell you the Secrets of the Universe too? Or
perhaps the World’s Most Comfortable Pillow? Or the Most Exotic Vacation Ever Created? Hey,
those are but titles, and anyone designing power supplies should be smart enough to figure out



that undercompensated authors do not control the marketing departments of major publishers.
Finally, (b) these carpet bombers give themselves away, when right after sowing doubts about
the other genuine reviews, they direct people to a competing product. Why on earth would they
do that? Oh, for the wider good of the population? Well, in that case, how come they took the
trouble of only posting one review in 5 years?And now over to the flip side of the same coin:
Asking friends to post positive fake reviews to help you out (perhaps on the basis of some
hidden quid pro quo), or posting fake negative reviews against perceived rivals, are one and the
same thing. It takes the very same bent of mind in my opinion: essentially unethical and
dishonest. Certainly not a (good) engineer’s mind. It makes me think: If I can’t trust an engineer,
what is his data worth? In fact Wikipedia goes as far as to say that “shills” break the law. See .
But the more practical question facing us is: How can we spot fake positive or fake negative
reviews?3 For me personally, only the genuine reviews (positive, or constructively negative)
matter, and they are the ones that make my day. I still remember the lessons of Lance Armstrong
and Milli Vanilli.I have endless patience to wait for genuine reviews to come along. But I also
recently realized that not everyone sees it my way. Some are in a tearing hurry to achieve
“success” and glory at all costs in our modern times. So, a few months ago, I queried a certain
writer who had gotten about a dozen reviews in one year alone—six times the industry average
for good technical books. I had wondered how that was possible. Maybe he was really that good.
In fact, I’d figured if that was the case, I would happily become his biggest fan. Because that’s
how I learned power electronics in the first place—not in any classroom, but in the lab and by
paying humble obeisance to Gurus. But I had also seen some puzzling, or simply curious, signs,
such as reviewers stating in rather suspiciously flowery language that the said author had for
example: “… worked very hard giving years of his life to produce the best Switch-Mode Power
Supply book available, by far… working so hard and smart to produce the best Switch-Mode
Power Supply book ever written.” And so on. Lots of curious repetitions too. Why? That seemed
odd to me. I even wanted to say: Hey! Only I write that way! Seriously, however, very few people
still refer to these devices as Switch-Mode Power Supplies. Because, the word Switchmode was
historically a registered trademark of Motorola (now On-Semi). See . In most companies I have
been to, and I have been all over the world, it’s a term in increasing disuse, if not completely
extinct by now. But I also wondered about the following: If I was just a reader or an unknown
reviewer, how would I ever know (or care) whether a certain author had spent years of his life, or
months, hours, or even nanoseconds in his book-writing process? In my case, even my wife
doesn’t know that for sure, certainly not to be able to state it as a fact on Ebook Library of all the
places.Besides, all that would matter to me as a buyer/reviewer would be: What the book
ultimately did for me for all the money I spent. It’s business after all. It is also not logical for
anyone to make any assumptions, because not all authors spend years writing each book. I
happen to know that very well by personal experience. Typically, I only spend a few (extremely
intense) months writing any of my books. The one in your hands took about 6 months. Its first
edition had actually taken less than 3. Yes months, not years! The reason is, most of us always



have a body of work ongoing in our respective workplaces, and we are constantly trying out
something or the other at any given moment, so we never really start from scratch. That’s the
truth. But granted, some authors do take years perhaps. But how would you or any unknown
reviewer know about that? And mostly, that is probably because of language issues, not
technical constraints. So finally, I was curious enough to query the author directly, not wanting to
believe all these tell-tale signs. That would be a blow to me too. But on April 21, 2013, he
admitted as much by Email (the italics are mine): “To fuel the reviews on Ebook Library, I’ve
asked a few of them to let others know what they thought of the book. I did not drive anything…
Regarding the last book, I did not ask specifically my friends to post reviews. One of them was in
the review team. He disclosed that upfront and his review was technically sound. For the rest, I
can’t be blamed for having friends or people that I know writing comments on my work?” This is
quoted verbatim. But I could still see, the author was not being fully truthful, because not one of
his Ebook Library reviewers had disclosed any ties to the author upfront as he claimed. I
checked. By definition, they were “shills.” And worse, by then, I knew there were at least ten
planted shills on that page. It’s a small world after all. I also found it a bit amusing, if not alarming,
that a certain 5-star review was being declared “technically sound” (and therefore well-deserved)
by the recipient of the review himself. And that too, coming from someone in his own review
team! That was to me, a biased review of a biased review, of a biased reviewer! Oh good for him
I thought, and just moved on. It’s our modern world. Times have obviously changed. I have been
left a little behind, I guess.So, let’s return to the relatively primitive, but safe, 2003 for a brief
moment. I remember I had nervously approached the well-known acquisitions editor of McGraw-
Hill at the time, Steve Chapman, with my first writing proposal. By the way, he is also the one
who got this new edition going. But way back in 2003, I only had to my credit a couple of App
Notes at National Semiconductor (now Texas Instruments). No, no, in 2001 I had also published
my very first article—in Electronic Engineering, a UK magazine long since defunct (for no
obvious fault of mine). Soon there was a well-known cover story in 2002 too, in Power
Electronics (formerly PCIM) magazine, titled “Reducing Converter Stresses.” The previous year,
PCIM had kindly submitted a slightly altered version of my UK article under the title “Current
Ripple Ratio Simplifies Selection of Off-the-Shelf Inductors for Buck Converters”. Also, one
article on thermal management shortly thereafter.4 Oh, in 2003, I also had a string of popular
articles on EMI, on Planet Analog (EE Times). And yet another on slave converters in EDN print
magazine. Perhaps a few more too, I really forget. I am pointing all this out only because I want to
clarify where the now well-known term current ripple ratio came from. To be very precise, it was
first mentioned in the application note AN-1197 at National Semiconductor.5 I remember I had
thought for days, not only what to call it, but what symbol I should assign to it. I had settled on the
simplicity of r (for ripple). I had initially targeted the concept only for a Buck, but soon extended it
to all topologies—in application note AN-1246.6 Yes, I notice some companies still strip out all
authors’ names, denying them any credit. It is company property they insist. And of course it is.
But the rules don’t seem to apply evenly to some of their own. Sometimes all they often end up



saying is that only their “visionary” CEO’s name and face should appear everywhere. It is being
implied that the rest are all minions, mere extensions of his great mind. And in doing so, they
also make it clear they really don’t care that they are removing any incentive for future authors to
do any more than their minimum 9 to 5 jobs. Eventually, only the design community suffers.
National Semiconductor was thankfully very different (when it was still around). I do owe them a
lot in retrospect. I shudder to think what would have happened had I stayed on at some egoistic,
three-terminal integrated offline switcher IC maker. Where would I be today? Completely
unknown! A shadow of their CEO. I would certainly never have introduced r, or even the LLC
topology to the world.By introducing this unique parameter, r, I believe in one fell sweep I
managed to bring all switching power converters under one roof, irrespective of their frequency,
output voltage, load, input voltage, and even their topology. I gave all of them a common design
entry point: Just set r = 0.4. Always! Can anyone ever make it simpler than that? Yet, not
everyone got the point initially. One mildly disappointed Ebook Library reviewer even had this to
say about my A to Z book (its first edition): “Unfortunately I also felt the author talked too much
about ripple etc. and made some of the simpler concepts more arcane (for example the
introductory chapters on inductors and capacitors and energy sloshing back and forth).” At this
point my sense of conviction stepped in. This was certainly not a carpet-bomber, or a shill. It was
definitely constructive, thank you. It made me think. But soon I became clear about one thing:
that I had to do what I was convinced was in the best interests of my readers, even though they
may not realize it fully as of that moment. I recognized these were all (honest) fellow practitioners
—pushing the very same art that I love so deeply. In return, I had to do what I was convinced
would likely most benefit them ultimately. So I stuck to the concept. And today, it is increasingly
taught in schools everywhere.7 Consultants are using it too (with my symbol r).8 Even rival chip
vendors refer to my very first app note.9 Magnetics vendor, Wurth Elektronik lifted all the design
tables I had initially presented in AN-1246, based on current ripple ratio (without
acknowledgment, but they have promised to fix it in the next edition), in their handbook Trilogy of
Magnetics.10Recently, in a well-known IEEE article,11 the authors write:The general way to
design the output inductor is taking the critical discontinue current as the basis, then selecting
the inductor current ripple according to the experimental equations to calculate the inductor
value. This method neglects the effects of the inductor current ripple on the overall stresses of
the converter, and can’t provide ideal output inductor values, so it will affect the actual
performance of the converter. In order to solve the shortcoming, the theoretical basis for
selecting the current ripple ratio of Buck converter is analyzed deeply and an optimal design
method of the output inductor is proposed in this paper. The overall stresses of the converter, the
size of the filter inductor, and dynamic performance of the converter are all considered in the
proposed method. The optimum value of current ripple ratio is set at about 0.4 finally. The filter
inductor value, which is calculated in terms of the determined current ripple ratio, would not
affect the dynamic performance of the converter, and the design of the converter is optimized.
The correctness of theoretical analysis and the feasibility of the proposed method are verified by



the simulation and experimental results.In other words, even for a Buck, my design suggestion
based on current ripple ratio, was proven by this research team to be correct by both simulations
and experiments. We should try it on the other topologies too.Nowadays, there is a certain
expert amongst us, deservedly well-known for unraveling the intricacies of current-mode control.
I am going to respectfully simply call him “Doctor” from this point on. He is also the person
behind an Excel-based software design tool which I believe he gives out at the end of his very
expensive 4- or 5- or 6-day seminar sessions (hence its name I guess!). I didn’t think it stood for
$4000 or $5000 or $6000! Early in 2013, he sent me a complimentary license for this software,
asking if in return, I could evaluate the user interface, and so on. I am sure he was not expecting
me to find errors, and that too in his loop compensation equations. Very simply put, he was
trying to use me, and I knew from others he likes to do that. When you ask for return help, he is
known to invariably proffer a quote or bill instead. No problem! I too had thought I would just use
his tool to selfishly confirm the equations in my book. But finally, after some surprising twists, on
Feb 2, he replied: “…25 years and no one ever noticed this. I think I just lost my weekend! Do
you have your schematics for a type II calculation as well?” Thereafter, I had to send him the
entire loop compensation design procedure from my books (free of charge), while also
consoling him that to err is human. He had realized my equations had been right all along, and
so finally, a renowned expert on loop compensation had to sheepishly release a corrected
version of his design tool shortly thereafter. And it’s that exact loop design procedure, the one
that helped Doctor clean up his design tool after 25 years, which is presented in Chap. 14 of this
book, now in an even more easy-lookup form, with lots of new design charts. It is much more
comprehensive than my other (red) book incidentally. In this chapter, I have also provided an
effective, but concise procedure to deal with the TL431-optocoupler combination in isolated
(e.g., AC-DC) converters, along with simple, numerical design examples to have you on your
way, instead of asking you to meander through endless pages of simulations, models, and
abstractions in the s-plane. To add to that, in Chap. 14, I have also given a lot of information on
hysteretic control, something that is silently appearing all around us in a big way nowadays. It is
likely to be a major thrust area in the years ahead. Look out for it. Oh, by the way, by then I had
respectfully dropped the fleeting idea of asking Doctor to pen this preface for me.The most
striking part of this new book is probably the long chapter on resonant converters, chiefly the
LLC topology. In my last company, my rather foresighted boss (a true diamond in a coal mine)
had been urging me to try and shed light on this new, upcoming topology for several seemingly
logical reasons: (a) It offers very high efficiency, so it seems perfect for our green-planet thrust
(b) It offers very low EMI, which makes it an ideal candidate for helping ensure signal integrity—
especially in applications where data and power sections fall adjacent to each other (which is
almost everywhere without exception nowadays). So, how could we afford to ignore the LLC
topology any longer? Good point! However, my mind was trained over decades to think only in
terms of conventional, square/trapezoidal power conversion. That was as “modern” at it gets,
wasn’t it? Not really. I suddenly remembered in my previous job at a networking company, we



had always run into seemingly insurmountable issues trying to get to higher data rates, with or
without PoE (Power over Ethernet), simply because the on-board Buck converters were throwing
out so much noise all across the board. Bit error rates would shoot up and we were stuck trying
to get the data to move any faster. The LLC topology would likely make things much easier,
since it dealt with sine waves, not square waves with their usual complement of tons of
harmonics riding on them. Yes, that was probably the reason why so many companies seem to
have started making LLC controller chips. But I noticed, all of them either hesitate to give a
simple design procedure, or provide a procedure for a very limited input range. On blogs around
me, a common opinion seemed to be that the “key drawback of the LLC topology is its limited
input range.” That is why it seems to have found a niche market in the form of LED backlighting
circuitry in flat-panel LCD televisions, positioned after the front-end power factor correction
stage, where a relatively steady 400 Vdc exists as the input of the LLC stage. In fact, another
learned Doctor actually announced to a fellow-blogger: “Fantastic! You answered all the
questions on this group in one posting! First—no LLC needed, the phase shifted bridge wins.”
Not so fast Doctor—I’d warned (wait for this Optimization book). Maybe he should have stuck to
loop compensation. Oh, maybe not that either!12That was the background, when in December
2012, my family left for a trip to India, leaving me alone. Having lots of time (and two constantly
licking dogs) on my hands, I challenged myself. I told myself: with my two (hitherto useless)
master’s degrees in physics, if I can’t understand resonances, who can? Thus literally shaming
myself mentally, I set to work painfully on the LLC, armed with Mathcad and Simplis (PSpice). In
twenty days I had got to the heart of the topology. It was truly breathtaking, I admit. I felt I had
landed on the moon. But I’d also managed to come up with a startlingly simple design
procedure, by applying power and frequency scaling principles used in conventional power
conversion to resonant power conversion. Very simply put, I start with a low-frequency LLC
seed, study it thoroughly, decide its best operating region, then scale it to any desired frequency
and power, by scaling techniques that people always seem to know instinctively in conventional
power conversion, but never seem to fully comprehend or use effectively! Applied to the LLC
topology, scaling makes the latter devastatingly simple. And it’s that technique which I am
publishing here for the very first time. Note that in this chapter, I didn’t just throw resonant power
conversion in your face. Once again, I have started with perhaps unnecessarily “arcane” stuff like
energy sloshing back and forth between inductors and capacitors, because I felt there is no way
you will make the transition from conventional power conversion to resonant power conversion,
without understanding that. I have carefully constructed a “bridge” into an alternate world of
power conversion, using several successive simulations of increasing complexity. I presumed
you wouldn’t be happy if I just threw myriad equations at you, with some muscle-flexing and
bravado—all gift-wrapped in feel-good statements like: “I single-handedly derived all of these
equations from scratch working every single night for 3 years,” or “look Ma, no hands,” and blah-
blah-blah… leaving you to your own devices, steeped in admiration for me! I didn’t think you
deserve that. And nor did the field we dedicate ourselves to every day. As I said, it should never



be about the author, it’s about you, the reader.The LLC topology is likely to become mainstream,
provided we understand it and use it well. Chap. 19 does give you that power I feel. And it is tried
and tested too, by now. Over the past year, I have used the same (hitherto secret) procedure to
build several low- and high-voltage converters. These have included what I believe is the world’s
first 25-W PD (powered device) working from 32 to 57 Vdc input with an output of 12 V. I have
also built a 25-W universal-input AC-DC LLC-based power supply working from 100 Vac to 270
Vac with efficiency almost flat at 90 percent over the entire input range. I have also built a 25-W
wireless mat charger in my spare time, and so on. It’s been practically tested, many times over. I
can now handle a 100 to 400 percent input range variation, as compared to the usually accepted
100 to 114 percent. Maybe now I will get some fresh carpet bombers.Finally, I must point out that
I sincerely believe that despite all the changes around us, certain things should never change.
Which takes me back to the basic question: Why do we, as authors, even do it? Being technical
writers, there are no big bucks at stake for us in this. Nor do we expect a hefty ego boost (usually
at least, I can’t speak for others). After a decade, I still shudder at the mere thought of being
counted among those with self-esteem apparently ten times the size of their entire body of
knowledge. As usual, I still maintain we have to be humbler than the totality of our art. We need
to be in the position of a supplicant, to learn anything at all. We need to absorb, well before we
dare to preach. No, no, we should never preach, instead, we must teach. That is the true
meaning of the word Guru. Unfortunately, I still see a lot of self-styled Gurus around me today. To
them I will point to Wikipedia, and hope they understand the origin of the word Guru13:Guru: As
a noun, the word means the imparter of knowledge (jñãna; also Pali: ñãna) …. The word has its
roots in the Sanskrit gri (to invoke, or to praise), and may have a connection to the word gur,
meaning “to raise, lift up, or to make an effort”. The importance of finding a guru who can impart
transcendental knowledge (vidyã) is emphasised in Hinduism. … One of the main Hindu texts,
the Bhagavad Gita is a dialogue between God in the form of Krishna and his friend Arjuna …
“Acquire the transcendental knowledge from a self-realized master by humble reverence, by
sincere inquiry, and by service. The wise ones who have realized the truth will impart the
knowledge to you”.In other words, the word Guru is not just a heady label to stick onto your
LinkedIn profile. We must first learn very patiently from nature. Thereafter, any acquired
knowledge needs to be passed on. Because knowledge alone is eternal, none of us are. To
repeat a famous quote by Isaac Newton, one which I had mentioned in my first edition too, and
one which I still try to abide by today:I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself
I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the sea-shore, and diverting myself in now and
then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay
all undiscovered before me.In effect, we are all obviously far smaller than what we are trying so
hard to decipher. But on the other hand, we can consciously choose to take brash Susan
Powter’s approach instead (at our own risk). Ms. Powter happens to be a fairly well-known
Australian-born motivational speaker who apparently has this to say: “I know the guru route, I
know you go sit on a mountain. But screw India. I ain’t going there.”14 I would encourage her in



that case to just “Go for it!”With those final thoughts, I will leave you to explore the book, and
discover it for what it really is. Our work should always speak louder than anything we can say on
its behalf. So, I sincerely hope you will like it once again! May it help you break new ground, in
your personal life, and also in technology. Let’s keep the passion alive.Sanjaya Maniktala1 See
and several other websites dedicated to the Fermi problem.2 .3 Try this link if interested: . And
this: .4 See all the PCIM articles at .5 See its modified version at and its original Chinese version
at .6 See its modified version at , and its original at .7 See .8 See .9 See .10 See .11 See .12
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technique.CHAPTER 1References to Regulators PART 1 OVERVIEWWalking a Design
TightropeThe underlying expectation of any voltage regulator—switching or nonswitching,
inductor- or capacitor-based, mundane or exotic—is that it produces an output voltage rail that is
accurate, referring to its nominal (set) value, and well regulated, referring to its spread around
that value, over what can be widely varying input (line) voltage and load conditions.Several
questions arise out of this seemingly simple requirement. For example, what do we consider
accurate? What is well regulated? Unfortunately, there are no boilerplate answers for any of that
here—both the center (nominal) value of the set output voltage and its allowable spread depend
on the application at hand.The output rail of the regulator forms the input rail of a certain target
device or circuit (its load). The basic requirement is that the latter’s performance and reliability
remain virtually unaffected under the stated or allowed variation. For example, our mobile phone
doesn’t show increasing difficulty connecting to the cellular network over the course of a day as
its battery gradually depletes. Its performance remains virtually unaffected right until the moment
the battery actually runs out. We owe that little feat, something we usually take for granted, to a
bunch of tiny regulators ticking away inside it.In many modern-day applications, mainly because
of the shrinking process geometries involved in chip fabrication, the requirements imposed on a
regulator’s output level have started to resemble a design tightrope of sorts, with many, near-
conflicting, concerns and compulsions. A clear elucidation of this is contained in a white paper
titled “Power Delivery for Platforms with Embedded Intel® Atom™ Processor,” supporting the
Intel mobile voltage positioning (IMVP) specification, as applied to voltage regulator modules



(VRMs). These are DC-DC converters placed right next to a modern central processing unit
(CPU). The paper explains the very tight situation they are in, in more ways than one, as
follows:Generally, higher core voltages (CPU core or graphics core) enable higher performance
and faster logic circuits, but if the voltage is too high it may damage or degrade the silicon and
limit the lifespan of the CPU. Generally, lower core voltages reduce the energy requirements,
and reduce the power that must be dissipated as heat, but if the voltage is too low, you run the
risk of causing a logic failure that may cause the system to hang, reboot or blue screen. If the
core voltage is fixed it must be fixed at a voltage level high enough to enable the required
performance, yet low enough that the part is not damaged, and low enough that the CPU
maximum operating temperature is not exceeded.We begin to realize it is entirely possible that
while we were griping about our computer’s recurring “blue screen of death,” attributing it to a
“buggy” operating system or sinister malware, the culprit was actually some tiny, errant voltage
regulator hidden deep inside our notebook, immune to scrutiny and thus considered innocent
(yes, because we couldn’t prove it guilty!). This highlights the importance of trying to understand
the intricacies of the underestimated voltage regulator in our electronic world of today. It’s not
just about endless streams of data going back and forth.NOTE The late Bob Widlar (1937–
1991), one of the foremost analog designers of our time, some of whose breathtaking
achievements are covered later in this chapter, had apparently opined that “every idiot can count
to 1.” See . That “tradition” was maintained steadfastly by his former colleague, the late analog
guru, Bob Pease (1940–2011), who became rather well known for ceremonially throwing
computers off the roof of Building C at the Santa Clara headquarters of National Semiconductor
(now Texas Instruments). The latter Bob had this to say about the former Bob: “Obviously, there
will never be another engineer like Widlar. He led the linear IC industry in many amazing new
directions.” Incidentally, both these hall-of-famers eschewed, if not despised, simulation, for
reasons that we will start to recognize as we get deeper into this chapter.A Creative
ExperienceVoltage regulators based on switching power conversion principles are referred to in
many ways: switch-mode power supplies (SMPS), switching power supplies, power supply units
(PSUs), switchers, converters, and so on. These terms are somewhat loosely defined and
applied, depending on the application. However, there also seems to be some sort of unifying
attempt at progress in the form of an emerging standard called the IPC-9592 (available from ),
which refers to them as PCDs (power conversion devices). Now all we have to do is to
remember that!Despite the impressive plethora of names, and an equally “impressive” history in
the form of veritable waves of unexpected field returns—early aluminum electrolytic capacitors,
followed by the crumbling of powdered iron cores (reported at Artesyn Technologies, now
Emerson Electric), followed by strange shorts due to tin whisker growth (reported at Power
Integrations), and so on—switchers are still sometimes taken for granted, especially by those
who instinctively tend to equate design complexity to the size of the printed circuit board, or the
solution cost, or the number of components. In reality, the design tightrope extends deep into
almost every aspect of a switching regulator’s design. For example, in a Boost converter (in



which the output exceeds the input), we quickly discover we can speed up the switch (usually a
FET) to decrease its transition (switching) losses, but end up with worse overall efficiency
because of shoot-through (cross-conduction) through the catch (freewheeling) diode. Or we can
increase the voltage ratings of the FET and the catch diode in switching regulators in an effort to
enhance field reliability, and end up with higher, not lower, field failures—a direct outcome of the
significantly higher temperatures arising from the higher forward (conduction) losses of the
newly selected FET and diode. We thus realize that switching power supplies are nothing if not
the art of careful design compromises and tradeoffs or, in short, optimization. And lest we forget;
ultimately, cost is the key factor against which we must eventually learn to weigh all our design
choices and decisions. The ultimate thrill is to eke out maximum reliability and performance at
minimum cost. That is the ballgame that makes switchers so challenging, yet also so satisfying
in the long term.In the short term, many engineers feel somewhat overwhelmed at the demands
being constantly placed on their shoulders. Their expertise needs to eventually encompass
several almost distinct areas—electrical, magnetics, electromagnetics, thermals, control-loop
theory, Fourier/Laplace transforms, and so on. Add to that simulation, and expertise in various
CAD tools such as Mathcad and MATLAB. Not to mention physics! Now, we may hate the very
sound of that, coming all the way at us from high school, but the truth is that physics is totally
vital to understanding the inductor, the key component behind modern switchers. If we don’t take
the trouble to develop a keen conceptual and intuitive understanding of inductors (with the help
of physics, naturally), pretty soon we will be the ones feeling saturated to the core. But if we do
use it and thereby develop a broader perspective, we will suddenly start noticing and
appreciating the exciting interplay of several varied engineering disciplines in the design of any
good commercial power supply.One thing we learn very quickly while working in the trenches is
we just can’t take anything for granted, certainly not in switching power conversion. Just when
we thought adding a few more turns to the transformer would increase its inductance and
thereby help “hold off” the high applied input voltage better, we find to our dismay that doing so
only causes all our remaining prototype boards to blow up in a steady stream, all because of
transformer saturation. Quite inevitably, in this new world of hard knocks (of the switching knocks
variety), we learn the following lesson very quickly: don’t assume anything, test it. For example,
perhaps we “thought” step A would lower the temperature of the FET. But did it really? Let’s
check. And no simulations please, let’s get real—real, as in “on the bench real”! That may be the
only way we will discover that there is really almost nothing we can do at a given point in a
switching converter that will fail to affect something else, somewhere else, usually to our eternal
dismay. So, maybe the FET really is really running cooler now. But what about the catch diode?
Do we now need step B to get its temperature down now? And how is the zener clamp of the
Flyback holding up (literally)? Do we need step C to steady that before its solder melts? And so
on.In brief, we can rarely consider any switcher problem solved unless we are completely sure
(by bench-testing of course, not from an ivory tower staring at a Simplis model) that we haven’t
just transferred the problem elsewhere or, worse, created several new problems (some almost



astutely hidden under our noses right until the moment we ship boards off to the customer!). We
must learn to avoid going to a series of unforeseen “containment steps” (Band-Aids galore), in
an almost endless spiral of futility. That’s really not good engineering. Knowing or anticipating
where else the impact of a contemplated change is likely to be felt, looking for it proactively, then
minimizing or limiting it before it catches us—all that is what distinguishes an experienced
designer from a rookie.But sometimes we will also need to accept, or shrug off, what is best
described as the “fear of the unknown,” that we may find residing somewhere within the wide
arena of modern switching power supply development. It seems that historically the all-
pervading sense of false comfort about switchers, bordering on near-cockiness initially, has
finally given way to something akin to nervous overreaction in certain quarters. The author
remembers one of his experienced colleagues being instructed by his manager, as he handed
him a power supply that a customer was having problems with, saying, “Fix it, but don’t change
anything.” The concerned engineer was thereafter seen walking around for days shaking his
head in disbelief, wondering how he could abide by that mandate. Would he get fired if he did or
if he didn’t? And incidentally, did what? Or didn’t do what? Bystanders like us had surmised that
perhaps the manager was having a recurring nightmare: featuring an overly creative engineer,
creating a web of changes, getting everyone from design to production hopelessly entangled,
and the spider (the customer in this case) finally swooping down with exemplary timing.
However, insecurities aside, creativity is absolutely necessary and (should be) welcomed with
open arms in power conversion. We just don’t throw the baby out with the bathwater. But it
should all be buttressed and/or tempered by experience.Static and Dynamic RegulationWith
that brief introduction, we return to the basic aim of all regulators—regulation. For many broad
market applications, a typical regulator’s datasheet may describe it as being accurate to within
±2 percent, or simply 2 percent (which is actually a spread of 4 percent). That means that if the
output of the regulator is set to 3.3 V, we are expecting, or allowing, the output to vary between
the values [1 – (2/100)] × 3.3 = 0.98 × 3.3 = 3.234 V and [1 + (2/100)] = 1.02 × 3.3 = 3.366
V.Note that the defined ±mV or ±% output variation is in effect an onion. As we peel, we will
unearth several layers that have gone into creating it. The first obvious contribution is the initial-
accuracy term. In other words, we may think we have set the output precisely to 3.3 V, but
because of component tolerances and so on, we will have a certain output error right off the bat
—usually specified with zero load, at nominal input and at room temperature. It is important to
know what this initial accuracy is, and we will discuss some of the factors affecting it very shortly
(as well as some ways to deal with it if necessary).On top of that, there is a certain drift with
temperature. This is the temperature coefficient, or “tempco” (sometimes just called TC). The
output will change as the unit heats up or cools down, and we still need to stay within a certain
acceptable window. We therefore need to know the tempco of the regulator.The other, most
obvious (but not necessarily largest) contribution comes from the (static) line and load regulation
characteristics of the regulator. This expresses the change in the output of the regulator in
response to slow changes in its input voltage (line) and load. For example, we can gradually



reduce the load from maximum to zero (or to a specified minimum) and record the initial and
final steady output readings. That will indicate to us the static regulation capability of the
regulator (measured over the specified min-max load variation).In other words, besides an initial-
accuracy term, there are several other contributions to the final total observed output accuracy,
measured over the full range of the application. This includes line and load regulation.Line
regulation quantifies the error in the output resulting from a (slow) change in the input voltage. It
is considered a DC (steady) specification and does not include the effects of any input ripple
voltage e.g., or a sudden input (line) transient.Load regulation quantifies the error in the output
produced by a (slow) change in load current. It is also usually considered a DC (steady)
specification and does not include the effects of any (sudden) load transients.We could also
subject the regulator to sudden or dynamic changes in line and load. These sudden transients
can cause a rapid but usually momentary change in the output rail, and the resultant behavior
can be quantified under the category of dynamic line and load regulation of the regulator. This
can become the most significant, or dominant, layer of our proverbial “regulation onion.” And for
that reason, a typical power supply product specification (or regulator chip datasheet) may
specifically allow for a wider dynamic variation window, say ±5 percent, as compared to the
declared static regulation window (including initial accuracy and temperature drift) of, say, ±2
percent. There may also be a specified maximum settling time for such dynamic excursions.
That numbers can typically be 1 to 2 μs for converters intended for microprocessor applications
(VRMs), 100 to 200 μs for typical off-the-shelf DC-DC converters, and typically 1 to 2 ms for
general-purpose AC-DC power supplies.NOTE The load transient requirement of a modern
microprocessor chip can be in the hundreds of amperes per microsecond. However, the
regulator itself may not “see,” or need to support, such a high dI/dt, because a good part of that
transient requirement is typically met by a bunch of paralleled high-frequency decoupling
capacitors (often called decaps), sitting very close to the microprocessor chip. But that also
raises the philosophical question: do we consider this bank of decaps as part of the total output
capacitance of the regulator or part of the input capacitance of its load? Alternatively, where
does the regulator end and the load start? It can get really hard to tell in VRM or point-of-load
(POL) converter applications. But nowadays, the view is increasingly “chip-centric.” That means
that we look outward from the microprocessor (or other similar) chip, and everything outside
connecting to its supply pins, including the regulator, the bank of decoupling capacitors, and so
on, becomes the power delivery network (PDN) of the chip. It is the PDN that needs to provide
the dI/dt demanded by the chip. The chip doesn’t care what the constituents of the PDN want to
call themselves, or how they want to split up the task among themselves. Similarly, on our part,
we need to test it all out as a complete system, with the regulator only being part of that.The left
side of Fig. 1.1 represents a typical dynamic response “scope shot” (an oscilloscope screen
capture). Note that settling time is usually measured from the start of the disturbance to the
moment the output returns to within the static regulation window (also note that it steadies down
fully a short while later). Also the “settling voltage” (for want of a better name here) is



commensurate with the static regulation characteristics of the regulator. That means we will
reach exactly that level when we perform a slow (or quasi-static) load variation, as shown on the
right side of Fig. 1.1. We see that the only difference is that we no longer get the dynamic
excursion portion of the curve on the left. And that in effect distinguishes a slow perturbation
from a sudden one.FIGURE 1.1 Static and dynamic load response of a typical regulator.We
thus realize that the scope shot of dynamic response, as shown on the left side of Fig. 1.1, gives
us a lot of “buried” or hidden information about the functioning and basic design of a voltage
regulator, including its static regulation characteristics. In fact, it can go further and answer one
of the most fundamental questions that can be asked of any voltage regulator: is the regulator
feedback (output correction) loop stable? For example, if we see a lot of output ringing in the
scope shot, due to which the output never really seems to decisively return to a settling value
(within a reasonable time), then very likely we have an instability problem. Even if it does settle
down quickly enough, the amount of ringing before that (settling) happens, reveals a lot about
the phase margin of the feedback loop (in effect, the safety margin before the thresholds of full-
blown instability). We will discuss these aspects in greater detail later. Here we just note and
recognize that the left side of Fig. 1.1 is one of the most important bench measurements we can
perform on any voltage regulator, switching or otherwise, well before we get down to validating
its efficiency, thermal performance, electromagnetic interference (EMI), and so on. None of that
really matters if the output is hopelessly ringing. With an unstable output, there really is no
“regulator” to speak of (or test any further), is there? Yet we may find engineers doing exactly
that, though thankfully only in their early years on the job. PART 2 UNDERSTANDING
VOLTAGE REFERENCESVoltage References in GeneralIf we want to design a circuit that will
somehow automatically set the output rail to the required level, say, 5 V, we should ask: how will
our circuit ever “know” what is 5 V? Doesn’t it need something to compare the output against
(and correct accordingly)? In other words, we need a voltage reference. This vital component of
any power supply/regulator design is often taken for granted, but especially in critical
applications, such as the one mentioned in the preceding section “Walking the Design
Tightrope.” It becomes very important that we understand our voltage reference well. After all,
how can we hope to create a regulator with, say, ±1 percent output accuracy if the reference
voltage itself is only accurate to within ±2 percent? Note that just like the regulator, the reference
itself also has line and load regulation characteristics, initial accuracy, tempco, and so on. It is
the seed from which the full plant called the regulator grows. This is shown graphically as several
layers of a regulation onion in Fig. 1.2. This diagram applies to the regulator, but has key
components from the reference as indicated at the left.FIGURE 1.2 The regulation onion of a
typical regulator and some key contributory errors in its output.Discrete zener diodes have been
used as two-terminal voltage references for years. For example, a small zener diode can be
connected to the base terminal of a hefty bipolar junction transistor (BJT), or to the gate terminal
of a metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). This entire circuit becomes a
linear regulator (also called a series-pass regulator, or simply pass regulator or series regulator).



Under control of the zener diode, the transistor behaves as a variable resistor and adjusts its
resistance to block any “excess voltage” across itself. Series regulators are typically three-
terminal regulators, with an input, an output, and a shared ground. Incidentally, this behavior on
the part of the transistor is the reason why its name evolved historically as a combination of two
words “transfer resistor.” See Fig. 1.3 for an overview of regulators.FIGURE 1.3 The I-V curves
of a BJT and MOSFET compared, along with the Early effect.Sometimes, hefty zener diodes are
used as shunt regulators independently. They are then two-terminal regulators placed directly
across the load in a brute-force attempt to clamp the voltage appearing across the load (they do
need a limiting series resistor to control the current). Unfortunately, the common feature of all
regulators involving discrete zener diodes, series or shunt types, is that the output regulation is
usually rather poor (typically ±10 to 20 percent), and they can also display significant drift over
temperature, besides noise.There are steps we can take to improve matters somewhat. For
example, it is well known that low-voltage zener diodes have a negative temperature coefficient.
So, a 3.3-V zener will typically have a tempco of about –3.5 mV/°C. On the other hand, high-
voltage zeners have a positive tempco. A typical 15-V zener will exhibit around +10 mV/°C.
Somewhere in the middle, around 5.1 to 5.6 V, the tempco changes sign and passes through
zero. That is why it is often said that a 5.1- or 5.6-V discrete zener diode is a good choice for
zener-based regulators. But zeners can also be fabricated on chips, and for such cases, a 6.3-V
zener is considered the most stable value. Note that zeners can be fabricated on a chip in two
ways—on its surface (a cheaper process) or as buried (subsurface) zeners. At the surface of a
chip there are significantly more impurities, mechanical stresses, and defects (crystal-lattice
dislocations) than within the chip. All these contribute to noise and long-term instability. In
contrast, buried zener references are far more stable and accurate. Some of the most accurate
monolithic chip references around today are therefore based on buried zeners. An example is
the VRE3050A from Apex (Cirrus Logic). Its output (initial) accuracy is 5 V ± 0.5 mV (±0.01
percent) at 25°C. However, there is a potential showstopper here too: any monolithic chip
reference using a zener reference needs a minimum supply voltage of at least 7 V. How else can
you get a 6.3-V zener diode to exhibit zener breakdown? Also, usually the zener needs to itself
draw several hundred microamperes for optimum operation (to come up to the “knee” of its
current-voltage curve). Therefore, the VRE3050A uses a 6.3-V buried zener, but its minimum
operating voltage is 10 V. Clearly, with today’s shrinking supply voltages, such a high supply rail
may not be available; and further, such a high idle current consumption (“quiescent current”),
and resulting no-load dissipation is usually unacceptable, especially for battery-powered
(portable) devices. Therefore, the bandgap reference has become the reference of increasing
choice for most types of regulator applications today.The Bandgap ReferenceThe most common
bandgap reference value in use is “1.2 V.” (The actual value ranges somewhat around this, but
we will keep things simple for building up concepts.) From this basic reference value, by the use
of scaling resistors and other circuitry such as op-amps, other common “fixed” reference values
can also be generated. An example of a monolithic (standalone) bandgap reference is the



LT1790A from Linear Technology. It is based on a 1.25-V bandgap reference. Its output (initial)
accuracy is stated to be 5 V ± 2.5 mV (±0.05 percent) at 25°C. One of its key advantages is that
it needs a minimum supply rail of only 5.5 V compared to the 10 V required by the VRE3050A. Its
quiescent current is also just 35 μA compared to the 3.5 mA of the VRE3050A.Since the 1.2-V
bandgap reference is found in a majority of modern regulator ICs, we will focus on it in the next
few sections. We start by trying to understand the BJT better, since that is the basic building
block of bandgap references.Understanding the BJT Better (the PTAT and CTAT)The first silicon
BJT was made by Texas Instruments in 1954. Thereafter, some interesting properties of the
device were discovered, which eventually led to the bandgap reference. The first empirically
discovered, reasonably stable voltage reference originated in 1964 from David Hilbiber of
Fairchild. But its properties were not well understood until 6 years later when Bob Widlar (1937–
1991) came along. He converted one of his basic current sources to a stable bandgap reference
of nominal value 1.2 V, in what has been nicknamed “Widlar’s Leap.” This was released
commercially in 1971 as a two-terminal “reference diode” IC, the LM113 (obsoleted just
recently), from National Semiconductor (now Texas Instruments). Three years later Paul Brokaw
came up with his (adjustable) version of the bandgap reference, at Analog Devices. The Brokaw
cell was released in 1974 in an historic 2.5-V three-terminal (input, output, and ground)
reference called the AD580, which is still in production. It has an initial accuracy of ±0.4 percent.
All these events are not only part and parcel of but also the underlying reasons for the
momentous period of growth that we now consider to be the birth of Silicon Valley.Let’s start the
discussion with something everybody seems to intuitively understand: to get an NPN bipolar
junction transistor to conduct, the voltage drop between the base and emitter of a BJT needs to
be raised to around 0.6 V (at room temperature). So, basically we try to overcome this 0.6-V
offset (it appears as a diode drop to us) and thereby force a small current into the base. In doing
so, we observe a “lever effect” of sorts: the tiny base current opens the floodgates to a much
larger current flowing from collector to emitter. We learn that this collector current is proportional
to the base current, and the proportionality factor (= IC/IB) is called the β of the transistor (in a
slightly different context it is called hfe).The current-voltage (I-V) curves for the BJT are
presented in Fig. 1.3. Note that so far we are implicitly assuming temperature is constant. The
“ideal” (flat) curves assume that once the BJT is conducting, the collector current is fixed (and,
as indicated, is in effect a fixed ratio of the base current). In other words, we are assuming that
the collector current is independent of the collector-to-emitter voltage (it depends only on base
current). This is a reasonable assumption to make for most first-order calculations, as we too
have done in the ensuing discussions. But keep in mind that in reality, there is a slight
divergence of the curves from ideal, and if extrapolated backward, the curves seem to be
coming from a fixed voltage point –VA (typically around –75 to –100 V). This is called the Early
effect, after its discoverer James Early (1922–2004). In the same figure, we have presented the I-
V curves for the metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET). The curves are
indeed similar. But note that a prevalent source of confusion lies in the way the saturation region



of the BJT curves is called the triode or ohmic/resistive region in the MOSFET curves, whereas
the forward active or linear region of the BJT is called the saturation region in the MOSFET
curves. It is unfortunate terminology for sure.We have mentioned in the same figure that the
collector current varies exponentially as we increase the base-emitter voltage VBE. The same is
indicated at the top of Fig. 1.4, where we now also indicate that the collector current is β times
the base current. We also clarify that the BJT has four quadrants of operation. One is of virtually
no use (all its so-called diodes are reverse-biased). On the other hand, a switching regulator
(one that uses a BJT switch) operates constantly between saturation and cutoff regions (very
briefly passing through the active region as it changes state). However, current mirrors,
amplifiers, oscillators, and voltage references operate continuously in the forward active (also
called active or linear) region. Note that linear (series-pass) regulators also work in the linear
region (or ohmic/resistive region) when using a BJT (or MOSFET) as the pass element.FIGURE
1.4 The Ebers-Moll model of an NPN BJT and its regions of operation.We will focus on the
forward active region of the BJT now. The guiding equation in this region is the exponential
equationThis indicates that a small change in base-emitter voltage VBE produces an
exponential increase in collector current IC (constant temperature still being
assumed).NOTE Though it is commonly stated that the BJT is a current-controlled device
versus the MOSFET, which is a voltage-controlled device, the equations for a BJT indicate that it
too is best visualized as a voltage-controlled device, since we can see from the above equation
that a voltage (VBE) determines current (IC), quite similar to a MOSFET. No wonder their I-V
equations in Fig. 1.2 are also so alike. One major difference, however, is that VBE leads to a
small, but constant base current in the BJT, whereas in a MOSFET the gate current stops when
the voltage VGS (between gate and source) reaches a steady value. So, the input of a BJT
behaves as a diode, whereas the input of a MOSFET behaves as a small capacitor—but to pass
drain current, you must first overcome an offset called the threshold voltage (Vt in Fig. 1.3).We
can take the natural logarithm of both sides of the BJT equation to get the equation of a straight
lineWe can also take the more common logarithm (to base 10) of both sides to getwhich, as
expected, is also a straight line.NOTE The scales “ln” (i.e., natural log) and “log” (i.e., to base
10) are related by a simple factor, because log(e) = 0.434, ln(10) = 2.303, and log(e) × ln(10) =
1.Incidentally, the IC versus VBE exponential equation is very similar to the well-known
Shockley’s equation for a diode, and therefore it is no surprise that we discover the base-emitter
junction of a BJT is best modeled as a diode. However, the formal BJT model, one that covers all
its regions of operation, is the Ebers-Moll model, presented in simplified form within Fig. 1.4. But
there is no need to get into that level of detail however, if you are feeling overwhelmed. Consider
it as being there only for completeness sake.In looking at various online forums, it is obvious
there are several sources of deep confusion concerning the above IC versus VBE textbook
equation. Yes, it seems to be a simple, exponential equation, but one that needs to be seriously
clarified here. In the course of that endeavor, we will also develop the key ideas that go into
making a bandgap reference. 1. What is IS? This is often called the saturation current, a



phrase borrowed from the similar-looking diode equation (from Shockley). But for a transistor the
use of this phrase can get confusing. It has led some to erroneously think that IS is the collector
current in the saturation region of the BJT. Not so: it is a very small current of around 10–14
typically, so it can’t possibly be that. Therefore, some prefer to call IS the “reverse saturation
current” and thereby implicitly assume it is the reverse leakage current of the base-emitter diode
junction. And then, right after that, they usually compound their error by assuming that since IS is
the reverse current, it has no effect on the forward characteristics of the BJT. In fact none of
these statements is true. Under reverse bias, there is a parasitic leakage current term that can
dwarf IS. Therefore IS is best measured in the active region, not in the reverse region (same
recommendation as for a diode). So, let’s be clear on what IS is mathematically, for therein lies
our answer. Looking at the simplified Ebers-Moll equation above, we see that if VBE is set to
zero, we get IC = IS. So, that’s what it is. Graphically, if we increase the voltage at the base,
starting from zero (with respect to the emitter), and plot IC on a log scale versus VBE on a linear
scale, we get a straight line, which intersects the y axis at the exact value IS. It is therefore
perhaps better to call IS the scaling current to avoid confusion, because the entire IC versus
VBE curve scales proportionately to IS. Thus IS is simply the starting point of the entire forward-
biased IC versus VBE curve, and therefore it does have a profound influence on the entire curve.
For example, changing IS by a factor of 10, say, from 10–14 to 10–13, will cause all IC values (for
a given VBE) to increase by the exact same factor (10 in this case). So it is very important to
know what IS really is: don’t get fooled into thinking that since IS is a small number (typically
picoamperes), it is insignificant, or second-order. It is vital; hence the need to bring it up
here. In the SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) model of
the well-known discrete small-signal NPN transistor 2N2222 of a certain vendor, we come
across the following line: “IS = 14.340000E-15.” This means IS is 14.34 × 10–15 A. The SPICE
model of a well-known power transistor, 2N3055, from another vendor, states “IS=2.37426e-14,”
which means IS is 2.37426 × 10–14. And so on. However, this also points to a major limitation, if
not error, in the commonly used BJT SPICE models, as we will see shortly. 2. What is the
slope of log(IC) versus VBE? Engineers may have heard this particular slope being expressed
alternatively as 40 mV or 60 mV or 80 mV per decade of current. What exactly is it and why?
[Note that actually we are talking about the slope of VBE versus log (IC) here.] From the above
equations, the slope of ΔVBE versus Δ[log(IC)] is 2.303 kT/q, as also indicated in Fig. 1.5. So,
we see that the slope ΔVBE/Δ[log(IC)] is proportional to temperature. Or, equivalently, for a fixed
Δ[log(IC)], or equivalently a fixed ΔIC (i.e., a fixed change in current), ΔVBE (the corresponding
change in base-emitter voltage) is proportional to temperature. So, at 300 K (27°C), the slope of
ΔVBE versus log(IC) is 60 mV per decade of current. It becomes 80 mV per decade at 400 K
(127°C) and is 40 mV per decade at 200 K (–73°C). It goes from 40 to 80 mV/decade from 200
to 400 K. We can see the obvious proportionality with respect to T.FIGURE 1.5 Attempting to
plot IC versus VBE for different temperatures.NOTE One decade of current change (say, 0.1 to
1 A, or 1 to 10 A), corresponds to Δ[log(IC)] = 1.NOTE The Kelvin (absolute temperature) scale



is just the Celsius scale translated by 273°C. So, 0 degrees K (or equivalently 0 degrees
absolute temperature) equals –273°C. We are seeing a change of ΔVBE from 40 to
80 mV for a temperature change of 400 K – 200 K = 200°C. In other words, the tempco of ΔVBE
is 40 mV/200°C = 0.2 mV/°C (for a decade of current variation). This is referred to as a
proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT) voltage. We will shortly see that this very property
of ΔVBE, along with a complementary (inversely proportional) property of VBE, is what goes into
creating the well-known 1.2 V bandgap reference. 3. How does VBE vary with
temperature? This is the source of the biggest confusion. As mentioned, the base-emitter
voltage for forward conduction is 0.6 V at room temperature. We ask: what is it, e.g., at exactly –
273°C (0 K)? In fact, it is about 1.2 V for any collector current (though as an extrapolated value, it
is not real, since at absolute zero all atomic motion is at a standstill and there can be no
“current”). But is that what the exponential I-V equation predicts? In the I-V equation,
to keep IC fixed as we vary temperature, it seems we need to keep the following term fixed:
We can thus easily (but erroneously) conclude that if T (i.e., temperature, measured on the
Kelvin scale) increases (or decreases), then VBE must increase (or decrease). The tempco
seems to beNOTE kT/q is commonly called the thermal voltage as it has the units of voltage
and is also proportional to temperature. At 300 K (27°C) it has the well-known value 86.25 μV ×
300 = 26 mV. In other words, the above equation seems to say that VBE will increase
with temperature at the rate of 86.25 μV/°C. But that doesn’t sound right: most engineers have
heard (and rightly so) that VBE falls with increasing temperature—by about –2 mV/°C. Where is
the error coming from? The problem is what no one seems to clearly tell you: IS is
actually a very strong function of temperature. That fact is surprisingly overlooked by many
engineers, especially those who rely blindly on SPICE and its commonly available BJT/diode
models—in which IS is usually set to some fixed (default) value. In reality, IS roughly doubles for
every 5°C rise in temperature. And if that variation is factored into the I-V equation, then to keep
IC constant, VBE actually needs to decrease substantially with increasing temperature, not
increase. As indicated in Fig. 1.6, a fairly good empirical fit to data is obtained by
settingFIGURE 1.6 Correctly plotting IC versus VBE and understanding CTAT and PTAT
generation. where VT = kT/q, VG0 >> 1.2 V, and IS0 = constant. With this model for
IS(T), the correct curves are now plotted in Fig. 1.6. We finally see that because of the
dependency of IS on temperature, all the log(IC) versus VBE curves we talked about earlier (for
different temperatures), if extrapolated, point to the voltage of 1.2 V (same as VG0), though at
some very high, hypothetical (and yes, absurd) value of collector current. More importantly, we
see that as temperature increases, the curve shifts to the left, not to the right as wrongly
indicated by Fig. 1.5 (in which we had wrongly assumed that IS was a constant). So now to keep
IC constant as we vary temperature, we need to keep Let’s talk numbers here. For
example, at T = 300 K and at the offset value VBE = 0.6 V, the numerator of the above fraction is
–VG0 + VBE = –1.2 + 0.6 = –0.6. If the temperature decreases to 200 K, the numerator must
decrease by the same factor, i.e., to (2/3) × (–0.6) = –0.4. The only way that could happen is if



VBE became –0.4 + VG0 = –0.4 + 1.2 = 0.8 V. In other words, for a 100°C increase in
temperature (200 K to 300 K), VBE decreases from 0.8 V to 0.6 V, that is, by 0.2 V. The effective
tempco is –0.2 V/100°C = –2.0 mV/°C, which is the often-mentioned value in
literature. Now, if the base-emitter voltage is 0.6 V at 300 K and its tempco is –2 mV/
°C, we can imagine that at a theoretical temperature of 0 K (–273°C), the base-emitter voltage
will be 0.6 V + (300 K × 2 mV) = 1.2 V at 0 K (i.e., at absolute zero), which is VG0, the bandgap
voltage of 1.2 V (we won’t bring in atomic physics to explain the name bandgap here). But
clearly 1.2 V is the value we had set for VG0 while modeling IS. And that’s where it comes
from. We can plot several VBE variations with respect to T in Fig. 1.7, and we see that
all the VBE curves (for different currents and biasing) intersect at VBE = 1.2 V at absolute zero
(0 K). This type of curve is a very useful curve for analog IC designers. It also tells us that
contrary to popular myth, the tempco of VBE is –2 mV/°C, but only for the case of VBE = 0.6 V at
300 K. For example, if in Fig. 1.7 we look at the curve for 20 A, we see that it has a VBE of 0.8 V
at 300 K. That must have a different tempco, because we now know this curve too must
converge to 1.2 V at 0 K. So obviously its tempco must be (0.8 V – 1.2 V)/300 K = –1.43 mV/°C,
not –2 mV/°C.FIGURE 1.7 Plotting VBE versus T and understanding CTAT generation.
We can clearly observe an inverse proportionality relationship here (with respect to
temperature). We thus say that VBE is a CTAT voltage.NOTE Maybe, a more contemporary or
easier name would have been iPTAT (inversely proportional to absolute temperature).The
Principle behind the Bandgap ReferenceFor example, the difference in the base-emitter
voltages (ΔVBE) between two matched transistors, one running at current I and the other at 10 ×
I (one decade difference), is 60 mV at room temperature (300 K). Its tempco is +0.2 mV/°C. If we
amplify this PTAT difference voltage 10 times, we will get a voltage value of 0.6 V with a tempco
of +2 mV/°C. This is a PTAT voltage. On the other hand, the actual VBE (of either of the two
transistors above) is about 0.6 V at 300 K, with a tempco of –2 mV/°C. This is a CTAT voltage. If
we add this CTAT VBE voltage to the 10 times amplified ΔVBE PTAT voltage mentioned above,
we will get a net voltage of 0.6 + 0.6 = 1.2 V, with a net tempco of +2 mV/°C – 2 mV/°C = 0
(ideally). This is the well-known bandgap reference voltage. And that’s how we get the number
1.2 V here (0.6 V CTAT plus 0.6-V PTAT).To understand how it was actually implemented by
Widlar and Brokaw, we need to first understand the basic current mirror.The Basic BJT Current
Mirror and Widlar’s Bandgap Reference CellIn Fig. 1.8 we start by explaining the advantages of
the diode-connected BJT. This forms the first element of the basic two-transistor current mirror.
The input is considered to be the current passing through the collector of the first transistor, and
we get a corresponding output—the base-emitter voltage. If this base-emitter voltage is then
applied as an input to a second matched transistor, by virtue of the fact that both transistors
have the same I-V curves and have the same VBE values (externally forced) too, we necessarily
get the same IC (collector current) as an output from the second transistor. In other words, the
current in the first transistor has been buffered and “mirrored” (1 : 1) onto another transistor, just
by having them share their control voltages (base-emitter drops).FIGURE 1.8 Understanding



BJT current mirrors.What if the “second transistor” is actually a set of, say, four identical/
matched transistors in parallel? Now, since each constituent transistor of this set receives the
same applied base-emitter voltage, each one will produce a collector current equal to the
current through the first transistor. Therefore, all together, the four paralleled transistors produce
4IC. In effect we have created a 1 : 4 current mirror.It is actually not necessary to have four
separate base, collector, and emitters joined together. By using a second transistor with an
emitter area 4 times that of the first transistor, we can get the same 1 : 4 current mirror. And
similarly we can produce a 1 : 10 current mirror, as shown in the figure. Note that rather than
draw so many emitters to one BJT, we could simply write “10” or “10E” (sometimes also written
as “10A”) next to the second transistor to indicate that its emitter area is 10 times that of the first
transistor. The underlying assumption is these are matched transistors and therefore monolithic
(on the same integrated chip).Not shown in the figure is the fact that instead of a 1 : 10 mirror, we
could create a 10 : 1 current mirror by using a first transistor with an emitter area 10E compared
to the second transistor with an area 1E. Similarly we could produce a 3 : 2 current mirror, with
emitter areas 3E and 2E, respectively. And so on.Widlar gave an interesting twist to the current
mirror circuit and created the bandgap reference. We will explain it through Figs. 1.9 and 1.10. In
Fig. 1.9, we have something similar to a current mirror, but it really isn’t one anymore: because
we have a new resistor RDIFF in place, that alters the VBE values of the two transistors (or
rather lets them be different). Also, we are externally forcing equal currents into the two
transistors. However, as before, similar to the 1 : 10 current mirror case, the right-side transistor
has been chosen to have 10 times the emitter area compared to the left-side transistor. We can
mentally think of the larger emitter area as 10 paralleled transistors, each with a collector current
of one-tenth of the transistor on the left side. So the corresponding VBE is also less, per the
Ebers-Moll equation (applied to each paralleled transistor). In effect we have a certain VBE on
the left-side transistor that corresponds to a collector current IQ. We have a different (lesser)
VBE on the right side, corresponding to a lesser current of IQ/10. Note that this is a difference of
one decade of current, and so from Fig. 1.4, we realize the difference voltage ΔVBE (a PTAT
voltage) must be 60 mV at 300 K, with a tempco of 0.2 mV/°C.FIGURE 1.9 First step in
understanding the basic Widlar bandgap reference cell.FIGURE 1.10 The basic Widlar
bandgap reference cell.Next step: Since the voltage drop between the shared base connection
and the (common) ground must be the same whether we go down from the left transistor side or
the right transistor side, we realize the difference voltage ΔVBE must appear across RDIFF.
Further, if this is amplified 10 times and added to the –2 mV/°C CTAT voltage VBE, then, as
explained in Fig. 1.10, we get a 1.2 V reference as desired, and the net tempco is ideally
zero.Note that instead of forcing equal currents through unequal (1 : 10) transistors to create a
certain ΔVBE, we could equivalently force unequal currents (10 : 1 ratio) through identical
transistors, and we would get the same ΔVBE. Eventually, it is all about the emitter current
density.In Fig. 1.11 we show Brokaw’s version. In his own words, as quoted from his historic
1974 paper∗: “A new configuration for realization of a stabilized bandgap voltage is described.



The new two-transistor circuit uses collector current sensing to eliminate errors due to base
current. Because the stabilized voltage appears at a high impedance point, the application to
circuits with higher output voltage is simplified.” So, now we can use the 1.2-V bandgap
reference with scaling resistors, to easily derive reference voltages of say 3.3 V, 5 V, and so
on.FIGURE 1.11 The basic Brokaw bandgap reference cell.Theoretically, we could take a 1.2-V
bandgap reference and use an op-amp with gain less than 1 to generate stable references of
less than 1.2 V. That is not the problem. The problem is that any circuit that is based on a 1.2-V
reference would necessarily require a supply rail significantly higher than 1.2 V (at least 1.9 V to
2.3 V typically). That voltage could be applied through a separate pin in a three-terminal device,
or connected to a biasing resistor in a two-terminal (shunt) device (e.g., LT1389). In any case,
such a resulting voltage reference would, for that reason, never be suited for, say, a single 1.5-V
alkaline cell application, because an alkaline cell can go down to below 1 V before being
considered fully discharged. To combat that problem, a lot of effort is ongoing to produce “sub-
bandgap references” (less than 1.2 V) and/or “sub-volt bandgap references” (less than 1 V).But
Widlar was ahead of everyone even in that day. In 1978, the LM10 was introduced by National
Semiconductor, and it is still in production. It can work down to 1-V supply rail, and its reference
output can go as low as 200 mV—because it is based on a 200-mV sub-bandgap reference
from Widlar, one that remained unmatched by competitors for a decade after it was created.
Basically, by using BJT transistors with a 50 : 1 emitter area ratio, Widlar produced a PTAT of
100 mV. Then, rather than amplify this to get the tempco up to the CTAT level (with opposite
sign), he added to it a 100-mV CTAT derived by scaling down VBE. Adding the two, he got a
stable reference of 200 mV.A Modified Current Mirror and the CMOS Bandgap Reference CellIn
Fig. 1.12, we modify the basic Brokaw bandgap reference cell by introducing an op-amp and
moving the difference resistor (with the PTAT voltage) onto the collector side of the transistor, for
higher gain and better power supply (noise) rejection ratio (PSRR). We then transition to a
version using P-MOS transistors (the MOSFET equivalent of a PNP BJT) and low-side PNP
BJTs. Without going into the details of IC fabrication processes, it suffices to say that there are
parasitic bipolars available within a typical CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor)
fabrication process, and the most useful ones for the purpose are usually those that happen to
be PNP types with their collectors tied together to the substrate (ground). That is how we
generate the basic CMOS bandgap reference cell shown in Fig. 1.12. This at least illustrates the
principle commonly used for CMOS.FIGURE 1.12 Brokaw’s bandgap reference with an op-
amp, and the transition to its CMOS version.NOTE The Brokaw cell usually requires a start-up
circuit (not shown), because it can have two stable values for transistor currents: one that leads
to the bandgap voltage and one that corresponds to zero current and voltage. It can get stuck in
the latter without some “help.” Also, CMOS opamps have a larger offset and are therefore self-
starting only if the applied offset is right.Simulation or the Lab?In general, almost all bandgap
references are based on the same basic principle: a PTAT and a CTAT canceling tempcos
mutually to get a stable reference. But as we just found out, the only reason the bandgap



reference exists is because IS is a function of temperature. Now consider the fact that most
SPICE models set a default, fixed value for IS. And that leads us to some remarks about
simulation in general.Bob Pease (1940–2011) wrote: “… there are many ways to get false results
in SPICE and other simulation schemes. Most transistor models do not accurately model the
shape of the curve of VBE vs. temperature. It is sometimes possible to tweak the characteristics
of the model of a transistor until the tempco of the breadboard or analog model matches that of
the computer model. However, after you have done this, it is not safe to assume that reasonable
changes in the operating points will cause reasonable changes in the tempco. The actual
changes may be different from the computed changes, even for a minor tweak.”Intusoft, a well-
known vendor of a popular SPICE-type tool, warns: Designing circuits using computer
simulation requires that models accurately reflect device behavior within a specific circuit
context. Models with excessive detail will obscure the circuit designer’s insight and will quickly
reach both runtime and complexity limitations of the simulation program. Overly simple models
will fail to predict key circuit performance parameters and may lead to costly design mistakes.
Device modeling is one of the most difficult steps in the circuit simulation process. It requires not
only an understanding of the device’s physical and electrical properties, but also an intimate
knowledge of the particular circuit application.Therefore, we must ask: if the conventional device
models of simulation do not even predict a simple bandgap voltage reference, how trustworthy
do you expect them to be in replicating complete switching regulators (especially on paper)? We
also ask: did Widlar, Brokaw, or Pease ever base any of their legendary commercial op-amp or
voltage reference designs on a simulation package? We are quite sure they didn’t. They
collected data fast and furiously and first really understood what they were dealing with. For
example, Wikipedia reports that Widlar locked himself in at Fairchild for 170 hours of continuous
experiments (related to the BJT) and emerged with a certain robust design.NOTE It is
interesting that the Ebers-Moll model (also called the coupled diode model because of the EB
and EC diodes) was released in 1954, much earlier than Widlar’s insights. Clearly, the correct
variation of VBE with temperature could not have been present in the Ebers-Moll model. And
since traditional BJT SPICE models are largely based on the Ebers-Moll model, they too have
the same limitations as regards temperature.In November 2004, Paul Tuinenga responded to an
online article on the topic of SPICE: “Sanjaya … I have this recollection of a passage from an out
of print book (I think it was) ‘Paper Money’ by Adam Smith, in which the author tells of a
conversation with a Southern stock broker while accompanying the said broker on a morning
bird hunt with the broker’s dog. The topic is computers and their use in stock trading. The broker
counsels (something along the lines of): The computer is like a bird (hunting) dog. Very useful.
Wouldn’t think of hunting without one. They spot birds and retrieve. But you don’t give the gun to
the dog!” Incidentally, Tuinenga is the co-creator of PSPICE and the cofounder of MicroSim
Corp. (taken over by Orcad, followed by Cadence). He is also the author of the best-selling book
on SPICE.So perhaps we really shouldn’t make the mistake of using a tool to learn a subject—
that does sound a lot like giving the gun to the dog.With that, it is time to go back to looking at



voltage references as “black boxes” and understanding the specifications and performance of
voltage references in general as applied to regulators.Comparing Voltage ReferencesOne of the
most basic comparisons we can make is based on the initial accuracy term discussed
previously. The simplest way to express this is as a percentage of the nominal value (which is
usually specified at 25°C, with no load applied to the reference). For example, a 2.5-V reference
accurate to 0.5 percent initial accuracy has the following absolute voltage spread.In other words,
the maximum is 2.5 V + 12.5 mV = 2.513 V. The minimum is 2.487 V.Instead of percentage,
parts per million (ppm) is often used: 1 PPM is 10–6. The factor connecting ppm and percentage
is 104. So ppm is 104 times %. A 100 ppm initial accuracy is ±100 × 10–4% = ±10–2%, or 0.01
percent.NOTE For stating initial accuracy, the ± is often not written out explicitly, but is certainly
always implied (whether expressed as a percentage or in terms of ppm). So an initial accuracy of
100 ppm or 0.01 percent always implies ± 100 ppm and ± 0.01 percent respectively.NOTE If
the reference is stated to have a certain initial accuracy expressed in, say, X ppm or Y percent,
only when talking of initial accuracy does that mean ±X ppm or ±Y percent—because the
nominal value is always picked to be the center of the initial accuracy spread. This ± prefix does
not automatically apply to any other source of output error, such as that due to
temperature.Accuracy can also be specified in terms of bit accuracy. We may come across this
term in comparative analysis like the one below, and since this phrase is the source of some
confusion, it will be discussed shortly. Meanwhile, here is a boilerplate summary of the pros and
cons of the two main categories of monolithic voltage references.Bandgap references are
relatively inexpensive and typically used for data acquisition systems where 8- to 10-bit
accuracy is required. They have a typical initial error of ±0.2 to ±1 percent, a tempco of 20 to 40
ppm/°C. The output noise is typically 15 to 30 μV peak to peak (measured over 0.1 to 10 Hz),
and they have a long-term stability of 20 to 30 ppm/kilohour. The quiescent current is typically 40
to 200 μA. Supply voltages can be as low as 1 V, but typically are as low as 2.4 V.Buried-zener
references are relatively expensive and typically used for data acquisition systems where 12-bit
or higher accuracy is required. They have a typical initial error of ±0.04 to ±0.06 percent, a
tempco of 5 to 20 ppm/°C. The output noise is typically less than 10 μV peak to peak (measured
over 0.1 to 10 Hz), and they have a long-term stability of 10 to 15 ppm/kilohour. The quiescent
current can be typically around 2 to 3.5 mA. The supply voltage needs to be larger than about 8
to 10 V.NOTE For stating tempco, most references are characterized by the “box method” (see
further below). So the tempco in ppm/°C is the total ΔV (occurring over the specified
temperature range), divided by the voltage at 25°C (its nominal value), divided by the ΔT (the
specified temperature range of the reference), and finally multiplied by 106 (for ppm). Note that
for stating tempco, there is no implied ±, unlike for the initial-accuracy specification.NOTE Long-
term drift is usually expressed in ppm per kilohour. But this can be misleading. For example,
there is about 8760 hours in 1 yr. So some engineers pessimistically multiply the 1000-h
specification of the part by the factor 8760/1000 = 8.76 to find the annual drift. In doing so, they
are implicitly assuming linearity of drift with time whereas, in reality, drift decreases



logarithmically as time passes, because things tend to stabilize as the part ages. For a better
estimate we should take the square root of the elapsed time. That is why long-term drift is written
in some datasheets as instead of ppm/kilohour. For example, for the correct estimate of the
annual drift, we should multiply the specified drift per 1000 h, not by 8.76, but by . That is roughly
3 times better than the (wrong) pessimistic calculation.NOTE Voltage reference datasheets
typically specify both low- and high-frequency noise. The latter (broadband noise) is usually
specified as an RMS (root-mean-square) value in microvolts, over the range 10 Hz to 10 kHz.
The low-frequency noise component is usually expressed as a peak-to-peak value in microvolts
(or ppm), over the range 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. The broadband noise component can be more readily
filtered out, by better decoupling capacitors and so on. But the low-frequency component is
particularly troublesome since filtering below 10 Hz is impractical. Therefore, the low-frequency
noise specification is considered more critical and important, insofar as it contributes directly to
the total reference error.NOTE There are modern proprietary voltage reference technologies
offering significant improvements. We will not discuss them here, but the reader can investigate
further if desired. One is the XFET voltage reference from Analog Devices. Another is the FGA
technology from Xicor (now part of Intersil).Now, look at an interesting tabulated comparison in
Fig. 1.13. In particular, notice point D where a state-of-the-art bandgap is at par in terms of
accuracy and drift, with a buried zener device.FIGURE 1.13 Some well-known voltage
references compared.Specifying and Interpreting the Tempco of Voltage ReferencesWhat really
is tempco? We mentioned that a 15-V discrete zener for instance, will have a tempco of about
+10 mV/°C. So at 125°C (a Δ of 100°C above nominal), we expect the zener voltage to be 15 +
100 × (10 mV) = 16 V. That agrees with the typical zener data collected and shown in Fig. 1.14
(based on discrete diodes from Vishay). Expressed in terms of percentage, this gives us a
voltage shift (called temperature drift) of 1 V referenced to 15-V nominal, which is an error of
1/15 = 6.7 percent. In terms of ppm, that is 67,000 ppm (25 to 125°C). Indeed, that is very high,
but it is a discrete zener after all.Based on the above analysis, we see that the zener voltage shift
is proportional to the temperature (for discrete zeners). This comes about from the fact that the
tempco of a discrete zener is almost constant (see the straight solid lines in Fig. 1.14). And it is
because of that property alone that we expect the following statement to be true: at 75°C (a Δ of
only 50°C above nominal), the error will be roughly one-half—close to 15.5 V. And that is borne
out by the curves in Fig. 1.14. In other words, we get proportionally less error if the temperature
range is reduced, provided the voltage reference has a constant tempco.FIGURE
1.14 Brokaw’s bandgap reference with an op-amp, and the transition to a CMOS version.A
constant tempco is a greatly simplifying property that engineers inadvertently assume and apply
even when they shouldn’t! For example, from the point of view of overall system requirements,
suppose there is a defined maximum acceptable error (expressed in ppm, or %, or LSB, as
explained later). Then if we halve the operating temperature range, we may relax (double) the
required tempco of the reference—but only provided the voltage reference we plan to use has
constant tempco characteristics. Not otherwise! If we do not heed this little fact, we can seriously



underestimate the required tempco (under reduced operating temperature ranges) and thus end
up with a system with greater than acceptable error.We said previously that in a bandgap
reference, the PTAT and CTAT terms cancel, leaving net zero tempco. But that is an ideal
assumption. In reality, because of several second-order effects and the behavior of associated
circuitry placed to correct that, all monolithic voltage references (both bandgap and buried-zener
types) have an output curve that is very rarely a straight line, and (with active curvature
correction circuitry), is actually typically close to the horizontal S-shaped curve in the lower half
of Fig. 1.14. That is obviously not a constant-tempco curve as in the upper half of the figure. And
so, irrespective of the method used for evaluating the tempco of the reference, we can no longer
just assume that reducing the operating temperature range will allow us to pick a worse voltage
reference (with higher ppm/°C). But surprisingly, that is a common error and assumption in some
related literature.What is the solution? We have to recognize that the tempco (usually expressed
in ppm/°C) for most monolithic references is some sort of averaged value over the full
temperature range, and it is actually of a rather complex shape. The old-world, traditional
approach is intuitively based on assuming constant tempco, perhaps because of the predictable
behavior of passive references such as discrete zeners in the past. Once we are clear about this
difference, we then realize that perhaps the best and safest option is to just stop talking in terms
of ppm/°C entirely, and stick to ppm—the total drift over the full specified temperature range of
the voltage reference (do not use the temperature range of the specific application, since this
can cause underestimation of tempco requirements as explained above). Note that ppm could
also be expressed as a percentage, or in terms of LSB, or in more absolute terms as millivolts or
microvolts, e.g.—just don’t use any ratios to temperature, because that implies a certain
constancy (linear drift), which is misleading.We finally understand the word tempco is a bit of a
misnomer when applied to monolithic references. In Fig. 1.14, we took the liberty of coining a
new term: point tempco. That sounds strange, but goes a long way in explaining and
understanding the above issues in selecting a monolithic reference.Finally note that the
temperature characteristics of voltage references may be expressed over the commercial
temperature range (0 to 70°C, but sometimes –10 to 70°C, or 0 to 85°C), or the industrial
temperature range (–40 to 85°C, but sometimes –25 to 85°C, or –40 to 100°C), or the extended
temperature range (–40 to 125°C, but sometimes –55 to 125°C, or even –55 to 150°C), or the
military temperature range (–55 to 125°C, but sometimes –65 to 175°C). Clearly people don’t
fully agrees on the descriptions of the temperature ranges!Understanding Bit AccuracyWith the
above explanation of tempco behind us, we are now in a better position to understand what was
really meant by bit accuracy previously. But note carefully that in the relevant sentence, the
phrase referred to the system accuracy and was not stated to be the accuracy of the voltage
reference itself. There are subtle differences in that as we will explain.First, the use of voltage
references is multifold. Examples follow. 1. In a data converter (e.g., data logger), a
reference is used for providing a voltage level to the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), to
compare the input voltage against so as to determine the proper digital code.2. In a voltage



regulator, the reference provides a voltage level against which the output is compared so as to
develop a feedback signal that eventually regulates (corrects) the output voltage.3. In a voltage
detector circuit, a relatively crude reference is used to set up some sort of internal threshold for
operation. For example, it can be used to set a safe start-up voltage level (undervoltage lockout,
also called UVLO), or to set some safety trip point (overvoltage protection, also called OVP). But
since we can usually accept much larger errors here, we will ignore this last item from now on.In
item 1, the term bit accuracy would usually refer to the entire system. In item 2, it would refer to
the reference as a stand-alone device. Note that modern monolithic precision references are
often set (trimmed) in production. Various means such as laser trimming and so on are used to
achieve a certain trim target. To do any of that, the reference voltage needs to be first read by a
digital test system. So system accuracy becomes an important aspect to understand even when
talking about references as stand-alone devices in voltage regulator applications.Let us start by
understanding, say, 3-bit accuracy first. For 3 bits, the digital (binary) numbers are 000, 001,
010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111. We see that we have 23 = 8 levels (increments) leading up to a
certain “full-scale” value. For n bits, we will have 2n levels. Each tiny step is called the least
significant bit (LSB), and it can be expressed either in terms of an absolute value (say, in
millivolts or microvolts), or as a fraction of the full-scale value, which is just the nominal reference
voltage in an ADC. Expressed as a basic fraction, the LSB is therefore 1/(2n). Since this number
is usually too small to write out as it is, it is more conveniently expressed in terms of ppm. This is
what we should remember:3-bit system:125,000 ppm/LSB8-bit system:3,906 ppm/LSB10-bit
system:977 ppm/LSB12-bit system:244 ppm/LSB16-bit system:15 ppm/LSBIn all cases, ½ LSB
is one-half the above-stated ppm. When we talk of voltage references as stand-alone devices, 1-
LSB accuracy is implied. For data loggers and ADC applications, however, since the drift can be
either plus or minus, to have no observable error on the (digital) output (attributable to the
tempco of the device), ½-LSB accuracy is required. But if not, the output error can be
calculated.For example, the VRE3050A in Fig. 1.13 has a 5-V output, with an initial accuracy of
0.01 percent (0.01 × 104 = 100 ppm) and a tempco of 0.06 ppm/°C over the commercial
temperature range of 0 to 70°C. So the temperature drift is 70 × 0.06 = 4.2 ppm. Assuming these
two are the dominant sources of error, the worst-case ppm is 100 + 4.2 = 104.2 ppm. Since a 12-
bit ADC with ½-LSB requirement can accept 244/2 = 122 ppm, the VRE3050A is suitable for 12-
bit systems. If the system can calibrate out the initial error, the net error (drift) is only 4.2 ppm,
which makes it suitable even for an ADC in a 16-bit system.NOTE Among the typical full-scale
(reference voltage) values specified for an ADC input, 2.048 and 4.096 V are most commonly
used because they provide an integral or half-integral number of millivolts for any bit value (they
are multiples of 2). For example, a 12-bit ADC with 4.096-V full-scale input (based on a 4.096-V
reference) gives 4.096/212 = 1 mV/LSB. In terms of ppm this is (1 mV/4.096 V) × 106 = 244 ppm/
LSB, which agrees with the values of the numbered items above. PART 3 DESIGNING
THE VOLTAGE DIVIDERSources of Output Error: Voltage Divider Input Bias CurrentIn the lower
half of Fig. 1.11, R3 and R4 constituted a resistive “voltage divider” (inside the monolithic voltage



reference). We can also have an external voltage divider to set the output of a complete
regulator: see Figs. 1.2 and 1.15.FIGURE 1.15 Basic voltage divider and some useful
equations.If the resistors of the voltage divider of a regulator are inside the chip, the systems
designer can ignore their exact contribution to the output error, because the regulator/controller
is a “black box” with a known total output tolerance. For example, there are monolithic (chip)
regulators available in fixed-output versions, such as Texas Instruments’ LM2676T-3.3 and
LM2676-5.0, which provide 3.3- and 5-V outputs, respectively. However, LM2676T-ADJ is one
where you need to add an external voltage divider. And with external dividers, we have to be
very careful, since they can contribute a thick new layer of error in the regulation onion of Fig. 1.2
(see the layer called voltage divider design).Going forward, we are adopting the convention that
the “lower resistor” of the divider is R1 and R2 is the “upper resistor.” See Fig. 1.15. First, we
ignore the small current flowing out of node A, called IIN. We then have a perfect voltage divider.
We can derive the relationship that essentially sets the ratio R2/R1 for a required output. Once
the ratio is known, the absolute values can be determined by first selecting either R1 or R2,
based on several other concerns that we will discuss shortly. For now, assume that we are
interested only in the divider ratio.Note that, by definition, a voltage divider is a voltage divider
only when absolutely zero current enters or leaves the shared node (between the two resistors,
called A in Fig. 1.15). Node A goes to the feedback pin of the controller, where it is compared
against the reference voltage VREF. Note that an op-amp (error amplifier) always swings its
output in such a way as to equalize the voltages at its two inputs. So, in steady state, we can
assume that the voltage at A (VA) is equal to VREF. Now let us account for the fact that the input
impedance of the feedback pin appears as some arbitrary RIN, which is not an infinite value,
and therefore pulls in a nonzero current IIN from node A. So, what is the effect of this current on
the output voltage? And how do we minimize its effect?If the feedback pin “steals” a tiny current
IIN away from the divider, usually referred to as the input bias current of the feedback pin, we are
left with I1 = I2 – IIN flowing through R1. This causes a shift in the output to a new value, which
we call here. We getComparing it with the “perfect divider” equation in Fig. 1.15, and solving for
the error ΔV, we get alternative forms for computing ΔV (also stated in the figure):where I is the
current flowing through the divider (≈ I1 ≈ I2), and IIN is the current into the feedback pin. Note
that if this current flows not into but out of the feedback pin (i.e., into node A), the sign of ΔV will
become negative, indicating that the output decreases as a result, instead of increasing.For a
given output and feedback voltage, the way to minimize any error due to the current in/out of the
feedback pin is to increase I, the current in the divider (compared to the current IIN). So small
values for R2 (and therefore R1) are preferred for this particular reason (though that might not be
always practical, for reasons mainly related to the feedback loop, as explained shortly).Some
quick-lookup charts are available in Fig. 1.16, for the most common cases of VREF = 2.5 V (as is
the case when we use the LM431 or TL431 voltage reference) and VREF = 1.23 V (a typical
bandgap reference). Observe that for the same bias current–divider current ratio, we get higher
output errors for high output voltages (expressed as a percentage, or otherwise). The small



feedback pin bias current clearly has a crowbar/lever effect on the output voltage accuracy. What
is important is that it is the ratio of this bias current to the main divider current, that determines
the percentage output error. So we can try to either decrease the bias current or increase the
divider current (by lowering R1 and R2).FIGURE 1.16 Minimizing the output error due to the
feedback pin bias current.NOTE If IIN were fixed, we could compensate for it by suitably
tweaking the resistors of the divider. The reason that we can’t use this approach in production
has to do with the variability of this input bias current. It can vary anywhere between the MIN and
MAX limits in a typical regulator datasheet. To know the worst-case error, we must take the
maximum value of the input bias current spread, not its typical value.Example 1.1 We have a
2.5-V reference, and the lower resistor of the divider (R1) is set to 62.5 kΩ. We set up a divider
with the ideal divider equation to get 12 V on the output. What is the upper resistor value? What
is the output voltage we will see if the pin flowing into the feedback pin is 2 μA?With 62.5 kΩ at
the lower position, the divider current isSo the ratio of the bias current to the divider current
isThis is a current ratio of 5 percent. The corresponding output error isWe can find the upper
resistance too.Based on R2, we have an alternative calculation for error (Fig. 1.15): IIN × R2 = 2
μA × 237.5 kΩ = 0.475 V which agrees with the previous method of calculation.We have
confirmed that the output voltage will be 12.475 V, which is an error of +0.475/12 = +4 percent.
This is a ppm of 40,000. It is way too high. We really need to reduce the input bias current IIN
(chip design goal), and/or we need to significantly increase the current in the voltage divider
(which will certainly add to the dissipation, and that can become significant in battery-powered
applications).Graphically, we could have seen this directly from Fig. 1.16. Note also that under
the same conditions (same lower resistor and reference), for a 3.3-V output, we would have
gotten only about +1.2 percent error for a 2.5-V reference. So lower outputs are less affected by
input bias currents.Therefore for setting high output voltages, we must pass more current in the
divider (decrease R1 and R2). This unfortunately works against minimizing the power dissipated
in the divider, when we need it most. In particular the dissipation in the upper resistor R2 will
increase significantly.Sources of Output Error: Voltage Divider Resistor ToleranceIf we want an
accurate output, it is obvious that we need resistors of tight tolerance. What is not so obvious is
how tight the tolerance of each resistor needs to be and whether the error contribution from the
tolerance of R1 is the same as that from R2, or different, and why.We start from the equationIf
R1 increases, VO will fall. If R2 increases, VO will rise.Let us look at Example 1.1 to understand
what happens.Example 1.2 We have a 2.5-V reference. The lower resistor of the divider (R1) is
set to 62.5 kΩ and the upper resistor R2 is 237.5 kΩ, for a nominal output of 12 V. Ignore the
feedback pin bias current here. What is the highest voltage due to resistor tolerances? Assume
the tolerance of the resistors is ±5 percent.To achieve the highest output, we need to use the
lowest value of R1 and the highest value of R2. We therefore getThe error is therefore 1 V/12 V =
8.3 percent. Note that it is not the sum of the tolerances of two resistors. So, what is the closed-
form equation? We perform a sensitivity analysis in Fig. 1.17, where the formula is provided and
also plotted out for easy graphical reference. The formula is based on the assumption of small



increments (partial differentiation), so it gives slightly different results, but well within the
ballpark. For example, for the above example we get (assuming a reference tolerance of
zero)FIGURE 1.17 Effect of resistor tolerance on output error (sensitivity analysis).Note the
following statements applicable to a voltage divider: 1. Two resistors, each of x percent
tolerance, do not produce an error of ±2x percent as some believe.2. The upper resistor’s
tolerance is as important as the tolerance of the lower resistor (some believe the upper resistor
can have worse tolerance because it usually has the larger resistance of the two). The sum of
the tolerances of the resistors is what matters. 3. If the reference has ± x percent accuracy,
it will produce ± x percent (additional) output error. 4. The chances of getting two resistors,
one with exactly +x percent error and the other with exactly –x percent, so as to produce the
worst-case output error computed above, are very slim. Monte Carlo analysis is often carried out
to get a more realistic (rather than worst-case) estimate of the output error.Sources of Output
Error: Commercial Resistor ValuesIn the past, circuit designers were able to precisely specify
the value of resistor required at a particular location based on calculations. But this created
difficulties for the resistor manufacturers as there was little or no standardization, and hence all
resistors were custom-made. Even today, in the author’s experience, it is bewildering to find that
even some very large manufacturers routinely ask for whatever value they calculate—and
usually get it. Perhaps resistor manufacturers don’t think it prudent to risk losing such a big
account by “educating” the customer about preferred values. But most engineers around the
world are not so lucky. Especially in Europe, the E series” is fully known and widely used. The
chosen resistor values of the divider need to conform to this standard set of values, and therein
arises another major contributor to the output error of a regulator.Note that overall costs can go
up for several reasons, e.g., if we use custom parts or nonpreferred values and if we have a large
number of possibly unnecessary part values. For example, if we look carefully at some power
supply circuits, we may find a 10-kΩ resistor at some point, and for some odd reason (probably
associated with blindly cutting and pasting a “nice” circuit block from a previous product), we find
10.5 kΩ at another point. On closer analysis we will often see no reason why the 10.5 kΩ could
not have been made into a 10 kΩ. So we forget that we want to reduce not only the number of
parts in our power supply, but also the number of types of different parts. This would serve us
logistically, especially because each new part’s type and reel need to be separately loaded onto
a pick-and-place machine.One of our design goals is not to cater to a circuit’s sensitivity to
tolerances, but to diminish that sensitivity. With some thought we can usually make our circuit
robust enough to accept a wider range of values, thus also increasing manufacturing yield.
Sometimes we may be willing to compromise the component count to keep the number of
different types of components down. So, to get 10.5 kΩ, we could consider using 10 kΩ in series
with a 470-Ω resistor, if these two values in any case were being used elsewhere in the circuit. In
doing so, not only do we reduce ordering costs, but also we may get parts cheaper because we
are using larger quantities of each. In the worst-case scenario we may end up adding a couple of
cents to our Bill of Materials (BOM), but it could save a lot of other related costs and headaches



in the long run. As component manufacturer Vishay advises, “use of standard values is
encouraged, because stocking programs (of vendors) are designed around them.”But what are
preferred (standard) values? We all remember using values such as 220, 470, and so on in the
past. Today those familiar numbers are being replaced by 221, 464, and so on. There are
reasons for this. First look at Fig. 1.18, which gives the tolerances of the standard E series
(based on IEC 60063). The values we were used to are the 5 percent tolerance values, or the
E24 series. Its values are all listed in Fig. 1.19.FIGURE 1.18 Standard resistor ranges (E series)
and comparison of resistor technologies.FIGURE 1.19 Standard (preferred) resistor values.In
general, preferred (standard) values (E series) are a modern system for selecting nominal values
within a given decade of resistance, based on the accuracy with which they are able to be
manufactured. For example, if we had the capability to produce only 10 percent tolerance
resistors, and we arbitrarily picked the first preferred value to be 100 Ω, then it would make little
sense to produce a 105-Ω resistor since that value falls well within the 10 percent tolerance
range of the 100-Ω resistor (90 to 110 ohms). The next reasonable value is 120 Ω (about 20
percent higher), because its lower (–10 percent tolerance) value is 120 × 0.9 = 108 (only a slight
overlap with the previous value’s upper spread). We thus get the well-known E12 series in Fig.
1.19. As manufacturing capability improved, it made sense to introduce more values. Now we
have progressed up to 0.1 percent tolerances, and several new series have been added. All the
preferred series start with the letter E followed by a number denoting how many nominal values
there are within a decade of resistors. A decade is 10 to 100 Ω, or 100 Ω to 1 kΩ, and so on. So
between 100 Ω and 1 kΩ, we will have 48 resistor values in the E48 (2 percent tolerance) series.
It is obvious that all resistor values of a given E series in a given decade can be generated by
multiplying the values of the previous decade by 10.NOTE Per common practice, when we talk
about 1 percent resistors, what we really mean is ± 1 percent resistors. We omit the signs, but
they are understood, since the nominal value is always the center of the spread.Can we
describe a closed-form equation for the resistor values in any E series? The resistors must be
selected in a geometric progression, since by doing so we keep the same ratio from one value to
the next—just as the tolerance behaves. So, if we divide a decade (factor of 10) by 96 values, to
generate the E96 series, the ratio of the geometric progression must beThis means that the next
value is 2.4 percent away. Clearly, based on our previous analysis of 10 percent tolerance, the
E96 series is appropriate for 1 percent tolerance. Similarly, E192 is most appropriate for 0.5
percent tolerance. However, nothing stops vendors from, say, producing E192 resistors in 0.1
percent, or 1 percent or even 5 percent, if they can sell them! And we may even find them if we
look around. But they are not preferred.Returning to the E96 series, suppose the first value R1 is
100 Ω; then the next value R2 must be 100 × 1.024 = 102.4 Ω. The next value R3 would be
102.4 × 1.024 = 104.86 Ω. In general, the mth resistor value in an “Ex” series would beFor
example, the fifth value after 100 Ω in the E48 series would beIn all cases, the values are
actually rounded up to the nearest integer. So 121.15 Ω becomes 121 Ω. We can confirm this
value from Fig. 1.19. Similarly, for E96 series we get the following rounded values: 100, 102, 105,



107, 110, and so on. We can confirm these values from Fig. 1.19 too.Since every calculated
value of resistor is not available, we will end up using something “close.” So what is the error
produced on the initial accuracy of the output? And what “golden” combination of, say, standard
1 percent (E96) resistors will produce the lowest possible output error? We are assuming we
have full flexibility in choosing the upper and lower resistors, and we are also ignoring all the
other sources of output error, such as input bias current. In addition, we want to avoid parallel or
series combinations of resistors for achieving the required accuracy.We will need to do a lot of
number crunching, using a Mathcad file if possible, to answer the above questions. In Fig. 1.20
we have presented some useful results based on such an exercise. Note that the recommended
resistor solutions provided here can be multiplied by 10 or 100, and so on, to go to the next
decade of values, if we want. The error reported in this figure has nothing to do with the
tolerance of the resistors used; it is just based on nominal values, and it represents the error
solely due to the use of discrete (preferred) values. In the lower part of the figure we have
allowed a combination of E96 and E24 values, because we recognize that E24 series is also
available nowadays in tolerances similar to E96 series (1 percent or better).FIGURE 1.20 Best
combinations of E96, and E96 + E24, resistors for lowest errors.NOTE Chip designers struggle
hard to produce the right S-shaped curve corresponding to the lowest tempco in monolithic
references. Depending on their semiconductor process and so on, they end up with values
typically ranging anywhere from 1.2 to 1.25 V. We have therefore used a center value of 1.23 V in
our Mathcad-based number-crunching exercise, where we tried to find the lowest error that the
use of preferred resistor values has on the initial accuracy. That is clearly a systems designer’s
exercise. In fact, the best results will arise if we combine the endeavors of the two types of
designers, chip and systems, and calculate what exact value of the bandgap reference produces
the lowest possible output error, in terms of initial accuracy combined with temperature
effects.NOTE Can we always use two resistors per divider? A commercial AC-DC power supply
systems designer may need to think twice before using any single resistor larger than about 0.5
MΩ. Some extremely quality-conscious power supply companies have internal rules prohibiting
any value greater than 100 kΩ. Contamination on the PCB, or moisture and humidity, can cause
a large change in the resistance. So they ask their engineers to put several 100-kΩ resistors in
series rather than use a single resistor.Voltage Divider: Constraints Imposed by Type of Error
AmplifierFrom Fig. 1.20 we see that for an output of 3.3 V with 1.23-V reference, using only E96
values, we get 1.07 kΩ and 634 Ω for minimum error (using only two resistors in the divider). The
question is: Can we use, say, 10.7 and 6.34 kΩ instead? Yes, certainly it will reduce dissipation
in the divider by a factor of 10, but it will also increase the error due to any feedback pin bias
current. But are there any other restrictions? Not if we are using a transconductance type of error
(operational) amplifier. As we will see in the Chap. 14 on loop stability, only the ratio of the
resistors of the divider enters the feedback loop equations. So if we keep the ratio unchanged,
the loop is unchanged. However, if we use a regular, voltage-based operational amplifier, only
the upper resistor enters the feedback loop equations. The lower resistor is just a DC-biasing



resistor, and it disappears from the AC loop response. So, if we change the upper resistor, such
as when we change the ratio, we can significantly alter the loop response. So we have to pick
the right decade at least, provided we can keep to the ratios given in Fig. 1.20.HINT For a
regular voltage-based op-amp, if we have a converter with satisfactory loop response, we should
try to keep the upper resistor (and all other compensation components) unchanged, as we
tweak the output for a somewhat different output voltage, say, from 3.3 to 5 V. In other words, we
should always change the lower resistor, not the upper one, despite the error that may create in
the initial accuracy by the use of preferred values.Voltage Divider: Correct PCB PlacementIn the
regulation onion of Fig. 1.2, we drew a layer called PCB design. What does that mean? In Fig.
1.21, we show a typical regulator (could be series-pass or switching). We exaggerate the PCB
trace resistances to make a point about the correct location of the resistors of the divider. We
see that the lower ends of the resistor must connect as close to the IC ground as possible,
whereas the upper end of the upper resistor must connect as close to the load as possible. This
helps improve static load regulation. Note that some inexperienced engineers think that both
resistors must connect as close to the load as possible. They imagine some sort of “kelvin
sensing” but forget to do the math as shown. In Fig. 1.22 we apply the same principle to a
monolithic regulator with an internal divider.FIGURE 1.21 How to correctly position the voltage
divider to minimize impact of PCB traces and output leads on load regulation.FIGURE
1.22 How to correctly position the IC ground of a monolithic regulator (with internal divider) to
minimize the impact of PCB traces on load regulation.However, there is something called droop
positioning, in which resistances toward the load that clearly degrade static regulation can help
significantly to improve the dynamic regulation. In fact, the total load regulation window (static +
dynamic) may actually improve by droop positioning. See Chap. 9 of this author’s Switching
Power Supplies A–Z, Second Edition, for further details on this aspect.∗.CHAPTER
1References to Regulators PART 1 OVERVIEWWalking a Design TightropeThe
underlying expectation of any voltage regulator—switching or nonswitching, inductor- or
capacitor-based, mundane or exotic—is that it produces an output voltage rail that is accurate,
referring to its nominal (set) value, and well regulated, referring to its spread around that value,
over what can be widely varying input (line) voltage and load conditions.Several questions arise
out of this seemingly simple requirement. For example, what do we consider accurate? What is
well regulated? Unfortunately, there are no boilerplate answers for any of that here—both the
center (nominal) value of the set output voltage and its allowable spread depend on the
application at hand.The output rail of the regulator forms the input rail of a certain target device
or circuit (its load). The basic requirement is that the latter’s performance and reliability remain
virtually unaffected under the stated or allowed variation. For example, our mobile phone doesn’t
show increasing difficulty connecting to the cellular network over the course of a day as its
battery gradually depletes. Its performance remains virtually unaffected right until the moment
the battery actually runs out. We owe that little feat, something we usually take for granted, to a
bunch of tiny regulators ticking away inside it.In many modern-day applications, mainly because



of the shrinking process geometries involved in chip fabrication, the requirements imposed on a
regulator’s output level have started to resemble a design tightrope of sorts, with many, near-
conflicting, concerns and compulsions. A clear elucidation of this is contained in a white paper
titled “Power Delivery for Platforms with Embedded Intel® Atom™ Processor,” supporting the
Intel mobile voltage positioning (IMVP) specification, as applied to voltage regulator modules
(VRMs). These are DC-DC converters placed right next to a modern central processing unit
(CPU). The paper explains the very tight situation they are in, in more ways than one, as
follows:Generally, higher core voltages (CPU core or graphics core) enable higher performance
and faster logic circuits, but if the voltage is too high it may damage or degrade the silicon and
limit the lifespan of the CPU. Generally, lower core voltages reduce the energy requirements,
and reduce the power that must be dissipated as heat, but if the voltage is too low, you run the
risk of causing a logic failure that may cause the system to hang, reboot or blue screen. If the
core voltage is fixed it must be fixed at a voltage level high enough to enable the required
performance, yet low enough that the part is not damaged, and low enough that the CPU
maximum operating temperature is not exceeded.We begin to realize it is entirely possible that
while we were griping about our computer’s recurring “blue screen of death,” attributing it to a
“buggy” operating system or sinister malware, the culprit was actually some tiny, errant voltage
regulator hidden deep inside our notebook, immune to scrutiny and thus considered innocent
(yes, because we couldn’t prove it guilty!). This highlights the importance of trying to understand
the intricacies of the underestimated voltage regulator in our electronic world of today. It’s not
just about endless streams of data going back and forth.NOTE The late Bob Widlar (1937–
1991), one of the foremost analog designers of our time, some of whose breathtaking
achievements are covered later in this chapter, had apparently opined that “every idiot can count
to 1.” See . That “tradition” was maintained steadfastly by his former colleague, the late analog
guru, Bob Pease (1940–2011), who became rather well known for ceremonially throwing
computers off the roof of Building C at the Santa Clara headquarters of National Semiconductor
(now Texas Instruments). The latter Bob had this to say about the former Bob: “Obviously, there
will never be another engineer like Widlar. He led the linear IC industry in many amazing new
directions.” Incidentally, both these hall-of-famers eschewed, if not despised, simulation, for
reasons that we will start to recognize as we get deeper into this chapter.A Creative
ExperienceVoltage regulators based on switching power conversion principles are referred to in
many ways: switch-mode power supplies (SMPS), switching power supplies, power supply units
(PSUs), switchers, converters, and so on. These terms are somewhat loosely defined and
applied, depending on the application. However, there also seems to be some sort of unifying
attempt at progress in the form of an emerging standard called the IPC-9592 (available from ),
which refers to them as PCDs (power conversion devices). Now all we have to do is to
remember that!Despite the impressive plethora of names, and an equally “impressive” history in
the form of veritable waves of unexpected field returns—early aluminum electrolytic capacitors,
followed by the crumbling of powdered iron cores (reported at Artesyn Technologies, now



Emerson Electric), followed by strange shorts due to tin whisker growth (reported at Power
Integrations), and so on—switchers are still sometimes taken for granted, especially by those
who instinctively tend to equate design complexity to the size of the printed circuit board, or the
solution cost, or the number of components. In reality, the design tightrope extends deep into
almost every aspect of a switching regulator’s design. For example, in a Boost converter (in
which the output exceeds the input), we quickly discover we can speed up the switch (usually a
FET) to decrease its transition (switching) losses, but end up with worse overall efficiency
because of shoot-through (cross-conduction) through the catch (freewheeling) diode. Or we can
increase the voltage ratings of the FET and the catch diode in switching regulators in an effort to
enhance field reliability, and end up with higher, not lower, field failures—a direct outcome of the
significantly higher temperatures arising from the higher forward (conduction) losses of the
newly selected FET and diode. We thus realize that switching power supplies are nothing if not
the art of careful design compromises and tradeoffs or, in short, optimization. And lest we forget;
ultimately, cost is the key factor against which we must eventually learn to weigh all our design
choices and decisions. The ultimate thrill is to eke out maximum reliability and performance at
minimum cost. That is the ballgame that makes switchers so challenging, yet also so satisfying
in the long term.In the short term, many engineers feel somewhat overwhelmed at the demands
being constantly placed on their shoulders. Their expertise needs to eventually encompass
several almost distinct areas—electrical, magnetics, electromagnetics, thermals, control-loop
theory, Fourier/Laplace transforms, and so on. Add to that simulation, and expertise in various
CAD tools such as Mathcad and MATLAB. Not to mention physics! Now, we may hate the very
sound of that, coming all the way at us from high school, but the truth is that physics is totally
vital to understanding the inductor, the key component behind modern switchers. If we don’t take
the trouble to develop a keen conceptual and intuitive understanding of inductors (with the help
of physics, naturally), pretty soon we will be the ones feeling saturated to the core. But if we do
use it and thereby develop a broader perspective, we will suddenly start noticing and
appreciating the exciting interplay of several varied engineering disciplines in the design of any
good commercial power supply.One thing we learn very quickly while working in the trenches is
we just can’t take anything for granted, certainly not in switching power conversion. Just when
we thought adding a few more turns to the transformer would increase its inductance and
thereby help “hold off” the high applied input voltage better, we find to our dismay that doing so
only causes all our remaining prototype boards to blow up in a steady stream, all because of
transformer saturation. Quite inevitably, in this new world of hard knocks (of the switching knocks
variety), we learn the following lesson very quickly: don’t assume anything, test it. For example,
perhaps we “thought” step A would lower the temperature of the FET. But did it really? Let’s
check. And no simulations please, let’s get real—real, as in “on the bench real”! That may be the
only way we will discover that there is really almost nothing we can do at a given point in a
switching converter that will fail to affect something else, somewhere else, usually to our eternal
dismay. So, maybe the FET really is really running cooler now. But what about the catch diode?



Do we now need step B to get its temperature down now? And how is the zener clamp of the
Flyback holding up (literally)? Do we need step C to steady that before its solder melts? And so
on.In brief, we can rarely consider any switcher problem solved unless we are completely sure
(by bench-testing of course, not from an ivory tower staring at a Simplis model) that we haven’t
just transferred the problem elsewhere or, worse, created several new problems (some almost
astutely hidden under our noses right until the moment we ship boards off to the customer!). We
must learn to avoid going to a series of unforeseen “containment steps” (Band-Aids galore), in
an almost endless spiral of futility. That’s really not good engineering. Knowing or anticipating
where else the impact of a contemplated change is likely to be felt, looking for it proactively, then
minimizing or limiting it before it catches us—all that is what distinguishes an experienced
designer from a rookie.But sometimes we will also need to accept, or shrug off, what is best
described as the “fear of the unknown,” that we may find residing somewhere within the wide
arena of modern switching power supply development. It seems that historically the all-
pervading sense of false comfort about switchers, bordering on near-cockiness initially, has
finally given way to something akin to nervous overreaction in certain quarters. The author
remembers one of his experienced colleagues being instructed by his manager, as he handed
him a power supply that a customer was having problems with, saying, “Fix it, but don’t change
anything.” The concerned engineer was thereafter seen walking around for days shaking his
head in disbelief, wondering how he could abide by that mandate. Would he get fired if he did or
if he didn’t? And incidentally, did what? Or didn’t do what? Bystanders like us had surmised that
perhaps the manager was having a recurring nightmare: featuring an overly creative engineer,
creating a web of changes, getting everyone from design to production hopelessly entangled,
and the spider (the customer in this case) finally swooping down with exemplary timing.
However, insecurities aside, creativity is absolutely necessary and (should be) welcomed with
open arms in power conversion. We just don’t throw the baby out with the bathwater. But it
should all be buttressed and/or tempered by experience.Static and Dynamic RegulationWith
that brief introduction, we return to the basic aim of all regulators—regulation. For many broad
market applications, a typical regulator’s datasheet may describe it as being accurate to within
±2 percent, or simply 2 percent (which is actually a spread of 4 percent). That means that if the
output of the regulator is set to 3.3 V, we are expecting, or allowing, the output to vary between
the values [1 – (2/100)] × 3.3 = 0.98 × 3.3 = 3.234 V and [1 + (2/100)] = 1.02 × 3.3 = 3.366
V.Note that the defined ±mV or ±% output variation is in effect an onion. As we peel, we will
unearth several layers that have gone into creating it. The first obvious contribution is the initial-
accuracy term. In other words, we may think we have set the output precisely to 3.3 V, but
because of component tolerances and so on, we will have a certain output error right off the bat
—usually specified with zero load, at nominal input and at room temperature. It is important to
know what this initial accuracy is, and we will discuss some of the factors affecting it very shortly
(as well as some ways to deal with it if necessary).On top of that, there is a certain drift with
temperature. This is the temperature coefficient, or “tempco” (sometimes just called TC). The



output will change as the unit heats up or cools down, and we still need to stay within a certain
acceptable window. We therefore need to know the tempco of the regulator.The other, most
obvious (but not necessarily largest) contribution comes from the (static) line and load regulation
characteristics of the regulator. This expresses the change in the output of the regulator in
response to slow changes in its input voltage (line) and load. For example, we can gradually
reduce the load from maximum to zero (or to a specified minimum) and record the initial and
final steady output readings. That will indicate to us the static regulation capability of the
regulator (measured over the specified min-max load variation).In other words, besides an initial-
accuracy term, there are several other contributions to the final total observed output accuracy,
measured over the full range of the application. This includes line and load regulation.Line
regulation quantifies the error in the output resulting from a (slow) change in the input voltage. It
is considered a DC (steady) specification and does not include the effects of any input ripple
voltage e.g., or a sudden input (line) transient.Load regulation quantifies the error in the output
produced by a (slow) change in load current. It is also usually considered a DC (steady)
specification and does not include the effects of any (sudden) load transients.We could also
subject the regulator to sudden or dynamic changes in line and load. These sudden transients
can cause a rapid but usually momentary change in the output rail, and the resultant behavior
can be quantified under the category of dynamic line and load regulation of the regulator. This
can become the most significant, or dominant, layer of our proverbial “regulation onion.” And for
that reason, a typical power supply product specification (or regulator chip datasheet) may
specifically allow for a wider dynamic variation window, say ±5 percent, as compared to the
declared static regulation window (including initial accuracy and temperature drift) of, say, ±2
percent. There may also be a specified maximum settling time for such dynamic excursions.
That numbers can typically be 1 to 2 μs for converters intended for microprocessor applications
(VRMs), 100 to 200 μs for typical off-the-shelf DC-DC converters, and typically 1 to 2 ms for
general-purpose AC-DC power supplies.NOTE The load transient requirement of a modern
microprocessor chip can be in the hundreds of amperes per microsecond. However, the
regulator itself may not “see,” or need to support, such a high dI/dt, because a good part of that
transient requirement is typically met by a bunch of paralleled high-frequency decoupling
capacitors (often called decaps), sitting very close to the microprocessor chip. But that also
raises the philosophical question: do we consider this bank of decaps as part of the total output
capacitance of the regulator or part of the input capacitance of its load? Alternatively, where
does the regulator end and the load start? It can get really hard to tell in VRM or point-of-load
(POL) converter applications. But nowadays, the view is increasingly “chip-centric.” That means
that we look outward from the microprocessor (or other similar) chip, and everything outside
connecting to its supply pins, including the regulator, the bank of decoupling capacitors, and so
on, becomes the power delivery network (PDN) of the chip. It is the PDN that needs to provide
the dI/dt demanded by the chip. The chip doesn’t care what the constituents of the PDN want to
call themselves, or how they want to split up the task among themselves. Similarly, on our part,



we need to test it all out as a complete system, with the regulator only being part of that.The left
side of Fig. 1.1 represents a typical dynamic response “scope shot” (an oscilloscope screen
capture). Note that settling time is usually measured from the start of the disturbance to the
moment the output returns to within the static regulation window (also note that it steadies down
fully a short while later). Also the “settling voltage” (for want of a better name here) is
commensurate with the static regulation characteristics of the regulator. That means we will
reach exactly that level when we perform a slow (or quasi-static) load variation, as shown on the
right side of Fig. 1.1. We see that the only difference is that we no longer get the dynamic
excursion portion of the curve on the left. And that in effect distinguishes a slow perturbation
from a sudden one.FIGURE 1.1 Static and dynamic load response of a typical regulator.We
thus realize that the scope shot of dynamic response, as shown on the left side of Fig. 1.1, gives
us a lot of “buried” or hidden information about the functioning and basic design of a voltage
regulator, including its static regulation characteristics. In fact, it can go further and answer one
of the most fundamental questions that can be asked of any voltage regulator: is the regulator
feedback (output correction) loop stable? For example, if we see a lot of output ringing in the
scope shot, due to which the output never really seems to decisively return to a settling value
(within a reasonable time), then very likely we have an instability problem. Even if it does settle
down quickly enough, the amount of ringing before that (settling) happens, reveals a lot about
the phase margin of the feedback loop (in effect, the safety margin before the thresholds of full-
blown instability). We will discuss these aspects in greater detail later. Here we just note and
recognize that the left side of Fig. 1.1 is one of the most important bench measurements we can
perform on any voltage regulator, switching or otherwise, well before we get down to validating
its efficiency, thermal performance, electromagnetic interference (EMI), and so on. None of that
really matters if the output is hopelessly ringing. With an unstable output, there really is no
“regulator” to speak of (or test any further), is there? Yet we may find engineers doing exactly
that, though thankfully only in their early years on the job. PART 2 UNDERSTANDING
VOLTAGE REFERENCESVoltage References in GeneralIf we want to design a circuit that will
somehow automatically set the output rail to the required level, say, 5 V, we should ask: how will
our circuit ever “know” what is 5 V? Doesn’t it need something to compare the output against
(and correct accordingly)? In other words, we need a voltage reference. This vital component of
any power supply/regulator design is often taken for granted, but especially in critical
applications, such as the one mentioned in the preceding section “Walking the Design
Tightrope.” It becomes very important that we understand our voltage reference well. After all,
how can we hope to create a regulator with, say, ±1 percent output accuracy if the reference
voltage itself is only accurate to within ±2 percent? Note that just like the regulator, the reference
itself also has line and load regulation characteristics, initial accuracy, tempco, and so on. It is
the seed from which the full plant called the regulator grows. This is shown graphically as several
layers of a regulation onion in Fig. 1.2. This diagram applies to the regulator, but has key
components from the reference as indicated at the left.FIGURE 1.2 The regulation onion of a



typical regulator and some key contributory errors in its output.Discrete zener diodes have been
used as two-terminal voltage references for years. For example, a small zener diode can be
connected to the base terminal of a hefty bipolar junction transistor (BJT), or to the gate terminal
of a metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET). This entire circuit becomes a
linear regulator (also called a series-pass regulator, or simply pass regulator or series regulator).
Under control of the zener diode, the transistor behaves as a variable resistor and adjusts its
resistance to block any “excess voltage” across itself. Series regulators are typically three-
terminal regulators, with an input, an output, and a shared ground. Incidentally, this behavior on
the part of the transistor is the reason why its name evolved historically as a combination of two
words “transfer resistor.” See Fig. 1.3 for an overview of regulators.FIGURE 1.3 The I-V curves
of a BJT and MOSFET compared, along with the Early effect.Sometimes, hefty zener diodes are
used as shunt regulators independently. They are then two-terminal regulators placed directly
across the load in a brute-force attempt to clamp the voltage appearing across the load (they do
need a limiting series resistor to control the current). Unfortunately, the common feature of all
regulators involving discrete zener diodes, series or shunt types, is that the output regulation is
usually rather poor (typically ±10 to 20 percent), and they can also display significant drift over
temperature, besides noise.There are steps we can take to improve matters somewhat. For
example, it is well known that low-voltage zener diodes have a negative temperature coefficient.
So, a 3.3-V zener will typically have a tempco of about –3.5 mV/°C. On the other hand, high-
voltage zeners have a positive tempco. A typical 15-V zener will exhibit around +10 mV/°C.
Somewhere in the middle, around 5.1 to 5.6 V, the tempco changes sign and passes through
zero. That is why it is often said that a 5.1- or 5.6-V discrete zener diode is a good choice for
zener-based regulators. But zeners can also be fabricated on chips, and for such cases, a 6.3-V
zener is considered the most stable value. Note that zeners can be fabricated on a chip in two
ways—on its surface (a cheaper process) or as buried (subsurface) zeners. At the surface of a
chip there are significantly more impurities, mechanical stresses, and defects (crystal-lattice
dislocations) than within the chip. All these contribute to noise and long-term instability. In
contrast, buried zener references are far more stable and accurate. Some of the most accurate
monolithic chip references around today are therefore based on buried zeners. An example is
the VRE3050A from Apex (Cirrus Logic). Its output (initial) accuracy is 5 V ± 0.5 mV (±0.01
percent) at 25°C. However, there is a potential showstopper here too: any monolithic chip
reference using a zener reference needs a minimum supply voltage of at least 7 V. How else can
you get a 6.3-V zener diode to exhibit zener breakdown? Also, usually the zener needs to itself
draw several hundred microamperes for optimum operation (to come up to the “knee” of its
current-voltage curve). Therefore, the VRE3050A uses a 6.3-V buried zener, but its minimum
operating voltage is 10 V. Clearly, with today’s shrinking supply voltages, such a high supply rail
may not be available; and further, such a high idle current consumption (“quiescent current”),
and resulting no-load dissipation is usually unacceptable, especially for battery-powered
(portable) devices. Therefore, the bandgap reference has become the reference of increasing



choice for most types of regulator applications today.The Bandgap ReferenceThe most common
bandgap reference value in use is “1.2 V.” (The actual value ranges somewhat around this, but
we will keep things simple for building up concepts.) From this basic reference value, by the use
of scaling resistors and other circuitry such as op-amps, other common “fixed” reference values
can also be generated. An example of a monolithic (standalone) bandgap reference is the
LT1790A from Linear Technology. It is based on a 1.25-V bandgap reference. Its output (initial)
accuracy is stated to be 5 V ± 2.5 mV (±0.05 percent) at 25°C. One of its key advantages is that
it needs a minimum supply rail of only 5.5 V compared to the 10 V required by the VRE3050A. Its
quiescent current is also just 35 μA compared to the 3.5 mA of the VRE3050A.Since the 1.2-V
bandgap reference is found in a majority of modern regulator ICs, we will focus on it in the next
few sections. We start by trying to understand the BJT better, since that is the basic building
block of bandgap references.Understanding the BJT Better (the PTAT and CTAT)The first silicon
BJT was made by Texas Instruments in 1954. Thereafter, some interesting properties of the
device were discovered, which eventually led to the bandgap reference. The first empirically
discovered, reasonably stable voltage reference originated in 1964 from David Hilbiber of
Fairchild. But its properties were not well understood until 6 years later when Bob Widlar (1937–
1991) came along. He converted one of his basic current sources to a stable bandgap reference
of nominal value 1.2 V, in what has been nicknamed “Widlar’s Leap.” This was released
commercially in 1971 as a two-terminal “reference diode” IC, the LM113 (obsoleted just
recently), from National Semiconductor (now Texas Instruments). Three years later Paul Brokaw
came up with his (adjustable) version of the bandgap reference, at Analog Devices. The Brokaw
cell was released in 1974 in an historic 2.5-V three-terminal (input, output, and ground)
reference called the AD580, which is still in production. It has an initial accuracy of ±0.4 percent.
All these events are not only part and parcel of but also the underlying reasons for the
momentous period of growth that we now consider to be the birth of Silicon Valley.Let’s start the
discussion with something everybody seems to intuitively understand: to get an NPN bipolar
junction transistor to conduct, the voltage drop between the base and emitter of a BJT needs to
be raised to around 0.6 V (at room temperature). So, basically we try to overcome this 0.6-V
offset (it appears as a diode drop to us) and thereby force a small current into the base. In doing
so, we observe a “lever effect” of sorts: the tiny base current opens the floodgates to a much
larger current flowing from collector to emitter. We learn that this collector current is proportional
to the base current, and the proportionality factor (= IC/IB) is called the β of the transistor (in a
slightly different context it is called hfe).The current-voltage (I-V) curves for the BJT are
presented in Fig. 1.3. Note that so far we are implicitly assuming temperature is constant. The
“ideal” (flat) curves assume that once the BJT is conducting, the collector current is fixed (and,
as indicated, is in effect a fixed ratio of the base current). In other words, we are assuming that
the collector current is independent of the collector-to-emitter voltage (it depends only on base
current). This is a reasonable assumption to make for most first-order calculations, as we too
have done in the ensuing discussions. But keep in mind that in reality, there is a slight



divergence of the curves from ideal, and if extrapolated backward, the curves seem to be
coming from a fixed voltage point –VA (typically around –75 to –100 V). This is called the Early
effect, after its discoverer James Early (1922–2004). In the same figure, we have presented the I-
V curves for the metal-oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET). The curves are
indeed similar. But note that a prevalent source of confusion lies in the way the saturation region
of the BJT curves is called the triode or ohmic/resistive region in the MOSFET curves, whereas
the forward active or linear region of the BJT is called the saturation region in the MOSFET
curves. It is unfortunate terminology for sure.We have mentioned in the same figure that the
collector current varies exponentially as we increase the base-emitter voltage VBE. The same is
indicated at the top of Fig. 1.4, where we now also indicate that the collector current is β times
the base current. We also clarify that the BJT has four quadrants of operation. One is of virtually
no use (all its so-called diodes are reverse-biased). On the other hand, a switching regulator
(one that uses a BJT switch) operates constantly between saturation and cutoff regions (very
briefly passing through the active region as it changes state). However, current mirrors,
amplifiers, oscillators, and voltage references operate continuously in the forward active (also
called active or linear) region. Note that linear (series-pass) regulators also work in the linear
region (or ohmic/resistive region) when using a BJT (or MOSFET) as the pass element.FIGURE
1.4 The Ebers-Moll model of an NPN BJT and its regions of operation.We will focus on the
forward active region of the BJT now. The guiding equation in this region is the exponential
equationThis indicates that a small change in base-emitter voltage VBE produces an
exponential increase in collector current IC (constant temperature still being
assumed).NOTE Though it is commonly stated that the BJT is a current-controlled device
versus the MOSFET, which is a voltage-controlled device, the equations for a BJT indicate that it
too is best visualized as a voltage-controlled device, since we can see from the above equation
that a voltage (VBE) determines current (IC), quite similar to a MOSFET. No wonder their I-V
equations in Fig. 1.2 are also so alike. One major difference, however, is that VBE leads to a
small, but constant base current in the BJT, whereas in a MOSFET the gate current stops when
the voltage VGS (between gate and source) reaches a steady value. So, the input of a BJT
behaves as a diode, whereas the input of a MOSFET behaves as a small capacitor—but to pass
drain current, you must first overcome an offset called the threshold voltage (Vt in Fig. 1.3).We
can take the natural logarithm of both sides of the BJT equation to get the equation of a straight
lineWe can also take the more common logarithm (to base 10) of both sides to getwhich, as
expected, is also a straight line.NOTE The scales “ln” (i.e., natural log) and “log” (i.e., to base
10) are related by a simple factor, because log(e) = 0.434, ln(10) = 2.303, and log(e) × ln(10) =
1.Incidentally, the IC versus VBE exponential equation is very similar to the well-known
Shockley’s equation for a diode, and therefore it is no surprise that we discover the base-emitter
junction of a BJT is best modeled as a diode. However, the formal BJT model, one that covers all
its regions of operation, is the Ebers-Moll model, presented in simplified form within Fig. 1.4. But
there is no need to get into that level of detail however, if you are feeling overwhelmed. Consider



it as being there only for completeness sake.In looking at various online forums, it is obvious
there are several sources of deep confusion concerning the above IC versus VBE textbook
equation. Yes, it seems to be a simple, exponential equation, but one that needs to be seriously
clarified here. In the course of that endeavor, we will also develop the key ideas that go into
making a bandgap reference. 1. What is IS? This is often called the saturation current, a
phrase borrowed from the similar-looking diode equation (from Shockley). But for a transistor the
use of this phrase can get confusing. It has led some to erroneously think that IS is the collector
current in the saturation region of the BJT. Not so: it is a very small current of around 10–14
typically, so it can’t possibly be that. Therefore, some prefer to call IS the “reverse saturation
current” and thereby implicitly assume it is the reverse leakage current of the base-emitter diode
junction. And then, right after that, they usually compound their error by assuming that since IS is
the reverse current, it has no effect on the forward characteristics of the BJT. In fact none of
these statements is true. Under reverse bias, there is a parasitic leakage current term that can
dwarf IS. Therefore IS is best measured in the active region, not in the reverse region (same
recommendation as for a diode). So, let’s be clear on what IS is mathematically, for therein lies
our answer. Looking at the simplified Ebers-Moll equation above, we see that if VBE is set to
zero, we get IC = IS. So, that’s what it is. Graphically, if we increase the voltage at the base,
starting from zero (with respect to the emitter), and plot IC on a log scale versus VBE on a linear
scale, we get a straight line, which intersects the y axis at the exact value IS. It is therefore
perhaps better to call IS the scaling current to avoid confusion, because the entire IC versus
VBE curve scales proportionately to IS. Thus IS is simply the starting point of the entire forward-
biased IC versus VBE curve, and therefore it does have a profound influence on the entire curve.
For example, changing IS by a factor of 10, say, from 10–14 to 10–13, will cause all IC values (for
a given VBE) to increase by the exact same factor (10 in this case). So it is very important to
know what IS really is: don’t get fooled into thinking that since IS is a small number (typically
picoamperes), it is insignificant, or second-order. It is vital; hence the need to bring it up
here. In the SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) model of
the well-known discrete small-signal NPN transistor 2N2222 of a certain vendor, we come
across the following line: “IS = 14.340000E-15.” This means IS is 14.34 × 10–15 A. The SPICE
model of a well-known power transistor, 2N3055, from another vendor, states “IS=2.37426e-14,”
which means IS is 2.37426 × 10–14. And so on. However, this also points to a major limitation, if
not error, in the commonly used BJT SPICE models, as we will see shortly. 2. What is the
slope of log(IC) versus VBE? Engineers may have heard this particular slope being expressed
alternatively as 40 mV or 60 mV or 80 mV per decade of current. What exactly is it and why?
[Note that actually we are talking about the slope of VBE versus log (IC) here.] From the above
equations, the slope of ΔVBE versus Δ[log(IC)] is 2.303 kT/q, as also indicated in Fig. 1.5. So,
we see that the slope ΔVBE/Δ[log(IC)] is proportional to temperature. Or, equivalently, for a fixed
Δ[log(IC)], or equivalently a fixed ΔIC (i.e., a fixed change in current), ΔVBE (the corresponding
change in base-emitter voltage) is proportional to temperature. So, at 300 K (27°C), the slope of



ΔVBE versus log(IC) is 60 mV per decade of current. It becomes 80 mV per decade at 400 K
(127°C) and is 40 mV per decade at 200 K (–73°C). It goes from 40 to 80 mV/decade from 200
to 400 K. We can see the obvious proportionality with respect to T.FIGURE 1.5 Attempting to
plot IC versus VBE for different temperatures.NOTE One decade of current change (say, 0.1 to
1 A, or 1 to 10 A), corresponds to Δ[log(IC)] = 1.NOTE The Kelvin (absolute temperature) scale
is just the Celsius scale translated by 273°C. So, 0 degrees K (or equivalently 0 degrees
absolute temperature) equals –273°C. We are seeing a change of ΔVBE from 40 to
80 mV for a temperature change of 400 K – 200 K = 200°C. In other words, the tempco of ΔVBE
is 40 mV/200°C = 0.2 mV/°C (for a decade of current variation). This is referred to as a
proportional to absolute temperature (PTAT) voltage. We will shortly see that this very property
of ΔVBE, along with a complementary (inversely proportional) property of VBE, is what goes into
creating the well-known 1.2 V bandgap reference. 3. How does VBE vary with
temperature? This is the source of the biggest confusion. As mentioned, the base-emitter
voltage for forward conduction is 0.6 V at room temperature. We ask: what is it, e.g., at exactly –
273°C (0 K)? In fact, it is about 1.2 V for any collector current (though as an extrapolated value, it
is not real, since at absolute zero all atomic motion is at a standstill and there can be no
“current”). But is that what the exponential I-V equation predicts? In the I-V equation,
to keep IC fixed as we vary temperature, it seems we need to keep the following term fixed:
We can thus easily (but erroneously) conclude that if T (i.e., temperature, measured on the
Kelvin scale) increases (or decreases), then VBE must increase (or decrease). The tempco
seems to beNOTE kT/q is commonly called the thermal voltage as it has the units of voltage
and is also proportional to temperature. At 300 K (27°C) it has the well-known value 86.25 μV ×
300 = 26 mV. In other words, the above equation seems to say that VBE will increase
with temperature at the rate of 86.25 μV/°C. But that doesn’t sound right: most engineers have
heard (and rightly so) that VBE falls with increasing temperature—by about –2 mV/°C. Where is
the error coming from? The problem is what no one seems to clearly tell you: IS is
actually a very strong function of temperature. That fact is surprisingly overlooked by many
engineers, especially those who rely blindly on SPICE and its commonly available BJT/diode
models—in which IS is usually set to some fixed (default) value. In reality, IS roughly doubles for
every 5°C rise in temperature. And if that variation is factored into the I-V equation, then to keep
IC constant, VBE actually needs to decrease substantially with increasing temperature, not
increase. As indicated in Fig. 1.6, a fairly good empirical fit to data is obtained by
settingFIGURE 1.6 Correctly plotting IC versus VBE and understanding CTAT and PTAT
generation. where VT = kT/q, VG0 >> 1.2 V, and IS0 = constant. With this model for
IS(T), the correct curves are now plotted in Fig. 1.6. We finally see that because of the
dependency of IS on temperature, all the log(IC) versus VBE curves we talked about earlier (for
different temperatures), if extrapolated, point to the voltage of 1.2 V (same as VG0), though at
some very high, hypothetical (and yes, absurd) value of collector current. More importantly, we
see that as temperature increases, the curve shifts to the left, not to the right as wrongly



indicated by Fig. 1.5 (in which we had wrongly assumed that IS was a constant). So now to keep
IC constant as we vary temperature, we need to keep Let’s talk numbers here. For
example, at T = 300 K and at the offset value VBE = 0.6 V, the numerator of the above fraction is
–VG0 + VBE = –1.2 + 0.6 = –0.6. If the temperature decreases to 200 K, the numerator must
decrease by the same factor, i.e., to (2/3) × (–0.6) = –0.4. The only way that could happen is if
VBE became –0.4 + VG0 = –0.4 + 1.2 = 0.8 V. In other words, for a 100°C increase in
temperature (200 K to 300 K), VBE decreases from 0.8 V to 0.6 V, that is, by 0.2 V. The effective
tempco is –0.2 V/100°C = –2.0 mV/°C, which is the often-mentioned value in
literature. Now, if the base-emitter voltage is 0.6 V at 300 K and its tempco is –2 mV/
°C, we can imagine that at a theoretical temperature of 0 K (–273°C), the base-emitter voltage
will be 0.6 V + (300 K × 2 mV) = 1.2 V at 0 K (i.e., at absolute zero), which is VG0, the bandgap
voltage of 1.2 V (we won’t bring in atomic physics to explain the name bandgap here). But
clearly 1.2 V is the value we had set for VG0 while modeling IS. And that’s where it comes
from. We can plot several VBE variations with respect to T in Fig. 1.7, and we see that
all the VBE curves (for different currents and biasing) intersect at VBE = 1.2 V at absolute zero
(0 K). This type of curve is a very useful curve for analog IC designers. It also tells us that
contrary to popular myth, the tempco of VBE is –2 mV/°C, but only for the case of VBE = 0.6 V at
300 K. For example, if in Fig. 1.7 we look at the curve for 20 A, we see that it has a VBE of 0.8 V
at 300 K. That must have a different tempco, because we now know this curve too must
converge to 1.2 V at 0 K. So obviously its tempco must be (0.8 V – 1.2 V)/300 K = –1.43 mV/°C,
not –2 mV/°C.FIGURE 1.7 Plotting VBE versus T and understanding CTAT generation.
We can clearly observe an inverse proportionality relationship here (with respect to
temperature). We thus say that VBE is a CTAT voltage.NOTE Maybe, a more contemporary or
easier name would have been iPTAT (inversely proportional to absolute temperature).The
Principle behind the Bandgap ReferenceFor example, the difference in the base-emitter
voltages (ΔVBE) between two matched transistors, one running at current I and the other at 10 ×
I (one decade difference), is 60 mV at room temperature (300 K). Its tempco is +0.2 mV/°C. If we
amplify this PTAT difference voltage 10 times, we will get a voltage value of 0.6 V with a tempco
of +2 mV/°C. This is a PTAT voltage. On the other hand, the actual VBE (of either of the two
transistors above) is about 0.6 V at 300 K, with a tempco of –2 mV/°C. This is a CTAT voltage. If
we add this CTAT VBE voltage to the 10 times amplified ΔVBE PTAT voltage mentioned above,
we will get a net voltage of 0.6 + 0.6 = 1.2 V, with a net tempco of +2 mV/°C – 2 mV/°C = 0
(ideally). This is the well-known bandgap reference voltage. And that’s how we get the number
1.2 V here (0.6 V CTAT plus 0.6-V PTAT).To understand how it was actually implemented by
Widlar and Brokaw, we need to first understand the basic current mirror.The Basic BJT Current
Mirror and Widlar’s Bandgap Reference CellIn Fig. 1.8 we start by explaining the advantages of
the diode-connected BJT. This forms the first element of the basic two-transistor current mirror.
The input is considered to be the current passing through the collector of the first transistor, and
we get a corresponding output—the base-emitter voltage. If this base-emitter voltage is then



applied as an input to a second matched transistor, by virtue of the fact that both transistors
have the same I-V curves and have the same VBE values (externally forced) too, we necessarily
get the same IC (collector current) as an output from the second transistor. In other words, the
current in the first transistor has been buffered and “mirrored” (1 : 1) onto another transistor, just
by having them share their control voltages (base-emitter drops).FIGURE 1.8 Understanding
BJT current mirrors.What if the “second transistor” is actually a set of, say, four identical/
matched transistors in parallel? Now, since each constituent transistor of this set receives the
same applied base-emitter voltage, each one will produce a collector current equal to the
current through the first transistor. Therefore, all together, the four paralleled transistors produce
4IC. In effect we have created a 1 : 4 current mirror.It is actually not necessary to have four
separate base, collector, and emitters joined together. By using a second transistor with an
emitter area 4 times that of the first transistor, we can get the same 1 : 4 current mirror. And
similarly we can produce a 1 : 10 current mirror, as shown in the figure. Note that rather than
draw so many emitters to one BJT, we could simply write “10” or “10E” (sometimes also written
as “10A”) next to the second transistor to indicate that its emitter area is 10 times that of the first
transistor. The underlying assumption is these are matched transistors and therefore monolithic
(on the same integrated chip).Not shown in the figure is the fact that instead of a 1 : 10 mirror, we
could create a 10 : 1 current mirror by using a first transistor with an emitter area 10E compared
to the second transistor with an area 1E. Similarly we could produce a 3 : 2 current mirror, with
emitter areas 3E and 2E, respectively. And so on.Widlar gave an interesting twist to the current
mirror circuit and created the bandgap reference. We will explain it through Figs. 1.9 and 1.10. In
Fig. 1.9, we have something similar to a current mirror, but it really isn’t one anymore: because
we have a new resistor RDIFF in place, that alters the VBE values of the two transistors (or
rather lets them be different). Also, we are externally forcing equal currents into the two
transistors. However, as before, similar to the 1 : 10 current mirror case, the right-side transistor
has been chosen to have 10 times the emitter area compared to the left-side transistor. We can
mentally think of the larger emitter area as 10 paralleled transistors, each with a collector current
of one-tenth of the transistor on the left side. So the corresponding VBE is also less, per the
Ebers-Moll equation (applied to each paralleled transistor). In effect we have a certain VBE on
the left-side transistor that corresponds to a collector current IQ. We have a different (lesser)
VBE on the right side, corresponding to a lesser current of IQ/10. Note that this is a difference of
one decade of current, and so from Fig. 1.4, we realize the difference voltage ΔVBE (a PTAT
voltage) must be 60 mV at 300 K, with a tempco of 0.2 mV/°C.FIGURE 1.9 First step in
understanding the basic Widlar bandgap reference cell.FIGURE 1.10 The basic Widlar
bandgap reference cell.Next step: Since the voltage drop between the shared base connection
and the (common) ground must be the same whether we go down from the left transistor side or
the right transistor side, we realize the difference voltage ΔVBE must appear across RDIFF.
Further, if this is amplified 10 times and added to the –2 mV/°C CTAT voltage VBE, then, as
explained in Fig. 1.10, we get a 1.2 V reference as desired, and the net tempco is ideally



zero.Note that instead of forcing equal currents through unequal (1 : 10) transistors to create a
certain ΔVBE, we could equivalently force unequal currents (10 : 1 ratio) through identical
transistors, and we would get the same ΔVBE. Eventually, it is all about the emitter current
density.In Fig. 1.11 we show Brokaw’s version. In his own words, as quoted from his historic
1974 paper∗: “A new configuration for realization of a stabilized bandgap voltage is described.
The new two-transistor circuit uses collector current sensing to eliminate errors due to base
current. Because the stabilized voltage appears at a high impedance point, the application to
circuits with higher output voltage is simplified.” So, now we can use the 1.2-V bandgap
reference with scaling resistors, to easily derive reference voltages of say 3.3 V, 5 V, and so
on.FIGURE 1.11 The basic Brokaw bandgap reference cell.Theoretically, we could take a 1.2-V
bandgap reference and use an op-amp with gain less than 1 to generate stable references of
less than 1.2 V. That is not the problem. The problem is that any circuit that is based on a 1.2-V
reference would necessarily require a supply rail significantly higher than 1.2 V (at least 1.9 V to
2.3 V typically). That voltage could be applied through a separate pin in a three-terminal device,
or connected to a biasing resistor in a two-terminal (shunt) device (e.g., LT1389). In any case,
such a resulting voltage reference would, for that reason, never be suited for, say, a single 1.5-V
alkaline cell application, because an alkaline cell can go down to below 1 V before being
considered fully discharged. To combat that problem, a lot of effort is ongoing to produce “sub-
bandgap references” (less than 1.2 V) and/or “sub-volt bandgap references” (less than 1 V).But
Widlar was ahead of everyone even in that day. In 1978, the LM10 was introduced by National
Semiconductor, and it is still in production. It can work down to 1-V supply rail, and its reference
output can go as low as 200 mV—because it is based on a 200-mV sub-bandgap reference
from Widlar, one that remained unmatched by competitors for a decade after it was created.
Basically, by using BJT transistors with a 50 : 1 emitter area ratio, Widlar produced a PTAT of
100 mV. Then, rather than amplify this to get the tempco up to the CTAT level (with opposite
sign), he added to it a 100-mV CTAT derived by scaling down VBE. Adding the two, he got a
stable reference of 200 mV.A Modified Current Mirror and the CMOS Bandgap Reference CellIn
Fig. 1.12, we modify the basic Brokaw bandgap reference cell by introducing an op-amp and
moving the difference resistor (with the PTAT voltage) onto the collector side of the transistor, for
higher gain and better power supply (noise) rejection ratio (PSRR). We then transition to a
version using P-MOS transistors (the MOSFET equivalent of a PNP BJT) and low-side PNP
BJTs. Without going into the details of IC fabrication processes, it suffices to say that there are
parasitic bipolars available within a typical CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor)
fabrication process, and the most useful ones for the purpose are usually those that happen to
be PNP types with their collectors tied together to the substrate (ground). That is how we
generate the basic CMOS bandgap reference cell shown in Fig. 1.12. This at least illustrates the
principle commonly used for CMOS.FIGURE 1.12 Brokaw’s bandgap reference with an op-
amp, and the transition to its CMOS version.NOTE The Brokaw cell usually requires a start-up
circuit (not shown), because it can have two stable values for transistor currents: one that leads



to the bandgap voltage and one that corresponds to zero current and voltage. It can get stuck in
the latter without some “help.” Also, CMOS opamps have a larger offset and are therefore self-
starting only if the applied offset is right.Simulation or the Lab?In general, almost all bandgap
references are based on the same basic principle: a PTAT and a CTAT canceling tempcos
mutually to get a stable reference. But as we just found out, the only reason the bandgap
reference exists is because IS is a function of temperature. Now consider the fact that most
SPICE models set a default, fixed value for IS. And that leads us to some remarks about
simulation in general.Bob Pease (1940–2011) wrote: “… there are many ways to get false results
in SPICE and other simulation schemes. Most transistor models do not accurately model the
shape of the curve of VBE vs. temperature. It is sometimes possible to tweak the characteristics
of the model of a transistor until the tempco of the breadboard or analog model matches that of
the computer model. However, after you have done this, it is not safe to assume that reasonable
changes in the operating points will cause reasonable changes in the tempco. The actual
changes may be different from the computed changes, even for a minor tweak.”Intusoft, a well-
known vendor of a popular SPICE-type tool, warns: Designing circuits using computer
simulation requires that models accurately reflect device behavior within a specific circuit
context. Models with excessive detail will obscure the circuit designer’s insight and will quickly
reach both runtime and complexity limitations of the simulation program. Overly simple models
will fail to predict key circuit performance parameters and may lead to costly design mistakes.
Device modeling is one of the most difficult steps in the circuit simulation process. It requires not
only an understanding of the device’s physical and electrical properties, but also an intimate
knowledge of the particular circuit application.Therefore, we must ask: if the conventional device
models of simulation do not even predict a simple bandgap voltage reference, how trustworthy
do you expect them to be in replicating complete switching regulators (especially on paper)? We
also ask: did Widlar, Brokaw, or Pease ever base any of their legendary commercial op-amp or
voltage reference designs on a simulation package? We are quite sure they didn’t. They
collected data fast and furiously and first really understood what they were dealing with. For
example, Wikipedia reports that Widlar locked himself in at Fairchild for 170 hours of continuous
experiments (related to the BJT) and emerged with a certain robust design.NOTE It is
interesting that the Ebers-Moll model (also called the coupled diode model because of the EB
and EC diodes) was released in 1954, much earlier than Widlar’s insights. Clearly, the correct
variation of VBE with temperature could not have been present in the Ebers-Moll model. And
since traditional BJT SPICE models are largely based on the Ebers-Moll model, they too have
the same limitations as regards temperature.In November 2004, Paul Tuinenga responded to an
online article on the topic of SPICE: “Sanjaya … I have this recollection of a passage from an out
of print book (I think it was) ‘Paper Money’ by Adam Smith, in which the author tells of a
conversation with a Southern stock broker while accompanying the said broker on a morning
bird hunt with the broker’s dog. The topic is computers and their use in stock trading. The broker
counsels (something along the lines of): The computer is like a bird (hunting) dog. Very useful.



Wouldn’t think of hunting without one. They spot birds and retrieve. But you don’t give the gun to
the dog!” Incidentally, Tuinenga is the co-creator of PSPICE and the cofounder of MicroSim
Corp. (taken over by Orcad, followed by Cadence). He is also the author of the best-selling book
on SPICE.So perhaps we really shouldn’t make the mistake of using a tool to learn a subject—
that does sound a lot like giving the gun to the dog.With that, it is time to go back to looking at
voltage references as “black boxes” and understanding the specifications and performance of
voltage references in general as applied to regulators.Comparing Voltage ReferencesOne of the
most basic comparisons we can make is based on the initial accuracy term discussed
previously. The simplest way to express this is as a percentage of the nominal value (which is
usually specified at 25°C, with no load applied to the reference). For example, a 2.5-V reference
accurate to 0.5 percent initial accuracy has the following absolute voltage spread.In other words,
the maximum is 2.5 V + 12.5 mV = 2.513 V. The minimum is 2.487 V.Instead of percentage,
parts per million (ppm) is often used: 1 PPM is 10–6. The factor connecting ppm and percentage
is 104. So ppm is 104 times %. A 100 ppm initial accuracy is ±100 × 10–4% = ±10–2%, or 0.01
percent.NOTE For stating initial accuracy, the ± is often not written out explicitly, but is certainly
always implied (whether expressed as a percentage or in terms of ppm). So an initial accuracy of
100 ppm or 0.01 percent always implies ± 100 ppm and ± 0.01 percent respectively.NOTE If
the reference is stated to have a certain initial accuracy expressed in, say, X ppm or Y percent,
only when talking of initial accuracy does that mean ±X ppm or ±Y percent—because the
nominal value is always picked to be the center of the initial accuracy spread. This ± prefix does
not automatically apply to any other source of output error, such as that due to
temperature.Accuracy can also be specified in terms of bit accuracy. We may come across this
term in comparative analysis like the one below, and since this phrase is the source of some
confusion, it will be discussed shortly. Meanwhile, here is a boilerplate summary of the pros and
cons of the two main categories of monolithic voltage references.Bandgap references are
relatively inexpensive and typically used for data acquisition systems where 8- to 10-bit
accuracy is required. They have a typical initial error of ±0.2 to ±1 percent, a tempco of 20 to 40
ppm/°C. The output noise is typically 15 to 30 μV peak to peak (measured over 0.1 to 10 Hz),
and they have a long-term stability of 20 to 30 ppm/kilohour. The quiescent current is typically 40
to 200 μA. Supply voltages can be as low as 1 V, but typically are as low as 2.4 V.Buried-zener
references are relatively expensive and typically used for data acquisition systems where 12-bit
or higher accuracy is required. They have a typical initial error of ±0.04 to ±0.06 percent, a
tempco of 5 to 20 ppm/°C. The output noise is typically less than 10 μV peak to peak (measured
over 0.1 to 10 Hz), and they have a long-term stability of 10 to 15 ppm/kilohour. The quiescent
current can be typically around 2 to 3.5 mA. The supply voltage needs to be larger than about 8
to 10 V.NOTE For stating tempco, most references are characterized by the “box method” (see
further below). So the tempco in ppm/°C is the total ΔV (occurring over the specified
temperature range), divided by the voltage at 25°C (its nominal value), divided by the ΔT (the
specified temperature range of the reference), and finally multiplied by 106 (for ppm). Note that



for stating tempco, there is no implied ±, unlike for the initial-accuracy specification.NOTE Long-
term drift is usually expressed in ppm per kilohour. But this can be misleading. For example,
there is about 8760 hours in 1 yr. So some engineers pessimistically multiply the 1000-h
specification of the part by the factor 8760/1000 = 8.76 to find the annual drift. In doing so, they
are implicitly assuming linearity of drift with time whereas, in reality, drift decreases
logarithmically as time passes, because things tend to stabilize as the part ages. For a better
estimate we should take the square root of the elapsed time. That is why long-term drift is written
in some datasheets as instead of ppm/kilohour. For example, for the correct estimate of the
annual drift, we should multiply the specified drift per 1000 h, not by 8.76, but by . That is roughly
3 times better than the (wrong) pessimistic calculation.NOTE Voltage reference datasheets
typically specify both low- and high-frequency noise. The latter (broadband noise) is usually
specified as an RMS (root-mean-square) value in microvolts, over the range 10 Hz to 10 kHz.
The low-frequency noise component is usually expressed as a peak-to-peak value in microvolts
(or ppm), over the range 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. The broadband noise component can be more readily
filtered out, by better decoupling capacitors and so on. But the low-frequency component is
particularly troublesome since filtering below 10 Hz is impractical. Therefore, the low-frequency
noise specification is considered more critical and important, insofar as it contributes directly to
the total reference error.NOTE There are modern proprietary voltage reference technologies
offering significant improvements. We will not discuss them here, but the reader can investigate
further if desired. One is the XFET voltage reference from Analog Devices. Another is the FGA
technology from Xicor (now part of Intersil).Now, look at an interesting tabulated comparison in
Fig. 1.13. In particular, notice point D where a state-of-the-art bandgap is at par in terms of
accuracy and drift, with a buried zener device.FIGURE 1.13 Some well-known voltage
references compared.Specifying and Interpreting the Tempco of Voltage ReferencesWhat really
is tempco? We mentioned that a 15-V discrete zener for instance, will have a tempco of about
+10 mV/°C. So at 125°C (a Δ of 100°C above nominal), we expect the zener voltage to be 15 +
100 × (10 mV) = 16 V. That agrees with the typical zener data collected and shown in Fig. 1.14
(based on discrete diodes from Vishay). Expressed in terms of percentage, this gives us a
voltage shift (called temperature drift) of 1 V referenced to 15-V nominal, which is an error of
1/15 = 6.7 percent. In terms of ppm, that is 67,000 ppm (25 to 125°C). Indeed, that is very high,
but it is a discrete zener after all.Based on the above analysis, we see that the zener voltage shift
is proportional to the temperature (for discrete zeners). This comes about from the fact that the
tempco of a discrete zener is almost constant (see the straight solid lines in Fig. 1.14). And it is
because of that property alone that we expect the following statement to be true: at 75°C (a Δ of
only 50°C above nominal), the error will be roughly one-half—close to 15.5 V. And that is borne
out by the curves in Fig. 1.14. In other words, we get proportionally less error if the temperature
range is reduced, provided the voltage reference has a constant tempco.FIGURE
1.14 Brokaw’s bandgap reference with an op-amp, and the transition to a CMOS version.A
constant tempco is a greatly simplifying property that engineers inadvertently assume and apply



even when they shouldn’t! For example, from the point of view of overall system requirements,
suppose there is a defined maximum acceptable error (expressed in ppm, or %, or LSB, as
explained later). Then if we halve the operating temperature range, we may relax (double) the
required tempco of the reference—but only provided the voltage reference we plan to use has
constant tempco characteristics. Not otherwise! If we do not heed this little fact, we can seriously
underestimate the required tempco (under reduced operating temperature ranges) and thus end
up with a system with greater than acceptable error.We said previously that in a bandgap
reference, the PTAT and CTAT terms cancel, leaving net zero tempco. But that is an ideal
assumption. In reality, because of several second-order effects and the behavior of associated
circuitry placed to correct that, all monolithic voltage references (both bandgap and buried-zener
types) have an output curve that is very rarely a straight line, and (with active curvature
correction circuitry), is actually typically close to the horizontal S-shaped curve in the lower half
of Fig. 1.14. That is obviously not a constant-tempco curve as in the upper half of the figure. And
so, irrespective of the method used for evaluating the tempco of the reference, we can no longer
just assume that reducing the operating temperature range will allow us to pick a worse voltage
reference (with higher ppm/°C). But surprisingly, that is a common error and assumption in some
related literature.What is the solution? We have to recognize that the tempco (usually expressed
in ppm/°C) for most monolithic references is some sort of averaged value over the full
temperature range, and it is actually of a rather complex shape. The old-world, traditional
approach is intuitively based on assuming constant tempco, perhaps because of the predictable
behavior of passive references such as discrete zeners in the past. Once we are clear about this
difference, we then realize that perhaps the best and safest option is to just stop talking in terms
of ppm/°C entirely, and stick to ppm—the total drift over the full specified temperature range of
the voltage reference (do not use the temperature range of the specific application, since this
can cause underestimation of tempco requirements as explained above). Note that ppm could
also be expressed as a percentage, or in terms of LSB, or in more absolute terms as millivolts or
microvolts, e.g.—just don’t use any ratios to temperature, because that implies a certain
constancy (linear drift), which is misleading.We finally understand the word tempco is a bit of a
misnomer when applied to monolithic references. In Fig. 1.14, we took the liberty of coining a
new term: point tempco. That sounds strange, but goes a long way in explaining and
understanding the above issues in selecting a monolithic reference.Finally note that the
temperature characteristics of voltage references may be expressed over the commercial
temperature range (0 to 70°C, but sometimes –10 to 70°C, or 0 to 85°C), or the industrial
temperature range (–40 to 85°C, but sometimes –25 to 85°C, or –40 to 100°C), or the extended
temperature range (–40 to 125°C, but sometimes –55 to 125°C, or even –55 to 150°C), or the
military temperature range (–55 to 125°C, but sometimes –65 to 175°C). Clearly people don’t
fully agrees on the descriptions of the temperature ranges!Understanding Bit AccuracyWith the
above explanation of tempco behind us, we are now in a better position to understand what was
really meant by bit accuracy previously. But note carefully that in the relevant sentence, the



phrase referred to the system accuracy and was not stated to be the accuracy of the voltage
reference itself. There are subtle differences in that as we will explain.First, the use of voltage
references is multifold. Examples follow. 1. In a data converter (e.g., data logger), a
reference is used for providing a voltage level to the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), to
compare the input voltage against so as to determine the proper digital code.2. In a voltage
regulator, the reference provides a voltage level against which the output is compared so as to
develop a feedback signal that eventually regulates (corrects) the output voltage.3. In a voltage
detector circuit, a relatively crude reference is used to set up some sort of internal threshold for
operation. For example, it can be used to set a safe start-up voltage level (undervoltage lockout,
also called UVLO), or to set some safety trip point (overvoltage protection, also called OVP). But
since we can usually accept much larger errors here, we will ignore this last item from now on.In
item 1, the term bit accuracy would usually refer to the entire system. In item 2, it would refer to
the reference as a stand-alone device. Note that modern monolithic precision references are
often set (trimmed) in production. Various means such as laser trimming and so on are used to
achieve a certain trim target. To do any of that, the reference voltage needs to be first read by a
digital test system. So system accuracy becomes an important aspect to understand even when
talking about references as stand-alone devices in voltage regulator applications.Let us start by
understanding, say, 3-bit accuracy first. For 3 bits, the digital (binary) numbers are 000, 001,
010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111. We see that we have 23 = 8 levels (increments) leading up to a
certain “full-scale” value. For n bits, we will have 2n levels. Each tiny step is called the least
significant bit (LSB), and it can be expressed either in terms of an absolute value (say, in
millivolts or microvolts), or as a fraction of the full-scale value, which is just the nominal reference
voltage in an ADC. Expressed as a basic fraction, the LSB is therefore 1/(2n). Since this number
is usually too small to write out as it is, it is more conveniently expressed in terms of ppm. This is
what we should remember:3-bit system:125,000 ppm/LSB8-bit system:3,906 ppm/LSB10-bit
system:977 ppm/LSB12-bit system:244 ppm/LSB16-bit system:15 ppm/LSB3-bit system:3-bit
system:125,000 ppm/LSB125,000 ppm/LSB8-bit system:8-bit system:3,906 ppm/LSB3,906
ppm/LSB10-bit system:10-bit system:977 ppm/LSB977 ppm/LSB12-bit system:12-bit
system:244 ppm/LSB244 ppm/LSB16-bit system:16-bit system:15 ppm/LSB15 ppm/LSBIn all
cases, ½ LSB is one-half the above-stated ppm. When we talk of voltage references as stand-
alone devices, 1-LSB accuracy is implied. For data loggers and ADC applications, however,
since the drift can be either plus or minus, to have no observable error on the (digital) output
(attributable to the tempco of the device), ½-LSB accuracy is required. But if not, the output error
can be calculated.For example, the VRE3050A in Fig. 1.13 has a 5-V output, with an initial
accuracy of 0.01 percent (0.01 × 104 = 100 ppm) and a tempco of 0.06 ppm/°C over the
commercial temperature range of 0 to 70°C. So the temperature drift is 70 × 0.06 = 4.2 ppm.
Assuming these two are the dominant sources of error, the worst-case ppm is 100 + 4.2 = 104.2
ppm. Since a 12-bit ADC with ½-LSB requirement can accept 244/2 = 122 ppm, the VRE3050A
is suitable for 12-bit systems. If the system can calibrate out the initial error, the net error (drift) is



only 4.2 ppm, which makes it suitable even for an ADC in a 16-bit system.NOTE Among the
typical full-scale (reference voltage) values specified for an ADC input, 2.048 and 4.096 V are
most commonly used because they provide an integral or half-integral number of millivolts for
any bit value (they are multiples of 2). For example, a 12-bit ADC with 4.096-V full-scale input
(based on a 4.096-V reference) gives 4.096/212 = 1 mV/LSB. In terms of ppm this is (1
mV/4.096 V) × 106 = 244 ppm/LSB, which agrees with the values of the numbered items above.
PART 3 DESIGNING THE VOLTAGE DIVIDERSources of Output Error: Voltage Divider
Input Bias CurrentIn the lower half of Fig. 1.11, R3 and R4 constituted a resistive “voltage
divider” (inside the monolithic voltage reference). We can also have an external voltage divider to
set the output of a complete regulator: see Figs. 1.2 and 1.15.FIGURE 1.15 Basic voltage
divider and some useful equations.If the resistors of the voltage divider of a regulator are inside
the chip, the systems designer can ignore their exact contribution to the output error, because
the regulator/controller is a “black box” with a known total output tolerance. For example, there
are monolithic (chip) regulators available in fixed-output versions, such as Texas Instruments’
LM2676T-3.3 and LM2676-5.0, which provide 3.3- and 5-V outputs, respectively. However,
LM2676T-ADJ is one where you need to add an external voltage divider. And with external
dividers, we have to be very careful, since they can contribute a thick new layer of error in the
regulation onion of Fig. 1.2 (see the layer called voltage divider design).Going forward, we are
adopting the convention that the “lower resistor” of the divider is R1 and R2 is the “upper
resistor.” See Fig. 1.15. First, we ignore the small current flowing out of node A, called IIN. We
then have a perfect voltage divider. We can derive the relationship that essentially sets the ratio
R2/R1 for a required output. Once the ratio is known, the absolute values can be determined by
first selecting either R1 or R2, based on several other concerns that we will discuss shortly. For
now, assume that we are interested only in the divider ratio.Note that, by definition, a voltage
divider is a voltage divider only when absolutely zero current enters or leaves the shared node
(between the two resistors, called A in Fig. 1.15). Node A goes to the feedback pin of the
controller, where it is compared against the reference voltage VREF. Note that an op-amp (error
amplifier) always swings its output in such a way as to equalize the voltages at its two inputs. So,
in steady state, we can assume that the voltage at A (VA) is equal to VREF. Now let us account
for the fact that the input impedance of the feedback pin appears as some arbitrary RIN, which is
not an infinite value, and therefore pulls in a nonzero current IIN from node A. So, what is the
effect of this current on the output voltage? And how do we minimize its effect?If the feedback
pin “steals” a tiny current IIN away from the divider, usually referred to as the input bias current of
the feedback pin, we are left with I1 = I2 – IIN flowing through R1. This causes a shift in the
output to a new value, which we call here. We getComparing it with the “perfect divider”
equation in Fig. 1.15, and solving for the error ΔV, we get alternative forms for computing ΔV
(also stated in the figure):where I is the current flowing through the divider (≈ I1 ≈ I2), and IIN is
the current into the feedback pin. Note that if this current flows not into but out of the feedback
pin (i.e., into node A), the sign of ΔV will become negative, indicating that the output decreases



as a result, instead of increasing.For a given output and feedback voltage, the way to minimize
any error due to the current in/out of the feedback pin is to increase I, the current in the divider
(compared to the current IIN). So small values for R2 (and therefore R1) are preferred for this
particular reason (though that might not be always practical, for reasons mainly related to the
feedback loop, as explained shortly).Some quick-lookup charts are available in Fig. 1.16, for the
most common cases of VREF = 2.5 V (as is the case when we use the LM431 or TL431 voltage
reference) and VREF = 1.23 V (a typical bandgap reference). Observe that for the same bias
current–divider current ratio, we get higher output errors for high output voltages (expressed as a
percentage, or otherwise). The small feedback pin bias current clearly has a crowbar/lever effect
on the output voltage accuracy. What is important is that it is the ratio of this bias current to the
main divider current, that determines the percentage output error. So we can try to either
decrease the bias current or increase the divider current (by lowering R1 and R2).FIGURE
1.16 Minimizing the output error due to the feedback pin bias current.NOTE If IIN were fixed,
we could compensate for it by suitably tweaking the resistors of the divider. The reason that we
can’t use this approach in production has to do with the variability of this input bias current. It can
vary anywhere between the MIN and MAX limits in a typical regulator datasheet. To know the
worst-case error, we must take the maximum value of the input bias current spread, not its
typical value.Example 1.1 We have a 2.5-V reference, and the lower resistor of the divider (R1)
is set to 62.5 kΩ. We set up a divider with the ideal divider equation to get 12 V on the output.
What is the upper resistor value? What is the output voltage we will see if the pin flowing into the
feedback pin is 2 μA?With 62.5 kΩ at the lower position, the divider current isSo the ratio of the
bias current to the divider current isThis is a current ratio of 5 percent. The corresponding output
error isWe can find the upper resistance too.Based on R2, we have an alternative calculation for
error (Fig. 1.15): IIN × R2 = 2 μA × 237.5 kΩ = 0.475 V which agrees with the previous method of
calculation.We have confirmed that the output voltage will be 12.475 V, which is an error of
+0.475/12 = +4 percent. This is a ppm of 40,000. It is way too high. We really need to reduce the
input bias current IIN (chip design goal), and/or we need to significantly increase the current in
the voltage divider (which will certainly add to the dissipation, and that can become significant in
battery-powered applications).Graphically, we could have seen this directly from Fig. 1.16. Note
also that under the same conditions (same lower resistor and reference), for a 3.3-V output, we
would have gotten only about +1.2 percent error for a 2.5-V reference. So lower outputs are less
affected by input bias currents.Therefore for setting high output voltages, we must pass more
current in the divider (decrease R1 and R2). This unfortunately works against minimizing the
power dissipated in the divider, when we need it most. In particular the dissipation in the upper
resistor R2 will increase significantly.Sources of Output Error: Voltage Divider Resistor
ToleranceIf we want an accurate output, it is obvious that we need resistors of tight tolerance.
What is not so obvious is how tight the tolerance of each resistor needs to be and whether the
error contribution from the tolerance of R1 is the same as that from R2, or different, and why.We
start from the equationIf R1 increases, VO will fall. If R2 increases, VO will rise.Let us look at



Example 1.1 to understand what happens.Example 1.2 We have a 2.5-V reference. The lower
resistor of the divider (R1) is set to 62.5 kΩ and the upper resistor R2 is 237.5 kΩ, for a nominal
output of 12 V. Ignore the feedback pin bias current here. What is the highest voltage due to
resistor tolerances? Assume the tolerance of the resistors is ±5 percent.To achieve the highest
output, we need to use the lowest value of R1 and the highest value of R2. We therefore getThe
error is therefore 1 V/12 V = 8.3 percent. Note that it is not the sum of the tolerances of two
resistors. So, what is the closed-form equation? We perform a sensitivity analysis in Fig. 1.17,
where the formula is provided and also plotted out for easy graphical reference. The formula is
based on the assumption of small increments (partial differentiation), so it gives slightly different
results, but well within the ballpark. For example, for the above example we get (assuming a
reference tolerance of zero)FIGURE 1.17 Effect of resistor tolerance on output error (sensitivity
analysis).Note the following statements applicable to a voltage divider: 1. Two resistors,
each of x percent tolerance, do not produce an error of ±2x percent as some believe.2. The
upper resistor’s tolerance is as important as the tolerance of the lower resistor (some believe the
upper resistor can have worse tolerance because it usually has the larger resistance of the two).
The sum of the tolerances of the resistors is what matters. 3. If the reference has ± x
percent accuracy, it will produce ± x percent (additional) output error. 4. The chances of
getting two resistors, one with exactly +x percent error and the other with exactly –x percent, so
as to produce the worst-case output error computed above, are very slim. Monte Carlo analysis
is often carried out to get a more realistic (rather than worst-case) estimate of the output
error.Sources of Output Error: Commercial Resistor ValuesIn the past, circuit designers were
able to precisely specify the value of resistor required at a particular location based on
calculations. But this created difficulties for the resistor manufacturers as there was little or no
standardization, and hence all resistors were custom-made. Even today, in the author’s
experience, it is bewildering to find that even some very large manufacturers routinely ask for
whatever value they calculate—and usually get it. Perhaps resistor manufacturers don’t think it
prudent to risk losing such a big account by “educating” the customer about preferred values.
But most engineers around the world are not so lucky. Especially in Europe, the E series” is fully
known and widely used. The chosen resistor values of the divider need to conform to this
standard set of values, and therein arises another major contributor to the output error of a
regulator.Note that overall costs can go up for several reasons, e.g., if we use custom parts or
nonpreferred values and if we have a large number of possibly unnecessary part values. For
example, if we look carefully at some power supply circuits, we may find a 10-kΩ resistor at
some point, and for some odd reason (probably associated with blindly cutting and pasting a
“nice” circuit block from a previous product), we find 10.5 kΩ at another point. On closer analysis
we will often see no reason why the 10.5 kΩ could not have been made into a 10 kΩ. So we
forget that we want to reduce not only the number of parts in our power supply, but also the
number of types of different parts. This would serve us logistically, especially because each new
part’s type and reel need to be separately loaded onto a pick-and-place machine.One of our



design goals is not to cater to a circuit’s sensitivity to tolerances, but to diminish that sensitivity.
With some thought we can usually make our circuit robust enough to accept a wider range of
values, thus also increasing manufacturing yield. Sometimes we may be willing to compromise
the component count to keep the number of different types of components down. So, to get 10.5
kΩ, we could consider using 10 kΩ in series with a 470-Ω resistor, if these two values in any
case were being used elsewhere in the circuit. In doing so, not only do we reduce ordering costs,
but also we may get parts cheaper because we are using larger quantities of each. In the worst-
case scenario we may end up adding a couple of cents to our Bill of Materials (BOM), but it
could save a lot of other related costs and headaches in the long run. As component
manufacturer Vishay advises, “use of standard values is encouraged, because stocking
programs (of vendors) are designed around them.”But what are preferred (standard) values? We
all remember using values such as 220, 470, and so on in the past. Today those familiar
numbers are being replaced by 221, 464, and so on. There are reasons for this. First look at Fig.
1.18, which gives the tolerances of the standard E series (based on IEC 60063). The values we
were used to are the 5 percent tolerance values, or the E24 series. Its values are all listed in Fig.
1.19.FIGURE 1.18 Standard resistor ranges (E series) and comparison of resistor
technologies.FIGURE 1.19 Standard (preferred) resistor values.In general, preferred (standard)
values (E series) are a modern system for selecting nominal values within a given decade of
resistance, based on the accuracy with which they are able to be manufactured. For example, if
we had the capability to produce only 10 percent tolerance resistors, and we arbitrarily picked
the first preferred value to be 100 Ω, then it would make little sense to produce a 105-Ω resistor
since that value falls well within the 10 percent tolerance range of the 100-Ω resistor (90 to 110
ohms). The next reasonable value is 120 Ω (about 20 percent higher), because its lower (–10
percent tolerance) value is 120 × 0.9 = 108 (only a slight overlap with the previous value’s upper
spread). We thus get the well-known E12 series in Fig. 1.19. As manufacturing capability
improved, it made sense to introduce more values. Now we have progressed up to 0.1 percent
tolerances, and several new series have been added. All the preferred series start with the letter
E followed by a number denoting how many nominal values there are within a decade of
resistors. A decade is 10 to 100 Ω, or 100 Ω to 1 kΩ, and so on. So between 100 Ω and 1 kΩ,
we will have 48 resistor values in the E48 (2 percent tolerance) series. It is obvious that all
resistor values of a given E series in a given decade can be generated by multiplying the values
of the previous decade by 10.NOTE Per common practice, when we talk about 1 percent
resistors, what we really mean is ± 1 percent resistors. We omit the signs, but they are
understood, since the nominal value is always the center of the spread.Can we describe a
closed-form equation for the resistor values in any E series? The resistors must be selected in a
geometric progression, since by doing so we keep the same ratio from one value to the next—
just as the tolerance behaves. So, if we divide a decade (factor of 10) by 96 values, to generate
the E96 series, the ratio of the geometric progression must beThis means that the next value is
2.4 percent away. Clearly, based on our previous analysis of 10 percent tolerance, the E96



series is appropriate for 1 percent tolerance. Similarly, E192 is most appropriate for 0.5 percent
tolerance. However, nothing stops vendors from, say, producing E192 resistors in 0.1 percent, or
1 percent or even 5 percent, if they can sell them! And we may even find them if we look around.
But they are not preferred.Returning to the E96 series, suppose the first value R1 is 100 Ω; then
the next value R2 must be 100 × 1.024 = 102.4 Ω. The next value R3 would be 102.4 × 1.024 =
104.86 Ω. In general, the mth resistor value in an “Ex” series would beFor example, the fifth
value after 100 Ω in the E48 series would beIn all cases, the values are actually rounded up to
the nearest integer. So 121.15 Ω becomes 121 Ω. We can confirm this value from Fig. 1.19.
Similarly, for E96 series we get the following rounded values: 100, 102, 105, 107, 110, and so
on. We can confirm these values from Fig. 1.19 too.Since every calculated value of resistor is not
available, we will end up using something “close.” So what is the error produced on the initial
accuracy of the output? And what “golden” combination of, say, standard 1 percent (E96)
resistors will produce the lowest possible output error? We are assuming we have full flexibility in
choosing the upper and lower resistors, and we are also ignoring all the other sources of output
error, such as input bias current. In addition, we want to avoid parallel or series combinations of
resistors for achieving the required accuracy.We will need to do a lot of number crunching, using
a Mathcad file if possible, to answer the above questions. In Fig. 1.20 we have presented some
useful results based on such an exercise. Note that the recommended resistor solutions
provided here can be multiplied by 10 or 100, and so on, to go to the next decade of values, if
we want. The error reported in this figure has nothing to do with the tolerance of the resistors
used; it is just based on nominal values, and it represents the error solely due to the use of
discrete (preferred) values. In the lower part of the figure we have allowed a combination of E96
and E24 values, because we recognize that E24 series is also available nowadays in tolerances
similar to E96 series (1 percent or better).FIGURE 1.20 Best combinations of E96, and E96 +
E24, resistors for lowest errors.NOTE Chip designers struggle hard to produce the right S-
shaped curve corresponding to the lowest tempco in monolithic references. Depending on their
semiconductor process and so on, they end up with values typically ranging anywhere from 1.2
to 1.25 V. We have therefore used a center value of 1.23 V in our Mathcad-based number-
crunching exercise, where we tried to find the lowest error that the use of preferred resistor
values has on the initial accuracy. That is clearly a systems designer’s exercise. In fact, the best
results will arise if we combine the endeavors of the two types of designers, chip and systems,
and calculate what exact value of the bandgap reference produces the lowest possible output
error, in terms of initial accuracy combined with temperature effects.NOTE Can we always use
two resistors per divider? A commercial AC-DC power supply systems designer may need to
think twice before using any single resistor larger than about 0.5 MΩ. Some extremely quality-
conscious power supply companies have internal rules prohibiting any value greater than 100
kΩ. Contamination on the PCB, or moisture and humidity, can cause a large change in the
resistance. So they ask their engineers to put several 100-kΩ resistors in series rather than use
a single resistor.Voltage Divider: Constraints Imposed by Type of Error AmplifierFrom Fig. 1.20



we see that for an output of 3.3 V with 1.23-V reference, using only E96 values, we get 1.07 kΩ
and 634 Ω for minimum error (using only two resistors in the divider). The question is: Can we
use, say, 10.7 and 6.34 kΩ instead? Yes, certainly it will reduce dissipation in the divider by a
factor of 10, but it will also increase the error due to any feedback pin bias current. But are there
any other restrictions? Not if we are using a transconductance type of error (operational)
amplifier. As we will see in the Chap. 14 on loop stability, only the ratio of the resistors of the
divider enters the feedback loop equations. So if we keep the ratio unchanged, the loop is
unchanged. However, if we use a regular, voltage-based operational amplifier, only the upper
resistor enters the feedback loop equations. The lower resistor is just a DC-biasing resistor, and
it disappears from the AC loop response. So, if we change the upper resistor, such as when we
change the ratio, we can significantly alter the loop response. So we have to pick the right
decade at least, provided we can keep to the ratios given in Fig. 1.20.HINT For a regular
voltage-based op-amp, if we have a converter with satisfactory loop response, we should try to
keep the upper resistor (and all other compensation components) unchanged, as we tweak the
output for a somewhat different output voltage, say, from 3.3 to 5 V. In other words, we should
always change the lower resistor, not the upper one, despite the error that may create in the
initial accuracy by the use of preferred values.Voltage Divider: Correct PCB PlacementIn the
regulation onion of Fig. 1.2, we drew a layer called PCB design. What does that mean? In Fig.
1.21, we show a typical regulator (could be series-pass or switching). We exaggerate the PCB
trace resistances to make a point about the correct location of the resistors of the divider. We
see that the lower ends of the resistor must connect as close to the IC ground as possible,
whereas the upper end of the upper resistor must connect as close to the load as possible. This
helps improve static load regulation. Note that some inexperienced engineers think that both
resistors must connect as close to the load as possible. They imagine some sort of “kelvin
sensing” but forget to do the math as shown. In Fig. 1.22 we apply the same principle to a
monolithic regulator with an internal divider.FIGURE 1.21 How to correctly position the voltage
divider to minimize impact of PCB traces and output leads on load regulation.FIGURE
1.22 How to correctly position the IC ground of a monolithic regulator (with internal divider) to
minimize the impact of PCB traces on load regulation.However, there is something called droop
positioning, in which resistances toward the load that clearly degrade static regulation can help
significantly to improve the dynamic regulation. In fact, the total load regulation window (static +
dynamic) may actually improve by droop positioning. See Chap. 9 of this author’s Switching
Power Supplies A–Z, Second Edition, for further details on this aspect.∗.CHAPTER 2DC-DC
Converters: Topologies to Configurations PART 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE
PRINCIPLES OF SWITCHING POWER CONVERTERSWatch Out for the Not So ObviousAs we
enter the area of switching power conversion, we must always expect the unexpected. We need
to keep the focus, at least initially until we garner experience, on what was not so obvious to us.
We should in fact proactively look out for it, almost welcome it, because that is what helps us
learn faster. The biggest “gotcha” in switching power conversion is the switching aspect of it! But



there are many more pitfalls, not related to switching, that no amount of computer bravado will
prepare us for. A well-known pioneer behind current mode control wrote this to the author in a
personal e-mail exchange in January 2013: “I see so many engineers spending months on
simulation and Mathcad, not realizing the real world will find totally different modes of failure
than they will ever find with a computer.”For example, having studied voltage dividers in
seemingly excruciating detail in Chap. 1, we think we know it all by now. But do we really? Before
we delve into power conversion in greater detail in this chapter, we point out something
seemingly innocuous: The feedback pin of any regulator, like all pins, has absolute maximum
voltage ratings that should not be exceeded. On the low side of the allowed range in particular,
we learn that most controller ICs’ datasheets state that the feedback pin is not allowed to go
lower than about 0.3 to 0.4 V below the IC ground (as for most other pins too). The feedback pin
also seems reassuringly self-stabilizing, and it settles down in steady state to the internal
reference level. But we need to watch out for what stresses it sees during transients, such as
during a hard start-up or shutdown. This is of greater concern when the IC is used
“unconventionally,” that is, in a configuration other than its basic intended application (e.g., a
Buck IC being used as a Buck-boost, as we will discuss later in this chapter). But what we hardly
expected is that even simply shorting the output of the converter in normal operation, in a simple
Buck with a feed-forward capacitor present, can also lead to exceeding the published absolute
maximum rating of the feedback pin significantly! See Fig. 2.1. This effect usually does not
cause instantaneous or direct damage, but does induce “substrate currents”—currents in the
reverse direction through the die. These currents have been known to cause unpredictable
behavior of the controller IC (or switcher). In one case, that even included the obviously
temporary, but complete disappearance of the usual current limit—and that led to the
destruction of the FET/switcher IC eventually. The author actually captured this entire sequence
of events right up to the subsequent destruction, on two oscilloscopes with deliberately different
time scales (one zoom in, the other zoom out). A warning was therefore proactively added by
this author, in several datasheets of the same family, e.g., in the LM2593HV datasheet at . See
under Pin Functions (Pin 6). That’s one gotcha that no book of power supply simulation will
probably ever put you on guard against, to emphasize the point a bit.FIGURE 2.1 How we may
be able to destroy a switcher IC by simply shorting its output.What Is Ground?We need to start
with some basics. In a regulator, there are two input rails (connected to the DC source) and two
output rails (connected to the load). That is actually two voltage rails, input and output, and their
respective returns. Of these, only those cases in which one rail is shared between the input and
the output are considered practical in system designs. By convention, this common rail is
designated the (system) ground. See Fig. 2.2. Historically, this was often the upper rail, but
nowadays we always work with lower (negative) rail grounds. The former is akin to a clothesline,
the latter is a city skyline, rising from the ground up.FIGURE 2.2 Why are there three basic
topologies?This shared ground, passing across the PCB, is in effect the ground for the entire
power stage. Of course there is another ground too: the IC/controller ground. This may or may



not always be connected to the system ground, especially if the IC is being used in a manner
other than its primary intended application. We will come to those permutations later, but it is
enough to point out here that if we do connect the system and IC grounds differently, there could
be problems. For example, it may not be possible to have a simple direct connection between
the voltage divider and the feedback pin. The divider node voltage may need to be translated, or
level-shifted, because, feedback voltage almost always needs to be referenced to the IC ground,
unless the IC itself has a differential voltage amplifier just before the feedback block to do
exactly that.The Three Basic Switching TopologiesWhy are there three basic topologies only?
The underlying reason is that they all use only one inductor. Topologies with more than one
inductor are best considered to be composite, not basic or fundamental, topologies. In a basic
topology, the single inductor carries out the basic energy storage and transfer function. One end
of it is held fixed always; the other end is switched alternately between two paths, one in which
energy is drawn from the input and the other in which energy is delivered to the output. If there
are only three rails, as explained above, there can be only three topologies, based on which rail
the fixed-voltage end of the inductor rests on, while it is alternately switched between the other
two rails. Hence there are three of them only: three basic topologies corresponding to the three
available power rails.To complete the connection to the rail which causes energy to flow into the
system from the input DC source requires one switch—the control switch, or control FET. The
other switch connects it to the remaining rail which causes energy to flow into the output. That is
often a diode (a Schottky most often), but nowadays in synchronous topologies this may be
another FET too.We see all this in Fig. 2.2. The node that is being switched constantly between
the two remaining rails is called the switching node, or swinging node, often designated SW; but
we should be clear that VSW is sometimes used for the forward voltage drop across the switch
(i.e., when it is fully conducting). We should watch out for this possible source of confusion in
this book and in related literature, but with a little thought it is always obvious what is
intended.Why Step-Up/Down?Let’s introduce the most basic idea in switching power
conversion.In normal “square-wave” (nonresonant) power conversion we always apply a certain
constant voltage (denoted here by VON) during the switch ON-time (TON) and then a constant
voltage (of opposite sign, whose magnitude is denoted here as VOFF) during the OFF-time
(TOFF). This leads to piece wise linear current segments. So we can write (in terms of
magnitudes)A steady state in power conversion can be defined as(again in terms of
magnitudes). This equality in effect implies that the current at the end of a given switching cycle
returns to the exact instantaneous value it had at the start of the same cycle, every cycle. Thus
the entire current (and voltage) pattern becomes repetitive, and the operation is in that sense
steady. If it were not, energy and current would keep “staircasing.” Sooner or later, if the ΔI’s did
not equalize (with opposite signs), this would no longer be considered a viable topology. A
topology must be able to self-stabilize, from a power-flow viewpoint, even with no control loop
present. A control loop only ensures regulation to a desired set point under line and load
variations, provided a set point exists—it cannot ensure there is a possible set point, because it



cannot coax physics. Physics is what determines power and energy flow and balance conditions
—we cannot hope to tame that with any clever algorithm driving tiny op-amps.This basically
means that in steady stateThe product of the applied voltage and the duration for which it is
applied is called volt-seconds. The above equation therefore forms the volt-seconds law.The
OFF-time, called TOFF above, is not necessarily equal to the entire available OFF-time, which is
T – TON [i.e., (1 – D)/f], where T = 1/f is the time period of the switching cycle. In discontinuous
conduction mode (DCM), e.g., the voltage reversal across the inductor lasts for a duration less
than T – TON. During the remaining part of the cycle, the voltage across it remains zero, and so
do the current and its slope with respect to time.NOTE It is easy to understand and confirm this
volt-seconds law for an inductor, but what about a multiwinding magnetic element such as a
transformer or coupled inductor? In fact, this law applies to any chosen winding on a magnetic
structure. We can check it out, but in doing so, each winding should be considered individually,
without regard to any other winding that may or may not be present, or passing current, or not.
We cannot, e.g., use the voltage applied during the ON-time across one winding and draw a
simple and direct volt-seconds relationship with the voltage present across another winding
during the OFF-time. Yes, if we converted to volts per turn, we could do it! That would be a volt-
seconds per turn rule, and that would be valid. In general, two parameters are key to a
transformer (or multiwinding structure): (1) the volts divided by the turns of any winding and (2)
the current multiplied by the number of turns of any winding. So we focus on volts per turn or/and
ampere-turns.Returning to the basic volt-seconds law for converters, any topology that exists
(discovered or to be) tends to automatically move toward a steady state, in which during every
cycle, the net volt-seconds across the inductor is zero. Because volt-seconds is energy, and we
must end each cycle with no increase or decrease in that quantity, to ensure continuous
repetition. The volt-seconds law, being directly related to energy flow, is therefore fundamental.
Despite its seeming simplicity, it is the basic tool for confirming the viability or existence of any
topology.The input-to-output transfer function VO/VIN for any topology thus follows simply from
the volt-seconds law. Alternatively, we can express the duty cycle tON/T (where T = 1/f) in terms
of the input and output voltages (their magnitudes). See Table 2.1 for derivations for a Buck, a
Boost, and a Buck-boost [all assumed to be in continuous conduction mode (CCM) and ignoring
parasitic voltage drops].TABLE 2.1 Derivations of Input-Output Transfer Functions from Volt-
Seconds LawHaving understood this, we realize that to achieve steady state, since the current
ramps up during the ON-time, and we want to ensure that it ramps down during the OFF-time
(by the same amount), the voltage must change sign. It is similar to the gas pedal being pressed
during the ON-time and the brake pedal pressed during the OFF-time. The car still moves
forward, on average, as we alternate between the two pedals. In a real converter, this “lurching”
is smoothed by the output capacitor of course, so a steady DC current flows into the output.Now
we combine this with the fact that the inductor is constantly “swiveling” around one fixed rail. We
can see that, e.g., in the case of the inductor swiveling around the output rail, the only way to
ensure the occurrence of voltage reversal (in sign) is for the output (fixed) rail to be between the



other two (alternating) rails, in this case between the input rail and ground (in terms of potential,
or voltage). This is illustrated both in a circuit and in a rather intuitive (gravitational analogy) way,
in Fig. 2.3. That is for a Buck. It is followed by Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 for the Boost and Buck-boost,
respectively. In the last case we see that the output changes sign itself, and so its magnitude
becomes irrelevant: that can be greater or less than the incoming rail and still produce voltage
reversal purely based on the flipped sign of the output itself. So this is a Buck-boost (an inverting
topology).FIGURE 2.3 Analogy and explanation of why this is a step-down topology.FIGURE
2.4 Analogy and explanation of why this is a step-up topology.FIGURE 2.5 Analogy and
explanation of why this is a step-up/step-down topology.Current Ripple RatioIn 2001, the author
introduced what he declared was the most simplifying, yet fundamental, concept in designing
switching power converters: the current ripple ratio, which after much thought, he christened r, to
indicate its inherent simplicity.This concept was first published as the author’s Application Note
AN-1197 at National Semiconductor, now Texas Instruments (see ), and shortly thereafter by
Editor Sam Davis in Power Electronics magazine (see ). Since then, this concept has become
very widely accepted, even by well-known persons such as Dr. Ray Ridley (see ), Dennis Feucht
(see ), and various professors writing in IEEE publications and teaching crucial courses (see
and ). Even the entire design table based on r, created by this author originally for AN-1197, was
recently lifted (without acknowledgment) by notable magnetic vendors such as Wurth
Electronics (see ). The concept has by now vindicated itself, since imitation (and even piracy) is
the best form of flattery.The key advantage is that r provides a clean design entry point into the
heart of any switching power converter (any topology, any power level, any frequency), by
specifying an optimum of sorts: set r = 0.4 at maximum load (at maximum line for a Buck, and at
minimum line for Boost and Buck-boost). This value provides the best compromise between
stresses in the converter and the size of magnetic and associated power components (consult
AN-1197). But it also enables power scaling. It does that by breaking up most design equations
into one part that connects only to the average power flowing through the converter (based on
the center-of-ramp, or COR, value, which does not change if we change the inductance or
frequency) and another part that corresponds to only to the geometric shape factor related to
the delta of the waveform (the up and down current ramp, which does not change if we change
the load current, but is frequency-dependent). We thus enable the concept of power scaling
easily. Note that the concept of power scaling has in turn been recently applied by the author
with great success to resonant LLC power conversion too, as discussed in Chap. 19 of this
book.For example, per the design tables in the Appendix of this book, all based on r, we have
the following equation for L for a Boost converter:where IO is the maximum load current.
Compare this with the usual equations in literature, as in .This looks simple enough, except that
it doesn’t highlight the simple scaling law of inductance, which we almost intuitively use every
day and have learned to recognize: if we double the load current in a fixed (say, 5- to 3.3-V)
application, we simply need to halve the inductance!After that, the above reference almost
arbitrarily states that we need to setWhy is this an optimum? Does the optimum ΔIL really



depend on the input and output voltage ratio? And why so? It is all nonintuitive. Now, if we plug
this ΔIL into the preceding equation, we get something close to our equationIt turns out that the
equation in the Appendix of this book, and the derived equation based on the above-referenced
application note, both give the same ballpark value for L, as they should, but are cast very
differently.In Fig. 2.6 we show more clearly how we define r, and we also provide a numerical
example. The important point to note is that in a Buck, the COR value is equal to the load
current. In a Boost and Buck-boost, since energy flows into the output only during the OFF-time
[i.e., in TOFF = (1 – D)/f], and since the average diode current is ICOR × (1 – D), and must equal
the desired load current IO, we getFIGURE 2.6 Current ripple ratio and basic terms used in this
book.In Fig. 2.7, we compare with other similar geometric factors, akin to r, seen in literature
sometimes, in particular what we call ralt and KRP (the latter introduced and widely used by
Power Integrations as an for example). We also provide their conversions. Note that all the
equations using r appear much more elegant, more intuitive, and simpler than all the other ways
to express the same, such as the equations from power integrations (which use KRP). For
example, as in the Appendix, for a Buck-boost we ask forFIGURE 2.7 Current ripple ratio and
basic terms used in this book, compared with industry.Compare this with the Power Integrations
equation in AN-17 (see ):We have simplified the above equation for the ideal case of 100
percent efficiency. But this is still very nonintuitive, because it seems to imply at first sight that if
we double power, we need to double the inductance. In reality, for a given input-output voltage, if
we double power, we halve the inductance always. In this equation actually dominates from the
denominator, but it is not so obvious at first sight.Also, all the RMS equations using KRP are
generally complicated and nonintuitive. For example, the equation for RMS current in the
primary winding of a Flyback is, per the Power Integrations equations,In the Appendix, we
provide this:The difference is, by using r, we can clearly separate the RMS into three distinct
parts (and dependencies), using n for the turns ratioIn contrast, there is no such way to examine
the equations using KRP. Which is why almost all the Power Integrations equations on Flyback
design are numerically accurate perhaps, but intuitively misleading. The author therefore does
not recommend them for that reason alone.Average Input and Output CurrentsIn Figs. 2.8, 2.9,
and 2.10, we have presented the basic relations for a Buck, Boost, and Buck-boost, respectively.
Note the embedded statements on duty cycle, DC transfer function (VO/VIN), and the average
input/output currents. These figures can be used as a quick reference for picking the ratings of
the power components (first pass or barely acceptable limiting values).FIGURE 2.8 Waveforms,
ratings, and basic relations in a Buck.FIGURE 2.9 Waveforms, ratings, and basic relations in a
Boost.FIGURE 2.10 Waveforms, ratings, and basic relations in a Buck-boost.Energy
Relationships of the Three TopologiesWhat is the energy per cycle out of any converter?
Assuming 100 percent efficiency, it is ε = PIN/f = PO/f. What is the energy stored in the inductor
every cycle (corresponding to the current ramp up of ΔI) and released to the output? If we call
that quantity Δε, it must be equal to the work done V × I to drive the (average) current ICOR
through the inductor.Buck (Assuming 100 Percent Efficiency)We get, using the OFF-time (Vsec



is the volt-seconds)Usingwe getIn other words, not all the energy that makes it to the output gets
stored in the inductor, only 1 – D times the total energy. This is made clear graphically, in the
table embedded on the right side of Fig. 2.11.FIGURE 2.11 Current flow and energy transfer
timings.Note that above we have used the fact that the average switch current is equal to the DC
(input current). The switch current is a pedestal (ignoring the ramp portion) of height IO, with
duty cycle D. So the average switch current, that is, the input current, is equal to IO × D. See Fig.
2.8.For other topologies, we now proceed similarly.Boost (Assuming 100 Percent
Efficiency)Using volt-seconds during the ON-time givesUsinggivesIn other words, not all the
energy making it to the output gets stored in the inductor, only D times the total energy. This is
made clear graphically in the table embedded on the right side of Fig. 2.11.Note that above we
have used the fact that the average inductor current is equal to the DC (input current). The
inductor current is a constant (ignoring the ramp portion) current of height IO/(1 – D), which is
the ICOR value indicated in Fig. 2.25. So the input current is equal to IO/(1 – D). See Fig.
2.9.Buck-boost (Assuming 100 Percent Efficiency)Using volt-seconds during the ON-time
givesUsinggivesIn other words, all the energy making it to the output does get stored in the
inductor. This is made clear graphically, in the table embedded on the right side of Fig. 2.11.Note
that above we have used the fact that the average switch current is equal to the DC (input
current). The switch current is a pedestal of (ignoring the ramp portion) current of height IO/(1 –
D), with duty cycle D. So the input current is equal to D × IO/(1 – D). See Fig. 2.10.These
relationships tell us three things in particular about the Buck-boost (and its transformer-based
version, the Flyback): 1. Since all the output power must cycle through the inductor, its size
tends to be bigger than the inductors of the remaining two topologies, for the same power
throughput. 2. It really doesn’t matter what the input or output voltages are: The size of the
Buck-boost inductor (or Flyback transformer) need not vary according to the voltages at all, just
according to the power. For example, a properly designed transformer for a universal input
Flyback is not any larger than one just designed for European voltages! We will present some
examples for this in Chap. 7.3. This does say that if we double the output power, we have to
store twice the energy, so the core size will double too (even though, as we learned, its
inductance must halve).Loss Relationships in ConvertersIn Fig. 2.12 we summarize the
relationships in nonideal converters, that is, for efficiency (η) not equal to 1. We can calculate the
loss from efficiency and vice versa in many different ways, depending on what we know. Some
numerical examples will make that clearer. Refer to the equations in the Appendix.FIGURE 2.12
Loss and efficiency relationships.Example 2.1 We have a nonsynchronous Buck converter
operating in continuous conduction mode (CCM). Its input is 12 V and its output is 5 V. It uses a
BJT (bipolar junction transistor) switch with a forward drop VCE(sat) ≡ VSW = 0.2 V. The catch
diode is a Schottky device with forward drop VD = 0.4 V. The load current is 1.5 A. What is the
duty cycle? What is the dissipation in the BJT and in the diode? What is the estimated
efficiency?We set VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0.4 V, VSW = 0.2 V, and IO = 1.5 A. Using the full
equation for D, we findDissipation in both the BJT and diode and the total loss areNote that we



averaged the switch dissipation over a complete cycle by multiplying it by D similarly, we
averaged the diode dissipation by multiplying it by 1 – D.The output power, input power, and
efficiency areExample 2.2 We have a nonsynchronous Buck converter operating in continuous
conduction mode. Its input is 12 V and its output is 5 V. It uses a FET switch with RDS = 0.1 Ω.
The catch diode is a Schottky device with forward drop VD = 0.4 V. The load current is 1.5 A.
What is the duty cycle?We set VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0.4 V, IO = 1.5 A, and RDS = 0.1
Ω.For a BJT, to a first approximation, we usually assume that its forward voltage drop is almost
constant with respect to the current through it, which is the main reason why the BJT (along with
its FET-driven cousin, the IGBT) is still often used in high-power applications. For a FET, the
forward drop varies significantly, being considered virtually proportional to the current through it.
In the simple duty cycle equation, however, we need to plug in a certain fixed number VSW. So
for a FET, we need to average the forward switch drop over the ON-time (note: here we do not
average over the entire switching cycle). This is equivalent to taking the voltage drop associated
with the average current through the switch during the ON-time, which is simply the center of
ramp (of the inductor current). Further, in a Buck topology, the center of ramp is equal to the load
current IO. Hence, denoting ISW as the average current in the switch during the ON-time
(corresponding to the average drop VSW), we getExample 2.3 What is the efficiency of the
Buck converter in Example 2.2 if we disregard both the switch and diode drops?Now we set VO
= 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0 V, VSW = 0 V, and IO = 1.5 A. This leads to the “ideal” duty cycle
equation for a Buck. We will also confirm that, in effect, it assumes 100 percent efficiency.The
input current of a buck is the switch current averaged over the entire ON-time. So the input
current corresponding to this duty cycle isThe corresponding input power is thusThe output
power isTherefore, the efficiency is 7.5 W/7.5 W = 1 (or 100 percent) as expected, validating our
statement that if the switch and diode drops are set to zero, we get an “ideal” situation, with no
losses.NOTE Of course, the only losses that were allowed in the first place, by the duty cycle
equation currently in use in previous examples, are those losses related to the forward drops in
the switch and diode, that is, the conduction losses in the semiconductors, no more. This
indicates that since quite obviously not all switcher losses have been accounted for, the duty
cycle equation in use so far is itself limited and is clearly just an approximation.Example
2.4 What is the efficiency of the Buck converter in Example 2.2 if we disregard (only) the switch
drop (i.e., we assume only a diode drop is present)? Also what is the loss in this diode?We set
VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0.4 V, VSW = 0 V, and IO = 1.5 A.The input current of a Buck is the
switch current averaged over the entire ON-time. So the input current corresponding to this duty
cycle isThe corresponding input power is thusThe output power is clearlyTherefore, the
efficiency is 7.5 W/7.8387 W = 0.9568.Now, the average diode current in a Buck is IO × (1 – D).
So we get ID_AVG = 1.5 × (1 – 0.4355) = 0.8468 A. The loss in the diode is thereforeWe can see
that this is exactly equal to the difference between the input power and output power: PIN – PO =
7.8387 – 7.5 = 0.3387 W, as expected. So the balance sheet of losses is complete and
accurate.Example 2.5 In a Buck converter we assume, as above, that the switch is “ideal” (very



low RDS), and the catch diode has a voltage drop of 0.4 V. If the efficiency of the converter is
95.679 percent and the diode loss is 0.3387 W, what is the input power? What is the output
power?Here we are just working backward. Further, we are not assuming any specific input and
output voltages, or even a certain load current. We are just talking in terms of power. Looking at
Fig. 2.12, we see all the possible relationships between input and output power versus loss and
efficiency. Keep in mind these are valid equations for any power converter in general, not
necessarily just switchers. We focus our attention on the lowermost diagram in the figure (under
“In terms of loss”). To use the relationship here, we need to know the loss, which in this example
is the loss in the diode.We set PLOSS = 0.3387 W and η = 0.95679.SoThis agrees with
Example 2.4. We have thus validated the relevant equations in Fig. 2.12 and also our previous
calculations.Example 2.6 In Example 2.4, correlate the diode dissipation to the additional
energy drawn from the input and the increase in input current, as compared to the ideal
case.The diode loss was PD = 0.3387 W. This must correspond to the additional energy per unit
time drawn from the input. We recall from Example 2.3, that the ideal duty cycle was DIDEAL =
0.4167. Now, with diode loss included, the duty cycle is D = 0.4355. The general equation for the
(average) input current of a Buck is IO × D. Note that in a Buck, the input current is the switch
current first averaged over the ON-time, that is, ISW ≡ IO and then further averaged over the
entire cycle (by multiplying it by D). So for the ideal case, we getwhereas for the nonideal case
(using the value of D calculated in Example 2.4)The additional energy per unit time inputted
when the duty cycle stretches out from its ideal value (in turn leading to the observed increase in
input current) isThis is equal to the diode loss in Example 2.4. It thus validates the following
general statement: IIN_IDEAL is the baseline current level for a given PO and input/output,
corresponding to all the incoming energy being fully converted to useful energy (i.e., no losses).
Any increase above and beyond this baseline level coincides exactly with the losses in the
converter.Example 2.7 Suppose we have a 12- to 5-V synchronous buck, using a control FET
with RDS of 1 Ω, and a synchronous FET with RDS of 0.8 Ω. The output current is 1.5 A. The
inductor has a DC resistance (DCR) of 0.1 Ω. What are the duty cycle, the breakup of the losses,
and the efficiency? Continue to ignore switching losses, as we have been doing so far.We set
VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, RDS_1 = 1 Ω, RDS_2 = 0.8 Ω, and DCR = 0.1 Ω.Let us call the average
current in the two FETs during the ON-time (not averaged over the whole cycle) as ISW_1 and
ISW_2. So, since in a Buck that is equal to the center-of-ramp IO, we getThe corresponding
switch drops (i.e., their average over the ON-time) areSo, from the general duty cycle equation,
with VD = VSW_2,The remaining calculations areThe computed efficiency is therefore η = PO/
PIN = 7.5/9.7692 = 0.7677 (or 76.8 percent)The losses are PIN – PO = 2.2692 W. Let us confirm
where they went.We get the FET and inductor losses asSumming up all loss terms gives PLOSS
= 1.2212 + 0.8231 + 0.225 = 2.2692 W. This agrees with the difference between the input and
output power PIN – PO, thus validating our equations above.Nonideal Duty Cycle EquationsThe
ideal equations for duty cycle, provided in Figs. 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10, are the most inaccurate and
lead to the smallest duty cycle possible for a given input/output condition. Real-world equations,



which we will discuss here, are the most accurate and lead to the highest duty cycle (lowest-
efficiency estimate). Between these two sets of equations lie many other forms of duty cycle
equations found in literature, all with varying degrees of accuracy. For example, by using the
fundamental principle of volt-seconds balance in steady state, but not ignoring switch and diode
drops, we can derive the following duty cycle equations:We realize that though these equations
explicitly include the drop across the diode and switch, and therefore factor in the conduction
losses inside those two components, they continue to ignore several other smaller loss terms,
such as the I2R conduction loss in the DC resistance (DCR) of the inductor, or the various
switching losses, or the AC resistance losses in the inductor, or the capacitor ESR losses, and
so on—all of which, if factored in somehow, will cause the duty cycle to increase further.How do
we derive accurate equations? Suppose we pick the Buck-boost. We haveOn the input
side,Equating givesBut we also know that efficiency is, by definition,SoEquating the above two
equations for IO/IIN, we getwhich simplifies toIf η is the actual (measured) efficiency this is the
most accurate equation to use for predicting duty cycle as it is not constrained by only RDS
conduction losses. The general efficiency number η, in effect, allows us to include all
losses.Note that mathematically we can think of this as having increased the input from VIN to η
× VIN. So if we start with our “ideal” (most inaccurate) duty cycle equations and carry out the
substitution VIN → ηVIN, we will arrive at the most accurate duty cycle equation for all topologies.
We getIn Fig. 2.13, however, we reveal that mathematically, for a Buck as shown, we can start off
applying the volt-seconds law to a decreased input of η × VIN or to an increased output of VO/η
and still end up with the same duty cycle. For all other topologies, we can equivalently
writeFIGURE 2.13 Same duty cycle, different inductor size requirements.Despite leading to the
same duty cycles, the two possibilities (decreased input versus increased output) lead to
different ON-time/OFF-time volt-seconds and therefore to magnetic components of different
sizes. The former interpretation (i.e., an effective decrease in VIN) leads to an optimistic (and
possibly undersized) core, whereas the latter (an effective increase in VO) leads to a relatively
larger core. In general, the latter model is a safer bet in design, especially if we don’t know where
exactly the losses corresponding to the less-than-unity estimated/measured efficiency are
occurring inside the converter. What really happens in a practical converter lies somewhere in
between the two real-world models of Fig. 2.13.NOTE The Power Integrations method of
transformer design gets closest to recognizing and modeling this subtlety by creating an
allocation factor, which they refer to as Z: the ratio of secondary-side losses (presumably in the
diodes and output capacitors) to the total losses, such as those including losses of the “primary
side” (the switch, input capacitors, EMI filter). However, they typically (arbitrarily) recommend
you set Z to around 50 percent. This implies something exactly between the two real-world
models mentioned above. But that ratio is not necessarily true—it is more like a fudge factor. The
best way from an engineering viewpoint is to assume worst-case transformer sizing, based on
an imagined “increased output” of VO/η.Power Scaling Guidelines in Power
ConvertersPreviously we talked about how defining r helps to achieve an easy intuitive



understanding of power scaling. Let us understand this more clearly and how power supplies
“scale” with load. Let us take one of the equations from the Appendix to illustrate something
quite interesting and useful here. Let us take the RMS of the Buck converter switch current for an
example. It isWe do remember that, by definition, r = ΔI/ICOR. In the case of a buck, ICOR = IO.
So we can also write the above equations asThe latter equation is seen more commonly in
literature. Notice that it looks “messier” than our simpler-looking equations expressed in terms of
r. But cosmetics aside, the usual way of writing out the RMS currents also misses out on a
potentially huge simplification. In contrast, using r, we express the switch RMS current in a more
intuitive manner—as a product of three relatively orthogonal terms: an AC term, that is, a term
involving only r; multiplied by a DC term, that is, involving only load current IO, and a term related
to duty cycle D (input/output voltages) as expected. We can thus separate the terms and reveal
the underlying concept of power scaling in DC-DC converters, something which is very hard to
see from the usual way of writing out the RMS equations, as indicated above.Using our unique
method of writing out the RMS current stress equations, we now recognize the fact that current
stresses (AVG and RMS) are all proportional to load current (for a given r and fixed D). We thus
start to realize what scaling implies. For example, this can mean several things: 1. In terms
of ability to handle stresses, a 100-W power supply will require an output capacitor roughly twice
the value, in terms of capacitance and size, of a 50-W power supply (for the same input and
output voltages). Here we assume that if we are using only one output capacitor, its ripple (RMS)
current rating is almost proportional to its capacitance. That is not strictly true, however. More
correctly, we can say that if a 50-W power supply has a single output capacitor of value C with a
certain ripple rating IRIPP, then a 100-W power supply will require two such identical capacitors
—each of value C and ripple rating IRIPP—paralleled together. That doubles the capacitance
and the ripple rating (ensuring the PCB layout is conducive to good sharing too). We could then
justifiably assert that output capacitance (and its size) is roughly proportional to IO. Note that we
are implicitly assuming the switching frequency is the same for the 50-W and 100-W converters.
Changing the frequency can impact capacitor selection too. 2. Similarly, rather generally
speaking, a 100-W power supply will require an input capacitor twice that of a 50-W power
supply. So input capacitance (and its size) will also be roughly proportional to IO. 3. Since
heating in a FET is IRMS2 × RDS, and IRMS is proportional to IO, then for the same dissipation,
we might initially think we would want a 100-W power supply to use a FET with one-fourth of the
RDS of a 50-W supply. However, we are actually not interested in the absolute dissipation
(unless thermally limited), only its percentage. In other words, if we double the output wattage of
a converter, say, from 50 to 100 W, we typically expect/allow twice the dissipation too (i.e., the
same efficiency). Therefore, it is good enough if the RDS of the FET of the 100-W power supply
is only one-half (not one-quarter) of the RDS of the FET used in the 50-W power supply. So in
effect, the FET RDS is inversely proportional to IO. 4. We also know that for any power
supply, we usually always like to set r ≈ 0.4 for any output power. So from the equations for L, we
see that for a given r, L is inversely proportional to IO. This means the inductance of a 100-W



power supply choke will be one-half that of a 50-W power supply choke. Therefore L is inversely
proportional to IO. Note that we are implicitly assuming the switching frequency is
unchanged. 5. Energy of an inductor is ½ × L × I2. If L halves (for twice the wattage) and I
doubles, then the required energy-handling capability of a 100-W choke must be twice that of a
50-W choke. In effect, the size of an inductor is proportional to IO. Note that since L is dependent
on frequency, we are again implicitly assuming that the switching frequency is unchanged
here.These scaling relationships can help us easily generate a BOM of the components for a
200-W supply, if we just know, e.g., all the correct components for a 50-W supply. Using r was
the key to building up this powerful intuitive method of visualizing converters. PART 2
BASIC WAVEFORM ANALYSIS AND STRESS COMPUTATIONSIn this part we gain mastery
over how to calculate the RMS and average of DC-DC converter waveforms (can be current and/
or voltage, but is usually intended for calculating current stresses).General Method for
Piecewise Linear WaveformsIn Fig. 2.14 we present a shortcut method as an alternative to
memorizing or integrating. We can arrive at the average and the RMS squared of any applicable
waveform. What we basically do here is the following:FIGURE 2.14 Way to calculate the RMS
and average of most DC-DC converter waveforms.• We pick any part of the waveform that is
repetitive. It does not matter whether we start at the moment the switch turns ON or some other
point, provided that at the end of the cycle we return to exactly the same point. • We break
the cycle into segments of constant slope. So the ends of a segment are usually break points of
slope, though it is more important to ensure that no designated segment encloses a break
point.• We calculate the average value of each segment (considered independently), and then
we sum over all segments to get the average for the entire waveform. Thus where IAVG of
each segment is • Similarly we calculate the RMS values of each segment and then sum
the squares of the RMS of each segment to get the square of the RMS for the entire waveform.
So, where IRMS of each segment can be found from Here δ is the geometric duty
cycle of that segment, that is, the ratio of its duration to the time period of the entire
waveform. • The RMS of a waveform does not care if the waveform goes below zero
(ground). We could therefore take the entire part of the waveform that is below ground and “fold”
it to be above ground. This is equivalent to rectifying it. See Fig. 1.3 for a worked example. The
average value, however, does change in the process. • Though it may seem obvious, we
should note that reflecting a waveform horizontally does not change its RMS or average. So a
switch waveform can change its familiar shape and become a diode waveform, and the same
equations for RMS and average would still apply. However, the duty cycle δ of each segment in
the equations above is D for the switch, but is 1 – D for the diode (converter operated in CCM).
We can do the same for, say, a transformer isolated Flyback, but we will need to first “reflect” the
currents to the same side of the transformer for a comparison.In Fig. 2.15 we present examples,
using this formula. These reveal a few interesting facts.FIGURE 2.15 Exercises on using the
piecewise linear method for RMS and average. 1. Curve 1: This uses the formula in Fig.
2.14 with a slight difference: the zero crossing point is also used to divide up segments. That is



the way the formula is presented in E.J. Bloom’s course. However, provided there is no change
of slope at the zero crossing point, we need not segment the waveform at that point, as is
evident from the next curve. 2. Curve 2: This strictly follows the formula in Fig. 2.14 and
gives the same results as the method used above. This is obviously less work, and so this is
preferred.3. Curve 3: Here we “rectify” the waveform. Since RMS depends on the square of the
waveform, indeed it is not affected. But the average is, as expected.4. Curve 4: Here we
translate the entire waveform vertically. Yes, both the RMS and average values are affected, but
the surprise is that there is a quantity called AC RMS that remains invariant in all cases (except
for the rectified waveform case, of course, since that changes the basic shape). AC RMS is pure
RMS, without any DC; that is, it is defined asIn switching power conversion, in steady state, just
as the inductor voltage has equal and opposite volt-seconds (area under curve segments, see
Fig. 2.15), similarly, the capacitor current has equal and opposite ampere-seconds. See Fig.
2.16. As explained, this prevents current (and magnetic energy) runaway in inductors and
voltage (and electric energy) runaway in capacitors. Both situations are analogous.FIGURE
2.16 Volt-seconds law for inductors is analogous to ampere-seconds law for capacitors.Keep in
mind that current is equal to charge per unit time, so ampere-seconds is charge, and we know
that no capacitor can accumulate charge in steady state.In effect this means that the average
current through a capacitor in steady state is zero. So the computed RMS of the current
waveform in the input/output capacitors of any converter in steady state must be the AC RMS in
effect. Therefore, we can start with the (parent) waveform from which the capacitor waveform is
derived and “reset” that waveform to have a zero average value, in effect calculating the AC RMS
of the associated parent waveform. That process is shown in Fig. 2.17. We thus arrive at the
RMS capacitor currents, and for convenience, we have also tabulated the current stresses for
the other components (derived from the formula in Fig. 2.14).FIGURE 2.17 Calculating
capacitor RMS currents (and other current stresses tabulated).Other RMS and Average
ValuesWe may encounter other types of waveforms in power conversion. For convenience we
have listed them in Fig. 2.18. These are the most common.FIGURE 2.18 RMS and average of
some commonly encountered waveforms.NOTE Note that some of the equations provided for
arbitrary waveforms involve δ, which refers to the duty cycle of the particular segment of the
waveform. This duty cycle is only in a geometric sense, and it is not necessarily the duty cycle as
we know it in a converter. Therefore, we when apply the equations to the switch and diode
waveforms, e.g., δ is the same as D when it comes to the switch, but is 1 – D for the diode. This
is an easy way to second-guess diode RMS equations from switch RMS equations. We can also
estimate capacitor stresses. Keep in mind that horizontally reflecting a waveform (or translating it
horizontally) has no effect on its RMS or average. Translating it vertically has no effect on its AC
RMS.In Fig. 2.19 we have provided a more detailed lookup table for sine wave–related
waveforms. These are useful to know when you are dealing with power factor correction
applications or resonant topologies. Note the difference between the average value, mean value,
and median value. We also show how to quickly convert between them (for the last two full-cycle



cases).FIGURE 2.19 RMS, average, mean, and median of some commonly encountered sine
wave–related waveforms.In Figs. 2.20 and 2.21 we provide a detailed lookup table to help us
evaluate stresses for square and triangular-shaped waveforms, and in Fig. 2.21 we provide
where we will encounter this waveform.FIGURE 2.20 Part 1 of RMS, average, mean, and
median of some commonly encountered square wave–related waveforms.FIGURE 2.21 Part 2
of RMS, average, mean, and median of some commonly encountered square wave–related
waveforms.Finally, in Fig. 2.22, we go through the RMS calculations of a switch, and we show
how other, more complicated forms appear in literature, but give the same results. Compare
these to our simple equations found in the Appendix, based on r.FIGURE 2.22 Switch RMS
equations and calculations in literature, compared.Shape of Capacitor CurrentsA fundamental
difference between the topologies concerns the basic shape of the input and output waveforms.
For a Buck (or Forward) converter, e.g., the output current into the capacitor is relatively smooth
as it comes through an inductor. However, the input current is “chopped” (pulsating). For a Boost
the situation reverses, and it is the output current that is pulsating. For a Buck-boost or a
Flyback, both the input and output currents are pulsating. This contributes to the inability of the
Flyback to handle larger power (another factor is leakage inductance). For the Cuk converter,
discussed in Chap. 3, which is essentially a composite of a Boost stage input and a Buck stage
output, we get the best of two worlds. So both the input and output currents are smooth, and this
topology is therefore sometimes called an ideal DC-DC converter.Wide Input Voltage and the
Design Entry PointWhen we introduced r, we did not point out what happens when we have a
wide input range. Do we set r to the suggested 0.4 at VINMIN or at VINMAX? For that we have to
understand what constitutes worst case in a general sense for the entire power supply,
especially for the inductor design. A key to converter design is ensuring that the magnetic
components do not saturate. So the worst case is the point where we should “ensure” our
magnetic design. This forms our design entry point. And it is topology-dependent, as we learn.In
general, the ramp portion of the inductor waveform will add 20 percent to the COR (center of
ramp) value, when we set r to 0.4. So the primary criterion for knowing what is the worst-case
(design entry) point for a given topology is knowing at what input voltage ICOR (the average
inductor current) is the highest.We know from Fig. 2.6 that the COR has the following value for
the Boost and the Buck-boost (also Flyback):For a BuckSince, for all topologies, a high D
corresponds to a low VIN, for the Boost and the Buck-boost, the worst case corresponds to high
D, that is, low input. For the Buck, the average inductor current is always equal to the load
current IO, so its worst case cannot be determined by the average inductor current alone. We
turn to its peak value, and we see that it has a maximum at high input voltage. So for a Buck (and
for the Forward converter choke), the design must start at high line. For a Boost and Buck-boost
(and for a Flyback transformer), the design must start at low line. Note also that since duty cycle
increases as input falls, and because a single-ended Forward converter has a duty cycle
maximum of 50 percent, just to ensure we do not hit the maximum duty cycle “brick wall” and
can continue to deliver full power, the transformer of a Forward converter must also be designed



at lowest input voltage, that is, this time for an entirely different reason than peak current and
energy storage capability.How r Varies with Changes in Line and LoadWe first note that for all
topologies, a low D implies a high VIN and a high D implies a low VIN. We are of course only
referring to the magnitudes of the voltages involved.In Table 2.1 we provided the equations for r.
We thus know how it will vary from any selected set point. We have also included the capacitor
RMS equations from Fig. 2.17, for convenience and for subsequent discussion.Assume we have
set r to a value rSET (typically 0.4) at the designated design entry point. Now as we change the
voltage, the actual current ripple ratio r will change. The way it varies is determined by the
equations in Table 2.2. In words:TABLE 2.2 RMS Capacitor Currents for the Three Main
Topologies • For a Buck, having set r = 0.4 at DMIN, as we increase D, the current ripple
ratio will decrease because it has the form 1 – D. • For the Buck-boost, having set r = 0.4 at
DMAX, as we decrease D, the current ripple ratio will increase, as it has the form (1 – D)2. This is
attributable to the fact that r = ΔI/ICOR, and ICOR starts falling. • For the Boost, having set r
= 0.4 at DMAX, as we decrease D, the current ripple ratio will increase at first; but as D becomes
even smaller, it will eventually decrease. This is so because it has the form D (1 – D)2, and this
function has a maximum at D = 0.33.The input voltage at which D = 0.5 is generically designated
as VIN_D = 0.5 in Table 2.2. For the Boost, this corresponds to an input voltage equal to one-half
the set output.NOTE For completeness we have included the forward drops across the switch
and diode, VSW and VD respectively, in the table. But we can ignore them for now.How
Capacitor RMS Varies with Changes in Line and LoadFrom Table 2.2, we see that the equations
for capacitor RMS include both r and D. And both these do change if we vary the line (input
voltage) because r is also a function of D. So, in general, the actual (net) variation of the
capacitor RMS with changes in input voltage will need to include the variations of both terms, as
indicated in the following example.Relating the variation of r to the input capacitor current of a
Boost (see Table 2.2), we see thatBut we already know that the function D(1 – D) has a
maximum at D = 0.5. So we conclude that for a Boost we must design and test the input
capacitor at D = 0.5 (or the closest point to it in the valid input range).This was actually almost
the only exception, because in this particular case r happened to be a (prominent) multiplicative
factor in the capacitor RMS equation. Only one more such case exists: the output capacitor
RMS of a Buck, as we can see from Table 2.2. For all other cases, the term in r is just a small
adder (r2/12 is typically 0.42/12 = 0.013). It can therefore be neglected for the purpose of this
discussion. We can simplify our equations to decipher the dependency with respect to D. We
therefore say that for small r, the input capacitor of a Buck has the following dependency on
D:Since D = 1 – D at D = 0.5, the worst case input capacitor current occurs at D = 0.5 for a Buck.
We have to be mindful of this when we design and test the capacitor. If we do not have D = 0.5
within the input range of our application, we have to pick the closest input voltage to this
point.Example 2.8 A Buck with a 12-V output has an input of 15 to 20 V. What input voltage
represents the worst case for the input capacitor current?At D = 0.5 we require an input of 24 V
for a 12-V output since D = VO/VIN. The point closest to 24 V in our input range is VINMAX, that



is, 20 V, and we must design and test the input capacitor at this voltage.Example 2.9 A Buck
with a 12-V output has an input of 28 to 50 V. What input voltage represents the worst case for
the input capacitor current?At D = 0.5 we require an input of 24 V for a 12-V output since D = VO/
VIN. The point closest to 24 V in our input range is VINMIN, that is, 28 V, and we must design
and test the input capacitor at this voltage.Stress SpidersBased on the type of analysis of
dependencies, as carried out for the RMS of a Boost input capacitor above, we can, in general,
generate what we call a stress spider. We have presented three such spiders, in Figs. 2.23, 2.24,
and 2.25, for the Buck, Boost, and Buck-boost, respectively. Keep in mind that for all topologies,
a low D implies a high VIN and a high D implies a low VIN.FIGURE 2.23 Buck stress
spider.FIGURE 2.24 Boost stress spider.FIGURE 2.25 Buck-boost stress spider.So after
having set the inductance and size of magnetic components at the designated worst-case
design entry point, we can step back and figure out from these stress spiders which is the worst-
case input voltage at which other stresses maximize. This is essential for proper commercial
design and test methodologies. And in most cases, it is hardly obvious! Yet, if we do not have
this information upfront while selecting components, we will end up with either an overdesigned
or an underdesigned converter. The stress spiders enable reliable wide-input designs. There is
no alternative approach in literature. And even this necessity has not been recognized in related
literature. It was first published by this author in 2002, as Application Note AN-1246 at National
Semiconductor (now Texas Instruments, see ), and later as a cover story in Power Electronics
magazine titled “Reducing Converter Stresses” (see ).Boundary (Critical) ConductionIt can be
shown that any converter reaches critical (boundary) conduction mode (current just returning to
zero) as we reduce the load. This happens at a load current equal to rSET/2 × maximum load.
See Fig. 2.26 for an explanation.FIGURE 2.26 Relationship of load current to set r, at which
BCM is reached.Example 2.10 A Buck converter is designed for rSET equal to 0.4 at maximum
load of 5 A. If we keep the input and output voltages unchanged, as we reduce load, at what
load will the converter try to enter DCM (discontinuous conduction mode)?This happens at
(rSET/2) × IO_MAX = (0.4/2) × 5 = 1 A.In words, a converter enters DCM at (rSET/2 × 100)
percent of maximum load (keeping the same input-output voltages as used for the design entry
point rSET).So a converter with rSET of 0.4 will try to enter DCM at exactly 20 percent of
maximum load.As we reduce the load past BCM, what really happens depends on whether we
are operating synchronously (forced CCM) or in DCM. This is the subject of Chaps. 3 and
4.Keep in mind that it was always intuitively felt that in DCM the efficiency gets worse. So every
attempt was made to stay in CCM (continuous conduction mode) down to very light loads.
Historically, it was often suggested, in effect, to set r to 0.1 (despite the fact that the vital role of r
in the entire converter design was never clearly noticed or pointed out). But if we do that, yes
indeed, we will enter DCM at 5 percent of maximum load. However that leads to oversized
magnetic components. In additions, the lessons of efficiency, as unraveled in Chap. 18, confirm
that it is not so easy to intuitively conclude that DCM is really the worst option! In fact if we
continue in forced CCM (as we often do in synchronous topologies), the efficiency falls off faster



than if we had stuck with DCM. All that is described in Chap. 18.Dr. Ray Ridley did an
industrywide analysis in 2009 of the recommended current shape factors, and he concluded that
this author’s recommendation in particular of rSET = 0.4 is indeed the best entry point into the
design of a converter. See and . The same was also validated in this IEEE reference: . In
addition, Dennis Feucht, noted analog author, also agreed with the author’s shape factor (he
called it the form factor) at this link: .Using Too High an Inductance (Small r)We learn that in an
effort to reduce the transition to DCM to very light loads, engineers sometimes overdesign their
magnetics. We know now that that a very large inductor (small r) is not a cost-effective or the
optimum choice. But what are some other issues associated with it?One major concern is the
leading-edge spike as shown in Fig. 2.27. This can cause jitter and, in severe cases, a
consequent inability to deliver full power.CHAPTER 2DC-DC Converters: Topologies to
Configurations PART 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF SWITCHING
POWER CONVERTERSWatch Out for the Not So ObviousAs we enter the area of switching
power conversion, we must always expect the unexpected. We need to keep the focus, at least
initially until we garner experience, on what was not so obvious to us. We should in fact
proactively look out for it, almost welcome it, because that is what helps us learn faster. The
biggest “gotcha” in switching power conversion is the switching aspect of it! But there are many
more pitfalls, not related to switching, that no amount of computer bravado will prepare us for. A
well-known pioneer behind current mode control wrote this to the author in a personal e-mail
exchange in January 2013: “I see so many engineers spending months on simulation and
Mathcad, not realizing the real world will find totally different modes of failure than they will ever
find with a computer.”For example, having studied voltage dividers in seemingly excruciating
detail in Chap. 1, we think we know it all by now. But do we really? Before we delve into power
conversion in greater detail in this chapter, we point out something seemingly innocuous: The
feedback pin of any regulator, like all pins, has absolute maximum voltage ratings that should not
be exceeded. On the low side of the allowed range in particular, we learn that most controller
ICs’ datasheets state that the feedback pin is not allowed to go lower than about 0.3 to 0.4 V
below the IC ground (as for most other pins too). The feedback pin also seems reassuringly self-
stabilizing, and it settles down in steady state to the internal reference level. But we need to
watch out for what stresses it sees during transients, such as during a hard start-up or shutdown.
This is of greater concern when the IC is used “unconventionally,” that is, in a configuration other
than its basic intended application (e.g., a Buck IC being used as a Buck-boost, as we will
discuss later in this chapter). But what we hardly expected is that even simply shorting the
output of the converter in normal operation, in a simple Buck with a feed-forward capacitor
present, can also lead to exceeding the published absolute maximum rating of the feedback pin
significantly! See Fig. 2.1. This effect usually does not cause instantaneous or direct damage,
but does induce “substrate currents”—currents in the reverse direction through the die. These
currents have been known to cause unpredictable behavior of the controller IC (or switcher). In
one case, that even included the obviously temporary, but complete disappearance of the usual



current limit—and that led to the destruction of the FET/switcher IC eventually. The author
actually captured this entire sequence of events right up to the subsequent destruction, on two
oscilloscopes with deliberately different time scales (one zoom in, the other zoom out). A
warning was therefore proactively added by this author, in several datasheets of the same family,
e.g., in the LM2593HV datasheet at . See under Pin Functions (Pin 6). That’s one gotcha that no
book of power supply simulation will probably ever put you on guard against, to emphasize the
point a bit.FIGURE 2.1 How we may be able to destroy a switcher IC by simply shorting its
output.What Is Ground?We need to start with some basics. In a regulator, there are two input
rails (connected to the DC source) and two output rails (connected to the load). That is actually
two voltage rails, input and output, and their respective returns. Of these, only those cases in
which one rail is shared between the input and the output are considered practical in system
designs. By convention, this common rail is designated the (system) ground. See Fig. 2.2.
Historically, this was often the upper rail, but nowadays we always work with lower (negative) rail
grounds. The former is akin to a clothesline, the latter is a city skyline, rising from the ground
up.FIGURE 2.2 Why are there three basic topologies?This shared ground, passing across the
PCB, is in effect the ground for the entire power stage. Of course there is another ground too: the
IC/controller ground. This may or may not always be connected to the system ground, especially
if the IC is being used in a manner other than its primary intended application. We will come to
those permutations later, but it is enough to point out here that if we do connect the system and
IC grounds differently, there could be problems. For example, it may not be possible to have a
simple direct connection between the voltage divider and the feedback pin. The divider node
voltage may need to be translated, or level-shifted, because, feedback voltage almost always
needs to be referenced to the IC ground, unless the IC itself has a differential voltage amplifier
just before the feedback block to do exactly that.The Three Basic Switching TopologiesWhy are
there three basic topologies only? The underlying reason is that they all use only one inductor.
Topologies with more than one inductor are best considered to be composite, not basic or
fundamental, topologies. In a basic topology, the single inductor carries out the basic energy
storage and transfer function. One end of it is held fixed always; the other end is switched
alternately between two paths, one in which energy is drawn from the input and the other in
which energy is delivered to the output. If there are only three rails, as explained above, there
can be only three topologies, based on which rail the fixed-voltage end of the inductor rests on,
while it is alternately switched between the other two rails. Hence there are three of them only:
three basic topologies corresponding to the three available power rails.To complete the
connection to the rail which causes energy to flow into the system from the input DC source
requires one switch—the control switch, or control FET. The other switch connects it to the
remaining rail which causes energy to flow into the output. That is often a diode (a Schottky most
often), but nowadays in synchronous topologies this may be another FET too.We see all this in
Fig. 2.2. The node that is being switched constantly between the two remaining rails is called the
switching node, or swinging node, often designated SW; but we should be clear that VSW is



sometimes used for the forward voltage drop across the switch (i.e., when it is fully conducting).
We should watch out for this possible source of confusion in this book and in related literature,
but with a little thought it is always obvious what is intended.Why Step-Up/Down?Let’s introduce
the most basic idea in switching power conversion.In normal “square-wave” (nonresonant)
power conversion we always apply a certain constant voltage (denoted here by VON) during the
switch ON-time (TON) and then a constant voltage (of opposite sign, whose magnitude is
denoted here as VOFF) during the OFF-time (TOFF). This leads to piece wise linear current
segments. So we can write (in terms of magnitudes)A steady state in power conversion can be
defined as(again in terms of magnitudes). This equality in effect implies that the current at the
end of a given switching cycle returns to the exact instantaneous value it had at the start of the
same cycle, every cycle. Thus the entire current (and voltage) pattern becomes repetitive, and
the operation is in that sense steady. If it were not, energy and current would keep “staircasing.”
Sooner or later, if the ΔI’s did not equalize (with opposite signs), this would no longer be
considered a viable topology. A topology must be able to self-stabilize, from a power-flow
viewpoint, even with no control loop present. A control loop only ensures regulation to a desired
set point under line and load variations, provided a set point exists—it cannot ensure there is a
possible set point, because it cannot coax physics. Physics is what determines power and
energy flow and balance conditions—we cannot hope to tame that with any clever algorithm
driving tiny op-amps.This basically means that in steady stateThe product of the applied voltage
and the duration for which it is applied is called volt-seconds. The above equation therefore
forms the volt-seconds law.The OFF-time, called TOFF above, is not necessarily equal to the
entire available OFF-time, which is T – TON [i.e., (1 – D)/f], where T = 1/f is the time period of the
switching cycle. In discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), e.g., the voltage reversal across the
inductor lasts for a duration less than T – TON. During the remaining part of the cycle, the
voltage across it remains zero, and so do the current and its slope with respect to time.NOTE It
is easy to understand and confirm this volt-seconds law for an inductor, but what about a
multiwinding magnetic element such as a transformer or coupled inductor? In fact, this law
applies to any chosen winding on a magnetic structure. We can check it out, but in doing so,
each winding should be considered individually, without regard to any other winding that may or
may not be present, or passing current, or not. We cannot, e.g., use the voltage applied during
the ON-time across one winding and draw a simple and direct volt-seconds relationship with the
voltage present across another winding during the OFF-time. Yes, if we converted to volts per
turn, we could do it! That would be a volt-seconds per turn rule, and that would be valid. In
general, two parameters are key to a transformer (or multiwinding structure): (1) the volts divided
by the turns of any winding and (2) the current multiplied by the number of turns of any winding.
So we focus on volts per turn or/and ampere-turns.Returning to the basic volt-seconds law for
converters, any topology that exists (discovered or to be) tends to automatically move toward a
steady state, in which during every cycle, the net volt-seconds across the inductor is zero.
Because volt-seconds is energy, and we must end each cycle with no increase or decrease in



that quantity, to ensure continuous repetition. The volt-seconds law, being directly related to
energy flow, is therefore fundamental. Despite its seeming simplicity, it is the basic tool for
confirming the viability or existence of any topology.The input-to-output transfer function VO/VIN
for any topology thus follows simply from the volt-seconds law. Alternatively, we can express the
duty cycle tON/T (where T = 1/f) in terms of the input and output voltages (their magnitudes).
See Table 2.1 for derivations for a Buck, a Boost, and a Buck-boost [all assumed to be in
continuous conduction mode (CCM) and ignoring parasitic voltage drops].TABLE
2.1 Derivations of Input-Output Transfer Functions from Volt-Seconds LawHaving understood
this, we realize that to achieve steady state, since the current ramps up during the ON-time, and
we want to ensure that it ramps down during the OFF-time (by the same amount), the voltage
must change sign. It is similar to the gas pedal being pressed during the ON-time and the brake
pedal pressed during the OFF-time. The car still moves forward, on average, as we alternate
between the two pedals. In a real converter, this “lurching” is smoothed by the output capacitor of
course, so a steady DC current flows into the output.Now we combine this with the fact that the
inductor is constantly “swiveling” around one fixed rail. We can see that, e.g., in the case of the
inductor swiveling around the output rail, the only way to ensure the occurrence of voltage
reversal (in sign) is for the output (fixed) rail to be between the other two (alternating) rails, in this
case between the input rail and ground (in terms of potential, or voltage). This is illustrated both
in a circuit and in a rather intuitive (gravitational analogy) way, in Fig. 2.3. That is for a Buck. It is
followed by Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 for the Boost and Buck-boost, respectively. In the last case we see
that the output changes sign itself, and so its magnitude becomes irrelevant: that can be greater
or less than the incoming rail and still produce voltage reversal purely based on the flipped sign
of the output itself. So this is a Buck-boost (an inverting topology).FIGURE 2.3 Analogy and
explanation of why this is a step-down topology.FIGURE 2.4 Analogy and explanation of why
this is a step-up topology.FIGURE 2.5 Analogy and explanation of why this is a step-up/step-
down topology.Current Ripple RatioIn 2001, the author introduced what he declared was the
most simplifying, yet fundamental, concept in designing switching power converters: the current
ripple ratio, which after much thought, he christened r, to indicate its inherent simplicity.This
concept was first published as the author’s Application Note AN-1197 at National
Semiconductor, now Texas Instruments (see ), and shortly thereafter by Editor Sam Davis in
Power Electronics magazine (see ). Since then, this concept has become very widely accepted,
even by well-known persons such as Dr. Ray Ridley (see ), Dennis Feucht (see ), and various
professors writing in IEEE publications and teaching crucial courses (see and ). Even the entire
design table based on r, created by this author originally for AN-1197, was recently lifted
(without acknowledgment) by notable magnetic vendors such as Wurth Electronics (see ). The
concept has by now vindicated itself, since imitation (and even piracy) is the best form of
flattery.The key advantage is that r provides a clean design entry point into the heart of any
switching power converter (any topology, any power level, any frequency), by specifying an
optimum of sorts: set r = 0.4 at maximum load (at maximum line for a Buck, and at minimum line



for Boost and Buck-boost). This value provides the best compromise between stresses in the
converter and the size of magnetic and associated power components (consult AN-1197). But it
also enables power scaling. It does that by breaking up most design equations into one part that
connects only to the average power flowing through the converter (based on the center-of-ramp,
or COR, value, which does not change if we change the inductance or frequency) and another
part that corresponds to only to the geometric shape factor related to the delta of the waveform
(the up and down current ramp, which does not change if we change the load current, but is
frequency-dependent). We thus enable the concept of power scaling easily. Note that the
concept of power scaling has in turn been recently applied by the author with great success to
resonant LLC power conversion too, as discussed in Chap. 19 of this book.For example, per the
design tables in the Appendix of this book, all based on r, we have the following equation for L
for a Boost converter:where IO is the maximum load current. Compare this with the usual
equations in literature, as in .This looks simple enough, except that it doesn’t highlight the simple
scaling law of inductance, which we almost intuitively use every day and have learned to
recognize: if we double the load current in a fixed (say, 5- to 3.3-V) application, we simply need
to halve the inductance!After that, the above reference almost arbitrarily states that we need to
setWhy is this an optimum? Does the optimum ΔIL really depend on the input and output voltage
ratio? And why so? It is all nonintuitive. Now, if we plug this ΔIL into the preceding equation, we
get something close to our equationIt turns out that the equation in the Appendix of this book,
and the derived equation based on the above-referenced application note, both give the same
ballpark value for L, as they should, but are cast very differently.In Fig. 2.6 we show more clearly
how we define r, and we also provide a numerical example. The important point to note is that in
a Buck, the COR value is equal to the load current. In a Boost and Buck-boost, since energy
flows into the output only during the OFF-time [i.e., in TOFF = (1 – D)/f], and since the average
diode current is ICOR × (1 – D), and must equal the desired load current IO, we getFIGURE
2.6 Current ripple ratio and basic terms used in this book.In Fig. 2.7, we compare with other
similar geometric factors, akin to r, seen in literature sometimes, in particular what we call ralt
and KRP (the latter introduced and widely used by Power Integrations as an for example). We
also provide their conversions. Note that all the equations using r appear much more elegant,
more intuitive, and simpler than all the other ways to express the same, such as the equations
from power integrations (which use KRP). For example, as in the Appendix, for a Buck-boost we
ask forFIGURE 2.7 Current ripple ratio and basic terms used in this book, compared with
industry.Compare this with the Power Integrations equation in AN-17 (see ):We have simplified
the above equation for the ideal case of 100 percent efficiency. But this is still very nonintuitive,
because it seems to imply at first sight that if we double power, we need to double the
inductance. In reality, for a given input-output voltage, if we double power, we halve the
inductance always. In this equation actually dominates from the denominator, but it is not so
obvious at first sight.Also, all the RMS equations using KRP are generally complicated and
nonintuitive. For example, the equation for RMS current in the primary winding of a Flyback is,



per the Power Integrations equations,In the Appendix, we provide this:The difference is, by using
r, we can clearly separate the RMS into three distinct parts (and dependencies), using n for the
turns ratioIn contrast, there is no such way to examine the equations using KRP. Which is why
almost all the Power Integrations equations on Flyback design are numerically accurate
perhaps, but intuitively misleading. The author therefore does not recommend them for that
reason alone.Average Input and Output CurrentsIn Figs. 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10, we have presented
the basic relations for a Buck, Boost, and Buck-boost, respectively. Note the embedded
statements on duty cycle, DC transfer function (VO/VIN), and the average input/output currents.
These figures can be used as a quick reference for picking the ratings of the power components
(first pass or barely acceptable limiting values).FIGURE 2.8 Waveforms, ratings, and basic
relations in a Buck.FIGURE 2.9 Waveforms, ratings, and basic relations in a Boost.FIGURE
2.10 Waveforms, ratings, and basic relations in a Buck-boost.Energy Relationships of the
Three TopologiesWhat is the energy per cycle out of any converter? Assuming 100 percent
efficiency, it is ε = PIN/f = PO/f. What is the energy stored in the inductor every cycle
(corresponding to the current ramp up of ΔI) and released to the output? If we call that quantity
Δε, it must be equal to the work done V × I to drive the (average) current ICOR through the
inductor.Buck (Assuming 100 Percent Efficiency)We get, using the OFF-time (Vsec is the volt-
seconds)Usingwe getIn other words, not all the energy that makes it to the output gets stored in
the inductor, only 1 – D times the total energy. This is made clear graphically, in the table
embedded on the right side of Fig. 2.11.FIGURE 2.11 Current flow and energy transfer
timings.Note that above we have used the fact that the average switch current is equal to the DC
(input current). The switch current is a pedestal (ignoring the ramp portion) of height IO, with
duty cycle D. So the average switch current, that is, the input current, is equal to IO × D. See Fig.
2.8.For other topologies, we now proceed similarly.Boost (Assuming 100 Percent
Efficiency)Using volt-seconds during the ON-time givesUsinggivesIn other words, not all the
energy making it to the output gets stored in the inductor, only D times the total energy. This is
made clear graphically in the table embedded on the right side of Fig. 2.11.Note that above we
have used the fact that the average inductor current is equal to the DC (input current). The
inductor current is a constant (ignoring the ramp portion) current of height IO/(1 – D), which is
the ICOR value indicated in Fig. 2.25. So the input current is equal to IO/(1 – D). See Fig.
2.9.Buck-boost (Assuming 100 Percent Efficiency)Using volt-seconds during the ON-time
givesUsinggivesIn other words, all the energy making it to the output does get stored in the
inductor. This is made clear graphically, in the table embedded on the right side of Fig. 2.11.Note
that above we have used the fact that the average switch current is equal to the DC (input
current). The switch current is a pedestal of (ignoring the ramp portion) current of height IO/(1 –
D), with duty cycle D. So the input current is equal to D × IO/(1 – D). See Fig. 2.10.These
relationships tell us three things in particular about the Buck-boost (and its transformer-based
version, the Flyback): 1. Since all the output power must cycle through the inductor, its size
tends to be bigger than the inductors of the remaining two topologies, for the same power



throughput. 2. It really doesn’t matter what the input or output voltages are: The size of the
Buck-boost inductor (or Flyback transformer) need not vary according to the voltages at all, just
according to the power. For example, a properly designed transformer for a universal input
Flyback is not any larger than one just designed for European voltages! We will present some
examples for this in Chap. 7.3. This does say that if we double the output power, we have to
store twice the energy, so the core size will double too (even though, as we learned, its
inductance must halve).Loss Relationships in ConvertersIn Fig. 2.12 we summarize the
relationships in nonideal converters, that is, for efficiency (η) not equal to 1. We can calculate the
loss from efficiency and vice versa in many different ways, depending on what we know. Some
numerical examples will make that clearer. Refer to the equations in the Appendix.FIGURE 2.12
Loss and efficiency relationships.Example 2.1 We have a nonsynchronous Buck converter
operating in continuous conduction mode (CCM). Its input is 12 V and its output is 5 V. It uses a
BJT (bipolar junction transistor) switch with a forward drop VCE(sat) ≡ VSW = 0.2 V. The catch
diode is a Schottky device with forward drop VD = 0.4 V. The load current is 1.5 A. What is the
duty cycle? What is the dissipation in the BJT and in the diode? What is the estimated
efficiency?We set VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0.4 V, VSW = 0.2 V, and IO = 1.5 A. Using the full
equation for D, we findDissipation in both the BJT and diode and the total loss areNote that we
averaged the switch dissipation over a complete cycle by multiplying it by D similarly, we
averaged the diode dissipation by multiplying it by 1 – D.The output power, input power, and
efficiency areExample 2.2 We have a nonsynchronous Buck converter operating in continuous
conduction mode. Its input is 12 V and its output is 5 V. It uses a FET switch with RDS = 0.1 Ω.
The catch diode is a Schottky device with forward drop VD = 0.4 V. The load current is 1.5 A.
What is the duty cycle?We set VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0.4 V, IO = 1.5 A, and RDS = 0.1
Ω.For a BJT, to a first approximation, we usually assume that its forward voltage drop is almost
constant with respect to the current through it, which is the main reason why the BJT (along with
its FET-driven cousin, the IGBT) is still often used in high-power applications. For a FET, the
forward drop varies significantly, being considered virtually proportional to the current through it.
In the simple duty cycle equation, however, we need to plug in a certain fixed number VSW. So
for a FET, we need to average the forward switch drop over the ON-time (note: here we do not
average over the entire switching cycle). This is equivalent to taking the voltage drop associated
with the average current through the switch during the ON-time, which is simply the center of
ramp (of the inductor current). Further, in a Buck topology, the center of ramp is equal to the load
current IO. Hence, denoting ISW as the average current in the switch during the ON-time
(corresponding to the average drop VSW), we getExample 2.3 What is the efficiency of the
Buck converter in Example 2.2 if we disregard both the switch and diode drops?Now we set VO
= 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0 V, VSW = 0 V, and IO = 1.5 A. This leads to the “ideal” duty cycle
equation for a Buck. We will also confirm that, in effect, it assumes 100 percent efficiency.The
input current of a buck is the switch current averaged over the entire ON-time. So the input
current corresponding to this duty cycle isThe corresponding input power is thusThe output



power isTherefore, the efficiency is 7.5 W/7.5 W = 1 (or 100 percent) as expected, validating our
statement that if the switch and diode drops are set to zero, we get an “ideal” situation, with no
losses.NOTE Of course, the only losses that were allowed in the first place, by the duty cycle
equation currently in use in previous examples, are those losses related to the forward drops in
the switch and diode, that is, the conduction losses in the semiconductors, no more. This
indicates that since quite obviously not all switcher losses have been accounted for, the duty
cycle equation in use so far is itself limited and is clearly just an approximation.Example
2.4 What is the efficiency of the Buck converter in Example 2.2 if we disregard (only) the switch
drop (i.e., we assume only a diode drop is present)? Also what is the loss in this diode?We set
VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, VD = 0.4 V, VSW = 0 V, and IO = 1.5 A.The input current of a Buck is the
switch current averaged over the entire ON-time. So the input current corresponding to this duty
cycle isThe corresponding input power is thusThe output power is clearlyTherefore, the
efficiency is 7.5 W/7.8387 W = 0.9568.Now, the average diode current in a Buck is IO × (1 – D).
So we get ID_AVG = 1.5 × (1 – 0.4355) = 0.8468 A. The loss in the diode is thereforeWe can see
that this is exactly equal to the difference between the input power and output power: PIN – PO =
7.8387 – 7.5 = 0.3387 W, as expected. So the balance sheet of losses is complete and
accurate.Example 2.5 In a Buck converter we assume, as above, that the switch is “ideal” (very
low RDS), and the catch diode has a voltage drop of 0.4 V. If the efficiency of the converter is
95.679 percent and the diode loss is 0.3387 W, what is the input power? What is the output
power?Here we are just working backward. Further, we are not assuming any specific input and
output voltages, or even a certain load current. We are just talking in terms of power. Looking at
Fig. 2.12, we see all the possible relationships between input and output power versus loss and
efficiency. Keep in mind these are valid equations for any power converter in general, not
necessarily just switchers. We focus our attention on the lowermost diagram in the figure (under
“In terms of loss”). To use the relationship here, we need to know the loss, which in this example
is the loss in the diode.We set PLOSS = 0.3387 W and η = 0.95679.SoThis agrees with
Example 2.4. We have thus validated the relevant equations in Fig. 2.12 and also our previous
calculations.Example 2.6 In Example 2.4, correlate the diode dissipation to the additional
energy drawn from the input and the increase in input current, as compared to the ideal
case.The diode loss was PD = 0.3387 W. This must correspond to the additional energy per unit
time drawn from the input. We recall from Example 2.3, that the ideal duty cycle was DIDEAL =
0.4167. Now, with diode loss included, the duty cycle is D = 0.4355. The general equation for the
(average) input current of a Buck is IO × D. Note that in a Buck, the input current is the switch
current first averaged over the ON-time, that is, ISW ≡ IO and then further averaged over the
entire cycle (by multiplying it by D). So for the ideal case, we getwhereas for the nonideal case
(using the value of D calculated in Example 2.4)The additional energy per unit time inputted
when the duty cycle stretches out from its ideal value (in turn leading to the observed increase in
input current) isThis is equal to the diode loss in Example 2.4. It thus validates the following
general statement: IIN_IDEAL is the baseline current level for a given PO and input/output,



corresponding to all the incoming energy being fully converted to useful energy (i.e., no losses).
Any increase above and beyond this baseline level coincides exactly with the losses in the
converter.Example 2.7 Suppose we have a 12- to 5-V synchronous buck, using a control FET
with RDS of 1 Ω, and a synchronous FET with RDS of 0.8 Ω. The output current is 1.5 A. The
inductor has a DC resistance (DCR) of 0.1 Ω. What are the duty cycle, the breakup of the losses,
and the efficiency? Continue to ignore switching losses, as we have been doing so far.We set
VO = 5 V, VIN = 12 V, RDS_1 = 1 Ω, RDS_2 = 0.8 Ω, and DCR = 0.1 Ω.Let us call the average
current in the two FETs during the ON-time (not averaged over the whole cycle) as ISW_1 and
ISW_2. So, since in a Buck that is equal to the center-of-ramp IO, we getThe corresponding
switch drops (i.e., their average over the ON-time) areSo, from the general duty cycle equation,
with VD = VSW_2,The remaining calculations areThe computed efficiency is therefore η = PO/
PIN = 7.5/9.7692 = 0.7677 (or 76.8 percent)The losses are PIN – PO = 2.2692 W. Let us confirm
where they went.We get the FET and inductor losses asSumming up all loss terms gives PLOSS
= 1.2212 + 0.8231 + 0.225 = 2.2692 W. This agrees with the difference between the input and
output power PIN – PO, thus validating our equations above.Nonideal Duty Cycle EquationsThe
ideal equations for duty cycle, provided in Figs. 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10, are the most inaccurate and
lead to the smallest duty cycle possible for a given input/output condition. Real-world equations,
which we will discuss here, are the most accurate and lead to the highest duty cycle (lowest-
efficiency estimate). Between these two sets of equations lie many other forms of duty cycle
equations found in literature, all with varying degrees of accuracy. For example, by using the
fundamental principle of volt-seconds balance in steady state, but not ignoring switch and diode
drops, we can derive the following duty cycle equations:We realize that though these equations
explicitly include the drop across the diode and switch, and therefore factor in the conduction
losses inside those two components, they continue to ignore several other smaller loss terms,
such as the I2R conduction loss in the DC resistance (DCR) of the inductor, or the various
switching losses, or the AC resistance losses in the inductor, or the capacitor ESR losses, and
so on—all of which, if factored in somehow, will cause the duty cycle to increase further.How do
we derive accurate equations? Suppose we pick the Buck-boost. We haveOn the input
side,Equating givesBut we also know that efficiency is, by definition,SoEquating the above two
equations for IO/IIN, we getwhich simplifies toIf η is the actual (measured) efficiency this is the
most accurate equation to use for predicting duty cycle as it is not constrained by only RDS
conduction losses. The general efficiency number η, in effect, allows us to include all
losses.Note that mathematically we can think of this as having increased the input from VIN to η
× VIN. So if we start with our “ideal” (most inaccurate) duty cycle equations and carry out the
substitution VIN → ηVIN, we will arrive at the most accurate duty cycle equation for all topologies.
We getIn Fig. 2.13, however, we reveal that mathematically, for a Buck as shown, we can start off
applying the volt-seconds law to a decreased input of η × VIN or to an increased output of VO/η
and still end up with the same duty cycle. For all other topologies, we can equivalently
writeFIGURE 2.13 Same duty cycle, different inductor size requirements.Despite leading to the



same duty cycles, the two possibilities (decreased input versus increased output) lead to
different ON-time/OFF-time volt-seconds and therefore to magnetic components of different
sizes. The former interpretation (i.e., an effective decrease in VIN) leads to an optimistic (and
possibly undersized) core, whereas the latter (an effective increase in VO) leads to a relatively
larger core. In general, the latter model is a safer bet in design, especially if we don’t know where
exactly the losses corresponding to the less-than-unity estimated/measured efficiency are
occurring inside the converter. What really happens in a practical converter lies somewhere in
between the two real-world models of Fig. 2.13.NOTE The Power Integrations method of
transformer design gets closest to recognizing and modeling this subtlety by creating an
allocation factor, which they refer to as Z: the ratio of secondary-side losses (presumably in the
diodes and output capacitors) to the total losses, such as those including losses of the “primary
side” (the switch, input capacitors, EMI filter). However, they typically (arbitrarily) recommend
you set Z to around 50 percent. This implies something exactly between the two real-world
models mentioned above. But that ratio is not necessarily true—it is more like a fudge factor. The
best way from an engineering viewpoint is to assume worst-case transformer sizing, based on
an imagined “increased output” of VO/η.Power Scaling Guidelines in Power
ConvertersPreviously we talked about how defining r helps to achieve an easy intuitive
understanding of power scaling. Let us understand this more clearly and how power supplies
“scale” with load. Let us take one of the equations from the Appendix to illustrate something
quite interesting and useful here. Let us take the RMS of the Buck converter switch current for an
example. It isWe do remember that, by definition, r = ΔI/ICOR. In the case of a buck, ICOR = IO.
So we can also write the above equations asThe latter equation is seen more commonly in
literature. Notice that it looks “messier” than our simpler-looking equations expressed in terms of
r. But cosmetics aside, the usual way of writing out the RMS currents also misses out on a
potentially huge simplification. In contrast, using r, we express the switch RMS current in a more
intuitive manner—as a product of three relatively orthogonal terms: an AC term, that is, a term
involving only r; multiplied by a DC term, that is, involving only load current IO, and a term related
to duty cycle D (input/output voltages) as expected. We can thus separate the terms and reveal
the underlying concept of power scaling in DC-DC converters, something which is very hard to
see from the usual way of writing out the RMS equations, as indicated above.Using our unique
method of writing out the RMS current stress equations, we now recognize the fact that current
stresses (AVG and RMS) are all proportional to load current (for a given r and fixed D). We thus
start to realize what scaling implies. For example, this can mean several things: 1. In terms
of ability to handle stresses, a 100-W power supply will require an output capacitor roughly twice
the value, in terms of capacitance and size, of a 50-W power supply (for the same input and
output voltages). Here we assume that if we are using only one output capacitor, its ripple (RMS)
current rating is almost proportional to its capacitance. That is not strictly true, however. More
correctly, we can say that if a 50-W power supply has a single output capacitor of value C with a
certain ripple rating IRIPP, then a 100-W power supply will require two such identical capacitors



—each of value C and ripple rating IRIPP—paralleled together. That doubles the capacitance
and the ripple rating (ensuring the PCB layout is conducive to good sharing too). We could then
justifiably assert that output capacitance (and its size) is roughly proportional to IO. Note that we
are implicitly assuming the switching frequency is the same for the 50-W and 100-W converters.
Changing the frequency can impact capacitor selection too. 2. Similarly, rather generally
speaking, a 100-W power supply will require an input capacitor twice that of a 50-W power
supply. So input capacitance (and its size) will also be roughly proportional to IO. 3. Since
heating in a FET is IRMS2 × RDS, and IRMS is proportional to IO, then for the same dissipation,
we might initially think we would want a 100-W power supply to use a FET with one-fourth of the
RDS of a 50-W supply. However, we are actually not interested in the absolute dissipation
(unless thermally limited), only its percentage. In other words, if we double the output wattage of
a converter, say, from 50 to 100 W, we typically expect/allow twice the dissipation too (i.e., the
same efficiency). Therefore, it is good enough if the RDS of the FET of the 100-W power supply
is only one-half (not one-quarter) of the RDS of the FET used in the 50-W power supply. So in
effect, the FET RDS is inversely proportional to IO. 4. We also know that for any power
supply, we usually always like to set r ≈ 0.4 for any output power. So from the equations for L, we
see that for a given r, L is inversely proportional to IO. This means the inductance of a 100-W
power supply choke will be one-half that of a 50-W power supply choke. Therefore L is inversely
proportional to IO. Note that we are implicitly assuming the switching frequency is
unchanged. 5. Energy of an inductor is ½ × L × I2. If L halves (for twice the wattage) and I
doubles, then the required energy-handling capability of a 100-W choke must be twice that of a
50-W choke. In effect, the size of an inductor is proportional to IO. Note that since L is dependent
on frequency, we are again implicitly assuming that the switching frequency is unchanged
here.These scaling relationships can help us easily generate a BOM of the components for a
200-W supply, if we just know, e.g., all the correct components for a 50-W supply. Using r was
the key to building up this powerful intuitive method of visualizing converters. PART 2
BASIC WAVEFORM ANALYSIS AND STRESS COMPUTATIONSIn this part we gain mastery
over how to calculate the RMS and average of DC-DC converter waveforms (can be current and/
or voltage, but is usually intended for calculating current stresses).General Method for
Piecewise Linear WaveformsIn Fig. 2.14 we present a shortcut method as an alternative to
memorizing or integrating. We can arrive at the average and the RMS squared of any applicable
waveform. What we basically do here is the following:FIGURE 2.14 Way to calculate the RMS
and average of most DC-DC converter waveforms.• We pick any part of the waveform that is
repetitive. It does not matter whether we start at the moment the switch turns ON or some other
point, provided that at the end of the cycle we return to exactly the same point. • We break
the cycle into segments of constant slope. So the ends of a segment are usually break points of
slope, though it is more important to ensure that no designated segment encloses a break
point.• We calculate the average value of each segment (considered independently), and then
we sum over all segments to get the average for the entire waveform. Thus where IAVG of



each segment is • Similarly we calculate the RMS values of each segment and then sum
the squares of the RMS of each segment to get the square of the RMS for the entire waveform.
So, where IRMS of each segment can be found from Here δ is the geometric duty
cycle of that segment, that is, the ratio of its duration to the time period of the entire
waveform. • The RMS of a waveform does not care if the waveform goes below zero
(ground). We could therefore take the entire part of the waveform that is below ground and “fold”
it to be above ground. This is equivalent to rectifying it. See Fig. 1.3 for a worked example. The
average value, however, does change in the process. • Though it may seem obvious, we
should note that reflecting a waveform horizontally does not change its RMS or average. So a
switch waveform can change its familiar shape and become a diode waveform, and the same
equations for RMS and average would still apply. However, the duty cycle δ of each segment in
the equations above is D for the switch, but is 1 – D for the diode (converter operated in CCM).
We can do the same for, say, a transformer isolated Flyback, but we will need to first “reflect” the
currents to the same side of the transformer for a comparison.In Fig. 2.15 we present examples,
using this formula. These reveal a few interesting facts.FIGURE 2.15 Exercises on using the
piecewise linear method for RMS and average. 1. Curve 1: This uses the formula in Fig.
2.14 with a slight difference: the zero crossing point is also used to divide up segments. That is
the way the formula is presented in E.J. Bloom’s course. However, provided there is no change
of slope at the zero crossing point, we need not segment the waveform at that point, as is
evident from the next curve. 2. Curve 2: This strictly follows the formula in Fig. 2.14 and
gives the same results as the method used above. This is obviously less work, and so this is
preferred.3. Curve 3: Here we “rectify” the waveform. Since RMS depends on the square of the
waveform, indeed it is not affected. But the average is, as expected.4. Curve 4: Here we
translate the entire waveform vertically. Yes, both the RMS and average values are affected, but
the surprise is that there is a quantity called AC RMS that remains invariant in all cases (except
for the rectified waveform case, of course, since that changes the basic shape). AC RMS is pure
RMS, without any DC; that is, it is defined asIn switching power conversion, in steady state, just
as the inductor voltage has equal and opposite volt-seconds (area under curve segments, see
Fig. 2.15), similarly, the capacitor current has equal and opposite ampere-seconds. See Fig.
2.16. As explained, this prevents current (and magnetic energy) runaway in inductors and
voltage (and electric energy) runaway in capacitors. Both situations are analogous.FIGURE
2.16 Volt-seconds law for inductors is analogous to ampere-seconds law for capacitors.Keep in
mind that current is equal to charge per unit time, so ampere-seconds is charge, and we know
that no capacitor can accumulate charge in steady state.In effect this means that the average
current through a capacitor in steady state is zero. So the computed RMS of the current
waveform in the input/output capacitors of any converter in steady state must be the AC RMS in
effect. Therefore, we can start with the (parent) waveform from which the capacitor waveform is
derived and “reset” that waveform to have a zero average value, in effect calculating the AC RMS
of the associated parent waveform. That process is shown in Fig. 2.17. We thus arrive at the



RMS capacitor currents, and for convenience, we have also tabulated the current stresses for
the other components (derived from the formula in Fig. 2.14).FIGURE 2.17 Calculating
capacitor RMS currents (and other current stresses tabulated).Other RMS and Average
ValuesWe may encounter other types of waveforms in power conversion. For convenience we
have listed them in Fig. 2.18. These are the most common.FIGURE 2.18 RMS and average of
some commonly encountered waveforms.NOTE Note that some of the equations provided for
arbitrary waveforms involve δ, which refers to the duty cycle of the particular segment of the
waveform. This duty cycle is only in a geometric sense, and it is not necessarily the duty cycle as
we know it in a converter. Therefore, we when apply the equations to the switch and diode
waveforms, e.g., δ is the same as D when it comes to the switch, but is 1 – D for the diode. This
is an easy way to second-guess diode RMS equations from switch RMS equations. We can also
estimate capacitor stresses. Keep in mind that horizontally reflecting a waveform (or translating it
horizontally) has no effect on its RMS or average. Translating it vertically has no effect on its AC
RMS.In Fig. 2.19 we have provided a more detailed lookup table for sine wave–related
waveforms. These are useful to know when you are dealing with power factor correction
applications or resonant topologies. Note the difference between the average value, mean value,
and median value. We also show how to quickly convert between them (for the last two full-cycle
cases).FIGURE 2.19 RMS, average, mean, and median of some commonly encountered sine
wave–related waveforms.In Figs. 2.20 and 2.21 we provide a detailed lookup table to help us
evaluate stresses for square and triangular-shaped waveforms, and in Fig. 2.21 we provide
where we will encounter this waveform.FIGURE 2.20 Part 1 of RMS, average, mean, and
median of some commonly encountered square wave–related waveforms.FIGURE 2.21 Part 2
of RMS, average, mean, and median of some commonly encountered square wave–related
waveforms.Finally, in Fig. 2.22, we go through the RMS calculations of a switch, and we show
how other, more complicated forms appear in literature, but give the same results. Compare
these to our simple equations found in the Appendix, based on r.FIGURE 2.22 Switch RMS
equations and calculations in literature, compared.Shape of Capacitor CurrentsA fundamental
difference between the topologies concerns the basic shape of the input and output waveforms.
For a Buck (or Forward) converter, e.g., the output current into the capacitor is relatively smooth
as it comes through an inductor. However, the input current is “chopped” (pulsating). For a Boost
the situation reverses, and it is the output current that is pulsating. For a Buck-boost or a
Flyback, both the input and output currents are pulsating. This contributes to the inability of the
Flyback to handle larger power (another factor is leakage inductance). For the Cuk converter,
discussed in Chap. 3, which is essentially a composite of a Boost stage input and a Buck stage
output, we get the best of two worlds. So both the input and output currents are smooth, and this
topology is therefore sometimes called an ideal DC-DC converter.Wide Input Voltage and the
Design Entry PointWhen we introduced r, we did not point out what happens when we have a
wide input range. Do we set r to the suggested 0.4 at VINMIN or at VINMAX? For that we have to
understand what constitutes worst case in a general sense for the entire power supply,



especially for the inductor design. A key to converter design is ensuring that the magnetic
components do not saturate. So the worst case is the point where we should “ensure” our
magnetic design. This forms our design entry point. And it is topology-dependent, as we learn.In
general, the ramp portion of the inductor waveform will add 20 percent to the COR (center of
ramp) value, when we set r to 0.4. So the primary criterion for knowing what is the worst-case
(design entry) point for a given topology is knowing at what input voltage ICOR (the average
inductor current) is the highest.We know from Fig. 2.6 that the COR has the following value for
the Boost and the Buck-boost (also Flyback):For a BuckSince, for all topologies, a high D
corresponds to a low VIN, for the Boost and the Buck-boost, the worst case corresponds to high
D, that is, low input. For the Buck, the average inductor current is always equal to the load
current IO, so its worst case cannot be determined by the average inductor current alone. We
turn to its peak value, and we see that it has a maximum at high input voltage. So for a Buck (and
for the Forward converter choke), the design must start at high line. For a Boost and Buck-boost
(and for a Flyback transformer), the design must start at low line. Note also that since duty cycle
increases as input falls, and because a single-ended Forward converter has a duty cycle
maximum of 50 percent, just to ensure we do not hit the maximum duty cycle “brick wall” and
can continue to deliver full power, the transformer of a Forward converter must also be designed
at lowest input voltage, that is, this time for an entirely different reason than peak current and
energy storage capability.How r Varies with Changes in Line and LoadWe first note that for all
topologies, a low D implies a high VIN and a high D implies a low VIN. We are of course only
referring to the magnitudes of the voltages involved.In Table 2.1 we provided the equations for r.
We thus know how it will vary from any selected set point. We have also included the capacitor
RMS equations from Fig. 2.17, for convenience and for subsequent discussion.Assume we have
set r to a value rSET (typically 0.4) at the designated design entry point. Now as we change the
voltage, the actual current ripple ratio r will change. The way it varies is determined by the
equations in Table 2.2. In words:TABLE 2.2 RMS Capacitor Currents for the Three Main
Topologies • For a Buck, having set r = 0.4 at DMIN, as we increase D, the current ripple
ratio will decrease because it has the form 1 – D. • For the Buck-boost, having set r = 0.4 at
DMAX, as we decrease D, the current ripple ratio will increase, as it has the form (1 – D)2. This is
attributable to the fact that r = ΔI/ICOR, and ICOR starts falling. • For the Boost, having set r
= 0.4 at DMAX, as we decrease D, the current ripple ratio will increase at first; but as D becomes
even smaller, it will eventually decrease. This is so because it has the form D (1 – D)2, and this
function has a maximum at D = 0.33.The input voltage at which D = 0.5 is generically designated
as VIN_D = 0.5 in Table 2.2. For the Boost, this corresponds to an input voltage equal to one-half
the set output.NOTE For completeness we have included the forward drops across the switch
and diode, VSW and VD respectively, in the table. But we can ignore them for now.How
Capacitor RMS Varies with Changes in Line and LoadFrom Table 2.2, we see that the equations
for capacitor RMS include both r and D. And both these do change if we vary the line (input
voltage) because r is also a function of D. So, in general, the actual (net) variation of the



capacitor RMS with changes in input voltage will need to include the variations of both terms, as
indicated in the following example.Relating the variation of r to the input capacitor current of a
Boost (see Table 2.2), we see thatBut we already know that the function D(1 – D) has a
maximum at D = 0.5. So we conclude that for a Boost we must design and test the input
capacitor at D = 0.5 (or the closest point to it in the valid input range).This was actually almost
the only exception, because in this particular case r happened to be a (prominent) multiplicative
factor in the capacitor RMS equation. Only one more such case exists: the output capacitor
RMS of a Buck, as we can see from Table 2.2. For all other cases, the term in r is just a small
adder (r2/12 is typically 0.42/12 = 0.013). It can therefore be neglected for the purpose of this
discussion. We can simplify our equations to decipher the dependency with respect to D. We
therefore say that for small r, the input capacitor of a Buck has the following dependency on
D:Since D = 1 – D at D = 0.5, the worst case input capacitor current occurs at D = 0.5 for a Buck.
We have to be mindful of this when we design and test the capacitor. If we do not have D = 0.5
within the input range of our application, we have to pick the closest input voltage to this
point.Example 2.8 A Buck with a 12-V output has an input of 15 to 20 V. What input voltage
represents the worst case for the input capacitor current?At D = 0.5 we require an input of 24 V
for a 12-V output since D = VO/VIN. The point closest to 24 V in our input range is VINMAX, that
is, 20 V, and we must design and test the input capacitor at this voltage.Example 2.9 A Buck
with a 12-V output has an input of 28 to 50 V. What input voltage represents the worst case for
the input capacitor current?At D = 0.5 we require an input of 24 V for a 12-V output since D = VO/
VIN. The point closest to 24 V in our input range is VINMIN, that is, 28 V, and we must design
and test the input capacitor at this voltage.Stress SpidersBased on the type of analysis of
dependencies, as carried out for the RMS of a Boost input capacitor above, we can, in general,
generate what we call a stress spider. We have presented three such spiders, in Figs. 2.23, 2.24,
and 2.25, for the Buck, Boost, and Buck-boost, respectively. Keep in mind that for all topologies,
a low D implies a high VIN and a high D implies a low VIN.FIGURE 2.23 Buck stress
spider.FIGURE 2.24 Boost stress spider.FIGURE 2.25 Buck-boost stress spider.So after
having set the inductance and size of magnetic components at the designated worst-case
design entry point, we can step back and figure out from these stress spiders which is the worst-
case input voltage at which other stresses maximize. This is essential for proper commercial
design and test methodologies. And in most cases, it is hardly obvious! Yet, if we do not have
this information upfront while selecting components, we will end up with either an overdesigned
or an underdesigned converter. The stress spiders enable reliable wide-input designs. There is
no alternative approach in literature. And even this necessity has not been recognized in related
literature. It was first published by this author in 2002, as Application Note AN-1246 at National
Semiconductor (now Texas Instruments, see ), and later as a cover story in Power Electronics
magazine titled “Reducing Converter Stresses” (see ).Boundary (Critical) ConductionIt can be
shown that any converter reaches critical (boundary) conduction mode (current just returning to
zero) as we reduce the load. This happens at a load current equal to rSET/2 × maximum load.



See Fig. 2.26 for an explanation.FIGURE 2.26 Relationship of load current to set r, at which
BCM is reached.Example 2.10 A Buck converter is designed for rSET equal to 0.4 at maximum
load of 5 A. If we keep the input and output voltages unchanged, as we reduce load, at what
load will the converter try to enter DCM (discontinuous conduction mode)?This happens at
(rSET/2) × IO_MAX = (0.4/2) × 5 = 1 A.In words, a converter enters DCM at (rSET/2 × 100)
percent of maximum load (keeping the same input-output voltages as used for the design entry
point rSET).So a converter with rSET of 0.4 will try to enter DCM at exactly 20 percent of
maximum load.As we reduce the load past BCM, what really happens depends on whether we
are operating synchronously (forced CCM) or in DCM. This is the subject of Chaps. 3 and
4.Keep in mind that it was always intuitively felt that in DCM the efficiency gets worse. So every
attempt was made to stay in CCM (continuous conduction mode) down to very light loads.
Historically, it was often suggested, in effect, to set r to 0.1 (despite the fact that the vital role of r
in the entire converter design was never clearly noticed or pointed out). But if we do that, yes
indeed, we will enter DCM at 5 percent of maximum load. However that leads to oversized
magnetic components. In additions, the lessons of efficiency, as unraveled in Chap. 18, confirm
that it is not so easy to intuitively conclude that DCM is really the worst option! In fact if we
continue in forced CCM (as we often do in synchronous topologies), the efficiency falls off faster
than if we had stuck with DCM. All that is described in Chap. 18.Dr. Ray Ridley did an
industrywide analysis in 2009 of the recommended current shape factors, and he concluded that
this author’s recommendation in particular of rSET = 0.4 is indeed the best entry point into the
design of a converter. See and . The same was also validated in this IEEE reference: . In
addition, Dennis Feucht, noted analog author, also agreed with the author’s shape factor (he
called it the form factor) at this link: .Using Too High an Inductance (Small r)We learn that in an
effort to reduce the transition to DCM to very light loads, engineers sometimes overdesign their
magnetics. We know now that that a very large inductor (small r) is not a cost-effective or the
optimum choice. But what are some other issues associated with it?One major concern is the
leading-edge spike as shown in Fig. 2.27. This can cause jitter and, in severe cases, a
consequent inability to deliver full power.
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Kali, “Great book on magnetics. This book spends almost 150 pages detailing each and every
concept related to magnetic design for flyback, forward converter. Shows how to calculate
inductors for DC-DC converters. The author shows step by step formula to calculate the precise
core size, wire guage, air gap etc. He also compares his practically implemented formula with
the industry formulae used to calculate precise core size, wire guages etc. I enjoyed reading it.
By far the best book on magnetics which takes each and every issue into consideration
( proximity,skin effect, fringing effect etc). Showed a complete table of different magnetic core
manufacturers, their dimensions, gap etc. He also showed how to reduce core losses by varying
the parameters such as Volume of the core, area of the core. length of the core and their effect
on core losses. The textbook also has a very decent section on selection of PFC holdup time
capacitor value which is usually a very complex topic and plenty of formulae exist which result in
different values. But, this author has given a table which can be used to select the capacitor
value, RMS current value right from the table. Also shows how to parallel ceramic and
electrolytic capacitors taking into account the RMS current, voltage ripple, ESR etc. This is very
good. The chapter on reliability/Safety is also very good. This is required for high volume
production. I would definitely recommended this textbook to all levels of expertise.”

Vince S., “Excellent comprehensive guide!. This book is truly a labor of love by the author. No
one book can cover every aspect of power supply design, but this one comes close. It is very
well illustrated and has many very handy charts and graphs. It is a useful and practical design
reference that is well worth the purchase price. I must have a dozen books on power supply
design and this text stands out as one of the very best.”

D. Sonc, “Excellent! content but lousy print. Excellent! content but lousy print! The material was
prepared for colored printing but the book is printed in black and white. Some content, especially
on the pictures is barely visible. I give four instead of five stars because of lousy print.”

Christian, “Good reference for learning and review. This book gives a lot of good perspective on
power electronics and always make it easy to connect real world design and theory. Good
reference book to keep in the shelves if youre a powe engineer”

Justin M. Graves, “Outstanding book. This outstanding book picks up where the other books
leave off. Not intended for beginners. The section on magnetics is absolutely fantastic and very
different from other books.”

cmiguens, “Four Stars. All OK”

SK, “... it for my dad so hoping it would be good.. Bought it for my dad so hoping it would be



good.”

S.LANDSTROM, “Five Stars. Perfect book and delivery”
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